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PREFACE
rn-HE monuments listed in this volume are those found in the Delhi Zail of
J- the new Province of Delhi, excluding Shahjahanabad, the buildings of
which have been already dealt with in the first volume of this series. The map
given defines the area of the Zail ; and the monuments have been listed by
villages, except those which lie within Delhi city (outside the walls of

Shahjahanabad), where they have been treated by Muhallas. The area dealt

with includes the sites of not less than four of the old cities of Delhi, viz .
:

—

(1) The legendary Hindu city of Indraprastha.

(2) Firozabad, built by Firoz Shah Tughlaq in the year 755 A. H.

(1354 A. D.). The exact boundaries of this city are unknown;
i it, however, is said to have embraced Kotla Firoz Shah (No. 115),

Qadam Sharif (No. 348), and the Pirghaib (No. 400). (')

(3) Din Panah, founded by the Emperor Humayun. The building of

this city, according to Khond Mir, was commenced in the year

940 A. H. (1533-4 A. D.), and its walls, bastions, ramparts and

gates were nearly c-ompleted by the same year.(‘) Its citadel,

Purana Qila, still extant, was completed by Slier Shah, after his

expulsion of Humayun from Hindustan.

(4) Sher Shah’s Delhi, built by that emperor in the year 947 A. H.

(1540 A. D.) in the, village of Indrapat between Firozabad and

Kilokhri.(’) The extent of the city is not now traceable. It,

however, included Humayun’s Citadel, Purana Qila, and the area

lying to the north-west of it, as is indicated by its two remaining

gateways, the Lai Darwaza (No. 84), and the Kabuli Darwaza
(No. 114).

Those monuments which contain no inscription recording the year of

their erection, have been dated with reference to the reign of the contemporary

emperor of Delhi, or where this again is doubtful, to the dynastic periods as

revealed by the style of the architecture {vide preface to Volume I).

The area under notice contains but few Hindu monuments, and these are

of no special interest. The translation given of the Pali inscriptions(') on

the Asoka pillars (Nos. 117 and 402) is that adopted by Mr. V. Smith in his

“ Asoka ” (p. 182 et seq.).

A few additions have been made to the bibliographical references, which,

otherwise, are identical with those quoted in the first volume. In some cases,

local traditions, where these are of any interest, have also been added, but they

should be accepted with reserve. ,

The information regarding the ownership of the monuments has been

procured on the spot; but, while care has been taken to ensure that it should

be as accurate as possible, no responsibility can be entertained in this regard.

In the case of mosques, temples, and gurdwaras, the persons whose names are

given under the heading “ owners ” (paragraph c) are those who are respons-

ible for their management. The term “ ownership ” in this connection is

anomalous, as these “ religious " buildings were erected for the public benefit.

(') Khulcuatui Tamarikh, 28.

(») XUiof, V. 125-6.

(») EUioi, IV. 476-7.

(*) Zor faciimUe and tnmtlitentioB of the P»li char»ct«ri into English lee Epigrapbi* Indica, Vo!, II ;i804),

p. 246, et atg.
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The work of listing the monuments included in this volume has been

carried out practically in toto by Maulvi Zafar Hasan, Assistant Superin-

tendent of Archaeology, who has been specially deputed for this purpose.

Architectural descriptions of the more important of them have been

furnished either by the late Mr. G. Sanderson, Superintendent of this Circle,

or myself
; and to me has fallen the lesser task of seeing it through the Press.

I have again gratefully to acknowledge the ready help and encourage-

ment of the Hon’ble Mr. W. M. Hailey, C.I.E., C.S.I., Chief Commissioner,

Delhi, throughout the preparation of this volume.

J. A. PAGE, A.R.I.B.A.,

Superintendent,

Muhammadan and British Monuments,

Archceological Survey of India,

Northern Circle, Agra,
February 13th, 1918.
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REFERENCE.

No. = Number of monument, Delhi Zail.

a = Name of monument.

b = Situation,

c = Owner .-

d = Class.

The following classification of monuments has been laid down by the Govein-

ment of India, and they are so classified in the margins of the difteicnt

lists of Antiquarian remains issued by the Archteological Department, as

well as in the various Progre.ss reports:—
I.—Those monuments which from their present condition or historical

or areha'ological value ought to be maintained in permanent good

repair.

II.—Those monuments which it is now oidv possible or desirable to sa\e

from further decay by such minor measures as the eradication of

vegetation, the exclusion of water from the walls, and the like.

III.—Those monuments which, from their advanced stage of decay or

comparative unimportance, it is impossible or unnecessary to

preserve.

The monuments in clas.ses 1 and II are further subdivided thus

—

(')I (^0 and IJ (u).—Monuments owned and maintained liy

Government.

I (h) and II (h ).—Monuments owned and maintained by

private per.sons.

1 (c) and II (<•).- Monuments owned by private jiersons but

maintained bv the owners and Government jointly or

by the Government exclusively.

No comment is necessary upoi' class I, but in class II it will oftui

be found necessary to carry out .sufficient initial repairs over and

above those specified, to put a building in such a state that those

minor measures will afterwards suffice to keep it in a tolerably fair

condition.

Because a building is put into class III. on account of its very

dilapidated condition, it does not follow that there .should be any

unseemly haste in converting it into road metal. It mav still le

a monument of interest as long as it keeps together.

e = Date.

/ = Inscriptions.

^ = Condition.

Whether Protected by Act VII of 1904 (Ancient ilonuments Preservation

Act). “ Unnecessary ” signifies that Protection by this Act is un-

necessary.

_/
= Notes on, and description, etc.

k= Bibliographic:) 1 references.

Z = Numbers of photo negatives of the building in the office of the Superintendent,

Muhammadan and British Monuments, Archseological Survey of India,

Northern Circle, Agra.(^)

(') Revised subclassification as directed in Government of Imlia (Pepartineut of Kdueation, Aiciia’ j-

logy and flpigraphy) Resolution No. 48, dated 21st February 1010.

G) Photos may bo obtained from the above oltice at the fullenii'g charges per print (P. 0 P.

glazed) ; —
Half plate at R*. 0 6 0 each.

8i'' X epat „ 0 8 0 „
lo’ X 8" at „ 0 12 0 „
12* X 10’ at „ 1 4 0 „
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PAHARQANJ.

1 . (a) The mausoleum and Madrasa (college) of Ghaziuddin Khan.

(&) Outside Ajmere Gate (see List, Vol. I, No. 160).

(c) Government.

id) II a.

(e) Aurangzeb’s reign.

(/) On the west arch of the central east gateway giving access into the court-

yard.

jJLj *j

if aJjJJI jUt£| V*y a. oliJ

j
**5fj 1^* aliiA

^

• lArs ii-jj v_rj^ jA?

Translation.

“ There remains no mark on the tablet, but the reward of an act and a good

name.

In the blessed memory of Nawab Itimadu-d-Daula Ziau-l-Mulk Sayyid

Fazli Ali Khan Bahadur Suhrab Jang, who entrustefl the Honourable English

East India Company with one lakh and seventy thousand rupees for the

advancement of learning at this school, situated in Delhi proper, his native

place, (this tablet) was inscribed in 1829 A.D. Written by Sayyid Amir
Rizwi.”

{g) Good. Repairs are required to grave enclosure of Ghaziuddin. The

mosque is well looked after by the present Headmaster of the school.

The east gateway might be opened up with advantage to its original

extent and the entrance path from the roadway realigned, so as to be

on the axial line of the gateway.

{h) Should be protected.

{j) The Anglo-Arabic High School consists of a spacious courtyard some

300 feet square, in the centre of which is a tank now filled up and

grassed, surrounded on its N. S. and E. by arcaded apartments, two

storeys in height, used as class rooms and boarding houses.

The enclosure was formerly entered through an arched gateway of red

sandstone, now used as a class room, in its eastern wall; only the lower portion

of the gateway now remains ;
the upper portions having been removed by the

military, probably at the same time as the surrounding ravelins were con-

structed. On either side of this gateway are smaller flanking doors giving

access to the inner court. The mosque is the central feature of the west side of

the court, while the space to its south, measuring internally 43' N. to S. by 36

feet E. to W. and enclosed by fawn coloured sandstone screens carved with

floral designs, contains the tomb of Ghaziuddin Khan. The corresponding

space to the north contains as yet no graves. The northern limit of the en-

closure surrounding the tomb of Ghaziuddin Khan is formed by the south wall

of the mosque, and the southern limit by a row of arched rooms now used as a
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library and office
;
sandstone screens enclose the E. and W. sides. In the centre

of the enclosure so formed is a similar court measuring internally 13' 4" by 16

feet, and enclosed by marble screens 9 feet high. This last contains three

graves of which the central one is that of Ghaziuddin Khan. The floor of

both the enclosures is marble-paved, while each is crowned by pierced balus-

trades relieved at intervals by dwarf minarets.

The mosque, measuring over all 82' 2" by 38' 2" and built in the late

Mughal style of architecture, is of red sandstone, relieved with marble. There

are seven arched entrances. It stands V 9" above a red sandstone terrace

some 85' 5" by 44' 0" and rising 5' 0" above the level of the courtyard. The

central arch, deeply recessed on the face of the mosque and some 23' 0" in

height, is flanked by two minarets which rise 14' 1" above the cresting of

the central bay and support two miniature octagonal chattris. These chattris

are reproduced on the back wall of the mosque. The side arches are about

half the height of the central arch, and the roof of the mosque, the corners of

which are emphasized by similar chattris to those at the sides of the central

arch, is protected by embattled parapets. The mosque contains three com-

partments each roofed by a bulbous dome. The floor of the mosque under the

central dome is paved in oblong lengths of fawn coloured stone, framed in

Idack marble bands.

On the west face of the arch which gives access to the courtyard is the

inscription quoted above written in black inlaid letters on marble.

Ghaziuddin Khan, who built the school and mausoleum during his life-

time was one of the leading Vmaras and influential grandees during the

reigns of Aurangzeb and his son and successor Shah Alam I. His real name
was Mir Shihabuddiri, and he enjoyed the title “ Farzanfli Be Reo wa Rang
Ghaziuddin K^n Bahadur Firoz Jang.” He was the son of Qalij Khan
Khwaja Abid of Turan. His son, Mir Qamruddin, entitled “ Nawwvab

Nizamu-l-Mulk Asif Jah Chin Qalij Khan Fath Jang,” rose to the rank of

Wazir (Prime minister) during the time of Muhammad Shah and by his

appointment as the governor of the Deccan became the founder of the “ Nizam
dynasty” of Hyderabad. Ghaziuddin Khan died at Ahmadabad in 1122

A.H. (1710 .\.D.) but his body was brought to Delhi and interred in the

Khanqah which he had constructed during his lifetime.

Colonel G. Parsons (Delhi Administratice Dictionary pp. 5-6) states that

the ravelin or horn-work surrounding this group of buildings was constructed

when the circumvallations of the city were improved In the forties of the 19th

century. The same volume gives an account of the college, which seems to

liave flourished up to 1857. After the capture of Delhi it was used as an

artillery barrack, then as quarters for Police. The latter were transferred

elsewhere in 1886 and the institution re-entered its original home. Rodgers

.states that the outworks were constructed in 1803.

(X ) A . S. Res., IV, 419, 420.

Carr Stephen, 263.

Fansh^we, 64.

Hearn, 44.

Keene, 34.

Rodgers, 93.

Sleeman, II, 280.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 78-79.
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Maasir, II, 872-9, III, 120-3, 875-927.

(0 D. 278, D. 279.

No 2 (a) Graves of Mir Mannu and his wife.

(6) Inside the enclosure of Ghaziuddin’s college some 130 yards to the west of

his tomb.

(c) Government.

id) III.

(e) 1167 A.H. (1753-54 A.D.).

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

ij) The graves stand on a marble platform, which measures 18' 6" by 15' and

V 6" high, and occupies the centre of a shallow hexagonal pit 3' 6''

deep. They are of marble and contain inscribed quotations from the

Quran. They measure 7' 5" by 3' 2" by 2' O'' and 6' 3" by 2' 10" by 2'

respectively.

Tradition assigns these graves to Mir Mannu and his wife. Muinu-1-

Mulk Rustam-i-Hind, commonly known as Mir Mannu, was the son of

Itimadu-d-Daula Qamruddin Khan, the minister of Muhammad Shah, lie

was appointed governor of Lahore by the emperor Ahmad Shah after the

battle of Sarhind, which was fought against Ahmad Shah Abdali and in

which his father Qamruddin Khan was killed. He died suddenly in the year

1167 A.H. (1753-4 A.D.). His wife is said to have been the daughter of Ghazi-

uddin Khan II, the grandson of Ghaziuddin Khan I, who was the founder of

the college and the eldest son of the celebrated Nizainul Mulk Asafjah.

(A-) Beale, 277.

No. 3. Tomb of Hafiz Sadullah.

(ft) Some 50 yards to the west of Ghaziuddin’s college.

(c) Government.

{d) II.

(c) Late Mughal.

(f) None.

{g) Fair.

(ft) Protect.

{]) The tomb is in an underground chamber reached by descending some 11

steps, a few of which are broken. It consists of a central compartment

22' 7'' square with an aisle 10' 8" wide running round it. and is con-

structed of brick, the pillars and a dado 2' 7" high being faced with red

sandstone. The central compartment is occupied by a platform which

measures 16' 0" square and 1' 4" high and contains two graves con-

structed of plastered' brick and whitewashed. These latter measure

5' 9" by 2' 8" by 5" and 6' 3" by 2' 6" by 3" respectively. Five other

graves, also whitewashed, are to be found in the surrounding aisle, but

the two graves lying on the platform are the most important; one of

them wdth the lamp post at the head being that of Hafiz Sadullah.
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At the ground level the tomb is covered over by a double platform with

indications of a cenotaph upon it. These platforms are much dilapidated

and the cenotaphs have almost disappeared. Air and light are admitted into

the tomb by small openings in the side walls of the upper and lower platforms.

Hafiz Sadullah was a popular saint of the house of Mujaddadi, a sect of

S7ifis known after Shaikh Ahmad Mujaddid Alaf Sani of Sarhind. Ghazi-

uddin Khan Firoz Jang II, who lies buried near his grand-father Ghaziuddin

Khan Firoz Jang I was a disciple of Hafiz Sadullah and had great faith in

him. He is believed to have built this tomb, which was a resort of faithful

devotees and where a mela (fair) was held on the occasion of the anniversary

of the saint. The anniversary is not celebrated now, but the tomb is held

sacred by local people who light lamps there on Thursday nights.

(A:) Khazina, 668-669.

No. 4. {a) Tank of Shahji.

(6) Outside the wall of Shahjahanabad between the Ajmeri gate and the

Turkman gate.

(c) Government.

id) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

ig) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The tank is of considerable size, octagonal in plan, with eight flights of

steps. It was built by Shahji, for an account of whom see List, Vol. I,

No. 303, p. 133.

No. 5. (a) Gharib Shah’s mosque.

{h) Gali{^) Ghosiyan.

(c) Waqf
;
Mutawalli, Chhote Khan.

id) III.

(e) Late Mughal period.

if) None.

ig) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque is known after one Gharib Shah, a mendicant who lived in it

formerly. The building which measures 27' by 23' 2" is two bays

deep and is roofed by three bulbous domes. The outer hall, an irre-

gular oblong in plan and apparently a later addition, is five arched,

the inner hall having three arches only.

No 6. («) Sahibzadi’s Mosque, also called Babbi Rangrez’s mosque.

(b) Mandi (*) Chune Wali.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli Hajji Amir.

Galt — street or lane.

(’) Mandt= m»rt.
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{d) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Fair.

(^) Unnecessary.

{j) The mosque which measures 41' 9" N. to S. by 14' 0" E. to W. is three

arched and is, roofed by three domes. It is of no particular interest.

No. 7. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 300 yards from the Police Station Paharganj, towards south.

(c) Nasiruddin.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb is an octagonal structure 18' 2" diam. constructed of rubble

masonry and covered by a dome. It is now buried beneath accumu-

lated earth to a depth of some 6', and the southern portion of the

' building is fallen. Locally it is said that there was a grave in the

centre of the tomb, but nothing is now to be seen of it.

No. 8. {a) Bari Masjid (great mosque).

(6) Mohalla Dorwalan.

{c) Waqf, Mutawalli Imaduddin.

(d) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque is built of brick masonry and is whitewashed. The prayer

chamber, which is 44' 6" by 30' 9" I. M. is divided down the centre into

two bays each containing seven arched openings, and is covered by a

flat roof. The courtyard measures 50' 6" by 27'. It has been repaired

and altered from time to time, but possesses no special interest.

No. 9. («) Mosque of Chunewalan.

(6) Gali Mochiyan.

(c) Shaikh Kalian.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Good.
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(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque which stands on a plinth 9' high is reached by a flight of 12

steps. The prayer chamber is entered by five arched openings and is

covered by a flat roof. It measures 35' 2" by 18' 5" I.M. and the court-

yard adjoining it is 35' 7" by 35'. The central mihrab of the prayer

chamber is decorated with a floral design of glass work. The mosque

is whitewashed and had been repaired and added to from time to time.

It possesses no special interest.

No. 10. (a) Stone-cutters’ mosque.

(b) Some 500 yards from Multani Dhanda towards east.

{c) Waqf; Mutawalli stone-cutters of Paharganj.

id) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;') The mosque is so-called from certain stone cutters who have lately repaired

it, and taken it under their supervision. It stands on a plinth 4' 2" high

within a walled enclosure, and originally consisted of 3 compartments

surmounted by bulbous domes and measuring 31' 9" by 16' 10" I.M.

The rooms are entered by as many arched entrances. It has been sub-

jected to various additions and alterations, among which are a colon-

nade to the prayer chamber towards the east and a Hujra (room)

towards the south of the courtyard which measures some 61' by 26'.

No. 11. {>i) Mosque of Ghosiyan.

(5) About a furlong from Qutb road, towards west.

(r) Waqf
;
Mutawalli Wazir Ali.

id) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

{j) The mosque which is constructed of brick masonry and measures 45' 8"

by 20' 10" I.M. consists of three rooms covered with bulbous domes. It

is coated with plaster now mostly peeled off. The western wall of the

mosque contains three arches of which the central one is deeply recessed.

The courtyard of the mosque which is in a very ruinous condition

measures 51' by 29' 9" and is enclosed by brick wails.

No. 12. (a) Mosque Bandarj’a wali.

(fe) Muhalla Pulewalan, just off the Qutb road, towards w’est.

(c) Waqf
;
Mutawalli Rahimuddin.
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id) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

{;) The mosque is a brick masonry building containing three compartmenta

covered with domes, and measuring 41' 10" by 14' 5" I.M. Its original

courtyard which lies, as is usual, towards the east, was taken into the

Qutb road when the latter was constructed. To compensate for this it

has been supplied with a new courtyard facing towards the west, and a

small doorway has been made in the centre of the western wall to give

access to the mosque. The eastern archways, which are three in num-
ber, have been closed with wooden doors.

No. 13. (a) Graves of Nawab Badal Beg Khan Turki Jang, Nawab Musa Beg Khan
and Nawab Isa Beg Khan.

(b) Opposite the ice factory on the ©astern side of the road.

(c) Nawab Mirza.

(d) II.

(e) 1805 A.D.

(/) On a piece of red stone fixed in the middle of the northern wall.

Translation.

Nawab Badal Beg Khan Turki Jang, Nawab Musa Beg Khan, Nawab
Isa Beg Khan, during the reign of Ali Gauhar Shah Alam, the King of Delhi.

The year 1805 A.D.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Should be protected.

(/) The graves are to be found in a ruinous masonry enclosure some 39'

square. The grave which is in the centre of the enclosure and stands

on a masonry platform just opposite the inscribed slab is of Badal Beg
Khan. That which is on its immediate north is of Musa Beg Khan,

and on its immediate south is that of Isa Beg Khan. The graves each

measure 5' 11" by 2' 5" by 1' 4". There is a considerable number of

other graves in the enclosure, which are said to be of those of the family

members of Badal Beg Khan. (See List, Vol. I, p. 84, No. 173.)

c2
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JAISINGHPURA.

No. 14. {a) Hanumanji’s temple.

(6) Raja ka Bazar.

(c) Pujari Eadha Kishan, Hanuman Das, and Gopal Das.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal period.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(7) The temple is said to have been originally built by Raja Man Singh of

Jaipur. The main building measuring 17' 4" by 15' is roofed by a

steeple, the ceiling of which is ornamented with gold painting and glass

work. The floor is paved with white and black marble slabs. The
Singasan is enclosed by a pierced marble balustrade. Attached to the

temple are some arcaded rooms of stone and brick masonry which are

used as Dharamshala.

Raja Mansingh of Ambar entitled “ Farzand ” and “ Mirza Raja ” was

the son of Raja Bhagwant Das Kachwaha. During the reign of Akbar, Raja
Man Singh was made governor of several different provinces. He had

the rank of 7,000 horse. He died in the 9th year of Jahangir’s reign, t.«.,

1022 A.H. (1613 A.D.).

Maasir, II, 160-170.

No. 15. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(/)

(9)

(h)

(;•)

Domed building, probably a tomb (nameless).

Raja ka Bazar. On Delhi Qutb road, opposite to Jantar Mantar (No. 24).

Government.

III.

Mughal period.

None.

Ruinous.

Unnecessary.

The building, constructed of brick masonry rendered with plaster, occu-

pies the centre of a platform some 39' square and 3' 9" high. It

measures 9' 2" square and is pierced by an arched opening on the N. S.

and E. sides. The building is now in occupation by the villagers and
the first two openings have been filled up.

No. 16. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 300 yards to the S. E. of No. 17 and some 100 yards to the east of
Delhi Qutb Road at Raja ka Bazar.

(c) Waqf.

id) IIL
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(e)

(f)

ig)

ih)

ij)

Late Mughal.

None.

Fair.

Unnecessary.

A walled mosque of no special interest with mihrab recesses, measuring
25' 6" by 14' 3".

.‘i

I

n

O. 17 . (a) Temple Aggarwal (also called chhota Mandar).

(6) Due S. W. of the Lady Hardinge Hospital and some 300 yards on the

other side of the road.

(c) Lala Ishri Parshad.

id) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

{]) The temple which measures 70' 9" by 47' 1" I.M. belongs to the Saraogi

Jain community. It is a brick building covered with chunam, with red

stone and marble sparingly used in it. The chief portion of the building,

which may be called the temple proper, is a large chamber on the south.

Before it is a courtyard and on the remaining three sides east, west and

north it is surrounded by colonnades of red stone pillars. The court-

yard and the colonnades, which are paved with red stone slabs, measure
46' 1" by 41' 3" I.M. The southern chamber stands on a marble plinth

3' high and is covered by a dome. It is 47' 1" by 29' 6" I.M. with a

floor paved with marble slabs. The interior of the room is richly deco-

rated with paintings in gold and colour of which some are said to be the

drawings of well known and important Saraogi temples in India. In

the centre there is a marble dais in the form of a pyramid 7' high and

measuring at the base 12' 2" square. On the top of the dais a figure of

a Jaina saint is seated upon a marble stool beneath a stone chhatri,

which is also ornamented with painted decoration.

O. 18 . (a) Temple Khandelwal (also called Bara Mandar).

(&) Some 150 yards to S. E. of No. 17.

(c) Babu Umrao Singh.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The temple which also belongs to the Saraogi community is 108' 11" by

76' 6" E.M. It is built of brick masonry and red stone and is sur-

rounded by colonnades. The main part of the building is the southern

colonnade which is furnished with doors and contains a Jaina figure,

practically the same arrangement as in No. 19 (the chhota mandar).

It is also ornamented with colour and gold painting.
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The temple is said to be of ancient origin, but it has been rebuilt and

repaired from time to time.

No. 19. {a) Nasyan (temple).

(b) Some 200 yards from No. 17 towards west.

(c) Lala Ishri Parshad.

id) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The nasyan is a masonry pavilion 26' 6" by 11' 1" I.M. situated at the west

wall of an enclosure measuring 180' square. It is plastered over with

chunam and is covered by a vaulted roof, having three arched entrances

towards east and one at either end at the north and south. The enclosure

walls, which are constructed of rubble masonry and have a bastion at

each of the four corners, are broken in places. The nasyan has a con-

nection with the temple No. 19. Twice a year the Jaina figure of that

temple is brought here with much pomp and show, where it is allowed

to remain for three days. On the occasion of this ceremony a fair is

also held at this place.

No. 20. («) Mosque (nameless).

{h) Some 100 yards from No. 17 towards north.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(i?) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque is said to be of ancient origin, but it has been rebuilt. Its

prayer chamber which measures 34' by 18' 6" I.M. is covered by a flat

roof and is entered by five arched entrances. The courtyard is enclosed

by walls and measures 29' 6" by 17' 6". In the northern waU of the

courtyard there is small room, and adjoining it a small domed chamber.

Outside the enclosed courtyard towards east, and attached to the

mosque, there is another small enclosure containing a few insigni-

ficant graves, bath rooms and a well.

No. 21. (a) Gur Duwara, called Bangla Sahib.

\h) About half a mile west of Jantar Mantar (No. 24).

(c) Narain Singh.

(i) III.

{e) Late Mughal.
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(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

{j) The Gur Duwara, which consists of a room and an open dalan before it

towards north, is constructed of plastered brick and measures 31' 9" by

19' 9" E.M. It stands within a walled enclosure which has a small

bastion at each of the four corners and measures 66' 3" by 48' 5" I.IM.

In the centre of the room there is small stone chamber 2' 4" square and
1' 2" high representing the seat of Guru Har Kishan in whose honour

the Gur Duwara was built. It is said that the Guru, who died of

small-pox, breathed his last here.

Guru Har Kishan was the eighth Guru of the Sikhs. He was the son of

Guru Har Rai, and though only six years old was declared publicly by his

father as his successor, in preference to his elder brother Ram Rai who was

born of a handmaid. After the death of Guru Har Rai, Ram Rai disputed

the right of succession, but through the arbitration of the emperor Aurangzeb,

Har Kishan was appointed Guru. It is said that the emperor before giving

his decision in his favour tested the intelligence of the infant Guru. He was

asked to recognize the empress among a number of ladies similarly arrayed,

and he readily pointed out the right person with his finger. The Guru died of

sraall-pox at Delhi on the 14th March 1664.

{k) Latif, 258.
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BARAH KHAMBA.

No. 22. (a) Barah Khamba.

(b) Some 400 yards to the east of Delhi Qutb Road at Raja ka Bazar.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The Barah Khamba is probably a tomb, and has been given its name on

account of the tw^elve pillars which support its roof. These pillars are

of Delhi quartzite and support a vaulted concrete roof. There is no
trace of the grave and this has probably been removed by the villagers

who occupied the building for some time. At present (May 1914) the

building is used as the office of the Executive Engineer, 3rd Project

Division, and has beeir repaired, paved and whitewashed.

No. 23. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Adjacent to the Barah Khamba (No. 22) towards north.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III

(e) Mughal.

(/) None. -

{g) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque which measures 16' by 9' I.M. is covered by a vaulted roof and

is furnished with three arched entrances. The courtyard which is now
in a ruined state measures 28' 9" by 20' 9", and was formerly enclosed

by walls.
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MADHOQANJ.

24 . (a) Jaiitar(*) Mantar (Astronomical observatory).

(b) On Delhi Qutb road, some three miles from Delhi city.

(c) Jaipur State.

(d) 1.

(e) 1710 A.D. (according to Asar, 1724 A.D.).

(/) None.

(gr) Good on the whole.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The following account is extracted from “ The Astronomical Observa-

tories of Jai Singh " by G. li. Kaye.

“ Chapter I.

—

Jai Singh.

1. Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II of Jaipur was born in A.D. 1686(') and

succeeded to the Amber territory at the age of thirteen in A.D. 1699, a few

years before the death of Aurangzeb. He had difficulties in establishing him-

self, but in 1708 obtained complete possession of the province. In 1719 he

was appointed by Muhammad Shah governor of the province of Agra, and

soon after to Malwa. In 1734 he was again governor of Malwa and in that

year, apparently with the cognizance of the Emperor, he resigned the pro-

vince to the Peshwa. He died in 1743, two hundred years after Copernicu.s.

and “ his wives, concubines, and science expired with him on his funeral

Pyre-”C)

Jai Singh mixed in most of the trouble and warfare of the long period of

anarchy that coincided with his reign; but he distinguished himself more as

a statesman than a soldier and has been termed the Machiavelli of his day.

He was the founder of a new capital, named after him Jainagar or Jaipur,

which in his time became a centre of learning; he erected caravansarais in

many of the provinces; and he built astronomical observatories at five of ilm

principal cities of Hindustan. He conceived and carried out a scheme of

scientific research that is still a notable example ; and bis influence is still a

living one. The observatories he erected are, in the words of his historian,

“ monuments that irradiate a dark period of Indian History.”(‘)

At an early age Jai Singh showed a predilection for astronomical woik

and, according to his own account, by constant study he obtained a thorough

knowledge of its principles and rules. He found the astronomical tables in

use defective and set himself the task of preparing new ones. With this

purpose in view Jai Singh took every means to ensure success. He attached

himself to no particular school but studied Hindu, Muslim and European

methods impartially. He collected astronomical books and had certain of

them translated; he organised a regular staff of workers and sent some of

them to foreign countries to collect information; he invited certain Europeans

(’) Tantar is the corruption of ynntra, a Sanskrit word meaning an instrument.

{*) The year in which Newton’s Principui was completed.

(’) ^nn.iU and AiiHquities of I’uijuHthaa. By Lituteuaut-Coloncl James Tod. Ib29. \ol. II. p. ob.b

(‘) Tod, II, p. 360.
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and others interested in astronomy to Jaipur; he built a large observatory at

Delhi and made careful observations there for seven years with a view to the

preparation of a new star catalogue; and afterwards he built other observa-

tories at Jaipur, Ujjain, Benares and Mathura. Such in brief were his astro-

nomical activities ....#***#*
Ch.vpter VII.

—

The Delhi Observ.atory or Jant.^r Mantar.

For the Delhi observatory, known as the Jantar Mantar, we have the

following approximately correct elements :

—

Latitude 28° 37' 35" north.(')

Longitude 77° 13' 5" east of Greenwich.

Height above the sea-level, 695 feet.

Magnetic declination east 1° 45' in 1915. Annual variation 1'.

Local time 12 minutes 12 seconds after standard time.

The observatory is 3 miles 3| furlongs almost due south from the Pir

Gliaib, the Trigonometrical Survey point on the Ridge, near to Hindu Rao’s

House. It is also 1 mile 7^ furlongs 32° west of south from the Jama
Masjid.

In the projected new city the observatory borders (on the east) the road

leading from the railway station to the Secretariat and Government House.

It consequently will be a notable feature in the Imperial Capital and,- apart

from its historical value, it is desirable that it be made, by suitable surround-

ings and proper restoration, as dignified as possible.

The observatory contains the following structures :

—

{j) The Samrat Yantra (" Supreme instrument ”) a huge equinoctial

dial.

(-!/) The Jai Prakas. consisting of two hemispherical structures, just to

the south of the Samrat Yantra.

(r) The Ram Yantra, consisting of two circular buildings to the south

of the Jai Prakas.

{tl) The Misra Yantra ('^ mixed instrument ”), north-west of the
Samrat Yantra.

(e) Two pillars south-west of the Misra Yantra.

(/) A measuring platform, just south of the Misra Yantra.

The Samb.\t Y.vntra is the central building of the observatory. It is the
largest and most imposing, although a considerable portion of it is below the
surface of the earth. It is, indeed, built into a quadrangular excavation some
15 feet deep, 125 feet from east to west, and 120 feet from north to south
The structure is 68 feet high, of which 60-3 feet is above the earth’s surface-
125 feet from east to west, and 113-5 feet from north to south. The essential
parts are the inclined edges of the huge gnomon and the quadrants attached
to it, The edges of the gnomon point to the celestial north pole, that is th
make an angle (28° 37') with the horizon, equal (approximately) to the latT
tilde of Delhi, and are parallel to the earth’s axis. The quadrants are at
right angles to the gnomon, and, therefore, the circles, of which thev form

(') In 17;U Father Boudier. who helped -lai Sinsh. obtained 2S° 37' north and 75^77 ~7Z:
the Delhi ob^ervatorv. Keniu

!
quotes Bouditr a.s •ri%iii^. lon*,'iturie 77° 40' Ai, "

i

‘

I’ u-I- observatory is -2°> :3l>' IS r-
'

east of Greenwich ) Hunter (dves latitude V, of the

77
- '4' 27" east- For the latit-ade Jai Singh obtained 28° 09' 0 ’

^01 06 and longitude
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part, are parallel to the plane of the equator. These quadrants have each a

radius of 49-5 feet, and are graduated on each edge in hours, degrees and

minutes, (') the scales on the northern edges being marked in English and those

on the southern edges in Indian symbols. The edges of the gnomon are mark-

ed with scales of tangents. The shadow of the edge of the gnomon on the

quadrants gives the local time. The sun’s declination is found by observing

which part of the gnomon’s edge casts its shadow on one of the edges of the

corresponding quadrants.

In the mass of masonry work that supports the east quadrant is a cham-

ber which contains the Shashthamsa Yantra. This is a large graduated arc

60 degrees in length, built in the plane of the meridian
;
and through a small

orifice near the top of the quadrant the sun, as it passes the meridian, shines

on the arc and indicates its meridian altitude, from which its declination can

be directly deduced. The chamber was closed up when the observatory was

restored in 1910. On the top of the gnomon is a circular pillar, which was

probably used originally for rough azimuth observations, but which is now

surmounted by a small sundial of the European type. This was probably con-

structed in 1910 : the pillar, but not the dial, appears in the Daniells’ draw-

ings.

The lower part of the structure is now. more or less permanently it seems,

below the water level of the locality. The height of the water \aries,(“) but for

a greafpart of the year it covers the lower part of the quadrants and the steps

and prevents access to the west quadrant altogether; and it makes the struc-

ture useless for astronomical purposes. If the instrument is to be saved,

means must be taken to prevent the water percolating to the foundations.

According to Jai Singh, the Samrat Yantra was built of stone and

lime.(‘’) Hunter and Thorn say that the edges of the gnomon and quadrants

were of white marble, and von Orlich speaks of marble staircases.

The quadrants are now faced with lime, but the time graduations are

well marked with a soft black stone, neatly inlaid into the face of the quadi'ant.

The graduations on the edges of the gnomon are scratched into the lime plaster

surface and are becoming obliterated.

An examination of the Daniells’ drawings and recent photographs shows

that only minor alterations have been made during the last hundred years.

There is a slight difference in the entrance to the gnomon steps; in the old

drawings is shown a set of subsidiary steps to the right of the main steps on

the gnomon; and there was formerly no dial 9t the top of the gnomon.

The Jai Prakas consists of two complementary concave hemispheres,

situated immediately south of the Samrat Yantra. Theoretically, only a

single hemisphere is necessary, but to facilitate observation, pathways are cut

into the surface; and the second Jai Prakas is,so constructed that the two

instruments together show the complete surface. Cross wires were, origin-

(‘) Jain Singh gives IS cubits as the radius and one minute as equal to a barle'' com and-a-half.

The time scales are on the upper surface of the quadrants, and the degree scales on the extreme

edges. Tile European symbols were, probably, introducial at the restoration in 1910

(^) In January 1916 its maximum depth was about 4 feet, while at the end of .August it was ;5 {,^ct

ileeper.

(•) See preface to the Zij Muhammad Shahi.

D 2
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ally, stretched across the hemispheres north to south and east to west, and the

shadow of the intersection of these wires on the concave surface of the hemis-

phere indicated the position of the sun. The surface of the hemisphere is

marked with altitude and azimuth circles, the tropics and intermediate circles

(declination parallels), etc., so that the position of the sun can be directly read

off. Also there are “ circles of the signs of the zodiac,” by which the parti-

cular sign on the meridian is indicated by the position of the sun’s shadow.

Ill the Delhi instruments the cross wires have been discarded, although the

pins to which they should be fastened are still there
;
and iron rods (2 inch

galvanized piping) have been fixed at the centre of each Jai Prakas. The
pipes should be removed and the cross-wires replaced.

The descriptions given by Hunter and Thorn seem to indicate that there

was, a century ago, only one Jai Prakas. Hunter’s words are ;
“ Between

tliese two buildings {i.e., the Ram Yantra), and the great equatorial dial is an
instrument called Shamlah. It is a concave hemispherical surface, formed of

mason work, to represent the interior hemisphere of the heavens. It is divid-

ed by six ribs of solid work and as many hollow places; the edges of which
represent meridians at the distance of fifteen degrees from one another. The
diameter of the hemisphere is twenty-seven feet five inches.” Thorn uses the

same phraseology. The old drawings and photographs are ambiguous on this

point, but they show that the original structure has been altered considerably.

Probably there were two complementary instruments originally, but one of
them had disappeared.

The Ram Yantra consists of two large circular buildings, complementary
to each other, situated south of the Jai Prakas. Each consists of a circular

wall and a pillar at the centre. The height of the walls and pillar, from the
graduated floor, is equal to the inside radius of the building measured from
the circumference of the pillar to the wall, viz., 24 feet 6i inches, and the
diameter of the pillar is 5 feet 3| inches. The walls and floor are graduated
for reading horizontal (azimuth) and vertical (altitude) angles. To facilitate

observation the floor is cut into thirty sectors, with the spaces between of the
.^ame angular dimensions as the sectors, viz., six degrees. The graduated
sectors are supported on pillars three feet high, so that the observer can
“ place his eye ” at any point on the scale. The graduated walls are, simi-
larly, broken up by openings, at the sides of each of which are notches for
placing sighting bars. At Delhi there are no such bars in evidence, but at
Jaipur they are faced with brass and carefully graduated. At Jaipur the
central pillar is replaced by an iron rod. At Delhi the pillar is graduated by
vertical stripes each six degrees in width, and these are necessary as a point
on the top of the edge (not the centre) of the pillar is the centre for which the
altitude graduations on the corresponding sector and portion of the wall are
made. The old descriptions and drawings show that no important structural
alterations have been made during the last century. The Daniells’ ni t
however, apparently shows a different entrance to the north Ram Yantra

To the north-west of the Samrat Yantra, and some 140 feet awav is theMisra Yantra, or • mixed instrument.” so named because it combines in onebudding four separate instruments. Of these the Niyat Chakra occupies themiddle of the budding, and consists of a gnomon u ith two graduate semi
circles on either side. These semi-circles lie in planes inclined to the pta
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of the Delhi meridian at angles of 77° 16' west, 68° 34' west, 68° 1' east and

75° 54' east.(^)

The semi-circles may be said to correspond to meridians at places whose

longitudes differ from Delhi by these angles, and tradition names Greenwieh

observatory(-) and the observatory('’) at Zurich, “ Notkey, a village in Japan

where there is an observatory, latitude 43° 33' north and longitude 145' 17"

east of Greenwich,” and “ Serichew, a town in the Pic Island in the Pacific

Ocean east of Russia, latitude 48° 6' and longitude 153° 12' east.”

On either side of the Niyat Yantra, and joined to it, is half of an equinoc-

tial dial, constructed on tlie same principle as the large Samrat Yantra. On
the west side of the building is a second quadrant, the face of which is hori-

zontal instead of being parallel to the axis. It is called the Agra Yantra or

amplitude instrument,” and its use does not seem to have been understood

by the restorers. Hunter makes no mention of this.

On the east wall of the building is a graduated semi-circle called Dakshi-

novritti Yantras, used for obtaining meridian altitudes. The north wall of

the Misra Yantra is inclined to the vertical at an angle of 5 degrees, and is

marked v,dch a large graduated circle. This is called the Karka Rasi Valaya,

or “ Circle of the sign of Cancer.” As the latitude of Delhi observatory is

28° 37' 35", and the obliquity of the ecliptic is 23° 27' 5" nearly, the zenith

distance of the sun, when in Cancer, is 5° 10^', approximately, and the sun

then shines over the north wall for a short period, and the shadow of the

centre pin falls on the graduated circle. This may be the northern dial

referred to by Jagannath.

In the front of the Misra Yantra is a platform 47 feet by 43 feet, on

which are traces of a quadrant of 20 feet radius. This platform was pro-

bably used for making measurements when the instruments were being con-

structed or repaired.

To the south-west of the Misra Yantra are two pillars 17 feet apart, and

the line joining their centres points 35° east of north. These are mentioned

in none of the accounts of the observatory. If they were part of the original

observatory, they probably supported one of Jai Singh’s instruments, such as

are now found at Jaipur.

Hunter states that, to the west of the Misra Yantra and close to it was a

wall in the meridian with double quadrants. Jagannath, Jai Singh’s a.ssist-

ant, recorded(^) that, in the year 1651C) of the Salivahana era, “ with this

instrument the latitude of IndraprasthaC') was found to be 28° 39' north, and
the maximum declination 23° 28'.”

To the \vest of the Samrat Yantra is a small building (a chowkidar’s

house) on which is fixed the Jaipur flag. There is a tree south-east of the

eastern Jai Prakas that partially overshadows that instrument. The tree

(') These arc the angles given by the Pandits, but according to the measurements of the engincos
who prepared the plans the angles aie 77° l.S', 6!t° 50', 09’’ 42', and 77= 22'. Thev are difficult to
measure accurat.'^dv.

(^) This implies that the longitude of Delhi was taken as 77° 16' east of Greenwich. It is really
77° 13' 5". Zurich observatory is 8° 34' east of Greenwich.

(') It may be noted that Greenwich observatory was founded in 167.5. some .50 years before that
at Delhi was built, but that Zurich observatory did not come into existeuce until 175y, some sixteen
years after .Jai Singh’s death.

('> See Garrett, page 36.

(') A D. 1729.

Delhi.
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should, of course, be removed. The whole observatory is enclosed by a mud

wall about six feet high, with an entrance on the west side.

History. The observatory at Delhi was the first one built by Jai Singh,

and it is here that the principal observations were made, w'hich were to form

the basis of his new tables, the Zij Muhammad Shahi. There is some uncer-

tainty about the date of construction. Pandit Gokal Chand gives A.D. 1710,

and Syed Ahmad Khan gives 1724. The latter states that the observatory was

built “ in accordance with the orders of the Emperor Muhammad Shah, in

the seventh year of his reign, (') corresponding to the year 1137 of the Hijra
”

(
= A.D. 1724-5).n

Jai Singh tells us that he himself represented the question of preparing

new tables to the Emperor, who encouraged him to proceed. “ To accomplish

the exalted command he had received, he (Jai Singh) bound the girdle of reso-

lution about the loins of his soul, and built here (at Delhi) several of the

instruments of an observatory.” This seems to indicate that the construction

was started after Muhmmad Shah ascended the throne. Also, Jai Singh him-

self tells us that seven years w^ere spent in preparing the tables. In 1719 Jai

Singh w’as appointed the Emperor’s lieutenant at Agra. Jagannath records

observations made at Delhi in A.D. 1729. The facts seem to point to 1724 as

about the date of the founding of the Delhi Observatory.

Jai Singh tells us that, at first, he constructed at Delhi brass instruments

of the astrolabe type in accordance with the Muslim books. These he found

to be unsatisfactory, and, therefore he constructed “ instruments of his own

invention, such as Jai Prakas and Ram Yantra and Samrat Yantra of

stone and lime of perfect stability, etc.” In Jai Singh’s time, therefore, the

observatory probably consisted of the Samrat Yantra, the Jai Prakas. the

Ram Yantra, a mural quadrant, and some metal instruments. Of the present

tjuildings, possibly, the Misra Yantra wms added by Madhu Singh, “ w*ho

inherited no small portion of his father’s love of science.”(“)

E.vrly descriptions. There are fairly numerous references to the Delhi

observatory in the accounts of travellers of the eighteenth and early part of the

nineteenth century, and some of these are worth recording. Father Claude

Boudier and another priest passed through Delhi in 1734 on their journey to

Jaipur, and took observations of latitude and longitude at the observatory at

Delhi. Unfortunately they have left on record no description of the obser-

\atory or the instruments.

In 1795 Franklin, in his description of the city of Delhi, (') wrote of the

<!bser\mtory : It was built in the third year of reign of Muhammad Shah,

by the Rajah Jai Singh, who was assisted by many persons, celebrated for

their science of astronomy, from Persia, India and Europe; but died before

the work was completed, and it has since been plundered and almost destroyed

by the Jeits, under Juwaher Singh.”

In 1799 W. Hunter published('’) a fairly complete account of the Delhi

observatory. The list of buildings and the descriptions he gives show that,

to the west of the Misra Yantra and close to it was a wall in the plane of the

Muhaininad Shah ascended the throne in 1710 (October Othh

O Thorn say.-: “ Tlie third year of the reign of Mohammad Sliah or 1724.

0)Tod II. 372.

(•) .Vn account of the present state of Delhi. By Lieutenant Franklin .].iaf ^ PiC^earche$ Vol
'

ISCo. p. 431. .Muhammarl Shah’s reign commenced in 1719. and Jai Sicgh died in 1743
’

' ’

(^) Asiatic Re=earches, v, 1799, 177{.
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meridian, on which was described “ a double quadrant having for centres the

two upper corners of the walls One degree on these quadrants mea-

sured 2-833 inches.”(’) Also in describing the Misra Yantra he makes no

mention of the third quadrant (Agra Yantra) on the west side. Referring to

the Samrat Yantra he states “ It is built of stone, but the edges of the gnomon

and arches, where the graduation was, were of wdiite marble, a few small

portions of which only remain.”

In 1803 Major William Thorn visited Delhi, and, later, gave a descrip-

tion(^) of the observatory. His description, however, is simply a summary

of Hunter’s and he gives no additional information whatever, although he is

sometimes quoted as an authority.

Soon afterwards, the Daniells gave two illustrations(’) of the chief fea-

tures of the observatory. These show that during the

last hundred years very little alteration has really taken place; but they show

some small differences, which have already been mentioned.

In 1843 von Orlich visited Delhi and made the following notes about the

observatory: ” It lies in the midst of many ruins; but it was never com-

pleted and ^as been, unhappily, so wantonly dilapidated by the Juts that the

shattered ruins alone are to be seen. How-ever, enough remains to show the

plan of this fine building; the colossal sundials and quadrants, which rest

upon large arches, are formed of red sandstone and bricks, and the ascent to

them is by handsome winding marble stair cases.”(')

Next comes Syed Ahmad Khan’s description, ( )
which was translated by

Garcin de Tassy.(®) This account is not very reliable, but the original work

contains some rough, but valuable, drawings of the instruments. We read:

‘‘ Now this observatory has fallen into ruin; all the instruments are broken,

and all traces of the lines of division have disappeared, etc.”

Later w'riters on Delhi give brief notices of the observatory with, in two

cases,(') interesting photographs.

Past Restorations. Syed Ahmad Khan tells us that, in 1852, the

Rajah of Jaipur partially restored the Samrat Yantra, at the request of the

Archaeological Society of Delhi
;
and, in the Proceedings of the Delhi Archaeo-

logical Society of the 6th January 1853, we read :
" It having been stated that

the large gnomon of the Junter Munter had been repaired at a cost of Com-

pany’s Rs. 442-1-10, leaving a balance of Company’s Rs. 157-14-2 of the sum

presented to the Society by the Rajah of Jeypore, for the repairs of that

observatory, and this being much too small a sum to enable the Society to com-

plete the repairs, or even to build around a compound wall, which is absolutely

necessary, for the security of the remains from further dilapidation, it was

unanimously resolved that the Agent to the Lieutenant-Governor, Delhi, be

requested to make known to the Rajah of Jeypore, through the proper author-

(') He does not mean that he measurf’J correctly to a thousandth of an inch, but that it wai>

approximately "2.] inches. The radius was consequently abo\it 131 feet.

(“) Memotr of the Wnr uj India condui t, d hy Heneml Lord Lake m p. 171.

(^) Oriental Scenery, 181.5. part v, plates XIX and XX. The original drawings for these plates

must have been made about .V.D. 17h4.

(*) Traveh in India, London. 18.54, p. 4d. (The account is not reliable, and. I am imlined to

think. Von Orlich never visited the observatory; but what he says is the sort of thing that occurs ia

many guide books.)

(') .ithar al-Sanridid, 18.52. Eepr'nted 1876.

(®) Journal Ai-iat.fjue, V. xv, 1800. .536F.

(0 Carr Steplien. The Archcroloyieal and Monnincntal Remaim of Delhi, 1876; and H. C,

Fanshawe. Delhi, Fast and Frencnt, l'J02.
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ities, the inability of the Society to complete the contemplated work, without

further funds. ” For many years nothing further was done. In 1910, His

Highness, the present Maharaja of Jaipur, sanctioned the restoration of the

observatory at Delhi, and the work was completed in 1912. Pandit Gokal

Chand was placed in charge of the astronomical part of the restoration, which

was carefully carried out. The work comprised the restoration of the build-

ings, the regraduatioh of most of the scales, and, in the case of the Jai Prakas,

practically the reconstruction of the whole instrument. Most of the facings

and the graduations were done in lime plaster, but the main graduations on
the quadrants of the Samrat Yantra are in a soft black stone, very neatly

inlaid in the surface of the quadrants. The graduations in lime are already

becoming obliterated. On the top of the gnomon of the Samrat Yantra a
sundial of European type w as erected.

On each instrument a tablet giving the name of the instrument, the date
of restoration, etc., w'as placed. Some of these were done in marble and some
in plaster. Several of the latter are already destroyed.

luTLRE Pestor.vtions. The Delhi Observatory buildings are worthy of
permanent preservation, not only on account of their scientific and historic

value, but as monuments to one of the most brilliant and remarkable princes

of India, and as forming a dignified feature of the new Imperial City.

The grounds surrounding the building should be enclosed by a low wall,

and the grounds themselves should be ornamented only by a grass lawn.
There should be neither trees nor shrubs, but there would be no objection to

flower beds at a sufficient distance from the buildings. The buildings should
be put into good order without interfering in any way with thgir present
structure.

The present pink colouring should be removed and a natural lime plaster

tint substituted. The graduations should in all cases be made in some more
permanent substance than lime plaster. At Jaipur marble and sandstone are
both used, and at Benares the latter only. Marble, or some other suitable
stone, should be employed.

The Samrat Yantra is the most important of the instruments, and every
effort should be made to preserve it permanently. Its foundations are in a
rectangular excavation, which is now' partially filled with water. Apparently
the bottom of this excavation is lower than the surrounding water level and
consequently, the water percolates and covers the lower portions of the instru-
ment. Not only is it damaging the structure, but it makes it useless for pur-
poses of present observation. To get rid of the water is a problem for the
engineers, and possibly they will decide to “ concrete ” the w hole of the lower
part of the excavation, and install a small electric pump. Unless some such
means to exclude the water are taken, the chief instrument of the observatory
will be utterly ruined. When the water has been excluded the chamber con-
taining the Shashthamsa Yantra, described above, should be opened out and
tbe instrument put in working order.

’

The m.iin graduations on the quadrants of the Samrat Yantra are suit
ableC) and need not be restored at present, but the graduations on the edsres
of tl,e gnomon need restoration badly. This necessitates the edges being re

(
' ) It tt a.-i

see the etiet'S

a mistake. I tKitik. t intr'idijce

faced with marhi. as c-njuiallv U.

I.ur-.pe.an measures

Were, aiid the eld

symbols, and I should like to
^'faduations replaced.
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faced with marble or some suitable stone. The small dial on top of the pillar,

that is at the top of the gnomon, should be removed. It is of no use where it

now is and it prevents the pillar, on which it is placed, being used for its

legitimate purpose. The sun-dial might be placed somewhere, out of the way,

in the grounds.

The space round the pillar is hardly sufficient for working purposes, and

it would perhaps be as well to reduce the diameter of the pillar, or to place

around it a railing for protection. (An examination of the Jaipur gnomon

shows that some such arrangement would not be in op]X)sition to Jai Singh’s

idea.) The top of the pillar should be graduated, as most probably it was

originally, for rough azimuth observations, and should be made perfectly

level.

The position is one for observation and could even now be used, in the

spirit of the original design, for many purposes.

The graduated parts of the Jai Prakas require refacing either with

marble or other suitable stone. The original was in lime plaster, but it did

not last very long; and in 1910 the facing was again done in lime plaster, but

the graduations are already becoming obliterated. The central iron rod

(galvanized piping) should be removed and the cross wires replaced.

The graduations (in lime plaster) on the walls of the Ram Yantra are

not so exposed, and consequently not so liable to deteriorate as those in the Jai

Prakas. The walls of the Ram Yantra at Jaipur are in marble, but there the

instrument is much smaller than that at Delhi.

The Misra Yantra graduations are all in lime plaster, and should all be

done in stone or marble. This means refacing the edges of the gnomon, and

the semicircular meridians, and inlaying on the quadrants, etc.

The mural quadrant described by Hunter, and no longer in existence,

might be rebuilt. It was originally to the west of the Misra Yantra, but the

space is somewhat limited there. There are examples at Jaipur, Ujjain, and

Benares to serve as models.

The probable use of the two pillars has been already

explained. A brass instrument such as the Unnatamsa Yantra, or large

Yantra Raj at Jaipur might be replaced.

The tablets on the instruments should be restored and revised, and they

should, of course, be placed where they can easily be read;(') and should give

the name of the instrument, its uses, dates of construction or restoration, the

names of the original designer (in most cases Jai Singh) and the restorers.

The English versions should be revised by a European astronomer.(‘)'’

( k) A rcher I, 24.

A. S. /., IV., 69.

As. Res., V (1807), 190-202; IV, 429.

Cavenagh, 30.

Cooler, 66.

Daniell, V and VI, plates XVIII, XIX, XX.
Catalogue, J. 48.

Fanshaice, 247.

(“) Two of the present tablets arc too distant to be read with ease.

(^) The following is an example of those now on the instruments : —
“ Kark Rashi Balay Yantra, Restored .Y.D. llUil Tested by .lotishi Cu kal Chand Bhawa. fer

finding the longitude of the sun when the Cancer or the point hO in the Faliptic cr.mss

over the plane of Meridian.”
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Hearn, 131, 237.

Heher II, 309.

Tour, 162.

Matheson, 369.

Mundy, 48.

Orlich, II, 19.

Roberts, II, 237.

Rodgers, 94.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 81-87.

Maasir, II, 81-3.

Kaye, 41-50.

Also see A hand hook of Maharaja Jai Singh’s observatory. Lala Bhola

Nath, Jail Press, Jaipur.

C) D. 96.

No. 25. (rt)

{h)

ic)

id)

ic)

if)

io)

W
U)

i^)

Gateway.

Entrance to the village Madhoganj.

Government.

III.

Late Mughal.

None.

Ruinous.

Unnecessary.

It is an imposing gateway built of brick and was constructed by Raja

Madho Singh, after whom the village Madhoganj, to which the

gateway formed an entrance, is known. Madho Singh succeeded

his father Ishri Singh to the Government of Jaipur in the year

1760 A.D. He died in 1778 A.D. and was succeeded by his son Pirthi

Singh, a minor, who was soon afterwards deposed, when his brother

Partap Singh succeeded to the gaddi in the same year. He died in

1803 A.D.

Beale, 228.
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RAISINA.

O. 26. («) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 60 yards to the west of Delhi Qutb road at the 2nd furlough beyond
the 4th mile-stone from Delhi.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

ig) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb, measuring some 17' 3" square and entered by four openings,

stands on a raised platform, and is roofed by a bulbous dome. There is

no trace of any grave.

Below the platform lie several unknown graves, all of which appear to

belong to the same period as the tomb. The building is of no particular

interest.

No. 27. (a) Mosque in Hakim Ji’s garden.

(6) On Delhi Qutb road at the 4th furlong after the 4th mile-stone.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(J) None.

(g) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is two storeyed, the lower story consisting of arched apart-

ments. The mosque proper consists of a prayer chamber with three

arched entrances and a vaulted roof. In the courtyard is a small square

well. A baolt, in a fairly good condition lies to the south of the mosque,

beyond which there are some ruined graves and remains of a wall con-

taining traces of a mihrah showing that there were formerly other

buildings in the vicinity. At the N. W. corner of the mosque there are

the ruined remains of a gate consisting of two arches. It would appear

that this gate was a principal entrance to the garden in which the

mosque lies.

No. 28. (a) Pavilion.

(A) Opposite No. 27.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.
*2
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ig) Dilapidated.

(Al Unnecessary.

{]) The pavilion measuring 21' 0" by 9' 3" consists of a single chamber covered

with a vaulted roof and furnished with three arched entrances. It is

of no special interest.
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ZABITAQANJ.

"o. 29. [a) Mosque and well (nameless).

(&) Some 180 yards to S. W. of No. 30.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

{e) Unknown.

(/) None.

{g) Euinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;') The mosque, which stands on a raised platform, consists of three vaulted

apartments. It has three arched entrances. The well close by is a

large Indara (a name for a large well) built of rough stone and is in a

well preserved condition.

O, 30. {a) Mosque (nameless).

(&) About \ mile to the east of new Government House buildings.

(r) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal (Reign of Shah Alam II).

(/) None.

(^) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque must once have been a building of some character. It is

masonry built and is externally rendered with red plaster. It appears

to have been double storeyed originally and to have consisted of several

aisles of which the last or the westernmost is still extant. This con-

tains five openings, of which the three central ones are arched while one

on either side is a lintelled doorway topped by an arched opening. The

roof of the existing aisle is vaulted.

It is not known who is responsible for the erection of the building but the

architecture and the existence of the m(»que in Zabitaganj lead one to surmise

that it belongs to the late Mughal period and perhaps owed its foundation to

Nawab Zabita Khan, son of Najibud Daula, the Rohila chief and protege of

Ahmad Shah Abdali. Zabita Khan rose to power during the reign of Shah

Alam II and was the father of Ghulam Qadir.

C. 31. {a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 400 yards to the N. W. of Zabitganj mosque (No. 30).

(c) Government.

(rf) III.

(e) Late Mughal
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(/) None.

(g) Euinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(/} The tomb which measures some 16' square I.M. is constructed of brick and

is covered by a dome. It has an arched opening in each of the four

sides. The building is in a ruined condition, the dome having fallen

altogether. In the interior there are four well preserved marble graves.

Some 30 yards to the north is to be found a number of graves con-

structed of stone and of brick masonry.
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NARHAULA.

() Mosque (nameless).

() Some 400 yards to the N. W. of Hijre ka Gumbad No. 59.

(c) Government.

(cO III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

ig) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) Of this building only a portion of the western wall, with traces of a

mihrab, and the northern compartment are extant.

() Mosque (nameless).

() About ^ mile to the south of Agar Sains baoli No. 38 and i mile to the

east of No. 35.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(^)

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(/() Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque is now being rebuilt (February 1914) on the site of an old one.

It measures 30' 0" by 10' 8". There are numerous graves in the vici-

nity.

No. 34. («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 200 yards to the south-east of No. 35.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruined.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque measuring 27' 3" by 12' 10", is brick built, and has a vaulted

roof. It has three compartments, the central one of these being the

largest. The courtyard which is in ruins measures 27' 3" by 19'.

No. 35. (a) Tomb of Mir Muhammad Ali known as Sayyid ki Dargah.

(b) About half a mile to the south of Jantar Mantar No. 24.

(c) Government.
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(d) 11a.

{e) 1095 A.H. (1684 A.D.).

(/) I. On a marble slab, over the entrance to the tomb, outside.

- 1*^0 *1>- vi»b«2-^ ji"* JA* *>b o^Ai/« Ij

Translation.

“ May he be forgiven who approaches this house and remembers Abdullah

Mir Muhammad Ali, son of Mir Muhammad Sakht Kaman Al-Husaini, with

prayers for remission of his sins. The date of the death of the aforesaid Mir

(is) the 10th of Ramazan of 1095 Hijra; Muhammad Ali repaired to the high-

est house.”

II. On the entrance to the tomb, inside, within a circle to the right of

the main inscription (No. IV).

j' 1) V^/

Translation.

O God!

“ For the sake of the head of religion, Maruf Karkhi, protect this place

from heaven-sent calamities.”

III. On the entrance to the tomb, inside, within a circle to the left of the

main inscription (No. IV).

\]j^ <xxa jiU hxZ

Translation.

d**-*!;

<i

“ This mark of the second grave, which has been repaired,...from the

humble beggar Rahima Banu, daughter of Sayyid Mirza and wife of Mir
Muhammad Ali.”

IV. Main inscription on the entrance to the tomb, inside.

Iju
v:/.! |.1V jiw J)

i^y.^ J iwJ^ oobu.

iiS Uoij *ij\j Jjjlo Lcj ix3|^

>x»jAIa p
Translation.

'
" "

“ On the seventh of the honoured month of Rajab of the year 1097
Hijra (30th May 1686 A.D.), this house, marked with felicity, was finished

and was honoured with the good fortune of (receiving) the sacred relic. Who-
ever should read (this), prayer is expected from him, as these slaves are
sinners. Jan Muhammad, maker of painted tiles.”

V. On the southern arch inside the tomb, there are pious ejaculations on
either side of the inscription, which is as follows :

—

c

^
dJi ^1^ toiU

J

IJ^ Oi- yb ^ib ^ jj ,1,

ojt*-. tfy b *>- aj^b ay sa**j ,^1^1
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Translation.

oi)' o'j

• o-

“ holy skirts of the chief of both worlds (the Prophet),

may God bless him and give him peace, and of Ali, the chosen and the king

of heroes, had descended through Mah Banu Khanam of the family of Mir
Shah Ali of Herat to this humble Rahima Banu daughter of Sayyid Mirza,

the defunct of happy memory, they were placed in this house with the hope

of intercession (on the day of judgment), so that whoever should have the good

fortune of visiting them should remember this helpless one with benediction.

If any one should remove and take away these relics, he would feel ashamed

and be a criminal in the eyes of the Prophet on the day of judgment.”

(g) Fair. Repairs required.

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The tomb stands on a raised platform paved with bricks. It consists of

an oblong compartment measuring 17' 2" by 12' 6" I.M., and is brick

built. Inside, it is rendered with white plaster, the vaulted roof being

ornamented with various coloured painting. The entrance to the tomb

is through a doorway on the south, while there are similar openings on

all the remaining sides, furnished with red sandstone jali screens.

Over all the doorways inside are inscriptions in incised plaster. The

inscriptions on the western and northern doorways consist solely of pious

ejaculations and quotations from the Quran.

In the centre of the room lies a ruined tawiz. It would seem from the

inscriptions that the building contained other graves formerly, but there are

no traces of them now. Near the tomb are the remains of an enclosure con-

taining a few unknown graves.

(1) D. 98.

?Io. 36. («) Graveyard.

(b) Some 200 yards to the north of No. 35.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruined.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The graveyard consists of a high masonry platform masuring 43' 7" by

31' 3." It contains three graves, the most important of which seems to

be the one lying in the centre of the western side of the platform.

No. 37, {a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Adjacent to Agar Sain's Baoli (No. 38).

(c) Waqf.

id) II.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.
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{g) Ruined. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

(;) The mosque is rubble built and measures 26'^ 9" by 10' 6" I.M. The roof

is vaulted and there were originally three arched entrances, the south-

ern-most of which has fallen, together with a portion of the vault. The

piers on which the arches are supported are of red sandstone. At the

northern end of the mosque there is a small room (Hujra) intended for

use by the Mulla of the mosque.

The courtyard measures 41' 3" by 58', and to its north and reached by

steps, lies the Baoli of Agar Sain (see below). The grave in the courtyard is

perhaps that of the founder of the mosque.

No. 38. (a) Agar Sain’s Baoli.

(b) About half a mile to the east of Jantar Mantar (No. 24).

(c) Government.

(d) la.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Poor. Repairs required.

(h) Protected.

{]) The term baoli is generally applied to a large stepped well. The baoli

under reference measures 192' by 45' over all {i.e., at the level of the

ground), and 129' 3" by 24' 6," at water level. It is built of rubble

and dressed stone. At the northern end a length of 33' 6" is roofed,

forming at the same time a platform or sitting place. At this end
there is also a circular well 25' 6" diarn. constructed of the same mate-
rial as the baoli.

The only Agar Sain in history would appear to be a Raja who reigned

at Agra several centuries before the time of Sikandar Lodi. (Beale.)

(/.•) Fanshawe, 247.

(0 2777.

No. 39. (n) Mosque (nameless).

(h) Some 500 yards S. W. of the tomb of Sa\yid Hasan Rasul Numa No. 332.
(c) Waqf; Allah Bux Shah.

(d) III.

(p) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The mosque, constructed of rubble masonry and coated with plaster
consists of three compartments which are surmounted by bulbous domes
and entered through arched openings. It measures 30' 6" by 16'
7" I.M. and stands on a plinth 1' 6" high. On the east is the court-
yard of the mosque containing a grave said to be of a saint named
Kamal Shah. There are also a few other graves near the mosque to-
wards east, which are believed to be of the disciples of Kamal Shah.
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SARBAN SARAL

No. 40. (®) Kamlapati’s Garden.

(b) About a furlong to the east of Delhi Qutb road, between the 2nd and 3rd

furlongs after the 4th mile stone.

(c) Government.

(d) 11a.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous. The gateway might be repaired with advantage.

(A) Should be protected.

(j) The garden is in a neglected condition. The only feature of interest is

the gateway, in a dilapidated condition, although somewhat recently

repaired, in order to give an entrance to the P. W. D. camp (winter,

1913). The gate is three arched and contains side rooms probably

intended for the use of porters.

In the south-west corner of the garden is an old enclosure containing

several ruined graves, and it is possible that one of these tombs may be that of

Kamlapati, the founder of the garden, concerning whom history and tradition

are silent.

No. 41. {o) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 650 yards to the north of No. 54.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque has three arched entrances and contains three domed com-

partments.

t2
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KHAIRPUR.

No. 42. (a) A domed chattri.

(b) About 100 yards to the east of Delhi Quth road at the 5th furlong past

the 5th mile-stone.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

((/) Ruinous.

(/i) Unnecessary.

(_/) The chattri consists of a small domed octagonal chamber 8 feet diam.

It is built of brick masonry with arched openings on N. S. and E.

and seems to have been a piquet house. Close to it there is an old

masonry well.

No. 43. (a) Tomh of Muhammad Shah, known as Mubarak Khan ka Gumbad (dome).

(6) To N. E. of the tomb of Safdar Jang, some 100 yards to the north of the

road from Safdar Jang’s tomb to Humayun’s tomb.

(c) Government.

{d) la.

{e) 847 (') A.H. (1443-4 A.D.).

(/) None.

(^) Good. It is hoped that it will be eventually possible to surround the
group of Lodi tombs with a small park.

{h) Protected.

(;) The tomb consists of an octagonal chamber some 50' 0" in diameter sur-
rounded by a verandah. Each face of the latter contains three arched
openings (arches of stilted (-) form) supported on “ double square ”

pillars of the type found in buildings of this period, the centre of each
face, on the upper stcJtey, being emphasised by an eight pillared chattri.

The inner chamber has a door in each face, and is roofed by a dome of
the typical Afghan type 31' IQi" internal diam. and crowned by a
lotus finial base. The finial is no longer extant. The sloping walls
found in the earlier buildings are not seen here, the sloping masonry
being confined to the buttresses which strengthen each corner of the
octagon. Above the arches runs a chajja supported by heavy stone
brackets, topped by a parapet of the usual type, each corner of which
is emphasised by a guldasta or pinnacle. The dome springs from a
sixteen-sided drum some 12' 8" in height crowned by cresting each

oi the drum being marked by a guldasta. The chajjas of the roof
() Historians differ in assigning the date of the death of Mnhammorl Cl, i.

^ 7
it as 817 A.H. (144a-4 A.D.) but Farishta savs tW U e i i

’ ?'“^auni andi eii-uia says that it took place m 849 A.H.
Lane-Poole give
(144G-6 A.D.).

pared' «Ith
6 opening is wider than the side openings measuring T 9 in widtb fts com'
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chattris have almost entirely disappeared. There are eight graves

veithin the building, the one in the centre being in all probability that

of Muhammad Shah
;
the remaining ones, two of men and five of women,

being perhaps those of his relatives. The material used throughout is

grey local stone, and the building is said to have been erected by Ala-

ud-din Alam Shah, the son and successor of Muhammad Shah. The
inside of the large dome and the domes of the chattris is adorned with

quotations from the Quran in incised plaster. No evidence has been

forthcoming as to the existence of tykhanas below these graves and it

would appear as if the bodies actually rested beneath them on the floor

of the central chamber.

Muhammad Shah, the son of Farid Shah, son of Khizr Shah, and the

nephew and successor of Mubarak Shah, was the third king of the Sayyid

dynasty. He ascended the throne in 837 A.H. (1433-4 A.D.), his reign being

marked by an uninterrupted series of disturbances, firstly caused by the assas-

sins of Mubarak Shah and lastly by Kala Lodi, father of Bahlol Lodi who

ultimately usurped the empire. Muhammad Shah died in 849 A.H. (1445-6

A.D.). The chajja of this building was reconstructed in 1913-4.

{k) A.S.I., XX, 158.

Carr Stephen, 161-2.

Fergusson, II, 217.

Thomas’ Chronicles, 336.

Asar. Chap. Ill, 42.

Elliot, IV, 80-6.

Farishta, Part I, 171.

Muhammadan Dynasties. 300.

Muntakhah-ut-Tawarikh, I, 304.

J.A.S.B., XXXIX, 82.

Rodgers, 89. i

il) D. 84, D. 208, D. 469.

No. 44. (a) Mosque (nameless).

{h) Between Nos. 43 and 45.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque stands in a masonry enclosure, the greater portion of which

is now ruined, and which seems to have been a burial ground originally.

It consists of a prayer chamber with a vaulted roof and furnished with

three arched entrances, two of which are now closed up. It is con-

structed of masonry and rendered externally with red plaster.

No. 45. {a) Mosque and Bara Gumhad.

(5) Some 300 yards N. E. of No. 43.
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(c) Government.

(d) la.

{e} 900 A.H. (1494 A.D.).

(/) Over the southern mihrab incised in plaster.

iLiob jO i—

4

*Sj ^j|

<I

, . .
jjiiu* Jijf (ij a.s^'* 0^l«.c jO iiH

j
ij*]

J
iiUaU,

j
sSL*

iiU*.-o A- JjS( jI«
^

jtlj . . . J J*«

Translation.

“ This noble edifice ivas erected by . . . Mughal Abu Amjad . . . the

defunct of happy memory, in the building of the Jami masjid, ..... during

the reign of the emperor of emperors, the king of the inhabited fourth part of

the globe, the favoured one of the Almighty, depending upon the help of the

most Merciful (God) (named) Abul Muzaffar Sikandar Shah, son of Bahlol

Shah, the emperor .... may God preserve his kingdom and reign, and exalt

his dignity and position for ever, on the first of Rabia I of the year 900 (30th

November 1494 A.D.).

(flf) Good.

(/;) Protected.

{']) The mosque which was used for many years as a cow-house and so

surrounded by squalid huts as to be almost irrecognisable, has now
been reclaimed and put into repair. It consists of a single apart-

ment, measuring 82' 0" N. to S. by 21' 0" E. to W., and is divided into

five bays. The three central bays are roofed with squat hemispherical

domes, the finials of which have disappeared, and two end bays with

low flat vaults. The domes rest on corbelled pendentives -most ela-

borately carved and finished. At the N. and S. ends of the apartment

and in the centre of the mihrab bay on the back wall are projecting oriel

windows (*) of red stone. The external angles of the mosque as well

as the mihrab bay projecting from the back of the west wall are

strengthened by sloping buttresses, topped with lotus cresting, their

central upper portions being relieved by fluting, the flutes being alter-

nately angular and circular. The mosque is profusely decorated

throughout with conventional foliage and verses from the Quran
incised in plaster relieved by coloured tile work. The inscription quoted
above is on the west wall of the southern bay and refers to an addition

made to the mosque, which must ante-date the time of Sikandar Lodi.

The inscription is now rather indistinct and cannot be read with cer-

tainty. In front of the mosque towards the east lies a courtyard 104'

by 82,' its centre being occupied by a raised platform, originally faced
with red stone, on which stands a ruined grave, said by tradition, to be
that of the founder of the mosque. The eastern boundary o^ the court-
yard is formed by a line of arched apartments for the use of the readers
of the Quran, while to the south is the gateway which in its grandeur
and elegance is perhaps ^unequalled in the ruins of Delhi save by the
Alai Darwaza at the Qutb. In the S. W. corner of the courtyard is a

('; These
Purana Qila.

onel -n indows are of similar design to those seen at the Talaqi and south gatesTheir prototype may be seen in the back wall of the mosque at the Qutb.
UIQ
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small doorway giving access to two flights of steps, built in the thick-

ness of the wall. One of these leads to the roof of the mosque and the

other to the roof of the gateway.

The gate which stands on a platform furnished with arched recesses, is

styled Bara Gumhad by reason of its lofty dome. Each of its sides is pierced

by arched openings, intended as doorways. The door openings are crowned

by superimposed brackets of red standstone ornamented with carvings and

inscribed with the quotations from the Quran. Each external wall of the

gate is provided with a slightly projecting central bay some 25 feet in width,

and containing the door openings framed in a double recessed arch, some 30'

8" in height, with black marble spandrels ornamented with white marble

bosses. Above the door opening is a small window framed in red sandstone.

The piers of the arches, some 5' 1" in wddth, are of local stone relieved at

intervals by miniature niche-shaped panels in red sandstone, a row of which,

at somewhat closer intervals, runs across the top of the arch. The cresting of

the central bays is raised about 2' 7" above the cresting of the main wall, its

external angles being marked, as are the four corners of the main walls, by

fluted guldastas, most of which have disappeared. Below the cresting runs a

moulded string course, relieved at average intervals of 2' 10 ' by projecting

dentels. The side bays, each 18' in wudth, are relieved by tw'o rows of

niche-shaped panels, each panel some 3 feet in width and 9 feet in height,

with red sandstone spandrels, the bosses having disappeared. The lower

niches nearest the entrances of the gate are left open and light the interior

of the gate. The dome springs from a sixteen-sided drum, each face of

the latter being relieved by niche-shaped panels, with spandrels as befoie,

the panels being left open at the four cardinal points, and serving to light

the interior of the dome. Above these panels runs a lotus bud frieze

topped by a moulded string course, with projecting dentels at long intervals.

Above the string course is the usual cresting, the centre of each crest being

ornamented with a pinjra. Above this is the dome, externally plastered and

without ornamentation, save for the lotus cresting. The finial is no longer

extant.

Cunningham compares this gateway with the Alai Darw aza at the Qntb,

the general plan within and without, the dimensions, the arrangement of its

openings and the pendentive construction being very similar to those of the

latter building. It possesses the same stone bench, 2' 9" in height and 1' 6"

in breadth round the internal walls and similar miniature brackets at the

angles of the octagon. It measures 62' square without and 40' square withiii

compared with the Alai Darwaza of which the similar measurements are

respectively 56' 6" and 34' 6." Its height is also greater and the walls are con-

tinued above the octagon in two stages, one of sixteen sides, the other of thirty-

two sides. The parapet measures some 34' 6" above the level of the mosque

court, and some 44' 6" above the ground. The drum of the dome is 15' 9" in

height and above this the dome is 28' in height. The total height of the build-

inf» above the fields is therefore 88' O'' (Cumiinnham). In contrast to the rich

internal treatment of the Alai Darwaza. the walls of the gate are left uncarv-

ed. Cunningham thinks they were probably covered with plaster formerly.

He dates it at 900 A.II., 187 years later than its prototype the Alai Darwaza.

(k) A.S.I. XX, 155-7
;
IV, 67 et seq.

Carr Stephen. 196-7.
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Asar. Chap. Ill, 52.

Fergusson, II, 210.

Rodgers, 89.

(0 D. 85, D. 480.

No. 46. (a) Turret.

{b) Some 75 yards to the east of S. E. corner of Bara Gumbad No. 45.

(r) Government.

{d) Ua.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous. It should be repaired.

(//) Sliould be protected.

{}) It seems to have been one of the angle turrets of an enclosure, the walls of

which are now demolished.

No. 47. (a) Unknown tomb called Shish Gumbad (glazed dome).

{h) Some 50 yards to the north of the mosque No. 45.

(r) Government.

{d) Ua.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good. General repairs required.

(A) Protected.

(;) The tomb which measures 32' 8" square consists of a chamber 33 feet

square and roofed by a dome. On the N., S. and £. sides of the cham-

ber are three openings, the central one being the doorway, the flanking

openings being intended to admit light and air. There is also an arch-

ed window over each of the doorways. The ceiling is decorated with

floral carvings in incised plaster and quotations from the Quran. The
exterior is ornamented with the blue glazed tiles in two shades which’

give the tomb its name. The tomb contains eight graves of which only

one bears the qalamdun. It is not known who erected this building or

who is buried here, but its position seems to indicate that it is the rest-

ing place of some one connected with the mosque or the Lodi family.

The tomb w as probably plastered externally in former days. The dress-

ed stone plinth of the building is 9-^-" in height, the rough rubble portion below

It varying in depth on the different sides of the building and evidently not

being intended to be expo.sed to view. The external treatment is in close imi-

tation of the Bara Gumbad though not on so large a scale, and the centres of

the upper niche-shaped panels are similarly marked by miniature recessed

niches. Projecting from the back of the west wall, and of the same wddth as

the entrance day, is the mihrab bay from which the larger niche-shaped panels

at the upper and lower levels have been omitted, the upper portions above the
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I

i

I

string course being provided with four miniature niches only. The glazed

tiling of this tomb must have lent it formerly a very striking appearance.

Below the central string course on the main walls, and continued across the

face of the mihrah bay, was a row of blue tiles, each tile being 9" square, while

below the moulded string course at the top of the main walls is a similar row

of glazed tiling. This is not continued across th^ entrance or mihrah bays,

the treatment being changed and the tops of the bays provided with an oblong

panel 20' by 3,' framed in a course of grey stone. Next to this, on the inside of

the panel, is found a border of the rich blue tiles, the central portion of the

panel being set with 9 square panels framed in plaster, each containing a

light blue tile with floral designs.

The external masonry of this building has been executed with consider-

able care, the courses being alternately deep and narrow for the portion below

the central string course. Above this the masonry becomes less methodical

and, as in the case of Bara Gumbad, little attention has been paid to the

regularity of courses, except in the case of the upper portion of the mihrah

bay, where the alternating procedure mentioned above has been continued.

(A) A.S.I., XX, 158.

(V) D. 86.

No. 48. (a) Baoli, Mosque and four walls of an enclosed garden, with its entrance.

(6) Some 180 yards to the east of No. 47 and 110 yards to the north of No. 49.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) To the N. E. of the Shish Gumhad are the remains of a garden, the four

walls of which, brick built, are broken in several places. The double

storeyed entrance is in no better condition. To the south of the

latter is a mosque also ruined and neglected. The baoli in front of the

entrance outside the enclosure is in the same condition. In the centre

of the garden is a small brick built enclosure furnished with arched

openings, apparently intended for a tomb but now containing no grave.

-4

No. 49. (a) Tomb of Sikandar Lodi.

(6) Some 250 yards to north-east of No. 47.

(c) Government.

{d) la.

{e) 923 A.H. (1517-8 A.D.).

(/) None.

(g) Good, but general repairs required, especially to enclosure walls.

{h) Protected.
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(;) The tomb is situated, like Chiragh Delhi, on one side of a deep nullah or

depression and stands in the centre of an enclosure some 250 feet

square, with battlemented walls 12 feet in height and internal arched

recesses. The lower external portions of the enclosure walls are also

relieved by arched recesses. The corners of the enclosure are streng-

thened by octagonal towers only one of which is now standing, and it

is entered through a gate in the.southern wall. This gate is protected

by a square fronting outwork measuring 62' by 52,' the south wall of

which is egiphasized by two four-pillared square chattris adorned with

blue tiles and supported by red sandstone pillars. In the middle of

the western wall of the enclosure is a wall mosque, the centre arch of

which measures some 21' 9^ in height and 24' 8" in width; the side

. arches of the mosque are comparatively insignificant. The tomb itself

is similar in design to that of Muhammad Shah (No. 43) but the

chattris on the roof have been removed or were never completed. The
material used is local grey stone. The pillar which serves to bear the

lamp at the head of the grave appears to have been taken from a Hindu
building.

It is supposed that the tomb of Sikandar Lodi was built by his son and
successor Ibrahim Lodi in the year 923 A.H. (1517-8 A.D.), the date of Sikan-

dar Lodi’s death. The latter was the son of Bahlol Lodi, and the second king

of the Lodi dynasty. He ascended the throne in the year 894 A.H. (1488-9

A.D.) after the death of his father, and reigned successfully for 28 years.

{k) A.S.L XX, 158-9; IV. 69.

Carr Stei)hen, 170-1.

Elliot, IV, 310, 438 seq.

As(ir, Chap. Ill, 46.

Cole, 2nd Report, CXI.

J.A.S.B., XXIX. 84.

Ilenrn, 130.

Rodgers, 89-90.

(1) D. 87, D. 88, D. 209.

No. 50. (o) Athpula or Khairpur ka pul (bridge).

{h) East of No. 49.

((•) Government.

{(i) Ua.

{(') Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Protected.

(;) The bridge contains seven arches, the centre one being the largest and the
others decreasing in span from the centre. The eight piers 7' 4" in
thickness which support its arches have in all probability led to its

being named Athpula. It is said to have been built by one Nawab
Bahadur who had been at Kabul in the time of Akbar.
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<r-^-

i

1

i

The measurements are given by Cunningham as follows :

—

Ft. In. Ft. In.

Middle arch . • • • • • • . 12 4

Two next arches at 11 H . . 22 9

)> >} 10 4. . 20 8

„ outer ,, „ 9 u . . 18 3

Waterway . . 71 0

Six piers at 7 -1. . . 4-4 0

Two abutments at 7 4 . 'U 8

Total lenj,^th . 132 8

The piers, set diagonally so as to form the necessary cut water, are some
8' 3" in height of irregular courses of dressed stone, and 6' 10" in width. From
them spring arches with voussoirs 1' 8" in depth, the space between each arch

being filled by a circular fluted and engaged pilaster formerly topped by an
octagonal final. Above the heads of the arches runs a moulded string course

which follows the curve of the bridge, while below this is a pinjra cresting.

The top of the bridge is paved with local grey stone, the parapet of the same
material, formerly crowned with a moulded coping, rising some 3' 8" above

the level of the roadway. The design is a most effective one. The bridge

was repaired in 1913-14. Cunningham in comparing this bridge wdth

the Barah pulah (see No. 168) states that in both cases it is clear the names
do not refer to the arches. He writes “ Now pala is applied to the leaf of a

door, and a do-pala darwiiza means ‘ two leaves.’ In the case of these bridges

I believe that the term applies to the pairs of small minarets which flank the

piers and abutments. In the larger bridge there are twelve pairs of these

viinars and in the smaller bridge there are eight pairs of them. Hence the

bridges became known as the Barapala or ' twelve pairs ’ and the A thpala or
‘ eight pairs.’

”

{k) A.S.I., XX, 159.

(0 2975.

1

No. 51. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 180 yards to the north of Athpula (No. 50).

(c) Government.

(</) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(y) The mosque, which is masonry built, consists of three domed compart-
ments with arched entrances. The three arches have been closed up by
villagers to render the building habitable, one at the side bein«Ô
left open for purposes of access. The name of God is inscribed in

plaster on the two outer side arches of the west front.

G 2
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No. 52. («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 170 yards to the east of No. 51.

(f) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{(/) Ruinous.

(h) Lmnecessary.

(y) The mosque consists of three compartments, the central one of which is

domed, the side ones being vaulted. The building is of no particular

interest.

No. 53. (^0 Ruined enclosure walls with a gateway.

(b) Some 400 yards to the north of No. 51.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Unknown. '

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;') The enclosure containing some unknown graves is of no particular in-

terest. Its walls are furnished with recessed arches, while there are

three mihrabs on the west indicating its use as a mosque.

Ho. 64. (a) Domed building.

(b) Some 100 yards to the west of No. 53.

(r) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Unknown.

(/) None.

(a) Ruinous.

(/i) Unnecessary.

(y) The building stands on a raised p-atform, and has eight arched openings.

The exterior is octagonal in plan and the interior square. The build-

ing which is of no particular interest probably once contained a grave

of which no trace now remains. There are several graves in the vici-

nity.

No. 55. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 50 yards to N. W. of the village,

(r) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

{/) None.
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{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;') The tomb which is roofed by a dome, is square within and octagonal with-

out. It is built of brick masonry plastered white, and has four en-

trances, three of which are now blocked, the building being used as a

cattle shed. Quotations from the Quran and the Islamic creed are

incised in plaster on the outer faces of the octagon. All traces of the

graves have now disappeared; and it is not known who was interred

there.

No. 66. {<^) Mosque (nameless).

(&) Some 50 yards to the east of the village and some 180 yards to S. E. of^ •

No. 55.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is built of grey local stone and consists of three compart-

ments, the central one of which is domed. The end compartments are

smaller than the central one and are roofed with flat vaults. On the

outer central arch there appears to have been an inscription cut in

plaster but only a few letters are now extant. The inscription appears

to have been in Persian. On the mihrab and on the under face of the

central arch as well as on the side arches, was formerly inscribed an

extract from the Quran. Only a portion of the inscription now exists.

In the south wall is a staircase with twelve stone steps giving access

to the roof. On the soffit of the dome are inscribed the names of God

and the creed.

No. 57. {a) Ruins of palaces.

(b) Some 550 yards to the north of No. 56 and some 100 yards to the west of

Purana Qila No. 123.

(c) Government.

{d) 11a.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous. The ruins might be cleared out and repaired with advantage.

(A) Should be protected.

(;) The proximity of these ruins to Purana Qila gives rise to the belief that

they were possibly the remains of the residences of nobles of Sher Shah’s

period. The ruins cover a large area and abound in subterranean

vaults and passages, the arches whereof are visible at several places.

The three walls of an enclosure which still stand, though unroofed, show

clearly that the building was more than one storeyed. The material

used is local grey stone.
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BABARPUR.

No. 58. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 150 yards to the N. W. of No. 57.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{(f) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(j) The mosque seems to have been a building of considerable pretension.

The prayer chamber, vrhich measures 54' 6" by 25' 6" is divided into

three compartments, the central one of which domed, the otheTs being

vaulted. The courtyard, the walls of which have fallen, is now over-

grown with vegetation and measures 81' by 63' 6." The tank in its

centre is now filled up. The mosque was entered by a large doorway

to the east, the remains of which are still extant. In the north wall

of the mosque a staircase with fourteen stone steps gives access to the

roof of the mosque.

No. 59. i^) fiijre ka Gumbad. (Dome of a hermaphrodite.)

(b) Some 150 yards to the north of No. 58.

(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

i^g) Ruinous. Repairs needed.

(A) Should be protected.

(;) The dome covers an internal square of 25 feet, the outside of the building

being cruciform in plan. The dome and arches are brick built. A
portion of the dome has fallen, but the building still presents a pictures-

que appearance.

It appears to have been a tomb, but there is no trace of any grave now
extant.

,

(1) D. 92, 2776.

No. 60. («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 180 yards to the north of No. 59.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.
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(ff) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(?) The mosque, measuring 39' 3" by 18' 9", is built of rubble masonry and
consists of three comjiartments covered with vaulted roofs. It is plas-

tered and seems to have double storeyed originally.

No. 61. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 200 yards to the west of No. 60.

(o) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.
'

(y) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(?) The remains indicate that the mosque must have formerly been of con-

siderable size, and that it was entered by a gateway of imposing design.

The southernmost compartment, entered by three arched openings, still

stands, although its roof has disappeared.

No. 62. (a) Mosque (nameless).

^ (b) Some 20 yards to the west of No. 63.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(?) This appears to have been a comparatively small building of which only

the southernmost vaulted chamber, entered by an arched opening, is

now left.

No. 63. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 400 yards to the S. W. of Khairul Manazil (No. 83).

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(?) A single domed structure, standing on a raised platform, with four door-

ways. There is no trace of any grave.

No. 64. (u) Mir Taqi’s tomb.

(b) Some 270 yards to the south of No. 63.
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(c) Government.

{d) 11a.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Fair. Petty repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(7) The tomb is single domed and is 10' 6" square internally, and octagonal

in plan externally. It stands on a raised platform reached by three

stone steps still extant. No grave now remains in the central chamber,

although there are many graves on the platform and in the vicinity.

It is not known who Mir Taqi was.

{!) 2765.

No. 65. {a) Mosque, Bagh wali (garden mosque).

(5) Some 400 yards to the west of No. 64.

(r) Government.

(d) 11a.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair, requires repair.

(A) Should be protected.

(7) The mosque stands within an enclosure formerly occupied by a garden.

The walls of the enclosure and the entrance, towards the south, are

now in ruins. The mosque is a fine brick built building, measuring
50' by 28' and is two aisles deep. The entrance bay is some 18' in width
and 19' 9" in height rising some 3 feet above the parapet level of the

main wall, its external angles being marked by engaged pilasters with
the globular bases seen in work of this period. Similar engaged pilas-

ters are found at the external angles of the main wall. The space

between the head of the main arch and the actual entrance arch is filled

with stalactite corbelling, while the arches are, like those elsewhere on
this building, of the cusped type

; the cusping is too shallow to give a
good effect. The inner aisle is divided into seven bays, roofed by three

domes, also brick built, and four vaults, while the outer aisle consists

of three bays only, roofed by sandstone slabs. The low plinth orna-

mented with the usual tikari pattern is of the same material. Each
aisle has seven arched entrances, facing eastwards and supported on
red sandstone pillars. The pavement of the mosque, as well as its

courtyard, 96' 6" by 59' is in brick-work of a musalla (prayer-carpet)

design. The walls, waist high, are lined with red sandstone slabs. The
mosque is plaster rendered, the inner walls being adorned with geo-

metrical patterns incised in the same material. The fluted domes have

the usual lotus cresting, and traces of colour decoration are visible. At
the eastern end of the courtyard is a tank', built of bricks, and in a
ruined condition. In the vicinity of the mosque are numerous unknown
graves.

In the year 1229 A.H. the mosque and the graves in its vicinity were
visited by a saintly person who has left an account of his visit written in
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manuscript on the mihrab. The account, of course, does not throw any light

on the history of the mosque or that of its founder, but it can stand as docu-

mentary evidence to the fact that the mosque itself, and some of the graves

near it, were held in considerable veneration not more than hundred years ago.

It is worth while quoting the account which runs as follows :

—

irrq

tyi
y y

yli j}j^ tyi
J

ai»A.aj

ji ut—i.>| AaxjI

y
^Kj lij(

J
‘i^y J*

Translation.

' “ He is everlasting

!

On the 25th of the victorious month of Safar of the year 1229, holy

Hijra, the contemptible beggar full of shortcomings (named) Khwaja Chula in

Naqshband, son of Khwaja Muhammad Yusuf Khan Makhdum Azami Al-

Hasani Al-Husaini, may he be forgiven, had the honour of visiting the graves

of the saints, who are buried here, as well as this mosque.

Existence is like a mirror on the road to mortality : every one reaches it,

looks into it and passes away.”

(/) D. 110.

No. 63. (a) Walled mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 170 yards to the S. E. of No. 65.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.
!

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque consists of a small western wall provided with a mihrab, and

of a platform 18' 9" by 12' 6" flanked by small .'^ide walls with anhed
openings. It was probably attached to the unknown grave found in

its courtyard.

No. 67. («) Lai Bangla.

(6) About I mile to the S. E. of No. 65, and | mile to the S. W. of Khairul

Manazil (No. 83).

(c) Government.

(d) \la.

(e) 1193 A.H. (1779-80 A.D.).
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(/) None.

{(/) Fair. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

{}) The name Lai Bangla has been given to an extensive enclosure contain-

ing three domed mausoleums, one near the entrance and the other two

at a distance of some 110 yards to the east of it. These two last, one of

which contains two low small graves, are supposed to be the resting

places of Lai Kunwar, the mother of Shah Alain II, and Begam Jan,

his daughter. Both these tombs are built on the same plan, having

square corner rooms, oblong halls between them, and a square room in

the centre. The one near the entrance seems to be of earlier date, and

consists solely of a square room standing on a raised platform. It

contains no grave, and it is not known to whom this tomb belongs.

There are, however, some three Tavizes lying below the platform, and

it seems not improbable that they have been taken out of this building.

They are inscribed with the Muslim creed and quotations from the

Quran. The gateway of the enclosure is double storeyed, flanked at

either corner by small cupolas. The enclosure wall built of bricks is

now partly demolished.

The gateway of the Lai Bangla and the three mausoleums in it are all con-

structed of red stone, which probably accounts for this group of buildings

being so called. It may also have been so styled after the name of Lai Kunwar
who was buried there.

(A-) Carr Stephen, 279-80.

/Isar, Chap. Ill, 96-97.

Rodgers, 102.

No. 68. {a) Tomb of Sajyid Abid.

(b) Some 90 yards to the south of No. 67.

(f) Government.

(rf) Ila.

(e) About 1036 A.H. (1626-27 A.D.).

(/) None.

{n) Ruinous. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

{}) The tomb consists of a room 14' 3" square inside, its outer plan being

octagonal in form. It is roofed with a hemispherical dome, and con-

tains four arched entrances.

Sayyid Abid who is buried there was a companion of a general of the

emperor Jahangir, by name Khan Dauran Khan Khwaja Sabir Nursat Jang.

The latter constructed the building.

(A-) Asnr, Chap. Ill, 63.

Maasir, I, 249-57,

(0 D. 107, 2764.

No. 69- (“) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 150 yards to the S. W. of No. 68.
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(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(^1') Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb consists of a chamber 11 feet square. It is built of grey stone

and is roofed with a masonry dome. /

No. 70. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 25 yards to the S. W. of No. 69.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

iq) Fair. '

(k) Unnecessary.

(j} It consists of an oblong chamber, measuring 19' 9" by 11' 7" and covered

by a vaulted roof. There are three arched entrances on either of the

larger sides and two entrances on either of the smaller sides. No traces

of graves are to be found in this building, but it is in all probability a

tomb, although in shape it does not resemble the other tombs found in

the neighbourhood.

No. 71. (^) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 180 yards to the north of No. 70 and 170 yards to the north of

No. 72.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.
:

(/) None.

(y) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque measuring 40' by 34' stands on a raised platform. It com-

prises a courtyard and a western wall furnished with three inihrahs

serving as a nwsque, the central mihrab only now being extant. The

courtyard containing some four unknown graves is in ruins and much

overgroA^NTi with vegetation.

No. 72. (a) Barah Khamba.

(b) Some 150 yards to the N. W. of the Railway Station Nizamuddin.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(y) Ruined. Requires repair.

h2
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(h) Should be protected.

(j) The Barah Khamba (Barah = 12 and Khamba = pillar), so-called on ac-

count of the twelve pillars which it once contained, is a tomb. The

building is cruciform in plan, the central dome being originally sur-

rounded by four smaller ones. The eastern one having fallen, there

remain now only ten pillars supporting the four remaining domes.

Under the central dome is an imknown grave.

J) D. 93.

No. 73. («) Baghichi, or small garden.

(h) Some 400 yards to the N. W. of No. 72.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(y) Ruined. Repairs required.

(h) Should be protected.

(;) The ga.rden was originally enclosed by four walls now almost entirely in

ruins, and was entered through a low arched doorway over which there

is a triple arched compartment. In the centre of the enclosure there

stands a domed tomb with each corner emphasised by a sandstone

chattri. Two of these chattris still exist, while the remaining two

have fallen. There are two graves within, but nothing is known about

the persons who are buried there. The building measures 17' 3"

square I.M.

(1) D. 94.

No. 74. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 270 yards to the south of No. 73.

(c) Government.

(J) Ila.

{e) Early Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruined. Repairs required.

(h) Should be protected.

(;) The tomb which is octagonal in form outside, square within, measures
18' I.M., and stands on a raised platform. It is domed and has

arched entrances on each of the four sides. Over each of these en-

trances there are two arched openings, one above the other, to admit
light. The ceiling and the walls inside are adorned with painted

decoration, while within are three unknown graves.

(0 D. 90.

No. 75. i^) Nili Gumti.

{b) Some GO yards to the north of the road from Safdar Jang’s. tomb to

Humajuin’s tonab, opposite Nizamuddin’s tomb.
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(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

{h) Unnecessary.
J

(;) The building which appears to be a tomb, consists of a single compart-

ment with a vaulted roof and four arched entrances on the cardinal

points. It receives its name from the blue tiles with which its roof was

formerly adorned, a few of which still remain. It is built of rub-

ble masonry rendered with plaster, and measures 13' 9', 9' 4" E.M.

No. 76. {a) Athwans garden,

(b) Some 100 yards N.-W. of No. 75.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The garden is enclosed by four walls which are partly demolished. In

the centre of the garden stands a building which seems to have origin-

ally been a tomb, not improbably that of the founder of the garden.

No. 77. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 18 yards to the east of No. 76.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(t?) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The building which measures 11' 6" by 8' 3* I. M. consists of a single

compartment covered with a flat roof. Its courtyard, which is now in

ruins, is overgrown with vegetation.

No. 78. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 88 yards to the north of No. 77^

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Afghan period.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined. Requires repairs.

(Ji) Should be protected.
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(;) The tomb, which is built of rubble masonry and measures some 48 feet

square externally, stands on a platform 72 feet square and 3 feet in

height. The walls externally are faced with local grey stone and are

relieved with arches with attached pilasters and capitals of the same

material, the arches being framed in red sandstone. The interior of

the building is coated with white plaster. It is entered through an

arched opening on the south, and consists of two aisles, each contain-

ing three compartments, and in the central compartment of the northern

aisle exists a ruined grave. On either side of the entrance there is a

flight of 9 steps leading up to the roof on which are placed two or three

cenotaphs. At the distance of some 36 yards towards the west stands

a massive gateway which formed the entrance to the enclosure sur-

rounding the tomb.

No. 79. (a) Tomb (unknown).

{b) Some 140 yards to the south of No. 78.

(c) Government.

(d) I la.

(e) Afghan period.

(/) None.

(l^)
Poor. Requires repair.

{h) Should be^ protected.

(;) The tomb consists of a square chamber roofed by a dome and measuring
16' square I. M. To its west stands a walled mosque furnished with

three mihrabs, the northernmost of which is now in ruins.

(0 D. 95.

No. 80. (a) Grave of Hazrat Bibi Fatima Sam.

{b) Some 400 yards to the S.-W. of Khair-ul-Manazil No. 83.

(c) Nasir Ali, etc.

{d) III.

(c) 643 A. H. (1245-6 A. D.).

(/') The following inscription is written on a red sandstone tablet built into

the head-stone of the grave, which has been erected very recently.

j
Oji olojtc

j
oUitj

y
4J| ^ ^

•’ji" cdP' ‘0‘r - ftiib

Translation.

“ Her holiness Bibi Fatima Sam, may God purify her grave, was one of

the most pious, devout, and religious women of the age. Sultan Ma^haj-akh
(Shaikh Nizamuddin) passed much time in prayer at her grave, and was
profuse in her praises. She gave her life to the Creator (died) in 643 A H
(1246-7 A.D.).”
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{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave of Bibi Fatima Sam is built of masonry and lies with several

other graves within an enclosure, in the western wall of which are three

mihrabs. The enclosure measures 40' 7" by 28'.

Bibi Fatima Sam is considered to have been a saintly lady celebrated

for her piety and virtue. She was a contemporary of Baba Farid Shakar
Ganj the spiritual guide of Shaikh Nizamuddin, and is said to have addressed

the former as brother.

(k) Mazarat. Part I, 16-7.

{1) 2756.

No. 81- (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 70 yards to the west of No. 80.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque consists of a single chamber with three arched entrances and

a vaulted roof. It measures 16' 10" by 8' 6."

No. 82. (fl) Mosque (nameless).

(A) Some 200 yards to the S.-W. of No. 80.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque which measures 31' by 14' is constructed of brick masonry

rendered with plaster. It contained originally three domed compart-

ments with arched entrances, but the southern dome is now ruined.

The courtyard which is also ruined measures 43' by 30'.

No. 83. (a) Khairul Manazil (the most auspicious of houses).

(6) On the Delhi-Muttra Road at the 2nd furlong past the 2nd milestone

from Delhi.

(c) Government.

{d) la.

{e) 969 A. H. (1561-2 A. D.).
12006
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(/) On a piece of marble fixed over the central arch of the prayer chamber.

Jatr iS J^' (0

Jjh sj-^ VV*

c:.-«..a.e iCu ^ (p)

(r)

jLJ i bis

Translation.

(1) “In the time of Jalaluddin Muhammad who is the greatest (Akbar) of

just kings,

(2) When Mahara Begh,(') the protection of chastity, erected this building for

the virtuous,

(3) Shihabuddin Ahmad Khan, the generous, assisted (in the erection of) this

good house.

(4) How blessed is this good building that its chronogram is ‘ best of houses.’

Composed by Niyaz Bakhsh( ?) Under the supervision of Darwesh
Husain.”

{g) Poor. Extensive repairs required.

{h) Protected.

U) The mosque is entered through an imposing gateway which has been con-
siderably repaired in the last ten years. The mosque stands on the
western side of the court and consists of five compartments, the central
one of which is domed, the remaining two at either side having vaulted
roofs. Within are remains of the original decoration, coloured plaster
and glazed tiles. The fa<;ade of the prayer chamber from which the
protecting chajja slabs have disappeared, was also decorated with
coloured (blue, yellow, red, purple, white, and green) medallions in
incised plaster. The remaining three sides of the court, i.e., northern,
southern, and eastern, are enclosed by double storeyed colonnades a new
feature, which served as the Madrasa{^) (school) attached to the mosque.
These colonnades are now in urgent need of repair. The prayer
chamber of the mosque measures 125' 10" by 31' 9" I. M. and its court-
yard, which contains a well, 125' 10" by 123'. The waUs of the mosque
are perpendicular, but the angle turrets have a distinct batter or slope,
the finial of the dome resembles that of the Qila Kohna mosque in Purana
Qila (No. 123).

The inscription referred to above is on the central arch of the mosque and
refers to its erection by Maham Anagah under the supervision of Shihabuddin
Ahmad Khan. Khairu-l-Manazil, the name which the building bears
is found in the inscription as the chronogram indicating the date of its
erection.

(‘) This name deserves close examination. The first portion Maham has been nrinted u- * •

cal works such as Fanshta, Badauni, Akhar yamah, Aini Akhnri, Tabnat-FAkbarf
sccoral different endings, v..., Be.;h, Agha. Anka, Ankah, Ana,ah, Atka ^ikat Zd Ataak tfir,t two endings merely signifying respect and having no special meanimr wh Ip tl.p - •

tend to express the position of 3/uftom in the Roval court. The^^Turki for wot ^
the reinaimng

or according to the pronunciation given in the Calcutta Chaghtifl oLlon^r;
> of the wet-nurse are called Afkn. Afknh nr Jfont v„„. r

A^nagnh, and themale relatives of the wet-nurse are canedi ffca, 'TfAmli' or'afaVr^^Now an v^^
and the

therefore are incorrect .. me numB
text it should ho read Anka, Ankah, or Anagah.

(") Mr. V. Smith in his “ Life W^Akbar,” p. 6.5, states that Akbar was shot at iv • ,and wounded in the shoulder by an arrow in 1564 when returning from a visit^ to“th^'® wfehaikh >nzam-ud-Din Auliya. ‘
® *roin a visit to the shrine of
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Maham Anagah was the wet nurse of the Emperor Akbar, and waited on

him from his cradle till some time after his accession. She had considerable

influence in the Harem and over the Emperor himself, and was in no small way
responsible for the downfall of Bairam Khan, after which event, she became,

if one can believe Abul Fazl, the chief governing spirit at court. Blochmann
says of Adham Khan, her son, that “ the name of his father is unknown; he

is evidently a royal bastard ; but Mr. V. Smith (life of Akbar, p. 20), refutes

this and states that Adham Khan’s father, the husband of Maham Anagah,

was Nadim Khan Kukaltash, a faithful servant of Humayun who shared in

the honour of escorting Hamida Bano Begam and her infant son from

Umarkot in Sindh to Jun.

Shihabuddin Ahmad Khan was a Sayjdd of Naishapur. He was a

relation and friend of Maham Anagah, and assisted in the downfall of Bairam

Khan. From the earliest days of Akbar’s reign he commanded at Delhi.

When Akbar, at the request of Maham Anagah, turned from Sikandrabad to

Delhi to see his sick mother, Shihabuddin Khan told him that his journey,

undertaken as it was without the knowledge of Bairam Khan, might prove

disastrous to such grandees as were not Bairam’s friends, and the Chaghtai

nobles took this opportunity of reiterating their complaints, which led to the

Khan’s disgrace. While governor of Delhi, he repaired the canal which

Firoz Shah had .cut from the Parganah of Khizrabad to Sufaidon, and called

it Nahr-i-Shihab after himself (For an account of this canal see List,

Volume I, No. 340, pp. 156-7). He rose to the rank of five thousand; and

always held a responsible position, such as that of the governorship of a

province. He died in the year 999 A. H. (1590-1 A. D.) in Malwa, whither

he had been sent as governor 2 years before. Baba Agha, the wife of Shiha-

buddin Khan, was related to Akbar’s mother. She died in the year 1005

A. H. (1596-7 A. D.)

(k) A. S. /., IV, 73.

Carr Stefhen, 199-200.

Elliot, V, 261.

Ain, I, 323, 332-3.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 54.

Farishta, Pt. II, 248.

Maasir, II, 567-70.

Tahqat-i Akbari, 250.

Annual (1902-3), 78, 79; (1903-4), 5, 25.

A.S. I., IV, 73.

Oriental Annual, 212 (plate).

Rodgers, 91.

Fanshawe, 228.

Hearn, 222.

(Z) D. 91.

No 84 (^) Darwaza (red gate), and adjoining curtain walls and bastions.

(6) Some 110 yards to the north of No. 83.

(c) Government.

{d) la.

(e) Sher Shah's time.

(/) None.

ig) Ruined. Extensive repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.
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(;) The architecture of the gate makes it evident that its date is about the

same as that of Purana Qila. It is, however, extremely difficult to

conjecture in which of the outer walls of the city it stood. The

northern outer wall of Delhi Sher Shahi is said to have been as far

north as the present jail, its alignment being marked by the Lai

Darwaza near the jail (see No. 114), while the southern wall was to the

south of Humayun’s tomb. The west wall is said to have been parallel

with the river at a distance of about a mile. The upper portion of the

gate is in local stone, probably externally plastered in former days,

marble buff sandstone and slate, while tile inlaid medallions are

introduced in the neighbouring bastions, and behind the ‘ merlons ’ of

the curtain wall running southwards from the gate is what appears to

have been a double line of colonnades.

{k) A.S. /., IV, 72-3.

Carr Stephen, 188-9.

Oriental Annual, II, 212 (plate).

(1) D. 89, 2750.

No. 85. (<*) Mosque (nameless).

(h) Some 200 yards to the N.-W. of No. 84.

(c) Waqf.

{d) II.

(e) Sher Shah’s period.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

(;) The building which measures 62' by 19' 3" consists of a prayer chamber
divided into three compartments covered by vaulted roofs, and with
three arched entrances. Between each compartment, and giving access
from one to the other, is an arched opening. In the front of the northern
compartment near the base of the wall, there is a portion of a red stone
slab, containing a fragmentary inscription which seems to be a quota-
tion from the Quran. This piece of stone does not seem to have
originally belonged to the mosque. The staircase to the roof outside
the southern wall is now in a ruined condition.

No. 86. Tomb (unknown).

{h) Some 250 yards to the north of No. 84.

(c) Government.

{d) I la.

(e) Sher Shah’s period.

(/) None.

(a) Ruined. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(j) The tomb stands on a raised platform, and measures 18' 2" square The
dome is supported on low red stone pillars, at the base of which to the
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height of some two feet, there are grooves, showing that the tomb was
originally furnished with a balustrade. There is no trace of any grave.

Round the tomb are remains of the original enclosure walls, a portion of

the westernmost of which is ^11 extant, with its attendant mihrdbs. It is

worthy of remark that the old tombs had usually a mosque attached to them,

which has been in most cases left untouched by the villagers who have not

spared the neighbouring tombs in their quest for building materials or easily

adaptable residences.

No. 87. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(5)

Some 70 yards to the west of Delhi-Muttra Road opposite the Talaqi

gate of the old fort.

(c) Government.

id) lla.

(#) Sher Shah’s period.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(j) The tomb diameter 16' 3" stands on a raised platform, and is roofed by

a dome supported on 8 white sandstone pillars. In the centre where

the grave should lie is a cavity of considerable depth. There is no

trace of the Tawiz.

No. 88. ip) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 200 yards to the west of Delhi-Muttra Road at the 5th furlong past

the 1st mile-stone from Delhi.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

{e) Mughal. *

(/) None.

{g) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(7) The tomb consists of an oblong chamber measuring 12' 5" by 9' 6" and

covered with a vaulted roof. Inside, it was formerly plastered and

ornamented with painting, though most of this has faded away.

There is no trace of any grave within. The tomb was originally en-

closed by four walls now in total ruins, but traceable by remains of their

foundations.

No. 89. (a) Nili Chattri or the tomb of Naubat Khan (distinguished from the Nila

Gumbad near Humayun’s tomb. See No. 164; and the Nili Chattri

near Salimgarh, see No. 411).

(6) At the third mile-stone, and some 25 yards east of the Delhi-Muttra Road,
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90 .

(c) Government.

(d) I la.

(e) 973 A.H. (1565-66 A.D.)

(/) Carr Stephen gives the English translation of an inscription inlaid in

black marble on sandstone which he sa_ys was affixed to the entrance

of this tomb. An examination of the entrance discloses a rectangular

space which probably contained the stone slab, now no longer traceable.

The English version of the inscription given by Carr Stephen is as

follows :

—
“ The eyes of Time have not seen in this world

Such a beautiful and lofty building.

Of knowledge, the date of its completion,

I asked
;

[it] replied, [it has] attained completion.”

(y) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(/i) Should be protected.

(;) The Nili Chattri is said to be the tomb of Naubat Khan, and so called

because it was originally ornamented with tile work. It stands on a

platform some 9' in height within an enclosure, the ruins of which can

be traced only with difficulty, and which is entered by a gateway. The

building is an octagon in plan, internal diam. 20', the walls inclusive

of the parapet being 23' 6" in height. The outer faces of all the walls

are lavishly adorned with tile work, blue, green, yellow and orange

being the colours employed. Verses from the Quran may still be traced

in the ornamentation. The roof is domed within, and its eight arched

entrances are some 5' in width and 7' in height. Over these doorways

are arched openings. Steps in the thickness of the wall give access to

the level of the openings over the entrances, while a second flight of 12

steps leads to the roof. The latter is flat, an octagonal chahutra or

platform, measuring 29' in diameter and 3' 5" in height occupying its

centre. This platform supports a second chahutra, 20' in diameter

and r 8" in height, on which are marks of eight pillars which no doubt

formerly supported a pavilion or chattri. This was perhaps covered

with the blue tiles w hich have given the building its name.

Naubat Khan, who is said to have built this tomb in his life-time, was a

noble of the time of Akbar.

{k) Carr Stephen, 210.

Ftinshau-e, 229.

Chap. Ill, 56-7.

Mansir, III, 189.

Eodaers, 91.

(0 D. 109.

(a) Do Sirhiya Gumbad (dome with two steps).

(5) Some 40 yards to the south of the road from Humayun’s tomb to Safdar

Jang, and some 50 yards to N.-W. of No. 186.

(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

(c) Afghan period.

(/)
Fair. Repairs required.
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(^) Should be protected.

(h) This domed building is an unknown tomb some 21' 6" square. There are

deeply recessed arches on all four sides, while the western arch is closed,

and is evidently intended to be used for prayer. The remaining three

arches have arched doorways. There is a sandstone grave in the

centre of the tomb chamber. In front of the eastern entrance to the

tomb is an enclosure containing several graves.

No. 91. (^) Mosque (nameless).

(b) On the road from Humayun’s tomb to Safdar Jang, towards south, and

some 30 yards to the north of No. 90.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Euinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(_/)
The mosque consists of three compartments covered by a flat roof, and is

entered through three arched openings. It measures 31' by 13' 6" I. M.

No. 92. (a) A domed building (probably an entrance).

(b) On the road from Humayun’s tomb to Safdar Jang, towards south, ajid

some 60 yards to the west of No. 91.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) A small domed structure some 10' square I. M., with an arched opening

on N. and S. It is constructed of rubble masonry and would appear to

have been a gate to an enclosure which is now demolished.

No. 93. (a)

(b)

(c)

(^)

(^)

if)

ig)

.
(h)

ii)

Gol Gumbad (round dome).

On the road from Humayun’s tomb to Safdar Jang, at the railway cross-

ing.

Government.

lla.

Afghan.

None.

Fair. Repairs required.

Should be protected.

An unknown domed tomb 28' 4" square I. M. On each of its four sides

is a recessed arch with a central doorway. The latter with the excep-

tion of the northernmost, are now closed by kachcha walls. Inside the

building there are two masonry graves worthy of no special comment.
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No. 94. (a) An enclosure with two gateways.

(b) Immediately to the north of Katra Iradatmand Khan Xo. 95.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

(b) Unnecessary.

(j) Of the enclosure, which is said to have formerly been a garden, only a

portion of the northern and eastern walls, and the two gateways are

now extant. One of the gateways is double storeyed and measures

16' 1" by 15' 5", the upper storey being roofed by a dome. The other

gateway is of no importance. The enclosure walls contain small

recessed arches.

No. 95. («) Katra Iradatmand Khan.

(b) Some 100 yards to the west of No. 200, outside Kotla Nizamuddin.

(c) Government.

(d) lla.

(e) Mughal period.

(/) None.

{y) Fair.

(k) Should be protected.

(j) An enclosure with a series of arched cells on all its four sides, and entered

through a somewhat imposing gateway on the east side, now occupied

by villagers.

Iradatmand Khan, entitled Sharfud Daula, was a general of Muhammad
Shah, and in the fifth year of the reign was sent on an expedition against Raja

Ajit Singh, who had revolted against the emperor. He acquitted himself

with great success. He built a school in Shahjahanabad, where he was buried,

the site of the school being now occupied by a muhalla known after him and

still containing his grave.

(k) Elliot, VIII, 43-4.

No. 96. («) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 33 yards to the east of Katra Iradatmand Khan No. 95.

(c) Government.

(rf) III.

(e) Mughal,

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb, measuring 12' 10" by 10' is covered by a vaulted roof, and is

entered through an arched opening on the south. There is no trace

of a grave inside the building, which is now used as a cattle shed.
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FIROZABAO.

No. 97. {a) Mosque (nameless).

(h) At the first mile-stone on Delhi-Muttra Road.

(c) Waqf.

id) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(V) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque consists of a prayer chamber measuring 22' 2" by 9' 3", and

a courtyard which is 29' 6" by 19' 5". It is of no special interest.

No 98. (a) Bastion.

(6) Some 100 yards to the west of No. 97.

(c) Government.

{d) lla.

(e) Sher Shah(?)

(/) None.

(g) Ruined. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

(j) It is rubble built, circular in shape, being hollow inside. It may possibly

have been one of the bastions in the defences of Delhi Sher Shahi.

No. 99. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Within the compound of the Reformatory school, some 100 yards to the

S.-E. of the District Jail (No. 100).

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque consists of a prayer chamber 18' 11" by 10' 10" I. M. and

courtyard 30' 4" by 13' 2". The roof of the prayer chamber is vaulted,

and there are three arched entrances. A wall some two feet high

encloses the courtyard.

{1) 2796.

No. 100. («) Sarai of Nawab Shaikh Farid Khan, known as Murtaza Khan.

(6) About half a mile to the south of the Delhi gate of Shahjahanabad,

occupying the centre of the enclosure of the District jail.
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(c) Government.

(d) 11a.

(e) 979-1025 A. H. (1571-1616).

(/) None.

(^) Has been considerably altered to suit its present purpose.

(h) Unnecessary.

{]) The sarai, occupied as the jail, is a structure of considerable size, built

of rubble and dressed stone. It consists of a series of dalans with corner

bastions round a central court. The centre feature of each side was a

gateway, only that on the east side being used as such, the other sham

gateways having probably served for additional accommodation. The

western false gate has been removed and considerable additions have

been made to the sarai to adapt it to its present purposes. It was built

by Shaikh Farid of Bukhara who enjoyed the title of Murtaza Khan. A
Sayyid by caste, he took service with Akbar and was appointed Bakshi

(paymaster general), in the 30th year of, the reign. During the reign of

the emperor Jahangir he rose to the rank of 5,000, was the governor of

Gujrat, and finally of the Punjab. He is said to have repaired the

Salimgarh and built the bridge thereto (See List, Vpl. I, No. 4, p. 7).

In the year 1021 A. H. (1612-13 A. D.), he was sent by Jahangir with

the expedition against Kangra, but died at Pathan in 1025 A.H.

(1616 A.D.), before Kangra had been reduced. He erected a number

of buildings, especially Karwansarais. He was responsible for several

buildings and a tank some 12 miles south of Delhi. His grave is in

Sarai Shahji village near the Begampuri Masjid, and has recently been

repaired.

(k) Asar. Chap. Ill, 58-9.

Ain, I, 415,

Fanshaive, 227.

Maasir, II, 633-41.

No. 101. (o) Mosque (nameless).

{b) About half mile to the east of Agar Sain’s Baoli (No. 38),

(e) Waqf.

{d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined.

{h) Unnecessary.

(_/) The mosque which measures 50' by 16' I. M. is built of rubble and dressed

stone. It formerly consisted of three compartments of which only the

central one is extant.

No. 102. (^) Mosque (nameless).

(5) About I mile to the N.-E. of Agar Sain’s Baoli (No. 38) and some 600 yards
to the north of No. 101.
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p

i'

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The building stands on a raised platform, the prayer chamber measuring

30' 6" by 12' 3" I.M. The latter consists of three com.partments roofed

with three bulbous domes and furnished with arched entrances. It was

coated with white plaster. Much of the original external plaster has

peeled off.

No. 103. (a) Gurdwara.

(b) Some 500 yards to the north of No. 102 and some 300 yards to tlie south

of No. 105.

(c) Dhiyan Singh.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

^
(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The building is brick built, and said to owe its erection to Baghel Singh,

a Sikh chief of the time of Shah Alam II and Akbar II. Several other

Gurdwaras in the suburbs of Delhi are attributed to this chief, and

will be found dealt with elsewhere.

;

i

'i

I

No. 104. (d) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 25 yards to the north of No. 103.

(c) Waqf.

(</) III.

(e) Afghan period.

(/) None.

(g) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The building which measures 30' 6" by 10' 0" I. M. is built of rubble and

dressed stone. It consists of three compartments, domed, and with

arched entrances. The courtyard, now in total ruins, measures 45' by

30' 6".

' No. 105. (d) Mosque known as Chaunsath Khamba.

(b) About half a mile to the S. E. of the Turkman gate of Shahjahanabad,

and some 300^ards to the east of the slaughter house.

>

(c) Waqf. i

L (d) II.

i

K
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(e) Afghan period.

(/)
None.

(^)
Fair. Repairs required.

^(?) XIiTbuilding has received its name from the sixty-four (Chaunsath)

pillars (Khamba) which support its roof. It is an enclosure of arcaded

compartments; those on the west being the prayer chamber of the

mosque. The entrances are on the north and south. The walls are

of rubble and dressed stone, the pillars being of white sandstone.

This building is probably one of the numerous mosques which Firoz

Shah is said to have erected in his city. It is well worth preservation.

(/,•)
Fanshnire, 226.

Feene refers to this building as a very dilapidated mosque near the

Firoz Shah’s Kotla ” and is of the opinion that it is the work of Khan

Jahan. tlie son of Khan Jahan. Both were Prime Ministers in the

reign of Firoz Shah Tughlaq and are said to have been responsible for

t!ie following buildings;—
1. Kalan Mas.jid (No. 138 Shahjahanabad).

2. Khirki Masjid.

3. Begampuri Masjid.

4. Kalo Sarai Masjid.

5. Junan Shah’s Masjid (at Kotla Nizamuddin No. 240).

6. Chaunsath Khamba Masjid.

7. Mosque near wall of Shahjahanabad between Lahore and Ajmere

gates.

(f) D. 07. 2755.

No. 106. ('/)
Building (unknown).

{})) Some 100 yards to the north of No. 105.

(c) Government.

(.1) III.

(c) Afghan.

(/) None.

{a) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The building is constructed of rubble with arched entrances, and a
vaulted roof. It seems to have been the house of a noble of the court
of a Pathan emperor.

No. 107 (^0 Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 160 yards to the N. E. of No. 105.

(c) Governrilbnt.

(d) III.

(c) Afghan.

{f) None.

(^)
Ruined.
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(h) Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque is in ruins. The site which it once occupied measures

43' by 17' 9." It is rubble built and seems to have originally consisted

of three compartments, only the southernmost of which, domed, is now
extant.

108
. (u) Mosque of the Afghans.

(&) Some 300 yards to the east of No. 105.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{(j) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The prayer chamber measures 52' by 21' 5" I. M. and the courtyard

60' 4" by 13'. The former is divided into three compartments, all with

arched roofs, and furnished with three arched entrances. At the

northern end of the prayer chamber is an apartment intended for the

use of the Mulla of the mosque.

109 .

Grave of Shaikh Abdul Aziz Shakarbar.

(b) At the N. E. corner of the compound of Afghan’s mosque (No. 108).

(r) Waqf; Mutawalli Anjaraan Muhafiz Mazarat-i-Delhi.

{d) 111.

{e) 975 A.H. (1.567-8 A.D.).

(;') On a slab of red sandstone built into the head pillar of the grave.

^^ ^t>

jii
J

i>jj ,^^1 jt
J

jlfjb Oji.
j

J J/ 5^ ,^1 ^Ij} ;l ^ii.
y j Jij j.j ^Xij

ojj.) O^j J J t«J 0*1 J!
tA (l*)

0*1 yj\j J<>
oy 0*1 ^IfoO (r)

ik qyo

Translation.

“ Shaikh Abdul Aziz Shakarbar, son of Hasan Tahir, may his grave be

purified, was one of the celebrated Chishti saints. A competent master of

the science of the laws of religion and devotion, he was the model, in his time,

of the greatest Chishti saints, and was fond of music. At the time of his

death he was absorbed in devotion and ecsta.sy, and breathed his last with this

verse, ‘ M’herefore praise be unto him in whose hand is the kingdom of all
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things, and unto whom ye shall return at the last day.(^) ’ Shaikh Abdul Haq

Muhaddis of Delhi, composed the chronogram of his death as follows :

—

Couplet.

(1)
“ Abdul Aziz was the most perfect and pious saint of his time, a meeting

with whom recalled the promise of paradise to men of piety.

(2) Whatever qualities there can exist in a pious man in the world, Almighty

God imbued him with from the very beginning.

(3) In h is time he was renowned of the people of Chishti (sect); for this

reason the date of his death is ‘ renowned of the people of Chishti

(sect).’
”

{g) Good.

(//) Unnecessary.

{}) The grave stands on a platform measuring 19' 2" by 18' 10". The in-

scription above referred to gives the account of the Shaikh. The
graves on either side of that of the Shaikh are said to be those of Shaikh

Rafiu-d Din Muhammad and Wajihu-d Din, the son and grandson of

Shaikh Abdul Aziz. The inscription has been put up recently.

Shaikh Abdul Aziz was the youngest son of Shaikh Hasan Tahir. He
was born at Jaunpur and when 1| years old was brought to Delhi. He was
one of the most popular saints of his time, and since his death his tomb has
been revered by notable saints such as Khwaja Baqi Billah. He died at

the age of seventy three in the year 975 A.H.

(/f) Mazarat I, 5-6.

No. 110- {a) Mosque (nameless).

{b) Mehndiyan (plural of mehndi a name given to a little taziya made of sticks

and paper on the occasion of Muharram festival to represent the shrine
of Husain, the son of Ali and the grandson of the prophet) or Kushak-
i-Anwar(') (bright palace).

(r) Waqf.

{d) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

{']) The mo;que is a small one with a vaulted roof. The prayer chamber
measures 21' 8" by 10 10 " I. M. and the courtyard 21' 8" by 22' 10"
In the latter are numerous graves, several of which are^f interest and
are dealt with below.

!')The Qdrnn. Sura NXXVI, verse S3; Sale’s Koran, 33i.
^ ^

r-)IIr„ni. p. 12.; states that across the Delh.-Muttra Road, on rising ground near the jail there
stood a palace of Fuoz Shah bearing the name Knshak-i-annar or Mehndian. It is probably he
Sivs, tl.e cn.up of buildings depicted in one of the plates of Daniclh ‘Oriental Scenery ’ Ther^was
a central building with a many roomed lower storey, and above this a domed pavilion with twelve
r-.nol.thic pillars: at the four corners of the main building, but separately from it there were
t. we..-, o; p.,ul,ar Oiape. lilie the little p.aper mehmtan which are made ou the occasion’ of a certain
fe-tivai Un connoet...n with Muharram). These towers bad. or. the top, httle pavilions, each cousistiiie
o; four pill .r.i, lintels and a pyramidal roof.

°
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No. 111. (a) Graves of Maulana Shah Abdu-r-rahim, Maulana Shah Waliu-l-lah and

Maulana Shah Abdul Aziz Sahib.

(6) Within the enclosure of No. 110.

(c) Waqf
;
Mutawalli, Anjaman Muhafiz Mazarat-i-Delhi.

(d) III.

{e) 1131 A.H. (1719 A.D.), 1176 A.H. (1762-3 A.D.), 1239 A.H. (1824 A.D.).

(/) I. On a piece of red sandstone fixed at the head of the grave of Maulana

Shah Abdu-r-rahim.

J^j J'- VI I iri 0^-
I r

Translation.

“ He is compassionate.”

“ His Holiness Maulana Shah Abdurrahim Sahib, the noble father of His

Holiness Shah Waliullah, may the blessings be upon him, died on Wednes-

day the 12th of Safar of the year 1131 A.H. (4th January 1719) at the age of

76 years.”

II. On a piece of red sandstone at the head of the grave of Maulana Shah

Waliullah.

oV'

ll* I I VI ii- j'i *1'| *i

*
V.

*
.r -.la^ Jt***

Translation.

“ He is the helper.”

“ His Holiness Maulana Shah Waliullah Sahib, may the blessings of

God be upon him, departed in the year 1176 Hijra (1762-3 A.D.) at the age of

sixty-two years.”

III. On a piece of red sandstone at the head of the grave of Maulana Shah
Abdul Aziz Sahib.

oLiA.*
«:^5j iiltjj

Jjy

Translation.

“ He is Glorious.”

“ His Holiness Maulana Shah Abdul Aziz Sahib, may the blessings of

God be upon him, departed at the rising of the sun on Sunday the 7th of

Shawwal of the year 1239 A.H. (5th June 1824) at the age of eighty years.”

(^) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

{]) These graves lie on a platform enclosed with wooden railings. Sur-
rounding them are numerous graves of the descendants of Shah Wali-
ullah, who have enjoyed considerable fame on account of their religious

and literary attainments. None of these graves with the exception of
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those mentioned above is inscribed. The inscriptions are on the res-

pective head-stones, and seem to have been put up recently.

Maulana Shah Abdurrahim was a descendant of Shaikh Ahdul Aziz, and

came with his father to Delhi in the time of Shahjahan. After his father s

death he established a school at which instruction was given in the Quran and

other religious books. He is 'said to have possessed marked theological and

spiritual attainments. He died in the year 1131 A.H. (1/18-9 A.D.).

Maulana Shah Waliullah was the son of Shah Abdurrahim. He lost

his father at the age of sixteen years, but followed the example of his father,

and spent his time in teaching the Hadis. He went on a pilgrimage to

Mecca, w here he obtained certificates of scholarship. He is the author of

several known wmrks. He died in the year 1176 A.H. during the reign of Shah

Alam II.

Shah Abdul Aziz wms the eldest son of Shah Waliullah, and is said to

have been unequalled in piety and learning. Like his father and grand-

father he devoted his life to giving instruction in religious books. He died

in the year 1139 A.H. (1823-24 A.D.) during the reign of Akbar II.

(A-) Mazo rat, I. 7-9.

No- 112. ('/) Mosque of Khwaja Mir Dard.

{b) Baghicha of Khwaja Mir Dard; some 500 yards to the S. W. of the Turk-

man gate of Shahjahanabad.

(r) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) A walled mosque of no special interest attached to the family graveyard

of Klnvaja Mir Dard. It measures 42' 6" by 14' 8".

No. 113. {a) Grave of Khwaja Muhammad Nasir, Khwaja Mir Dard and Khwaja Mir
Asar.

{h) Baghicha of Khwaja Mir Dard, adjacent to No. 112.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli Anjuman Muhafiz Mazarat-i-Delhi.

id) III.

(0 1172 A.H. (1759 A.D.), 1199 A.H. (1785 A.D.).

(/) I. On the head-stone of Khwaja Muhammad Nasir’s grave. Quotations

from the Quran, pious ejaculations and the following inscriptions

‘y j y cry cJ-ij •y —
1 (1)

•y ^/j (r)

fKjJ jjiJI (i)

«J|
J

idx IjLo iJLa^ (r)
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4J-»J|

»l- j.li •^ly (*^i J f f8

*11 '

—

Hj^
I ivr

c5^ <Xa.s/< |jk^ (l)

i/**!}*^
tA yCx**^ty

y
^^sLMd

j ^
^oLa

Translation.

(1)
“ This sacred piece of land is most holy, and is the envy of the throne of

God, the stars and the heavens.

(2) In that the noble visit has bestowed great favour, it is (as sanctified as)

the foot print of the Prophet.(')

(1) Dignity was exalted through his perfection, sight was honoured through

his beauty.

(2) Men attained elegance through his good manners, pray for him and his

descendants.

Nasirul Millat Waddin, the chief of the true MuhammadisfMuhammadi,

having the poetic name Andlib, may the blessings be upon him. Born

in the month of Shaban. (Hemistich) :—Heir of the knowledge of

Imams and Ali. Died on Saturday after the third prayer. (Hemis-

tich) ;—at eventide, second of the month of Shaban, (^) 1172 (31st

March 1759). Holy age 66.

(1) Khwaja Muhammad Nasir is beloved of God; Khwaja Muhammad Nasir

shows the way to truth.

(2) Khwaja Muhammad Nasir is a leader, an intercessor and a supporter of

all in both worlds.”

II. On the head-stone of Khwaja Mir Dard’s grave. Quotations from the

Quran, pious ejaculations and the following inscriptions

4U| 0^»xo jalx^'l J;l^^-'1 jjj

ri* “,1 *xv.i4~
I )rr 4i- (•‘by iJ-y vy*

I n q it-, ^3JL»^ Jw

OjJ y] (•* oi— dyy* (|)

yi j r* r*

T ranslation.

“ The light (son) of Nasir, the first of the Muhammadis, Khwaja Mir Ali

Muhammadi, whose poetic name is Dard, may the blessings of God be upon

him, his parents, and those who are connected with him.

'
() These are the opening words of a verse referring to the Prophet who was thus addressed

by God :
“ Had you not existed I would not have created the heavens.”

(=) Both these hemistiches are chronograms giving the dates 1105 and 1172 A.H., respectively.
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Born on Tuesday the nineteenth of Ziqad of the year 1133 (11th Septem-

ber 1721). Holy age 66, died on Friday the 24th of Safar before the dawn of

day, of the year 1199 (hth January 1785).

(1) Khwaja Mir Hard has his conscience (as bright as) the sun, Khwaja Mir

Hard is also (like) the bright full moon.

(2) Khwaja Mir Hard is a chief though a beggar, Khwaja Mir Hard is a

guide and a leader.”

III. On the head-stone of Khwaja Mir Asar's grave. Quotations from

the Quran, pious ejaculations and the following inscription :

—

yf y yj y\ y y'* Jl (0

yl y y^ y (r)

Translation.

(1) As we are the slaves of Khwaja Mir, O ! Asar, we are beneath the feet of

Khwaja Mir, 0 ! Asar.

(2) By the blessing of God we shall have eternal life whenever we die with the

name of Khwaja.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) These three graves together with several others lie within a circular low
walled enclosure. To the north, i.e., at the head of the graves, the

enclosure is composed of high stone slabs, beautifully carved and in-

scribed with the above quoted inscriptions.

Khwaja Mir Ali Muhammadi better known by his poetical name Hard
was the son of Mir Nasir whose grave also lies in this enclosure. He was
formerly in the army, but he gave up that profession on the advice of his father

and led the life of a devotee. When during the occupation of Delhi by the
Marhattas everybody fled from the city, Dard remained in poverty contented

with his lot. He was a Sufi and a good singer. A crowd of musicians used
to assemble at his house on the 22nd of every month. He was author of many
books, and died on 3rd January 1785.

Mir Asr was the younger brother and disciple of Mir Dard.

(A") Beale, 118.

Mazarat, Pt. I, 11-12.

No. 114. (u) Kabuli Daru-aza or Lai Daricaza (cf. No. 84).

{h) On Delhi-IMuttra Road, about I mile to the south of the Delhi gate of
Shahjahanabad.

(c) Government.

(d) la.

{e) Sher Shah’s reign (C. 1540 A.D.).

(/) None.

ig) Fair.

• (h) Protected.

(;) The facade of the gate, which is of imposing design, measures 53' 5" in

width, and the height of the gate from the base of the plinth to the top
of the parapet is 50 9 . Delhi quartzite irregularly coursed is used
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as a facing material while the spandrels of the main central archway

are in red stone relieved by bosses of marble and red sandstone. Imme-

diately under the crown of the main arch is a small window, while below

it again is the lesser archway 20' in height and 11' 8" in width, which

serves as the entrance proper. The masonry between the crowns of the

two arches and flanking the sides of the small archway is faced with

red sandstone. The different floor levels of the gate are marked by

windows framed in red sandstone, each furnished with a balcony

carried on heavy quartzite corbels on the east and west and on red

sandstone ones on the north front. Above the top of the main arch

are long rectangular panels in local grey stone which may have been

intended for inscriptions. Heavy kangura battlements rubble built

and faced with dressed grey stone, ciown the parapet of the gate and

the string course immediately below them, being broken over the central

arch by three damaghah intended for the vertical discharge of pro-

jectiles or boiling oil. The gate is considered by most authorities to

be the northern gate of Sher Shah’s capital of which the inner citadel

was Purana Qila or Indrapat. No traces of the side wall butting

against it to the east now remain above the ground although its founda-

tions might be reasonably expected to appear after excavation. On
the north side there are a few masonry remains but they do not seem to

be of the foundation of a curtain wall. The gate seems, judging from

the windows in its side walls, to have projected some distance in front

of the city walls. The red sandstone plinth and the original intended

depth of the gate have been recently revealed by excavation.

(ifc) ^.5./., I, 220, 222; IV, 72.

Cooler, 48, 53, 54, 65, et seq.

Fanshawe, 226.

Kittoe, Plate 5,

(Z) D. 283, D. 284, 2184, 2796.

O. 115. Kotla Firoz Shah or Firozabad.

(&) Some half a mile to the S. E. of the Delhi gate of Shahjahanabad.

(c) Government.

{d) la.

{e) 755 A.H. (1354 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Euined. Eepairs required.

(h) Protected.

(j) Kushaki (palace) Firoz Shah, now better known as Kotla Firoz Shah or

Firozabad was the inner citadel built by Firoz Shah in his city of

Firozabad. The city has been extravagantly praised by many histo-

rians, but with the exception of a few buildings in an advanced stage of

ruin nothing now remains to show its former grandeur and extent.

The Kotla has similarly suffered from spoliation(‘) and decay, but is

now under conservation by the Archaeological Department. Building

materials for the construction of Firozabad were obtained from Siri,

{’) It was used as a quarry for building Parana Qila and Shahjahanabad.
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Jahanpanah, Qila Rai Pithora, “ traders’ animals being .^ent by the

Government officials to the cities of old Delhi for a day which had to

convey one load of bricks to Firozabad.” Eighteen localities, says

Shams Siraj, were included in the city; the qasha of Indrapat (Purana

Qila), the Sarai of Shaikh Malik Yar Parran, the Sarai of Shaikh

Abubakr Tusi, the village of Gawin (Gadipur ?) the land of Cathwara,

the land of Lahrawat, the land of Andhawali, the land of the Sarai of

Malika, the land of the tomb of Sultan Raziya (see List, Vol. I, No.

135), the land of Bhari, the land of Mahrola, and the land of Sultan-

{)ur. So many buildings did it contain that houses reached from
Indrapat to Kushak-i Shikar (Pir Ghaib on the Ridge No. 400) which
were 5 kos apart. It included eight public mosques and one private

mosque, (') three palaces, a hunting box (Shikargarh) and, says Carr
Stephen, out of the 120 rest-houses which Firoz Shah built in Delhi and
Firozabad it may be supposed that more than half were in his capital.

No traces of the outer walls have yet been discovered but the city was
pi-obably the usual half hexagon in plan with the long side or base
facing the Jumna. If w'e can believe the description of Shams Siraj

it more than doubled the size of Shahjahanabad, reaching, as it did,

the ridge to the north and a point near Hauz Khas to the south; it

included a considerable portion of modern Delhi namely, the Muhalla
Bulbuli Khana, Turkman Darwaza, and Bhojla Pahari. General
Cunningham has estimated its population at 150,000, and if, he con-
tinues, another 100,000 is added as the population of old Delhi this
brings up the total number of inhabitants in the Indian Metropolis
during the reign of Firoz Shah to a quarter of a million.

Its palaces named Mcihalli Sfihani Gili (Palace of the clayey-court), also
ealied Mt/kalli A ngur (Palace of grapes), Mohalli Chhajjai Chobin (Palace of
the wooden gallery), Mahalli Bari Am (Palace of the public court), also called

Migangi (the central quadrangle) have not been identified, and the site
ot the main gate before, which Timur encamped when he invaded Delhi and
before which Ibrahim Lodi set up a brazen bull, brought from Gwalior, is also
unknowm. The Kotla Firoz Shah was probably a parallelopipedon in plan,
with circular bastions at each corner and a gateway in the centre of each line
(.f walling, the gate.s being also flanked by circular bastions averaging some 30
teet III e.xterna] diameter. The wails pierced with two rows of arrow slits(^)
arc now some sixty feet in height, and have lost their crowning parapets or
merlons. It is, moreover, extremely difficult to conjecture how they were
defended from within. A series of arrow slits pierces the walls some half way
up their height but within there is no sign of any platform on which the
fie fenders could have taken up their po.sition, and in some portions of the wall
the slits are apparently so constructed as to permit of the discharge of arrows
into the citade!.(T The inner platforms for defenders may of course have
been temporary wooden structures fixed against the wall but, even then’ some
recesses, into which beams might be fixed, would be expected. Perhaps the

( ) Th.> Civil, nsnth Khnmha (S..o Xn. 1„.-,) at the' back „f

c A ..vtht.in" cxiimple of a d'lrji/j'jhfik exist., on tiie extreme S ]'
f -f

on h.as Keen suggested that the object of this was to keep the rXi!*

‘

guard wliile the visitor him-self went inside the citadel: though there '
I

^ visitor under

outer walls are a subsequent addition to the original citadel the e
^ that the

joterfered with.
' the latter not being
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platforms were constructed against the face of the wall, without being bonded
thereto. The masonry of both the walls and buildings of Kotla has a slight

batter or slope and is throughout of local rubble, externally plastered in for-

mer days. The quality of masonry is not good, the mortar being used too

lavishly.

The only buildings in the citadel which can be identified are the Jami
Masjid and the pyramid of cells on which Asoka’s Lat was erecte(J. by the

Emperor. These buildings will be dealt with in detail. There is also a fine

circular baoli near the latter structure with a range of subterranean apart-

ments which appears to have had its upper terrace enclosed by an open

railing, while near the well is an underground drain leading in the direc

tion of the river. Under the mosque and on the river front of that building

is a series of underground chambers, and the river wall seems in addition to

have been treated as a roofed terrace which, though picturesque and well

adapted for purposes of pleasure, must have been ill suited for defence. (')

Staircases at several points descend from the top of the wall to the river bed.

South of the mosque is a cluster of buildings the former function of which

must be left to conjecture, while south of these again is a group of buildings,

the southern walls of which are pierced with small apertures to serve as

pigeon’s nests. These buildings have also yet to be identified. In the S. W.
corner of the citadel enclosure is a series of colonnaded buildings, and several

structures with pyramidal roofs, while the existence of the remains of a sys-

tem of water tanks and pipes is a feature of interest in the bay immediately

north of the entrance courts.

The interior of the Kotla has now been cleared and levelled, and has been

treated as an informal enclosed park.

A feature of the citadel are said to have been the three tunnels one of

which led to the river, and the others to the Kushaki Shikar on the Ridge

and to the Qila Rai Pithora respectively. The tunnels, which have been

described by the Rev. Father Hosten, S.J. (J. R. A. S., Vol. VII, No. 4, 1911)

have yet to be discovered
;
and that they ever existed except as a tradition is

extremely problematical. (^) Firoz Shah reigned for nearly thirty-eight years

752-90 A.H. (1351-88 A.D.) and is renowned for the number of his public

works. He has been called the “ Father of Indian irrigation ” and his canal

which brought water from Khizrabad to Safaidon, where he had a hunting

ground, is now known as the Western Jumna canal. (') Farishta gives a list

of the numerous works undertaken during his reign. He also repaired many

of the buildings of his predecessors, and his fondness for the antique is in-

stanced by his removing to the Capital two of the edict-bearing lots of the

great Asoka. He is said to have introduced the system, afterwards adopted

by the Mughal emperors, of the division of the audience or Durbar into three

classes according to the rank of those present.

(^•) A. S. I, 219, et seq., 132 et seq.; IV, 72.

Carr Stephen, 122 et seq.

Elliot, VIII, 279.

(*) Perhaps it was considered that the ri\er offered sufficient protection apainst an att-jcld'

force. In the Shahjahanabad Fort it is noteworthy that the vulnerable marble palaces are set up(iii

the river front.

(-) It is curious to note that a similar local tradition of mysteriou? undergrouud tunnels is current,

in connection with Firoz Shah’s hunting scat at Hissar in the Punjab.

(^) Tradition says that the old canal through the Faiz Bazar of Shahjahanabad is a part of the
canal by which Firoz Shah brought water to Delhi.
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Ain, II, 279.

Asar, Chap. II, 23.

Brigg’s Ferishta, I, 465.

Farishta, Pt. I, 151.

Shams Siraj Afif, 134-36.

Khulasatut Tawar.ikh, 28.

As. Res., IV, 422.

Cole, 1st Report, XXVII.
Fall of Moghul Empire, 41, 42.

Gardens, 5.

Hoffmeister, 288.

J. A. S. D., (1850), 73.

Kittoe, plate 5.

Matheson, 372.

Mintura, 232.

Orlieh, II, 31, 17.

Oriental Annual, (1835), 102; (1837), 102.

Rodgers, 88.

Fanshawe, 222, 225.

Hearn, 118 20, 123-24.

(/) D. 99.

No. 116. («) Jami Masjid, Firozabad.

(6) Kotla Firoz Shah.

(r) Government.

(rf) la.

.(e) 755 A.H. (1354 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Ruined. Repairs required.

(A) Protected.

(;) Only the northern gateway, and the northern, southern, and western walls
of this building now remain. The material used is local quartzite

rubble, externally rendered with chunam, originally of a dazzling
whiteness and giving the effect of marble. The main entrance to the
mosque courtyard is on the north side, the gateway being a domed struc-
ture with three exterior doorways reached originally by a flight of steps
These doorways are said to have been formerly adorned with carved
stone work, since removed for building purposes elsewhere. Access
from the east side, that on which the principal entrance to a mosque is

always found, was prohibited by the presence of the river. There were
also subsidiary entrances to the mosque leading to the courtyard up from
the tahkhana, the construction of the latter being no doubt rendered
necessary by the unevenness of the site. No evidence has been as yet
forthcoming in support of the theory that the mosque was joined to the
neighbouring pyramid of cells by a bridge. The faces of the walls
fronting the mosque courtyard, which is paved with large stones, are
recessed and seem to point to the courtyard having been formerly' sur-
rounded by pillared colonnades. Some authorities are of the opinion
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that the mosque when complete must have presented a similar appear-

ance to the Kalan Masjid or one of the other mosques erected by

Khan Jahan, Firoz Shah’s Prime Minister. The western back wall is

practically complete and contains in its thickness, and some 10 feet

above the courtyard level, a narrow passage in connection with the

colonnades at its northern and southern extremities. Under the court

on the N. W. and S. sides are underground rooms reached from outside

by arched openings, while on the east or river side is a series of terraced

apartments now in ruins. From the N. E. and S. E. corners of the

tahkhana staircases descend to colonnades at the river level.

The centre of the courtyard was marked by a deep pit which seems ori-

ginally to have been a well, not improbably connected by galleries with the

apartments on the river front, the water level being reached by some form of

ghat. An attempt was made in 1914-15 to explore this pit but as the sides

proceeded to tumble in it was thought advisable to fill it up. Thus its pre-

sent treatment does not purport to indicate what previously existed here. It

has been suggested that the pit formed a shaft sunk to support the foundation

of a domed structure erected above it—the octagonal building bearing the

engraved marble slabs recording the victories of the emperor and referred

to by the historials of the time.(‘) It is possible that the well was covered

by some form of chattri as is usual in such cases and remains of capitals found

near the mouth of the well help to substantiate this theory. Franklin (/1 5,

Res) who saw the building in 1793 describes it as bearing four cloisters, the

domed roofs of which were supported by two hundred and sixty stone columns,

each about 16' in height. There was an octangular dome of brick and stone

in the centre of the mosque and about 25' in height. This would seem to bear

out the theory that it resembled the mosques of Khan Jahan in design, the

domed structure it is true not being found in any of those buildings, but pro-

bably the central feature of an open court, surrounded by colonnaded aisles,

such as seen at Khirki, Begampur and elsewhere. The suspicion that the

pillars of the mosque, of which scarcely one remains, were built into the

bastions of Shahjahanabad by British Engineers would seem to be not without

its probabilities.

Zia-i-Barni praising it says that on Fridays the gathering of worship-

pers is such that there remains no room either on the lower flat or on the

upper storey and the courtyard. Timur visited the building and mentions

it as follows in his Malfuzat. “ I started from Delhi and marched three

kos to the Fort of Firozabad, which stands upon the banks of the Jumna and

is one of the edifices erected by Sultan Firoz Shah. There I halted and went

in to examine the place. I proceeded to the Masjid-i-Jami, where I said iny

prayers and offered up my praises and thanksgivings for the mercies of the

Almighty.”

It is recorded in Ferishta (Briggs) that so impressed was he by the design

of the building that he erected a great mosque at Samarqand, modelled on
the same arrangement, employing masons he had taken back with him from
India.

(A-) Briggs Ferishta, I, 462-4, 494. '
i

Carr Stephen, 126-8.

Elliot, III, 448-9.

(*) Fonshaxoe thinks that this structure may have resembled the sunken octagonal chamber at the
tomb of Sultan Ghari, Mahipalpur.
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Asar, Chap. Ill, 34.

Farishta, Pt. I, 150-1.

Zujn-i-Barni, 562.

A . S. /., 217, 219.

Oriental Annual, 102.

Fanshawe, 225.

Hearn, 125-6.

(/) D. 100, 2178, 3316.

No. 117. {a) Asoka pillar and pyramid of cells. (')

{b) Kotla Firoz Shah.

(r) Giovernment. .

(d) la.

{e) Set up in its present place by the Emperor Firoz Shah in 757 A.H. (1356

A.D.)

{/) Pali inscription.

The inscription comprises the “ pillar edicts ” Xos. I to VII nearly

complete. (^)

A translation given by Mr. V. Smith (Life of Asoka, p. 182, et. seq.) runs

as follows:—
Edict I.

The Principles of Government.

Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :—When I had
been consecrated twenty-six years, I caused this pious edict to be written.

Both this world and the next are difficult to secure save by intense love of the

Law of Piety, intense self-examination, intense obedience, intense dread,

intense effort. However, owing to my instructions, this yearning for the Law
of Piety, this love of the Law from day to day, have grown and will grow.

My Agents, too, whether of high, low, or middle rank, themselves con-

form to my teaching and lead others in the right way—fickle people must be
led into the right way—and the Wardens of the Marches act in like manner.
For this is the rule—protection by the Law of Piety, regulation by that Law,
felicity by that Law, and protection by that Law.

Edict II.

The Royal Example.

Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :
—

“ The Law of
Piety is excellent." But wherein consists the Law of Piety ? In these things

to wit, little impiety, many good deeds, compassion, liberality, truthfulness

and purity.

The gift of spiritual insight I have given in manifold ways; whilst on
two-footed and four-footed beings, on birds and the denizens of the waters
I have conferred various favours—even unto the boon of life; and many
other good deeds have I done.

(’> For plan of pyramid see .4. S. I., Vol. IV, Plate IN (stale).

(*J For a transliteration of the characters see Epigraphia Indica, Vol. II (1894) p 045 g^ ^
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For this my purpose have I caused this pious edict to be written, that

men may walk after its teaching, and that it may long endure; and he who
will follow its teaching will do well.

Edict III.

Self-Examination.

Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :—Man sees his

every good deed, and says, “ This good deed have I done.” In no wise does

he see his ill deed and say, “ This ill deed have I done, this act called impiety.”

Difficult, however, is self-examination of this kind. Nevertheless, a man
should see toTT^his, that brutality, cruelty, anger, pride, and jealousy, are the

things that lead to impiety, and should say, “ By reason of these may I not

fall.”

This is chiefly to be seen to— “ The one course avails me for the present

world, the other course avails me also for the world to come.”

Edict IV.

The 'powers and duties of Commissioners.

Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King ;—When I had

been consecrated twenty-six years I caused this pious edict to be written.

My Commissioners have been set over many hundred thousands of the

people, and to them I have granted independence in the award of honours

aad penalties in order that the Commissioners confidently and fearlessly may
perform their duties, bestow welfare and happiness on the people of the

country, and confer favours upon them.

They will ascertain the causes of happiness or unhappiness, and through

the subordinate officials of the Law of Piety will exhort the people of the

country so that they may gain both this world and the next.

My Commissioners, too, are eager to serve me, while my Agents will obey

my will and orders, and they too, on occasion, will give exhortations, whereby

the Commissioners will be zealous to win my favour.

For, just as a man, having made over his child to a skilful nurse, feels

confident and says to himself, “ The skilful nurse is zealous to take care of

my child’s happiness,” even so my Commissioners have been created for the

welfare and happiness of the country, with intent that fearlessly, confidently,

and quietly they may perform their duties. For that reason, my Commission-

ers have been granted independence in the award of honours and penalties.

Forasmuch as it is desirable that there should be uniformity in judicial

procedure, and uniformity in penalties, from this time forward my rule is

this—” To condemned men lying in prison under sentence of death a respite

of three days is granted by me.”

During this interval the relatives of some of the condemned men will

invite them to deep meditation, hoping to save their lives, or, in order to lead

to meditation him about to die, will themselves give alms with a view to the

other world, or undergo fasting. For my desire is that, even in the time of

their confinement, the condemned men may gain the next world, and that

among the people pious practices of various kinds may grow, including self-

control and distribution of alms.
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Edict V.

Regulations restricting slaughter and mutilation of animals.

Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King ;—When I had

been consecrated twenty-six years the following species were declared exempt

from slaughter, namely :

—

Parrots, starlings,( ?) adjutants, “ Brahmany ducks," geese, nandimukhas,

gelatas, bats, queen-ants, female tortoises, “ boneless fish,” vedaveyakas,

gangapuputakas,( ?) skate, (river) tortoises, porcupines, tree-squirrels, ( ?)

barasingha stags, “ Brahmany bulls,”( ?) monkeys, rhinoceros, greydoves, vil-

lage pigeons, and all four-footed animals which are not utilized or eaten.

She-goats, ewes, and sows, that is to say, those either with young or in

milk, are exempt from slaughter as well as their offspring up to six months

of age.

The caponing of cocks must not be done.

Chaff must not be burned along with the living things in it.

Forests must not be burned, either for mischief, or so as to destroy living

creatures.

The living must not be fed with the living. * At each of the three seasonal

full moons, and at the full moon of the month Tishya (December-January),

for three days in each case, namely the fourteenth and fifteenth days of the

first fortnight, and the first day of the second fortnight, as well as on the fast

days throughout the year, fish is exempt from killing and may not be sold.

On the same days, in elephant-preserves or fish-ponds no other classes ol

animals may be destroyed.

On the eighth, fourteenth, and fifteenth days of each fortnight, as well

as on the Tishya and Punarvasu days, and festival days, the castration of

bulls must not be performed, nor may he-goats, rams, boars, and other ani-

mals liable to castration be castrated.

On the Tishya and Punarvasu days, on the seasonal full-moon days, and
during the fortnights of the seasonal full-moons the branding of horses and
oxen must not be done.

During the time up to the twenty-sixth anniversary of my consecration

twenty-five jail deliveries have been effected.

Edict VI.

The necessity for a definite creed.

Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :—When I had
been consecrated twelve years I caused pious edicts to be written for the wel-

fare and happiness of mankind, with the intent that they, giving up their old
courses, might attain growth in piety, one way or another.

Thus, aiming at the welfare and happiness of mankind, I devote my
attention alike to my relatives, to persons near, and to persons afar off, if

haply I may guide some of them to happiness, and to that end I make my
arrangements.

In like manner I devote my attention to all communities, for all deno-

minations are reverenced by me with various forms of reverence. Neverthe-

less, personal adherence to one’s own creed is the chief thing in my opinion.

When I had been consecrated twenty-six years I caused this pious edict

to be written.
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Edict VII.

Revieiv of the King's measures for the 'propagation of the law of piety.

I. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King The kings

who lived in times past desired that men might grow with the growth of the

Law of Piety. Men, however, did not grow with the growth of the Law of

Piety in due proportion.

II. Therefore, thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :

—

This thought occurred to me .—In times past kings desired that men might

grow with the growth of the Law of Piety in due proportion; men, however,

did not in due proportion grow with the growth of that Law.

By what means, then, can men be induced to conform ? by what means

can men grow with the growth of the Law of Piety in due proportion ? by what

means can I lift up some at least of them through the growth of that Law ?

III. Therefore, thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King

;

—This thought occurred to me :—I will cause the precepts of the Law of

Piety to be preached, and with instruction in that Law will I instruct, so that

men hearkening thereto may conform, lift themselves up, and mightily grow

with the growth of the Law of Piety.

For this my purpose the precepts of the Law of Piety have been preached,

manifold instructions in that law have been disseminated, so that my Agents,

too, set over the multitude will expound and expand my teaching.

The Commissioners, also, set over many hundred thousands of souls, have

received instructions
—

“ In such and such a manner expound my teaching to

the body of subordinate officials of the Law.”

IV. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty :—Considering fur-

ther the same purpose, I have set up pillars of the Law, appointed Censors of

the Law, and composed a precept of the Law.

V. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :—On the

roads, too, I have had banyan-trees planted to give shade to man and beast

;

groves of mango-trees I have had planted; at every half kos I have caused

wells to be dug ;
rest-houses have been erected

;
and numerous watering-places

have been provided by me here and there for the enjoyment of man and beast.

A small matter, however, is that so-called enjoyment.

With various blessings has mankind been blessed by former kings, as by

me also; by me, however, with the intent that men may conform to the Law of

Piety, has it been done even as I thought.

VI. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty :—My Censors of the

Law of Piety are employed on manifold objects of the royal favour affecting

both ascetics and householders, and are likewise employed among all deno-

minations. Moreover, I have arranged for their employment in the business

of the Church, and in the same way I have employed them among the Brah-

mans and the Ajivikas, and among the Jains also are they employed, and, in

fact, among all the different denominations.

The ordinary high officers shall severally superintend their respective

charges, whereas the officers who are Censors of the Law are employed in the

superintendence of all other denominations in addition to such charges.
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VII. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King These

and many other high officers are employed in the distribution of the royal

alms, both my own and those of the Queens; and in all the royal households,

both here {soil, at the capital), and in the provinces, those officers indicate in

divers ways the manifold opportunities for charity.

I have also arranged that the same officers should be employed in the

distribution of the alms of my sons and of the Princes, the Queens’ sons, in

order to promote pious acts and conformity to the Law of Piety. For the

pious acts and conformity referred to are those whereby compassion, libera-

lity, truth, purity, gentleness, and saintliness will thus grow among mankind.

VIII. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :—What-

soever meritorious deeds I have done, those deeds mankind have conformed

to and will imitate, whence follows that they have growm and will grow in

the virtues of hearkening to father and mother, hearkening to teachers, rever-

ence to the aged, and seemly treatment of Brahmans and ascetics, of the poor

and wretched, yea, even of slaves and servants.

IX. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the King :—Among
men, however, when tlie aforesaid growth of piety has grown, it has been

effected by two- fold means, namely, by pious regulations and meditation. Of

these two means pious regulations are of small account, whereas meditation

is superior.

Nevertheless, pious regulations have been issued by me to the effect that

such and such species are exempt from slaughter, and there are many other

pious regulations which I have issued. But the superior effect of meditation

is seen in the growth of piety among men and the more complete abstention

from killing animate beings and from the sacrificial slaughter of living

creatures.

For this purpose has this edict been composed that so long as sun and

moon endure, my sons and descendants may conform thereto, and by such

conformity the gain of both this world and the next is assured.

When I had been consecrated twenty-seven years I caused this pious

edict to be written.

X. Concerning this His Sacred Majesty saith :—Wheresoever stone

pillars or tables of stone exist, there must this pious edict be inscribed, so

that it may long endure.

(g) Good.

{h) Protected.

(j) The pyramid on which the lat stands consists of three terraces progres-

sively decreasing in size(') and giving the structure a stepped appear-

ance. On each terrace is a series of vaulted cells, the cells of the

highest storey surrounding a crude domed chamber which supports

the monolith. On the topmost terrace will be noticed the presence of

two stumps of former columns which lead to the supposition that there

was formerly a columned arcade surrounding the lat. There were
formerly sets of stairs at each corner of the structure giving access to

the various stages, but several of these have disappeared.

( ) The tirst terrace tuoasures lls feet sfiuare, the 2nd terrace 85 feet square, and the 3rd terrace
55 feet square.
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It is not within the province of these notes to give an account of Asoka
but it will be remembered that he was “ king of Hindustan from Kanauj to

Kashmir, being a convert to Buddhism and a powerful propagandist of the

new faith.” He erected the granite pillars which bore the edicts spreading

this new religion “ from Kabul to Orissa.” The dates of his accession and

death are given by Sir John Marshall (d guide to Taxila) as 273—232 B.C.,

respectively.

The lat is a sandstone monolith 42' 7" in height, 35' being polished(‘) and

the remainder rough
;
the buried portion measures some 4' 1 " and Cunningham

is of the opinion that the rough portion, standing above the level of the

terrace, was buried in the ground in its original site. According to

Shams Siraj one quarter of the monolith was hidden by the masonry of the

pyramid originally, and Cunningham believes this to have been actually the

case, owing to the existence of the stumps of the octagonal columns previously

described which would appear to have formed a cloister or open gallery round

the topmost storey. The diam. of the lat is 25-3 inches at the top and 38-3

inches at the base, the diminution being -39" per foot. It is said to weigh 27

tons. The colour of the sandstone is pale orange, flecked with black spots.

Major Burt who examined it in 1837 gives its measurements as 35' in length

with a diameter of feet. Franklin (ds. Res.) a length of 50'; Von Olrich,

42'; William Finch, 24'; Shams Siraj, 34' and its circumference 10'. In the

matter of dimensions it resembles the Allahabad pillar more than any others

but it tapers more rapidly towards the top and is, therefore, less graceful in

outline (Cunningham); Tom Coryat and Whittaker ( Kerr’s Voyages and

Travels, IX, 423) state that the pillar was of brass, the chaplain Edward Terry

that it was of marble with a Greek inscription upon it, while Bishop Heber

says that it was of “'cast metal.” Timur declared that he had never seen any

monument in all the numerous lands he had traversed comparable to these

monoliths.

Sultan Firoz had noticed the two pillars during his excursions in the

country round Delhi, one (that under discussion) in the village of Tobra (also

called Salara, Jawara, Tahera, Tohra, Topera and Hahera) in the district of

Salara and Khizrabad, near the Siwalik hills {Koh-yayah) the other in the

neighbourhood of Meerut. Khizrabad (90 kos from Delhi) is in the Ambala

District close to Tajwala, the present head of the western Jumna canal, and

Firoz Shah resolved to remove the monolith to Delhi and erect it there as a

memorial. Orders were issued to all the inhabitants of the district to assist

in the work and for the supply of quantities of “ cotton of the sembal ” (silk

cotton tree). Quantities of this material were then placed on the ground

round the pillar, and on the earth from its base being removed it collapsed

gently on to the soft bed prepared for it. The cotton was then gradually taken

away and the pillar lay safe on the ground. It was found to have rested on

a large square stone which was also removed and fixed in the supporting pyra-

mid at Delhi. (^) The pillar was then encased in reeds and raw skins, placed

on a carriage with 42 wheels, and hauled to Delhi by ropes attached to each

wheel, each rope being pulled by 200 men. The Sultan came to meet it on its

arrival at Delhi and the pillar was transferred to boats, each capable of carry-

ing from 2,000 to 7,000 maunds, and thus conducted to Firozahad.

(') The polish on the surface of Asokan columns and sculptures is a very characteristic feature

—

a technique which had its oriqin in Perscpolis where abundant examples still survive. (See “ A Guide

to Sanchi,” p
'-‘2 . by Sir John Mar-hall.)

(’) A similar square stone was found under the Pahladpur pillar when it was removed to the

grounds of Queen s College at Benares.
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Shams Siraj, who was 12 years old when the pillar arrived at Delhi, adds

that the column was raised on to the pyramid stage (poshish) by stage. On

arriving at the topmost, ropes of great thickness were obtained and windlasses

were placed on each of the six(') stages of the base. The windlasses were then

turned and the column raised about ^ a gciz, large logs of wood and cotton

being placed round it to prevent it sinking. Thus, in the course of several

days, the column was raised to the perpendicular, and eventually a cage of

scaffolding was erected round it. Some ornamental friezes of black and white

stone were then placed round the capitals and above these was added a gilded

copper cupola (kalas). Finch states that this took the form of a globe sur-

mounted by a crescent. None of the Brahmans or Hindus at court could read

the inscription on the pillar which was called Minar-j,-Zarrin (Golden Pillar).

The golden cupola was seen by William Finch in 1611 A.D., but it has un-

fortunately since disappeared, the top having been also injured either by

lightning or cannon bails. It is a matter of wonder that the raising of the lat

to the top of this structure was accomplished without a serious accident as the

masonry of the pyramid cannot be considered to be of the best. The cells were

no doubt temporarily filled with earth or shored up while the raising process

was going on, and any collapse of the masonry avoided in this way.

I have not been able to trace the drawing referred to by Hearn which

shows the building on which the lat stands as being faced with red sandstone,

nor have I been able to trace on what authority he states that it was surround-

ed by a “ black and white pavilion.” The pyramid was probably externally

plastered with chunam like the remainder in the Kotla. A sketch and geo-

metrical elevation and plan of the structure made in 1797 appears in the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of that year; and a photographic repro-

duction of the same is exhibited in the Delhi Museum.

It was extensively repaired in 1914, the modern stairways being removed

and Uie old ones reopened for use.

(A) A. S. I, 145, 161 et seq.; IV, 1 et seq., 72.

Carr Stephen, 131-9.

Asqr, Chap. Ill, 4-8.

Shams Siraj .4 fit, 305-12.

Cooper, 47.

Fanshaive, 222-5.

Ferguson, I, 56-9; II, 82.

//crt/7i, 66, 124.

Hoffm cist er, 288.

J. .1 . S. D., (1850', 73.

Mintura, t.ae.

Oriental Annual, (1835), 103.

Rodgers, 88.

(0 D. 101, 2185, 3320, 3321, 3322, 3328, 3330

No. 118. (u) G rave of Sa^wid Badruddin Samarqandi.

{b) At the south east corner of the Kotla.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(') Perhaps temporary terraces weic erected between the maiu tenaces. There ar^ only three
stages to the structure.
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{e) 697 A.H. (1297-8 A.D.).

(/) On the headstone of the grave.
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Translation.

“ His holiness Khwaja Bawa Fariduddin Masud Ganj Shakar, the spirit-

ual guide, clear hearted, the sun of east and west. Holy Pak Patan, birth(')

in the year 664 A.H. (1265-6 A.D.).

(1) Sayyid Badruddin Samarqandi of high family, who inspires the ad-

ministration of the age and the people of the earth,

(2) Departed to paradise on Thursday the 11th of the month of Shaban.

(3) His age was ninety-four years when he repaired to His Holiness Masud
(died).

(4) His tomb is at Kotla in the city of Delhi, and it confers favour on child,

on old and young. The year 697 Hijra (1297-8).

The tomb, full of light and a place of pilgrimage for the people, of His Holi-

ness Sayyid Badruddin of Samarqand.

Verses (composed by) us (named) Muniruddin, Delhi, and Sayyid Fazlu-1

Hasan Shah.”

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;') The grave, with several others, stands on a platform 24' 6" by 16' 9" by 3'

3". The inscription engraved on the head stone is of modern date,

and is written in poor Persian.

Shaikh Badruddin Samarqandi M^as the disciple and successor (Khalifa)

of Shaikh Saifuddin. He came from Bukhara to India and took up his abode

at Delhi to enjoy the company of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya. He was a

popular saint of his time and passed his life in religious devotion at Delhi.

{k) Azkar, 96.

No. 119. (a) Tomb of Shaikh Muhammad Sahib.

(&) Some three furlongs to the east of Abdun Nabi's mosque (No. 121) and

Mahabat Khan’s house (No. 122).

(‘) This should be Uieath) and not (birthh Baba Farid was not born at Pak Patan,

but died and was buried there. He was bom at the town of Kotwal, near Multan, about the year .569

A.H. (1173-4 A.D.).
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No. 120.

No. 121.

(c) Amir Husain.

(d) III.

(e) Unknown.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(/) The tomb is domed octagonal without, and measures some 8' 6'' square

internally. It is brick built and externally rendered with chunam.

(a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Close to No. 119.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli Amir Husain.

(d) HI.

(e) Unknown.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is brick built and domed. Its prayer chamber measures 25'

6" by 11' I.M. and the courtyard 81' 6" by 21'.

(a) Mosque of Abdun Nabi.

(A) On Delhi-Muttra road, some 600 yards to the south of Kabuli Darwaza or

Lai Darwaza (No. 114).

(c) Waqf.

(d) II.

(0 983 A.H. (1575-6 A.D.).

(/) The inscription is engraved on a piece of marble, now broken into three

pieces. It was originally fixed on the main outer archway of the prayer

chamber, but owing to the dangerous condition of the structure was
removed and placed in the Museum in the Delhi Fort. (See Catalogue

1913, No. C. 40).

<Jl5
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Translation.

(1) During the reign of the Emperor Akbar, may God perpetuate his benefi-

cient person,

(2) A holy edifice, like which there is none in all the countries, was built,
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(3) By the Shaikhul Islam, the pilgrim of the two sacred cities (Mecca and

Medina), and the universally acknowledged chief of the learned in

Hadis(’),

(4) (Named) Shaikh Abdun Nabi Numani, the mine of learning and the spring

of beneficence.

(5) The date of the foundation of this building, Faizi asked wisdom. It said

“ The best place.”

{g) Has been put into repair (1917).

{h) Should be protected.

(;) The mosque measuring 73' 3" by 22' I.M. is rubble built and was formerly

ornamented with coloured tile decoration most of which has unfortu-

nately disappeared. It consists of three apartments entered through

. lofty archways, the central apartment being domed, and the flanking

compartments being covered by flat vaults.

The cloisters attached to the mosque and enclosing the courtyard have

disappeared. The portion of the latter which was formerly brick paved and

consecrated for worship measures 73' 3" by 30'.

The inscription given above refers to Abdun Nabi, the founder of the

mosque, and Faizi the composer. Shaikh Abdun Nabi Sadrussadur was

the son of Shaikh Ahmad, the son of Shaikh Abdul Quddus of Gangoh. He
made the pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina several times, and while there

studied the traditions (Hadis). He was appointed Sadr(“) by Akbar, and it is

said that no one holding this office during any former reign enjoyed the same

measure of power or gave away one-tenth of the Waqf (pious dedications) that

he did. The emperor was for some time on such terms of intimacy with him

that he would rise to adjust the Shaikh’s slippers when he took his leave. He
is said to have been somewhat drastic in his methods on occasion, and to have

expelled Shaikh Faizi in disgrace when the latter applied for a grant of 100

bighas of land. This apparently happened when Faizi was out of favour.

Later he was sent by the emperor on a pilgrimage to Mecca with money for

the poor of that sacred place. On his return he was called to account for the

money, put in prison, and murdered in 992 A.H.(^) It is believed that Faizi

was instrumental in bringing about his downfall. The family of the Shaikh

traced their descent from Abu Hanifa, one of the four Imams, the great ex-

pounders of the Muslim law.

Faizi .was the eldest son of Shaikh Mubarak of Nagor, and the elder

brother of Abul Fazal, Akbar’s well-known prime minister. He was born at

Agra in 954 A.H. and died on the 10th of Safar 1004 A.H. (15th October 1595).

His name was Abul Faiz and Faizi was his poetical name. In his later years

he wrote under the name of Faiyazi in order that it might be rythmic with

Allami by which his younger brother Abul Fazl was known. He was well

versed in literature, poetry and medicine, and was first called to court in the

12th year of the reign (975 A.H.) when the Emperor was on his expedition

against Chitor. His attainments soon raised him to the rank of Poet Lau-

reate, and he became the Emperor’s constant companion and personal friend.

He was the author of no less than 101 books, was tutor to the Royal Princes

(*) Hadis is a particular branch of Islamic literature consisting of the sayings of the Prophet.

(^) The Sadr was the designation of the highest iudicial officer whose duties and responsibilities

resembled those of a Chancellor or an Ecclesiastical Registrar.

Badauni gives the dates of his death as 991 A.H.
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and acted on occasions as ambassador. He was a staunch upholder of the

new ^ Divine Faith ” (Din-i-ilahi) introduced by Akbar.

{/:} A . S. I., IV, 72.

A in, I, 28, 29, 209, 272-3, 490, 491, 546.

Miintakhubu-t-tawarikh, III, 79-83.

Mcidsir, II, 560-4.

(1) 2176, 2220, 3520, 3521.

No. 122. i^t) House of Mahabat Khan.

{b) Immediately south of No. 121.

(c) Government.

. (A) III.

(^) Probably 1014-7 A. H. (1605-9 A.D.).

(/) None.

ig) Ruined.

(/<) Unnecessary.

{]) The house which is rubble built occupies an elevated position, and was

enclosed by four walls, flanked with bastions. The walls, bastions, and

interior buildings are now all in ruins.

Mahabat Khan, who is said to have built this house, was the son of Ghayur

Reg Kabuli. His real name was Zamana Beg, and the title of Mahabat Khan
was conferred upon him bv the Emperor Jahangir when he was still a prince.

In the beginning of Jahangir’s reign he was raised to the rank of

3.000, and in the 12th year of the reign of that Emperor he was

given the Governorship of Kabul. Nur Jahan and her brother Asaf

Khan were envious of his influence and power. He finally revolted against

the Emperor and took him prisoner, but Nur Jahan effected the Emperor’s

release, the latter in the meantime having pardoned Mahabat Khan. Shah

Jahan on his accession conferred upon him the title of Khan Khanan Sipih

Salar (Commander-in-Chief) and raised him to the rank of 7,000 and 7,000

IS/nrurs. He was first appointed Governor of Ajmer, and in the second year

of the reign Governor of Delhi. Lastly in the 5th year of the reign, he was
appointed Governor of the Deccan, where he died after three years in 1044

A. II. (1634-5 A.D.).
^
Mahabat Khan played a leading part in State affairs

during the reigns of Jahangir and Shahjahan. He was a Rizwi Sayyid by

caste, tracing the descent of his ancestors from the Imam Musi Raza. He
is said to have had a great liking for elephants. One of his daughters is said

to l)e buried in a fine red sandstone tomb in the Bagh Mahabat Khan, near
Rajpur, at Agra.

Curiously enough, Franklin (.Is. Res), although he mentions numerous
other noblemen’s palaces at Deliii. is silent regarding this building.

{k) Iqbal Snmnh, 252 seq.

Mnasir, III, 3S5-409.

Fanshawe, 227,

(f) 2769.
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INDRAPAT.

No. 123. («) Indrapat, Purana Qila, Qilai Kohna, Sher Garh, Din Panah (Asylum of

the Faith), or Old Fort.

(b) On the Delhi-Muttra Road, two miles south of the Delhi gate of Shahja-

hanabad.

(c) Government.

(d) la.

(e) Sher Shah’s and Humayun’s reign (circa 1530-56 A.D.).

(/) None. (But see No. 126).

(y) Considerable repairs have been effected since 1911-12 to the outer walls of

the citadel and they may be said to be generally in a good state of

repair. The interior surrounding dalans have recently also been

taken in hand.

(A) Protected.

(j) The Fort of Purana Qila or Indrapat is generally believed to represent the

site of the ancient city of Indraprastha, the name of the famous city of

Yudhisthira. Cunningham (A. S. /., Vol. I, P. 135) dates its occupa-

tion as the capital of the latter king at about the latter half of the 15th

century B. C., basing his finding upon two independent sources which

lack of space forbids recording here. It must not, he says, be confused

with the ancient citadel of Delhi : they were two different cities five

miles apart, the former being on the bank of the Jumna above Humay-

un’s tomb, the latter on the rocky hill to the S. W., surrounding the well

known Iron Pillar. At the time of the Muhammadan conquest the

Hindu city of Delhi was confined to the forts of Lai Kot and Rai

Pithora, and it was not until Firoz Shah moved his capital to Firozabad,

in close proximity to the ancient site of Indraprastha, that the name of

“ Delhi ” was applied to the whole of the old city, including Siri and

the fortified suburbs of Jahanpanah. Sharfuddin, the historian of

Timur, confines the name of Delhi to Siri and Jahanpanah, and Farishta

does the same, but it was not until Humayun rebuilt Indrapat, renam-

ing it Din Panah, and until after Sher Shah had built his city, on the

joint sites of Indrapat and Firozabad that the names “ old Delhi ” and

the “ new Delhi ” came into fashion. The former was applied to the

cities clustering round the Qutb Minar, the latter to those on the Jumna

bank near the site of the former Indraprastha. Indrapat or Indra-

prastha is said to have been one of the five pats demanded from Duryo-

dhan by Yudhisthira as the price of peace, the other four pats being

Panipat, Sonepat, Tilpat and Baghpat, all of which, save the last, were

on the western bank of the Jumna. It must be remembered that the

Jumna formerly flowed more than a mile west of its present bed, and the

old bed is still easily traceable past Firozabad and Humayun’s tomb as

far as Kilokhari. The term pat or prastha is said to signify anything

“ spread out or extended/’ and is commonly applied to a level piece of
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ground. A more literal or restricted meaning would appear, says

Cunningham, to be that amount of land which would require a frastha

of seed, that is 48 double handfuls, or about two-thirds of a bushel.

Popular tradition assigns the five 'pats to the five Pandu brothers.

In tbe recent works of clearance within the citadel a number of large

bricks were discovered, measuring 12" square and about three inches thick,

which have been assigned by Sir John Marshall, the Director General of

Archaeology, to the Gupta period, or the 4th to 7th century A.D. These

bricks were of the type commonly found in other ancient sites in northern

India, and it was considered that further work of clearance would give not

sufficient results to justify the great expense entailed. The bricks were many
feet below the ground level, and found protruding from the sides of nullahs.

Still they are of considerable interest as indicating clearly that the site was

built on, and that considerably, at this early date.

Turning to the Ain-i-Akbari (Jarrett’s Translation, Vol. II, P. 300) we
find that “ in the year (Samvat) 429, (A.D. 372) of the era of Bikramajit,

Anang Pal of the Tanwar tribe reigned with justice, and founded Delhi.”

Cunningham and Sayyid Ahmad, however, prove that Abul Fazl was un-

doubtedly wrong in his reckoning, and state that the date should read A.D.

731. This is also corroborated by tbe date on the Iron Pillar which is given

A.D. 737. (‘) It is not improbable that Anang Pal may also have carried out

building operations at Indraprastha as well as in the neighbourhood of the

Iron Pillar.

It cannot be said with accuracy how much of the citadel is the work of

Humayun and how much of it is that of Sher Shah for the difference in the

architecture of the two periods is very slight. The general opinion seems to

be, however, that the walls and gates are Humayun’s work, which Hearn says

were originally constructed in mud mortar, and the buildings within, namely
the mosque and the mandal, are the work of Sher Shah. Against this, on the

other hand, is the statement in Tnrikhi Khan Jahan (Elliot, Vol. IV, P. 498 n),

that yet another Emperor, Salim (or Islam) Shah Sur (1548-52 A.D.) ordered

a wall to be built round Humayun’s Delhi.(') Humayun laid the foundations
of Din Panah in Muharram 940 A.H. (July 1533 A.D.), choosing for its site,

after taking the customary omens and religious advice, rising .ground on the

bank of the Jumna, about three kos from the city (old Delhi). Ten months
later walls, bastions, and gates were nearly complete. The poor quality of the

l uhlJe masonry employed certainly seems to point to their having been speedily

) ’scted. Alauddin’s fortress at Siri is said to have served as the quarry for

t*ne building of Din Panah. Sher Shah is said to have strengthened the citadel

of Din Panah and to have renamed it Sher Garh, and, as has already been
pointed out, Salim Shah carried out work there also. The statement that
Salim Shah assisted in the completion of the walls of Sher Shah’s Delhi would
seem to be substantiated by the Tarikhi Shershahi (Elliot, Vol. IV, P. 419)
which says that the fortifications were not finished when Sher Shah died,

although the latter had built a Jami Masjid in the Governor’s fort. It would
appear that the outer walls of Sher Shah’s city are referred to here. In any

(') Mr. V. Smith in his Early History of India p. 386 asserts that the iron piUar was removed
from Its original position “ probably at Mathura ” and set np in A.D. 1052 at Delhi as an adjunct to
a group of temples. He further gives the date of the founding of the city of Delhi as A.D. 993-4.

(>) Hearn says Salim Shah ordered the walls to be rebuilt in lime but on what authority is not
known.
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case, it is evident from an examination of the masonry of the walls of this

citadel that they were added to at different periods, as they contain several

strata of different qualities of masonry. Cunningham, following the

accounts of Purchas and the Mariner Finch, suggests the following as the

boundaries of Sher Shah’s capital. The south gate he places somewhere

between Humayun’s tomb (No. 160), and the Barah Pulah Bridge (No. 168),

the east wall being aligned on the river bank, while the west wall ran about a

mile from the line of the old river and could, says Cunningham, be traced till

a few years ago(') along a nullah running due south from a point near the

Ajmer gate of Shahjahanabad, the northern limit being determined by the

Lai Darwaza (No. 114) near the present Jail. (This building was for many
years occupied by the Jail doctor). Finch also mentions the Ajmer gate near

the Barah Pulah Bridge, and this may be possibly identified with the ruined

structure standing at the south end of the old road from Humayun’s tomb,

near the junction of the latter with the Delhi-Muttra Road.

Objections have been raised to Cunningham’s statement regarding the

southern limits of the city of Sher Shah owing to the presence, near the N. \V.

corner of Purana Qila, of a monumental gateway flanked by two bastions, and

facing in a south easterly direction. If they had been part of an outer wall

it would be manifestly out of the question for the enceinte, which they enclosed,

to include the tomb of Humayun.(^) But on examining the evidence available

it must be remembered that William Finch in describing the city, the walls of

which were in ruins in January 1611, states that it was two kos in length, a

distance which Finch seems to have estimated at about three miles, for he says

that from the city of Sher Shah to the ‘ mole ’ (Mahal) of Firoz Shah (i.e., 'the

Kushak Shikar or Pir Ghaib on the Ridge, see No. 400) the distance was two

kos (it actually measures some miles), and from the Lai Darwaza near the

Jail to Humayun’s tomb the distance is three miles. Purchas states that

Humayun’s tomb was within the enceinte of Sher Shah’s Delhi, and Finch

refers to the Barah Pulah (No. 168) as being a short way from Delhi. It is,

of course, not improbable that the gateway near the N. W. corner of the citadel

was an entrance to an enclosed market, or Sarai, or palace near the citadel, but

the theory that it was within the confines of the citadel seems to be substan-

tiated by the existence, up to its southern front, of the remains of a series of

arcades, flanking the road that approached from this quarter. This road

continues from the gate in an easily traceable line to the tomb of Humayun,
and the heaps of masonry still left on either side seem to point to the existence,

in former days, of a considerable number of buildings. The question arises

as to whether such an extensive faubourg would have been left undefended,

and the probability is that it would not, especially in the reign of the two Sur

Emperors, who had to be constantly on their guard against the approach of

Humayun. The author of the Tarikhi Daudi (Elliot, Vol. IV, pp. 476-7)

states “ Sher Shah went (from Agra) to Delhi in 947 A.H. (1540 A.D.)
; and

actuated by unworthy feelings he destroyed the fort of Alauddin, which stood

in Siri, conspicuous for its strength and loftiness, and built on the bank of the

Jun (Jamna) between Firozabad and Kilokhari, in the village of Indrapat, a

new city, about 2 or 3 kos distant from the old one
; but on account of the short-

(') He was writing in 1862-3.
m

(’) Is it possible that the Lai Darwaza with its curtain walls and flanking bastions is part of the

south-wall, never completed, but from which the citadel of Purana Qila projected southwards in the

manner of a horn-work
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ness of his reign he did not live to complete it.” In 1628 the traveller deLae?

states “ the city was beginning to fall in ruins; the walls looked dilapidated

and many houses were down, and about twenty handsome Pathan monuments

in and out of the city were more or less in decay.”

The citadel of Parana Qila is an irregular oblong in plan. The eastern

side, fronting the river in former days, is the longest and measures some 2,320

feet, the northern, western, and southern sides measuring some 725, 2,040 and

1,164 feet respectively. The circuit of the walls measures one mile and one

furlong. The three principal gates, one in each of the N. S. and W. walls will

be described in detail hereafter, and there is also a number of wickets (khirkis),

three in the eastern and one in the western walls. The northernmost wicket on

the eastern side lies some 496 feet from the N. E. corner of the citadel, its outer

entrance being on the low-level ground outside the walls. A sloping paved

ramp, as well as stone steps, gave access to the interior of the citadel. Some

690 feet along the wall to the south, and near the N. E. corner of the Qila

Kohna mosque, is another entrance to the citadel of considerable interest. It

measures some 12' in width and is flanked by side recesses similar to those

found in the other wickets and evidently intended for the use of the guards.

A tortuous subterranean passage some 98' in length gives access to the interior

of the citadel. This gate has recently been opened up. Some 710 feet south

of this again and some 248 feet north of the S. E. corner of the citadel is a third

wicket, the upper portion of which has unfortunately disappeared.

The only wicket in the west wall is some 358 feet from the S. W. bastion

of the citadel and seems to have given access from the citadel to a kind of plat-

form, constructed at the base of the wall and measuring some 116' by 54'. This

may not improbably have been used as a sort of raised dais from which the

emperor could witness water fetes held in the moat at this point. There are

no other wickets elsewhere in the w’est wall.

Ample provision for the drainage of the interior of the citadel appears

to have been made judging by the numerous sluices, closed by heavy stone bars,

which may be seen at intervals along the circumference of the walls. The
latter, constructed in rubble masonry, have a slight batter or slope, and the

different periods of wmrk, as has been mentioned above, can easily be recog-

nised. The following measurements show the height of the various walls

above the ground inside and outside the citadel.

Height above ground.

luslde. Outside.

North wall. 51 feet 71 feet

South wall, -IB „ 54 „
East wall, 20 „ 44 „

^Vest wall, 55 „ 72 „

The walls are some 13 feet in thickness, and are terminated at each corner

by massive bastions. The latter at the N. E. and S. E. corners are in good pre-

servation, but the other two have crumbled away. Only the west side is divided
into a number of lesser curtain walls by some five flanking bastions at inter-

^ als of 240 feet, not including those at the ends of the wall and on either side

of the western gatew’ay. All these bastions are said to have been furnished
w ith chattris similar to that seen at the bastion of the western gate. The cur-
tains in the case of the north wall measure respectively 300' and 282', those of
the south wall 350' and 220', while the east wall is not provided with flanking
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bastions at all, unless the projection some 175' south of the north gate can be

reckoned as such. These contain apartments for the use of the troops and
their walls measure 12' 6" in thickness. The crenellations or merlons which

formerly crowned the summit of the parapets have unfortunately disappeared

from the curtain walls with the exception of one or two which have been care-

fully preserved. These are 2' 8" in thickness, 5' 6" in width, and 7' 6" in

height above the level of the parapet behind and are provided with arrow

slits, the interspaces between them measuring 12 inches. They are externally

plastered. In the external face of the wall will be noticed, at frequent inter-

vals, groups of small holes, arranged in pleasing patterns, a whim of the

masons and probably intended to afford shelter to birds. Remains of several

projecting sandstone bartizans can be seen on the west and south walls, to

which access was gained from behind by the highest parapet, and these seem

to have been used by the defence for covering the base of curtain walls in the

immediate vicinity and for discharging missiles on the heads of attacking

troops. The inner sides of the walls are treated as a series of dalans or

arcades, probably for the use of troops, and measuring some 37' in width and
21' in height. It appears from an examination of the terrace above them in

the case of the N,, S. and W. walls that these arcades were intended to be

erected at first floor level also, so that they would be eventually two storeys

in height. But the upper arcades seem never to have been completed. In the

case of the west wall the first storey, or what may be called the main terrace

level, is reached from below at various points by flights of steps the width of

which, 10 feet, would permit of troops reaching the higher levels without

delay. There are also staircases giving access to the various stages of the

bastions. The wall 12 feet in thickness at the terrace level is pierced at inter-

vals of 8' 9" by arrow slits, 11" in width and 3' 2" in height which, however,

could have only been used when the target passed across the line of vision.

The problem of using of arrow slits in a wall of considerable thickness was

met, in the case of medieval fortresses in Europe, by the construction, in time

of siege, of temporary wooden hoardings (hourds or breteches) projecting from

the face of the wall and from which the cross-bowmen could have an un-

hampered field of fire, or even discharge arrows through the floor on the heads

of those below. For some such purpose, it would seem, were the projecting

bartizans mentioned above constructed on the parapet level. This parapet

is reached from the main terrace by staircases in the thickness of the wall

and is some 8' in width, protected by the merlons referred to above.

The long stretches of intermediate curtain wall will be remarked at

Purana Qila, in contrast with the frequency with which the bastions were

provided in the earlier fortified cities of Delhi. The west wall is the only one

which possesses any intermediate bastions at all, the curtain between them

averaging 240 feet. This is no doubt due to there having been water on the

remaining sides which would render them more immune from assault. Of

the large bastions at the four corners of the fort, those terminating the north

and south ends of the east wall are perhaps the best preserved. These contain

octagonal rooms, some 24 feet in diameter, and were formerly adorned with

incised plaster medallions and friezes, the latter decoration being still found

in good condition in the S. E. bastion. Their upper stories have collapsed,

but some idea of the construction of these can be gained from the interior of

the bastion at the N. W. corner. It seems probable that the east wall was never
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completed, it being no doubt intended ultimately to equal the north and south

walls in height. The north and south walls are constructed on very similar

lines to the west wall described above, but a considerable portion of the latter

near the S. E. bastion has unfortunately collapsed. It is also to be regretted

that a length of masonry at the main terrace level in the west wall has been

removed between the gateway and the S. W. corner, for no other reason, it is

believed, than to give a view of the Sher Mandal from the Delhi-Muttra Eoad.

The builders of Purana Qila do not seem to have feared an attack from

assailants armed with powerful siege engines, such as had already been in use

in Europe for several centuries, nor for that matter do the cities of Eai

Pithora, Firozabad and Tughlaqabad, appear to have been constructed to

withstand them. Their masonry is very poor and would have soon succumbed

to the battering ram or the bore {terebra) while the bastions and terraces

{alatoria, allure) behind the walls would not have been strong enough to sup-

port heavy war engines such as the trehuchet, capable of discharging large

stones or bolts. From this it may be argued that the siege engines were not

commonly in use in medieval India. Indeed the above citadel seems to have

been but ill-suited to withstand a resourceful assault, and save in the case

of Tughlaqabad, standing on a natural rocky spur against which it would be

difficult to effect damage, the difficulties their defenders must have experienced

in dislodging assailants who endeavoured to mine the base of the walls must

have been very considerable. The crenellations, the openings which break the

upper portion of the parapet, and the arrow slits piercing the unbroken

pieces of the parapet, would give only a narrow field of fire and that a

direct forward one, and there is an absence in the earlier fortresses of

Delhi of the nostril holes or damaghah and the bartizans seen at

intervals crowning the parapets of Purana Qila. There is also no evidence

of the use of the projecting wooden galleries, known as hoardings or brattices

{hourds or hreteches) which being entered through the crenellations, were

furnished with slits in the outer face for straight firing and in the floor for

downward firing on to the otherwise ‘ blind spot ’ at the base of the walls. The
fortresses seem to have been built rather as security against a sudden raid,(*)

when the nomad assailants would not have been provided with siege artillery,

or as a stronghold where the king and court could take refuge in the event of

one of the rebellions which so frequently occurred. The necessity of flank-

ing(*) towers or bastions seems to have been understood at an early date, and

the curtain avails of Eai Pithora’s citadel and outer walls were broken at

intervals by projections from which the intermediate spaces could be covered

by the fire of the defenders. The flanking bastion continued to be used in all

the cities and is seen finally in Lai Qila.

Up to the year 1911 only the western gateway and the northern and south-

ern wickets on the eastern front were open and in use. The closing of the

remainder has been accounted dor by many picturesque legends, but judging

from swords and bayonets found recently while opening out the south gate and
the wicket near the Qila Kohna mosque, one is inclined to believe that their

closure was only effected in the last 100 years and very probably in the mutiny,

when the Fort was garrisoned by rebel troops who may even have considered

(‘) As those earlier raids of the Mughals, the traditional menace of which was probably not with-

out its influence on later fortress design.

(') Flanking ton ers or bastions--A curtain wall is said to be flanked when its line is broken at

internals by projections so near one another that the whole face of the piece of curtain between them
can be covered by the fire of the defenders stationed in them.
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the possibility of making a stand there, after Shahjahanabad had been

captured.

Among the many works of improvement to historical buildings which have

been eSected by the civil authorities since the transference of the Capital of

India to Delhi, the removal of the squalid village which formerly existed

•within Purana Qila may be mentioned as being perhaps one of the most

marked. The southern half of the citadel was almost entirely covered with

houses, while all the arcades on the inner sides of the walls and gateways which

were sufficiently preserved to admit of use as residence had been so adapted,

and needless to say the buildings were being considerably damaged every year.

In March 1913 the houses were acquired and their 1900 occupants transferred

elsewhere, some to the city, and some to Rohtak, Bulandshahr and Gurgaon

districts. The total of compensation paid amounted to Rs. 1,44,183. An
examination of the citadel, when they had gone—it was quite impossible

before, so crowded were the buildings—was, on the whole, disappointing and

comparatively few remains of earlier structures came to light, considering the

important character of the mosque and fortifications. Besides the bricks pre-

viously mentioned an interesting baoli or large stepped well, used for many

years as the village refuse pit, was found near the S. W. corner of the mosque

and has since been cleared and repaired. The stepped portion of the baoli mea-

sures some 73' in depth its bottom being reached by 89 steps with some 8

resting places or landings, the position of which is marked by means of recessed

niches in the side walls. The north end of the baoli communicates with a circu-

lar well by means of an archway, and the roof is skilfully formed by a series of

gradually receding arches. There is some 14' of water in the well in the rainy

season and this level is lowered by about a foot in the dry season. These

stepped baolis seem to have been constructed for the use of those who could

not, for lack of means or some other reason draw water by means of a rope

from the circular well, and also no doubt for purposes of ablution. Some 37

yards west of the Sher Mandal an interesting Hammam or bath consisting of

a room some 10' 5" square and furnished with a chute (ehaddar) was disclosed,

probably of the earlv Mughal period and for many years concealed by a house

which had been erected over it. A picturesque brick building, also probably

a bath, exists near the S. W. bastion and will be preserved. Traces of old

earthern ware pipes were foxind in the neighbourhood of both these buildings.

A fine circular well some 24 feet in diameter now much ruined will also be

noticed some 200 yards south of the mosque on the east wall. These buildings

and the bricks mentioned above are all that is worthy of special comment as

revealed by the extensive work of clearance. The Sher Mandal and the Qila

Kohna mosque will be dealt with hereafter.

During the year of 1913-14 the huts of the village have been demolished

and cleared away and the interior has now been laid out as an enclosed park,

with suitable paths and roads giving convenient access to the several build-

ings which, surrounded with turf and set oS by judicious planting are seen

to much better advantage.

(A:) Elliot, IV, 419, VIII, 10-11.

Carr Stephen, 1 seq., 184 seq.

Asar, Chap. II, 9-11.

Annual, (1902-3), 77.

Archer, I, 115.
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As. Res., IV, 418, 422.

A . S. I, 221 ; 3, 5, et. seq., 72, 134 et. seq.

A uckland 6.

Catalogue, J. 38.

Cole, 1st Report, XXVIII, cc.

Cooper, 53, 109, 119.

Crane, 155.

Daniell, I, II, Plate XIII.

Fall of Moghul Empire, 9.

Fanshawe, 2, 225, 228.

Gardens, 95.

Hearn, 64, 69, 70.

Heher, II, 291.

Impressions, 184.

Mintura, 236.

Mundy, 45.

Oriental Annual, (1838) 30; (1835) 17.

Pennell, 149.

Rodgers, 84, 90.

Saladin, 567.

Khulasutut Tawarikh, 28-9.

No. 124. {a) Talaqi gate (Forbidden gate).

{h) Northern gate of the Old Fort.

(c) Government.

{d) la.

(e) 940 A.H. (1533-4 A.D.).

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Protected monument.

(j) The Talaqi gate may be justly said to be one of the most striking monu-

ments of Delhi, the chattris on its summit towering between the Delhi-

Muttra Road and the citadel some 127 feet above the level of the low

lying ground. It consists of a lofty arch 14' 9" in width and 56' 2" in

height and containing two lesser arched openings 9' Iff" and 10' 9" in

width and 14' 8" and 16' in height respectively marking the lowest and

the first floor levels. From back wall to front the gate measures

64 feet. The main archway, in the head of which is an aperture

through which missiles or quicklime could be dropped on to the heads

of an attacking party, is enclosed in a frame of yellow sandstone,

relieved by recessed and ornamented panels, the yellow sandstone

giving place at the level of the second floor to red stone of the

same variety. This floor level is also indicated by two oriels, of the

typical Hindu type, one on either side of the archway, carried on four

brackets and projecting some four feet from the face of the main wail.

The roofs of these oriels are supported by dwarf columns and enriched

with tile ornamentation. The spandrels of the main arch are in black
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marble and relieved, as are the spandrels below, by bosses of red sand-

;
stone. Immediately above the top of each oriel will be noticed a real-

istically carved marble leogryph engaged in combat with a man, and
set in a square panel, while between these panels is a long rectangular

marble slab measuring 16' by 3' and perhaps intended for an inscrip-

tion. Above this again and marking the roof level is a band of marble

lotus buds in low relief. The roof is crowned by three chattris sup-

ported on columns of red sandstone, the two northernmost being 8' 6"

square in plan and having pyramidal roofs crowned by lotus cresting,

the southernmost chattri being a domed octagon in plan measuring

some 13' 8" in diameter. All are furnished with the usual red sand-

stone chajja and stand on red sandstone plinths raised some 2' 6"

above the level of the roof. These chattris, with their tops covered

originally with chunam of a dazzling witness and enriched with colour-

ed tiles, must have given the gate a very striking appearance. The
merlons which, to judge from the similar gate in the south wall, existed

on the northern front of the roof of this gate, have unfortunately

disappeared.

The rooms at the first and second floor levels of the gateway are inter-

nally enriched with incised plaster medallions and friezes set off to advantage

by glazed tiling. Narrow stairs at the first floor level descend to rooms on

either side of the gate at the level of the entrance threshold, but apparently

have no connection with the latter. (')

The only way of getting to the second floor appears to have been by the

stairs some 50 and 71 yards to north and south of the gate respectively which

first give access to the main terrace of the wall. The summit of the gateway

is reached by stairs immediately east and west of the rooms on the second floor.

Flanking the gate are two massive semi-circular bastions, topped no doubt

in former days by chattris similar to that on the smith bastion of the west gate,

and projecting some 22 feet from the face of the main wall at the level of the

entrance threshold. They contain rooms two storeys in height and 18’ in

diameter. At approximately the same level as the lower entrance threshold

there is a slight off-set in the face of the bastion, and above this the bastion is

constructed of carefully coursed yellow sandstone masonry for a height of

some 24'. Above this point the supply of stone of this quality seems to have

been exhausted and the bastions are finished in random rubble, although the

floor levels are indicated by courses of yellow sandstone blocks. Above the

level of the arched openings giving light to the rooms on the second store} of

the western-most bastion will be noticed a moulded string course, which con-

tinues along the curtain wall to the westward, while some 8' above this again

is a similar moulded plaster band broken at intervals by damaghah, running

immediately below the merlons and continuing over the marble enrichment at

<') I have been unable so far to rleterniine the purpose of these st.airs nr the rooms to which

lead, but there seems little doubt th.at they were intended for tb.e convenience of the j^nrd on c.

at the gate, and to give access to the upper floors. The communications between the room' to v !

thev lead and the lower gateway were no doubt closed during the numerous adrbtions, and. doubt!,

alterations made from time to time I am inclined to h.izard that the structure showed sign-

weakness very scon after its crcctirn and this may possi’.]-- i'-ive led to the cl.aing up of the .0;

in"S to these stairs and to the cni.stnictinr. of the t—c.b; vplis so. at the Inse cf the -ate. It may

account for the lower portion of the gate having heen fl'd- d ii- with earth and delmis The laniti

of the lower gateway was found to be badly tracked on Ih'.’ic oj-ened up and some large fis-u

noticeable in the rooms immediately on either side of the g.it-'w ly have had to be repaired-
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the top of the gateway. Arrow slits are provided under the lower moulded

hand and between it and the upper moulded band. The masonry above the

second floor level of the bastion to the east of the gateway has fallen, this

giving the gate a somewhat one-sided appearance and exposing at the same

time the northern upper portion of the gateway. This side, as it was not

intended to be seen, is constructed of but indifferent masonry.

Numerous picturesque legends which cannot be recorded here for want of

space have accounted for the closing of the Talaqi gate, but none of them is

substantiated by historical records, and it seems not improbable that it was

either closed, as I have suggested in the case of the other gates, during the

Mutiny or soon after its erection. The principal reason for suggesting this

hitter theory is that on its being opened out in 1912 a number of ink

inscriptions were found in the recesses on the west side of the entrance, which

ap])eared to be the idle scribblings of those who passed through the gate shortly

after it was built. One of these inscriptions runs as follows :

—

(<)
- A..!-..^.3 j-i. bjU -ij

Tra nda t ion.

“ 0 God ! Preserve this house of Humayun (literally ‘ auspicious house ’)

from damage ”

The other inscriptions are mostly obliterated and devoid of any histori-

cal interest, but one of them, however, is dated 947 A.H. (1540-41 A.D.).

After this date the scribblings appeared to cease and the plaster of the wall

was also found to be comparatively clean. It would seem therefore that the

gate was little used after this time, this being additionally borne out by the

appearance of the masonry of the lower archway and its side recesses, which

is as clean and sharp as when first chiselled. Several of the lower arches and

domes were found to be seriously cracked and it is, of course, possible that the

gate was filled in for sake of safety. That the similar gate in the south wall

uf tlie Fort was, in all probability, closed at a comparatively recent date would

s om to be pr()\cd by the ddscovery in it of ar.-uour certainly not more than 100
« rr^ ^

years old. However, in the case of the Talaqi gato where no arms of any

Find wcjc found the ink inscription would seem to be conclusive evidence that

It d. J not SLi '.e its original purposes for many years. It would seem to be a

curi'ius instance of the occu.-iioual usefulness of the type of Philistine who

rivords his visit to a place of interest by scratching his name and the date of

hi -5 \isit on the walls thereof.

The archway at the first floor level was closed till recently with a large

vooden door of the usual type, two leafed, and studded with large iron nails.

This, owing to its very dilapidated condition, has been removed.

The exact manner in which this gate was originally used presents a pro-

blem for which a satisfactory solution has yet to be found. For if the river

washed tlie eastern front as we are given to believe, it must also have surround-

ed the city on all the other sides, the low ground, which is not likely to have

altered much since the citadel was built, being practically at the same level for

the entire circumference of the walls. It has been said, and probably correctly.

(‘) Tho second hemistich is not clear and cannot be read with certainty.
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that the 'vvest gate was reached by a causeway from the main land, but there is

no record or trace of any causeway leading to the Talaqi gate. Was it

reached, therefore, as the wickets and south gate must also have been reached,

by boat and, if so, with what object, save possibly for effect, was a gateway of

such imposing proportions constructed ? The possible existence of yet another

archway below the one excavated in 1912, and which would have enabled the

city to be entered at the natural ground or water level may occur to some, but

excavations in search of it proved abortive. The threshold of the entrance

stands some 30 feet above the level of the natural ground and at this latter

level the water must have approximately stood. The gate must have been

reached therefore from the water by some form of sloping ramp. Again,

although the level of the ground of the north and south portions of the citadel

is slightly higher than the ground along the inside of the whole length of the

eastern wall, this difference in levels would not seem to afford an adequate

reason for the construction of the gates, on the north and south, at a higher

level than those on the east. The theory, therefore, that a causeway was

intended to give access to the Talaqi gate, and bridge the sheet of water

between the citadel and main land, suggests itself.

From the above there seems to be little doubt that, if the citadel represents

the site of the ancient Indraprastha, this historic place must have been, in the

same way, an island fortress reached from the main land on the west by a

causeway.

The city plays a most important part in the lay-out of the new Capital as

it forms the terminal of the avenue leading eastwards from Government House,

some two miles distant. Proposals, either to form a lake between the citadel

and the main land, or to surround it with river water as in former days, by

constructing a hand across the Jumna some little way below it, have been put

forward and if either of them, but preferably the latter, is carried out Parana

Qila will be one of the most striking monuments of its kind in India.

The following materials are found used in the Talaqi, western and south-

ern gates of the Fort :—Yellow sandstone, red sandstone, and white and black

marble.

With reference to the various works carried out in connection with the

conservation of Purana Qila, it is desirable to put on record that certain

features among them have no authentic basis archseologically, but have been

introduced from other considerations, as the convenience of the visitor. Thus,

the wide central path across the citadel joining the Talaqi and Humayun
Gates had no existence in the original citadel enclosure—nor had the semi-

circular steps that have been provided at the back of the former gateway ; or

the small flight at the side leading up to the level of the dalans here. The

present treatment of the steps at the Humayun gate end of this path is again

not the original; and the modern gangways over the wells which in the case

of both gates flank the centre bay have also no claim to represent a former

feature. They are merely to permit of a continuous passage across the gate

to the dalans on either side.

{k) Carr Stephen, 186.

Asar, Chap. II, 11.

(J) D. 102, D. 204.

o2
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No. 125. (n) West or Bara (big) gate.

{h) In the centre of the western wall of the Old Fort.

(c) Government.

{cl) la.

(e) 940 A.H. (1633-4 A.D). Humayun’s reign.

(/) None.

(^) Good.

(It) Protected.

(J) The western gate, that by which the Fort is now generally entered,

resembles the Talaqi gate in general treatment. The main archway is

enclosed in a framing of red sandstone and measures some 37' in height

by 20' in width. At the top of the arch is an aperture for the down-

ward discharge of missiles, while the actual entrance arch below

measures 12' 8" in width by 18' in height. Spandrels are as usual

ornamented by bosses of marble, the first floor level being indicated by

the presence of a small window, fitted with a jali balustrade, just below

the crown of the arch. The second floor level is marked by two project-

ing oriels of similar design to those seen at Talaqi gate, and by a central

window with a pointed arch, and furnished with a slightly projecting

ledge. Above these is a row of six arrow slits, topped by a moulded

(stone) string course, every alternate arrow slit being provided with a

damaghah. Above this runs a frieze, some 3' 9" deep and decorated

with glazed tile work, blue, yellow and white being the colours princi-

pally employed. Similar tile work is also found on the roofs of the

projecting oriels and on the domes of the chattri above the south bastion,

and this gateway seems to have been rather more lavishly treated with

this particular form of decoration than the others. The northernmost

bastion has been unfortunately repaired in brick. Old photographs

show unmistakeable traces of a causeway in front of this gateway and

it would appear as if there were formerly a draw-bridge some 67 yards

from it. This has been concealed by the embankment made to give

access to the gate some 20 years ago. The height of the gate from the

level of the threshold to the top of the parapet is 67' 1", and it measures

58 feet, over all, from back to front. The bastions project 24' from the

curtain walls and are externally some 42' in diameter. They were

formerly crowned by octagonal chattris some 30' in height and 12' 8"

in diameter and these probably existed on, or were intended for, the

bastions of the other gates also. As in the case of the Talaqi gate the

bastions are constructed of dressed stone in courses averaging 1' 3"

deep for a height of 19', after which rough rubble is employed. The

merlons of the southernmost bastion are in a more complete state than

any of those on the bastions of the other gates, and the centremost is

provided with a small projecting bartizan, carried on four brackets and

similar to those found projecting at intervals from the tops of the

curtain walls. A portion of the ramp immediately outside the west

front of the gate is paved with stone blocks some 14" square, probably

original work.

(k) Carr Stefhen, 186.

(l) D. 103, 2759.
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No. 126. (a) South or Humayun gate.

(6) In the centre of the southern wall of the Old Fort.

(c) Government.

(<f) la.

(e) 950 A.H. (1543-4 A.D.).

(/) The inscription is written in well formed Naskh characters on the western
pier of the northern arch of the upper storey of the gate. It is not

carved, but merely written in black Indian ink, which is now so faded
that the inscription has almost disappeared.

,10 (0

• « (r)

jlfob aiUj qjL. jb (r)

;y- . . • • • •

«

>iyi
J (<‘)

Translation.

(1)
“ The gate of the peaceful valley was completed in the reign of Sher Shah
who wears a crown.

(2) By order of Ghazi Khan Lohani who is a loyal well wisher of the king.

(3) The king has spent an abundance of silver and gold (on the erection of

the gate) so that there may remain a memorial of him through the years.

(4) It was in the year 950 resplendent made bright.

(ff) Good.

(h) Protected.

(;) It is curious that Carr Stephen does not consider the south gate of Purana
Qila “worthy of notice,” for. the gate is equally striking in appear-

ance. The lower archway, as in the case of the Talaqi gate, was block-

ed up till 1914. Fortunately three of the original five merlons still

remain above the parapet of the gate which enables the manner in which*

the upper portion of—at all events—the north gate was treated to be

determined. They are of rubble masonry faced externally with red

sandstone, an arrow slit topped by a marble block carved in the form

of lotus flowers and some 19" square occupying the centre of each. The
interspaces between the merlons work out at 1' 4". The eastern and

western ends of the parapet are terminated by a fluted guldasta or

pinnacle, rubble-built and externally plastered, and these were pro-

bably topped formerly by the usual lotus cresting. Below the merlons

runs a moulded plaster string-course some 10" deep, and some 2' 8"

below this again are three small arrow slits and a rectangular marble

tablet, 16' 8" in length by 2' 4" in depth, apparently intended for an

inscription. At either end of this tablet and immediately above the

centre of the projecting oriels are sunk panels 2' 1" square, and filled,

not with leogryphs as in the case of the Talaqi gate, but with miniature

marble elephants most admirably and realistically executed. The

flanking bastions which measure some 41 feet in diameter externally

and project 26 feet from the face of the curtain walls, are similar to

those at the Talaqi gate, but most of their upper masonry has unfor-

tunately fallen. The central roof chattri of this gateway has also dis-

appeared while the smaller chattris, unlike those at the Talaqi gate,

are octagonal in plan, but otherwise similar in treatment.
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The above quoted inscription, recently discovered, signifies that this gate

was built bv Ghazi Khan Lohani in the year 950 A.H. (1543-4 A.D.) during

tlie reign of Sher Shah. Nothing is known of Ghazi Khan, except that the

Lohanis (an Afghan tribe) were in great power in the later Pathan period and

during the reign of the Suri kings.

(/,•) Carr Stephen, 186.

Elliot, IV, 547.

(1) D. 104, 2081.

No. 127. {a) Qilai Kohna mosque, (Mosque of the old fort) or Sher Shah’s Mosque.

{h) Near the centre of the eastern wall of the old Fort.

{d) la.

(r) 948 A.II. (1541-2.A.D.).

(/) I. On a marble slab in the .second mihrab towards the north.

oil ^ J
Jb .>1)1 ^J| a^b obj b

Translation.

“ As long as the world is populated, may this edifice be frequented and

may the people of the world be cheerful and happy in it.”

II. On a marble slab in the second mihrab towards south.

1
^)

0^ j.S' >ijk b« 4/ jlajaJ (t)

Translation.

(1)
“ Oh God! Show mercy for we are polluted, and our liver is washed

with the blood of our heart.

(2) Instruct us as is best in thy sight for we have been w'anting in our

duties. ”(')

(y) Good.

(h) Protected.

{
']) The building has been described by Fergusson as being the most perfect

of those erected by Sher Shah with which he was acquainted. It was

erected by that Emperor(') in the year 948 A.H. (1541 A.D.) (Tarikhi

Daudi) and the contemporary historian {Tarikhi Sher Shahi) states

that “ in its ornamentation much gold, lapis lazuli and other precious

material was expended.”

It consists of an oblong hall, measuring 168 feet north to south by 48' 9"

east to west I.M. and entered through five openings, with pointed arches ex-

hdiiting a slight tendency to horse-shoe form. They are styled by Fergusson

as Ijeing of Tudor Form.” In front towards the east and measuring some

16^' bv 40' is a courtyard containing a shallow tank formerly provided with a

fountain. The centre of the facade containing the main entrance arch rises

54' 7" above the pavement, the facade walls on either side containing two

CO I am not surp of the correct reatlins of thi., ver..,e

(-) I hare not tmen able to corroborate the statement made by Fergusson that Humayun was

also .associated with the erection of this building.
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arches, each being 49' 6" in height. The main central arch, 40' 8" in height

and 25' 10" in width, is enclosed in a rectangular framing, the external cor-

ners of which are treated as fluted pilasters, coupled every 9' by moulded
bands to the main wall, and terminating in masonry finials. This framing

is marble-faced for some 16' 5" of its height, the material above this point

being red sandstone of a deep red tone. Two strips, some 8" in width, en-

close a band carved with Nashki and Kufic characters and surrounded with

geometrical carving, this treatment being also extended to the lower portion

of the piers which are treated in marble. The spandrels of the main arch are

recessed some V 4" below this external framing, the angles of the recess being

softened off by a series of mouldings. Each of the spandrels, also of red

sandstone, is provided with a red sandstone boss of lotus design set in a red

sandstone panel some 3' square. The voussoirs of the main arch measure

approximately 1' 3" in depth, the outer edge of the intrados being treated

with delicately carved lotus cusping projecting some 14" from the under sides

of the voussoirs. Recessed some 5' 8" again from the face of the main arch

is the wall face of the actual entrance to the prayer chamber, which consists

of a pointed arch 21' 9" in height and 14' 4" in width, set in a rectangular

frame some 25' in height by 20' in width. Surrounding this again is an in-

scribed marble band inlaid in geometrical patterns with black marble and

red sandstone, and 2' 3" in depth; while above it, and immediately under the

crown of the main arch, is a small pointed arched window^ provided with a

balcony projecting some 3' from the wall and carried on four brackets of red

sandstone. The remaining portion of this recessed facade, namely that be-

tween the crown of the main arch and the inlaid band crowning the entrance

arch, is filled with panelling inlaid in geometrical designs, white and black

marble mingled with red sandstone being the materials employed. The most

striking characteristic of the central portion of the facade is the variety of

materials employed, the entrance arch being of marble, its spandrels of red

sandstone studdecTwith marble bosses, and its engaged columns and pilasters

of black and white marble, while the change in the material of the facade,

from marble to red sandstone, which has been carried out irregularly, gives

the whole bay a singularly pleasing effect. It was no doubt produced unin-

tentionally, the builders hoping to complete the central fagade in the former

material. The parapet marked by a moulded string course 7" in depth and

studded every 2' 5" with tikdri projections is crowned by merlons of the usual

type, the centres of which are ornamented with circular discs carved with the

word ‘ Allah.’ Each merlon measures 2' 1" in width with an interspace of.

7." This treatment of the parapet is extended to the flanking bays of the

facade, though at a slightly lower level.

Immediately on either side of the main entrance bay described above is a

recessed bay 44' 9" in width and entered through an arch 13' 2" in width and
20' 4" in height. These bays are treated in red sandstone with the exception

of narrow marble bands enclosing the spandrels of the lower arch and framing

the lower portion of the inscribed band, 1' 6^" in width, which encloses the

larger arch. The rectangular framing of the larger and upper arch is topped

by a red sandstone chajja projecting some 4' 10" from the wall face, and

supported on red sandstone brackets. The interspaces between the brackets

are constructed of grey local stone. The northernmost and southernmost

bays of the east facade constructed of grey local stone are 44' 6" in width.
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and consist of a rectangular framing treated with recessed panels, the hori-

zontal upper panels being filled with red sandstone. This framing sur-

rounds an arch 15' 6" in width and 32' 8" in height, the voussoirs of which are

of grey local stone, the red sandstone spandrels being studded with bosses

of the same material enclosed in a square frame. Immediately under the

crown of the arch is a pointed arched window, provided with a projecting

red sandstone balcony carried on four brackets, similar to those seen on the

Mughal buildings at Agra, and surrounded with red sandstone frame. Below

the dwarf balcony is the arch affording entrance to the end bays of the build-

ing, and measuring 18' 4" in height by 10' 7" in width. The spandrels, pilas-

ters, and bosses of this arch are all in red sandstone, while midway between

the top of the entrance arch and the small window above it the framing is

broken by an ornamental band 2' 3" in depth carved with a Kangra design

cut in low relief. This band continues round the N., S. and W. walls and

where it occurs on the latter is inlaid with marble. The chaj ja projects some

3' 2" only from the face of tliis bay, the difference in projection being accounted

for by the recessing of the hays immediately on either side of the entrance

bays. The moulded string-course and the cresting ^owning the facade con-

tinue round the remaining walls of the mosque, the chajja being stopped

short at the northern and southern limits of the east facade. A feature of

this mosque is the number of wdndow openings not only in its main facade

but in the other walls. The N. and S. walls contain two window openings the

lower of which, perhaps intended to serve as a subsidiary entrance, consists of

a pointed arch some 13' 5" in height and 6' 6" in width set in a rectangular

frame recessed inches from the main wall face, its pilasters, spandrels,

voussoirs and bosses all being in red sandstone. Immediately above this

opening, and lighting the passage or gallery which continues all round the

mosque some^ 33' above the floor, is a projecting oriel window carried on four

heavy grey local stone brackets. The oriel is of the same type as those seen

on the Talaqi and southern gates of the citadel, while on either side of it are

two small openings 2' 3" by 1' 8," giving additional light to the passage men-

tioned above. The northern and southern walls are ornamented with carved

kangura bands and parapets treated in grey local stone. Another feature,

and one seen only in motcjiies(') erected about this time, is the half octagon

turret terminating the N. "VV. and S. W. corners of -the building. The turret,

which is of the same height as the main wall, is three storeys in height, the

lowest storey, which is treated in red sandstone, being provided ,v;th no

window openings and entered from the prayer chamber to the east . The two
upper storeys of the turret are provided with an arch opening, one in each

face, and the interior chambers measure 14' 5" in diameter. The different

floor levels are marked by red sandstone balconies carried on brackets of the

same material, projecting some 3' and returning against the west and end
walls of the mosque. The domes of the chambers of these turrets still show
traces of the rich painting cvith which they were originally adorned. The
cresting of the main walls and the moulded string-course are al.-^o found

continuing round the tops of the turrets, which are also provided with a

chajja projecting 2' 7?,.'' Similar oriel windows to those in the end walls are

found on either side of the " mihrab bay " of the west wall which, projecting

(’)The J.am.ili Kaniah mosr,,ie near the Qutb. the lIoth-ki-Masjid, the Khairul Manazil, and
the mosque at Khairfur.
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some 5' 4^" from the face of the main wall, is additionally emphasised by two

finials at each corner of its parapet. The dome of the mosque springs from

a sixteen-sided drum 12' 10" in height, each of the sixteen faces being re-

lieved by a niche-shaped panel, the centremost panel on the N., S., E. and W.
sides being left open to light the interior of the dome. The drum is crowned

by a moulded string-course, above which is the usual battlement, three mer-

lons to every face of the drum, and each group of merlons is terminated by a

circular finial 6' 9" in height. The dome rises 30' 6" above the cresting of

the drum and is crowned by plaster lotus-cresting which supports in turn

a heavy marble and red sandstone finial. It is said that there were originally

two flanking domes one over each of the northernmost and southernmost com-

1

^rtments, but these had disappeared in Sayyid Ahmad’s time. E\Tdence of

these is afforded by the two platforms some 20 feet square one on either side

of thedoma_J)r. Vogel in a paper on this building contributed to the

Archceolo^cal Survey Annual for 1902-3 (p. 78), and which should be studied

in connection with this building, is of tbe opinion that the outer side wings

of the mosque were added at a later date, this being suggested by the differ-

ence of material employed and the disproportionate height of the arches of the

end bays and those on either side of the central portico, while there are many
other differences of detail which would seem to indicate that the wings do not

belong to the original building. The east facade of the building, especially

the central portion, was extensively repaired at the instance of Lord Curzon,

and for further information on this head reference is invited to the article

mentioned above. This building suffered considerable damage in the earth-

quake of 1905 which necessitated extensive repairs.

The inner west wall of the prayer chamber is provided with five arched

recesses, corresponding to the five outer openings, all being richly ornamented

with black and white marble set in geometrical patterns, the arches being in

the same way as the external ones framed by inscribed bands. Over the

central recessed arches and the arches immediately to the north and south ar(^

small ornamental niches with projecting balconies carried on richly carved

brackets. The manner in which the internal domes. of this mosque are sup-

ported is particularly worthy of remark. The central bay or compartment,

some 32' 3" square, is covered by a dome 31' 4" in diameter supported on

pointed arches 28' 10" in height and 25' 6" in width. The corners of the

square roofed by the dome are, in the case of this compartment, primarily

cut off by three roAvs of superimposed grey stone dwarf niches, each divided by

a carved band and terminated with a pendant, while the lowest row of niches

is gradually blended with the angle of the square by two drops or pendants,

one above the other. The uppermost row of dwarf niches supports a poly-

gonal band of grey local jtone also painted to resemble miniature niches, each

re-entrant angle of the polygon being filled by a small pendant. From this

band the circle of the dome springs, its soffit being of grey local stone adorned

with painted decoration. The end compartments of the prayer chamber

measure 30' 7" by 15' 6'', and to render them square and, therefore, the nioie

easily covered bv a dome, the builders erected on the w'est and east sicles of

the compartments les.ser arches, springing from the main northern and south-

ern arches. The ceiling betAveen the.'e lesser arches and the eastern and

western walls Avas treated as a senu-dome. superimposed niches being em-

ployed to connect the circular masonry with the angle formed by the jun tion
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of the arches with the walls. The angles between the lesser and the main

arches ^\as cut off simply by a horizontal lintel, lack of depth preventing the

use of superimposed niches in this case. The method by which the domes are

supported in this building should be compared with that at the Jami Masjid,

Fathpur Sikri. Staircases in the thicknesses of the northern and southern

walls give access to the galleries encircling the dome, and lead eventually

to the roof and the turrets of the west wall.

It has been pointed out that there is no doubt Akbar owed much of his

success as a ruler to his having carefully followed the lines of Government

laid down by Slier Shah, and this seems to have been the case with his

architecture also. The mosque above described shows a distinct striving

after a new treatment
;
its walls are covered with that profuse surface decora-

tion seen so frequently employed on the buildings of the first Mughal Emper-

ors, while the number of windows found on all walls is also a new feature in

a building of this kind. The dome has also taken a section which shows a

marked development on those of the previous epoch.

{k) C'drr Stephen, 190-2.

Elliot, IV, 419, 477.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 50-1. '

Annual (1902-3), 25, 77 et seq.; (1905-6), 1.

A.S.I., I, 222; IV. 73 et seq., 90.

Code, 1st Report, XXVIII; 2nd Report, 9, CXII; 3rd Report, 19, 21.

Crane, 155.

Fanshmee, 225.

Fergusson, II, 220, 286.

Havell. 153-4, 164.

Hearn, 65-6, 127-8, 216.

Hnffaneister, 288.

J. .1. 5. B., XXXIX, 86.

Oriental Annual, (1838), 92.

Rodgers, 90.

(Z) D. 105, 476, 2950, 2951, 2952, 2953, 2954, 3356, 3505.

No. 128. {a) Slier iMandal.

{h) Some 90 yards to the south of Qilai Kohna mosque (No. 127).

(f) Governmeut.

{d) la.

[e) Sher Shah's time; 948 A.H. (1541-2 A.D.).

(/) None.

(y) Good.

(//) Protected.

(;) This building is a two-storeyed octagonal tower, external diam. some 53'.

Each face of the octagon measures 21' 9" and is provided with a re-

cessed arch at the level of each floor. The material used is red sand-

stone, marble being sparingly introduced. The Mandal stands on an

octagonal plinth some 4’ 6" above ground level, and measures from the

top of this plinth to the top of the parapet some 40' in height. The
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parapet is ornamented with lotus flowers carved in. relief, and below

this runs a red sandstone chajja projecting 3' 2" from the wall.

The roof, reached by somewhat tortuous stairs in the thickness of -the

walls, supports an octagonal pavilion or chattri some 20' dmm. and 29

feet in height to the top of the dome. The dome of the pavinon springs

from an eight-sided drum, the lower portion of which, just above the

chajja, is inlaid with bands of marble. The dome is divided into eight

facets by the same number of ribs. The columns supporting it are of

the usual Early Mughal type. Within, the interior room on the first

floor is planned in the form of a cross, leaving a square centre room

with a smaller recess in each of its four sides. The walls are orna-

mented with a glazed tile dado, waist high, blue, yellow, white and

green being the colours chiefly employed. Above this level the wall

surface is adorned with conventional floral patterns in incised plaster

set off by painting. The ground floor of the building, it is believed, is

solid and contains no chamber.

The external angles of the octagon are, at the level of each storey, orna-

mented with a panel in the form of a pointed arch, half of which is on one

face of the octagon and half on the other.

The part this building played in the appointments of the Fort has yet to

be discovered. No evidence exists as to its former use in contemporaneous

records, and the recent work of clearance has disclosed nothing in the nature

of buildings which might have been adjacent to it with the exception of a

small under-ground hamman, or bath, found some 37 yards to the west.

Traces were also found in its immediate vicinity of a number of water pipes,

blue glazed internally, and similar to those found during excavations in the

Fort at Agra. The position of the Mandal, standing as it does on the highest

ground within the citadel, has been thought by many to point to its having

been one of the buildings of the king's palace, but it seems doubtful if it could

have been surrounded by lofty buildings as it is essentially a building design-

ed so as to allow of enjoyment of the view or the breezes. Everything, in

fact, seems to point to the interior buildings in Purana Qila having never

been completed.

The Tarikh-i-Davdi (Elliot’s History of India, Vol. IV, P. 477) states

that “ within the fort was a small palace, also left incomplete, w'hich he

(Sher Shah) called Sher Mandal.” It is asserted that it was on the stairs of

this building that Humayun fell, receiving the injuries which resulted in his

death, and almost all the contemporary historians of Akbar, with some slight

differences as to detail, describe this event as follows ;—On the 7th Rabiul

Awal, at sunset, the Emperor ascended to the roof of the “ Library,” and there

stood for a short time. As he was descending, the Muazzin cried aloud the

summons to prayer, and he reverently sat dow n on the second step. When he

was getting up again his foot slipped, and he fell from the stairs to the

ground. In none of these accounts is there any mention of the “ Sher Man-

dal.” Sayyid Ahmad Khan {Asar, Chap. Ill, P. 51) quotes the Akbar Xahiah

and says that Humayun utilised the Sher Mandal as his library and that the

accident took place here. The following passage in the Akbar Xamah w-ould

certainly seem to suggest that the Mandal was the place where this accident

occurred. “ At the end of the day he (Humayun) came out on the roof of the
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library which had recently been fitted up, and gave the people who were as-

sembled at the chief mosque the blessing of performing homage.”

(k) Akhar Namah, I, 363, English translation, I, 556.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 51-2.

Carr Stephen, 193-4.

Farishta, Pt. I, 243.

Muntakhabu-t-tawarikh, I, 465-6.

Tuhqat-i-Akhari, 221.

A. S. I., I, 222; IV, 73 et seq.

Fanshaive, 229.

llofftneister, 2B8.

J. A . S. B., XXXIX, 86.

Oriental Annual, (1838), 91.

Rodcjers, 90.

{1) D. 106.

No, 129. (a) Building (unknown).

(b) To the east of the Delhi-Muttra Road, between 1st and 2nd furlong

past the second mile stone.

(c) Government.
{d) III.

{e) Late Pathan or early Mughal.

(/) None.

(q) Ruined.

(h) Unnecessary.

{j) The ruins would appear to be the remains of a rubble-built building for-

merly consisting of a series of arcaded apartments, covered with arched

roofs.

No. 130. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 80 yards from the S. E. corner of the Purana Qila, towards south.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb, covered by a brick dome, measure&^lS' 6'' square, and stands

on elevated ground. The walls for a height of some 7,' at which level

the dome springs, are rubble-built, and there is no trace of any grave.

No. 131. (a) Temple (nameless).

(6) Some 250 yards from the south gate of the Purana Qila, in a south-

easterly direction.
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(c) Governmeiit.

(d) III.

(e) Time of Akbar IL

(/) The inscription is engraved on a red sandstone pillar measuring 8' 6" by
1' by 9." It consists of 19 lines written in indifferent Nastahq charac-
ters. Above this epigraph there is a Sanskrit inscription of 11 lines,

while at the head of the pillar there has been carved the figure of a cow
suckling its calf.

^yijl j! 4^ . . . .

4^ . . - k j v.s.^1 iTiM g** ali jl Ii>^

UI^I Ijjl aiu . . . Uy^ . . .
. ^

vj'jl J * • atlji-* yi ajlfci l^y
j
jJib

***^ (y • • •

iCL- ^oly jOLy »L1 y/l . , , . iUi

The inscription is not engraved clearly. The first seven lines of it are
legibly inscribed but the remainder has not been sufficiently deeply engraved
and it cannot be deciphered with any great degree of certainty. The
surface of the stone bearing the engraving is moreover but poorly dressed,

also adding to the difl&culty of reading the latter portion of the inscription.

The inscription transcribed above is, therefore, incomplete, and such

words as are indecipherable have been omitted. It would seem to be an
attestation from one Lai Bahadur Singh to the effect that 12 bighas

of land, with two wells, near the old fort, (Purana Qila) are his purchased

property, and that in that piece of land a temple of Sri Krishna Bhag-

wan has been erected. There are further directions from him to his descend-

ants as to the manner in which the income of the property should be spent

on the temple, and for the benefit of its pujaris. The date is given in three

different eras {viz., Hijra, Sammat and the regnal year of Akbar) but is inde-

cipherable in each case. At the end of the inscription are given the names of

the Emperor Akbar II and Lai Bahadur Singh.

(y) Ruinous.
j

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The building is in total ruins, only a few of its arches and walls being

extant. The stone pillar on which the inscription is engraved stood

in the centre of its courtyard, but has now been removed to the Delhi

I Museum of Archaeology.

No. 132. (®) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 250 yards from the south gate of Purana Qila, towards S. E.

and 40 yards to the S. W. of No. 131.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.
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(/) None.

{g) Fair.

(^) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb, which measures 19' 6" square, is covered by a brick-built dome

supported on twelve stone pillars. In the centre is an unknown brick-

built grave.

No. 133. (a) Kos Minar.

{b) Between Parana Qila and Azimganj (No. 134), some 200 yards from the

latter, towards north.

(c) Government.

{d) lln.

(e) 1028 A.H. (1618-9 A.D.).

(/) None.
I

(y) Good.

(A) Protected.

(J) The Kos Minar is one of the pillars generally believed to have been built

by Jahangir at every Kos (two miles) between Agra and Lahore. The

road ran from Bengal to the Indus, and trees were planted

on either side of it,(‘) while at every third kos a well was constructed.

The.^inar is rubble built and externally plastered. For further de-

tailed information on kos minars attention is invited to the Annual

Progress Report of the Superintendent, Muhammadan and British

]Monuments, for the year 1913-14.

(A) Asar, Chap. Ill, P. 60.

A.S.L, IV, 73.

I/eber, 317.

Tuzak, 277.

ij) 2758.

No. 134. {a) Building (probably a Sarai) known as Azimganj.

{h) Some 200 yards to the south of Kos Minar (No. 133).

(r) Government.

{d) I la.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Poor. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

{
']) The enclosure measures some 275 yards square, the principal entrances

being on the E. and W. The walls, the corners of which are termina-

ted by octagonal bastions, are some 23' in height, and, on the inside,

contain a series of arched cells. Above the latter runs a terrace pro-

tected by some 7' of walling crowned by battlements. The S. E. corner

of the Sarai is in total nuns, as is the mosque which occupies its centre.

(/) D. 108, 2348, 2743.

(‘) It is curious that almost every ruler of India has been credited with planting trees at the

sides of roads.
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No. 135. (®) Mosque {nameless).

(h) Some 200 yards to the west of Azimganj (No. 134).

(cl Waqf.

(d) II.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The mosque consists of a prayer chamber measuring 17' by 11' 9" I.M.,

covered with a vaulted roof, and is entered through three arches sup-

ported on red sandstone pillars. At either end of the prayer chamber

are vaulted apartments probably intended for the use of the mullahs

attached to the building. The courtyard which measures 54' 6" by

40' was formerly enclosed by walls, only portions of which are now
remaining.

No. 136. (a) Khass Mahall (private palace).

(6) Some 200 yards from the S. W. corner of the Purana Qila, towards the

west.

(c) Government.

(d) III. i

(e) 1052 A.H. (1642-3 A.D.).

(/) The inscription, written in Nastaliq characters, is engraved in bold

relief on a red sandstone slab. It was originally fixed over the western

arch of the gate of the Khass Mahall, but is now preserved in the Delhi

Museum of Archasology. (See Catalogue, p. 6, No. 19.)

vl*?- ; jjiji
^

vii'/ (i)

c/J * *^b-j oqj Uj (r)

y jyi

^ qj jq-, oyi Jbo ) (l*)

(•or

Translation.

(1)
“ During the reign of Shahjahan, the second Sahib-i-qiran (Lord of happy

constellation) who is the cherisher of the universe in this world and

has a heaven-like court.

(2) Know that the daughter of Zain Khan built the Khass Mahall, the noblest

structure of the period, on this piece of ground, through her generosity.

(3) May her enlightened mind be ever inclined to virtue and integrity under

a changing sky.

(4) If you would know the date of its erection, then add the numerical value

of ‘ Jawab ’ (answer) to that of ‘ Sarai Mahall-i Khas ’ 1052.”

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.
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(;’) The building^^which is constructed of rubble and plaster, appears to have

been a Sarai. It is now in an advanced stage of decay, and only its

gateway and a series of arched cells now remain. It stands on the

eastern side of the old road which ran from the south gate of Sher

Shah’s Delhi to Humayun’s tomb. Opposite to this on the western

side of the same road there are the ruins of a large but unknown build-

ing.
'

Zain Khan Koka, the son of Khwaja Maqsud of Herat, was the foster

brother of Akbar, his mother Picha Jan having been a nurse of the emperor.

He was raised to the rank of 4,500, and Jahangir, when a prince, married one

of his daughters, an action which greatly displeased the emperor Akbar. It is

possibly the daughter of this Zain Khan who is referred to in the inscription

as the founder of the palace. Another daughter of his was married to Mirza
Anwar, the son of Mirza Aziz Kokaltash.

(k) A in, I, 328, 344-6, 477n. 2.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 63.

Blaasir, II, 362-70.

No. 137. (a) Grave of Shaikh Abubakr Tusi.

(6) On the Delhi-Muttra road, some 200 yards from the N. W, corner of

Purana Qila, towards west.

(c) Anjaman Muhafizi Mazarati Delhi. »

(d) III.

(c) 700 A.ft. (1300-1 A.D.).

(/) On the headstone of the grave.

^
slfljLL jO >»yj jLij

|<ii - )j] » v* tr

Translation.

“ Shaikh Abubakr Tusi Haidri Qalandar, may his grave be purified,

followed the pursuits of a Qalandar (A wandering Muhammadan ascetic).

Between him and Shaikh Jaraaluddin of Hansi, may God have compassion on

him, there was fast friendship, and Sultanul Mashayakh (Nizamuddin) may

Cod have compassion on him, also used to attend his convent, and enjoy his

society. He bade farewell to this world on the 22nd Pa jab 700 A.H. (2nd

April 1301). Fida. (probably the name of the composer of the inscription or

its engraver).”

(y) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave which is of brick stands on a high mound within a small

enclosure. The enclosing walls, brick-built, are 5' 3" in height. The
above-quoted inscription on the headstone is modern.

(/:) Mazarat, Part I, 13-4.
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No. 138. (®) Grave of Shaikh Nuruddin Malik Yar Parian.

(b) Opposite No. 137 some 50 yards to the west of the Delhi-Muttra road.

(c) Anjuman Muhafizi Mazarati Delhi.

(d) III.
I

{e) 680 A.H. (1281-2 A.D.). '

(/) On the headstone of the grave.

• A * 'iji fjljl y
Ju«l ^ y] i^y) **1* *Ul

|ji - 0^*1;^, ^^5 jJtjo A lA* *1-

I Translation.

“ Shaikh Nuruddin Malik Yar Parian, may God purify his grave, was

a great and venerable saint. Sultanul Mashayakh was his contemporary and

used to visit his tomb. On the 18th Jumada II of the year 680 A.H. (4th

October 1281 A.D.) he repaired to the holy world. Fida.”

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;') The grave, which is of stone, lies on an elevated piece of ground, within

a small brick-built enclosure. The inscription on the headstone is

modern, and has been put up very recently.

Shaikh Nuruddin is commonly known by the title of Malik Yar Parran

which has a very interesting legendary origin. It is said that when the saint

came to Delhi he took up his residence near the house of Shaikh Abubakr Tusi

(See No. 126). The latter objected. Shaikh Nuruddin said that he was sent

there by his Pir (spiritual leader), whereupon Shaikh Abubakr asked him for

authority in proof of his statement. The Pir of Shaikh Nuruddin lived at a

considerable distance, but the latter repaired to him in a moment and brought

a written warrant from him. Thereupon Shaikh Tusi said “ Yar, (friend)

you are ‘ Malik Parran
'

” (Flying king). He was thereafter known as “ Malik

Yar Parran.” The author of Mazarat dates his death in the year 695 A.H.

(1295-6 A.D.) but the date (680 A.H.) written on the head stone, is perhaps

more reliable.

{k) Mazarat, Part I, 14, 16.

No. 139. (®) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Between Nos. 134 and 135.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.
;

{e) Mughal period.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined.
!

(A) Unnecessary.

(;') A wall mosque, with attached courtyard, containing two unknown graves.

The northern mihrab of the mosque is in ruins. The courtyard, raised

some 2 feet above the ground level, is rubble-built and measures
36' 6" by 35' 9".

Q

>
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No. 140. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 225 yards to the east of the Nili Chattri (No. 89).

(c) Government.

{d) Ila,

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Fair. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

(;) The tomb, domed, rubble-built, and externally plastered, occupies the

centre of a platform some eight feet high. It originally consisted of a

single apartment, measuring 19' 4" square. On each of its four sides

there is an arch with a central doorway. The soffit of the dome and the

spandrels are ornamented in incised and coloured plaster. Encircling

the room and above the doorways is an inscription in incised plaster

consisting of a quotation from the Quran. Inside the apartment there

appear to have been originally four graves, three lying side by side in

the centre and one rather towards the north. Of these graves only the

last is extant, and it is in a very ruined condition.

Adjoining the western arch is a small vaulted room, which is an addition

to the original building. It appears to have contained a grave, now demo-

lished. Without, on the north side of the platform, is an unknown red

sandstone grave.

i

I

No. 141. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 20 yards to the east of No. 140.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(p) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb, rubble-built and covered with a vaulted roof, not unlike the

Nili Chattri in design, is an irregular octagon in pl^, and stands with-

in a small enclosure, surrounded by walls some 2 feet in height. The
grave has disappeared.
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NIZAMPUR.

.No, 142. («) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 60 yards east of the Delhi-Muttra road, between the 2nd and 3rd

furlongs past the 3rd milestone.

(c) Government,

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb, ruWile-built, measures 8' 6" square and is domed. It is of no

particular interest.

No. 143. (<*) Mosque (nameless).
*

(b) Some 25 yards to the north of No. 142.

(c) Waqf.
*

(cO HI-

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) A wall mosque, in the courtyard of which are two unknown graves. The
building is of no particular interest.

No. 144. («) Mosque.

(6) Some 40 yards to the north of No. 142, and 15 yards to the west of No. 143.

(c) Waqf.
(d) III.

(e) Mughal,

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

{]) A wall mosque, in the courtyard,of which are three graves. In its west

wall there are three mihrabs decorated with pious ejaculations in in-

cised plaster. The courtyard consists of a raised platform measuring

27' 9" by .23' 6." The building is of no particular interest.

No. 145. (<^) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 20 yards to the north of No. 144.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(gr) Ruinous. '

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) A wall mosque, with a courtyard measuring 30' by 24' 6" and containing

four graves. The jDuilding is now in ruins.
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No. 146. ifl) Mosque (nameless).

{b) On Delhi-Muttra road, at the junction of the road leading towards the

tomb of Safdar Jang.

(c) Waqf
;

Sharfuddin.

- {d) III. i

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None. I

ig) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque is brick-built and externally plastered. Its prayer chamber

which measures 26' 7" by 9' 6" is roofed by three bulbous domes, and

entered through three arched entrances. The courtyard is enclosed

by walls some 5' in height, and measures 30' by 21' 10^.

No. 147. (^) Mosque (nameless).

{b) Some 100 yards to the east of No. 142.

(c) Waqf.

{(1) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(p) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) A wall mosque, with courtyard measuring 28' 9' by 26' 9" and containing

three unknown graves. It is of no particular interest. ^

No, 148. i.d) Tomb locally known as Sundarwala Burj.

(fc) Some 270 yards from the N. E. corner of Buhalima’s Garden (No. 178),

towards the north.

(c) Government,

(d) Ila.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(gr) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(j) The tomb, which is domed, measures 14' 6" square in plan. The internal

walls are profusely adorned with incised plaster. In design the build-

ing resembles No. 140 and has a similar band of Quranic inscriptions

encircling the inner walls above the doorways. There is no trace of

any grave.

(0 2347.

No. 149. («) Tomb locally known as Sundarwala Mahal.

(A) Some 270 yards from the N. E. comer of Buhalima’s Garden towards the
north, and some 110 yards to the east of No. 148.

(c) Government.
I

(d) Ila.
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{e) Early Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinoua. Repairs required.

(Ji) Should be protected.

{j) The tomb together with No. 148 originally stood within an enclosure

measuring some 740' by 610' and entered through a lofty gateway.

The enclosing walls have disappeared, but the gateway still stands. In

the centre of the enclosure is a ruined platform where apparently there

was once a grave. The tomb, rubble-built, is rectangular in plan, with

the corners cut off, and in its centre is a vaulted underground chamber
wherein the deceased was probably interred. 'Around this chamber

is a verandah with five arches on each of its four sides. On the south

where there is an entrance to the vaulted chamber, are two staircases

leading up to the roof. The centre of the latter is occupied by a dais

some 31' square, which seems to have supported the false tomb.

(0 2346.

No. 150. (<*) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Near No. 149, towards north.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal period.

(/) None.

{g) Fair.

(A) Should be protected.

(J) A wall mosque, the courtyard of which, now buried in debris, contains

imknown graves. The central arch is 14' in width and 19' 9" in height

and contains three mihrabs ornamented with coloured painting. The
courtyard, 6' above the ground, is enclosed by walls 9' 4" in height and
furnished with arched openings. It is reached by a flight of some 12
steps towards south. The mosque measures 45' 3" by 40.'

No. 151. {a) Tomb of Mirza Muzaffar Husain, locally known as Bara Batashewala
Mahal. ^

(5) Some 90 yards to the north of the N. W. corner of the garden of
Hmnayun’s tomb No, 160.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) 1012 A.H. (1603-4 A.D.).

(/) On the entrance to the central vaulted chamber.

(*“•

^ j| !)y J^i (,)

rji r* J** ^

^ (r)
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Translation.

“ In the name of God who is merciful and clement.

(1) Mirza Muzaffar, who was a scion of the Royal stock and the first fruit of

the plant of desire,

(2) Repaired from the mortal world with longings, lamentation, and sighs

from the heart.

(3) When I squired the date of his death, wisdom said ‘ He was an eflBgy

belonging to paradise.’

The writer of the (ahove) letters is Abdunnabi A1 Husaini, may his end
be good.”

(g) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

<;) The tomb resembles No. 149 in appearance. It stands on a raised plat-

form, and measures some 96' square E. M. with five arches on each side.

The “ false tomb ” is extant, but the actual grave has disappeared. It

was originally surrounded by a walled enclosure, of which traces can
still be seen.

Muzaffar Husain Mirza was the son of Ibrahim Husain Mirza and
Gulrukh Begam, the daughter of Mirza Kamran, the brother of the Emperor
Humayun. He traced his descent, both on his father’s and mother’s side,

from Timur, and was married by the Emperor Akbar in 1093 A.H. (1682
A.D.) to his eldest daughter, Sultan Khanam. His grand-father Muhammad
Sultan Mirza camg from Khurasan to Babar’s court, and was treated by that
Emperor with every distinction. The descendants of Sultan Mirza, who en-
joyed the title of Mirza, gave Akbar a good deal of trouble.

(k) Ain, I. 461-4.

(/) 2345, 2746.

152 . ((f) Tomb locally known as Chhota Batashewala Mahal.
(b) In the enclosure of Mirza Muzaffar’s tomb (No. 151), 40 yards from the

latter, towards east.
^

(c) Government.

(d) Ha.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.

(;) The tomb, rubble built, stands on a platform some 3' high, and conaists
of a central octagonal chamber, diam. 29' 9" M., with a surrounding
arcade containing an arched opening on each side of the octagon. The
central apartment is provided with four doorways, three of which were
closed by stone jali screens, while the fourth, on the south side, affords
an entrance to the tomb. The domed ceiling of the central chamber,
as well as the walls inside, are ornamented by floral and geometrical'
patterns intermingled with Quranic inscriptions in incised plaster.
No trace of a grave is to be found within.

(1) 2344, 2745.
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No. 153. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 140 yards to the east of Mirza Muzaffar’s tomb (No. 151).

(c) Government.

{d) 11a.

{e) Mughal period.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous. Repairs required.

{h) Should be protected.

{j) A rubble-built domed apartment, with a doorway in each of its four sides,

and standing in the centre of a ruined enclosure. The soffit of the

dome and the surface of the internal walls are ornamented with in-

cised and painted plaster in floral designs and Quranic inscriptions.

On the outer cornice are remains of glazed tile decoration. There is

no trace of any grave within the building, but there are two unknown
graves lying on mounds in the enclosure.

No, 154. (a) Grave (unknown).

(6) Some 40 yards to the S. W. of No. 153*.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) 974 A.H. (1566-7 A.D.).

(/) On the grave-stone. Quran, Sura 2, verse 256 and the date 974.

{g) Fair.

{h) Unnecessary.

(J) The grave, externally plastered, lies in the courtyard of a small wall-

mosque. A quotation from the Quran has been incised in plaster

round the grave-stone. The plaster rendering of the southern half of

the grave-stone has partly disappeared.

No, 155. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 200 yards to the north of No. 151.

(c) Government.

(d) III. i

{e) Mughal.

(/) None. '

{g) Ruinous. _
(A) Unnecessary.

ij) The tomb, brick-built, consists of a vaulted apartment square in plan, and
has four entrances. The remains of the outer enclosure wall still exist.

There is no trace of any grave.

No. 156. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(A) Some 57 yards to the north of No. 155.
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(c) Government.

(d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Euined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) A rubble-built octagonal building now in total ruins.

No. 157. (®) Tomb (unknown).

{h) Some 100 yards to the east of No. 150, and 60 yards to the north of No.

156.

(c) Government.

(fiO III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary. '

(;) A square domed building, with an arch in each of its four sides, each

arch containing a central doorway giving access to the tomb. There is

no grave within. The walled enclosure which formerly surrounded it

has been demolished.

No. 158. Mosque (nameless).

(6) A few yards east of No. 157.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(c) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) A wall mosque, the courtyard of which contains unknown graves. Under
the courtyard are narrow vaulted passages running north to south.

No. 159. (^) Mosque (nameless).

(A) Six yards to the west of No. 158.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) A small wall-mosque of no particular interest, the courtyard of which
contains two graves. i
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160 (a) Humayun’s tomb.

(ft) Some 500 yards to the east of the Delhi-Muttra Road, between miles 3 and

4 from Delhi.

(c) Government.

(d) la,

(e) 973 A.H. (1565-6 A.D.).

(/) No inscription on the building. For inscriptions on the graves, see below.

(g) Good.

(h) Protected.

(j) The enclosure in which the tomb stands, measures some 1,143' 6" N. to S.

and 1,120' 6" E. to W. and is surrounded on the N., S. and W. sides by

a wall, rubble-built and externally plastered, 19' in height, and crowned

externally with cresting of the usual type. The inside face of the

enclosure walls on the N., S. and W. sides is relieved by a series of arched

recesses, some 12' in height, 8' 4" in width and 4' 8" in depth. On the

east side, formerly washed by the waters of the Jumna, (‘) the high

enclosure wall found on the remaining three sides gives place to a

rubble built retaining wall, some 20' above the old river bed and rising

some 3' 3" only above the garden level at this point, this presumably

having been so arranged as to afford the best possible view of the river

from the tomb and the garden. Much of this wall it should be

mentioned is a later restoration.

The centre of the north wall of the enclosure is marked by an arcaded

pavilion, which, standing on a platform and apparently used as a bath, consists

of a 17' 10' square chamber furnished with a small octagonal tank, diam. 5' 2^"

.

This pavilion is simply treated, the material used being rubble externally

plastered, the inner walls being devoid of decoration also. No sandstone is

found except that used for the parnalas and Jali screens. A narrow channel,

formerly lined with red sandstone, took the water from the tank across the

platform on which the pavilion stands down a chaddar or chute to the channels

of the neighbouring causeways. The platform above-mentioned measures

61' 3' E. to W. and 40' 10" N. to S. and is reached by steps on the E. and W.
sides, while stairs in the thickness of the neighbouring enclosure wall give

access to the upper chambers of the pavilion. The outer N. wall of the latter

presents a pleasing appearance, its central feature being a recessed verandah

with red sandstone pillars and brackets. Near this pavilion is a small open-

ing giving entrance to the enclosure from without, while immediately behind

the pavilion to the north, is a rubble-built circular well—measuring some 23'

in diameter, one of those furnishing water to the channels of the gardens.

The upper portion of this well is rendered .rectangular in plan by two arches

cutting off segments of the circle on the E. and W. sides. The water level on

October 19, 1914, was 37' 9" below the top of the well. The old conduits and

miniature cisterns through which the water passed into the back of the pavilion

mentioned above are still in good preservation.

At the N. E. corner of the enclosure is a building used as a stable for the

cattle employed in the garden.' It is of interest as being coaeval with the

tomb and deserves to be conserv^ed. The centre of the east wall is provided

with a more elaborate pavilion, the central chamber of which 24' 6" by

11' 10" is flanked on the N. and S. by two small arched recesses. A pleasing

verandah, with red sandstone columns, runs along the whole of the east front

(') On the opposite bank of the river a grove of trees marks the site of the battle of Patparganj.
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of this pavilion, facing the river, and the detail of the pillars seems to indicate

that they are later work than the tomb. Traces of a painted dado, red and

with white lines, are still to be seen on the walls of the central chamter.

The west gate, that by which the garden is generally entered, stands on a

platform reached by five steps and some 3|' above the level of the road, and

consists of a central hall 23' square, the arches at the E. and W. ends of the

vestibule measuring 9' in width and 14' 3" in height. The vestibule iS domed

and on either side of it are two storeyed apartments, while there are rooms

above it also. Tlie western side of the gate measures some 80' over all, the

central portion containing the entrance arch measuring 35' in width, and the

two wings, splayed towards the west and furnished with niche-shaped recesses

each measuring 24'. The gate from the platform level to the top of the

parapet measures 49' in height and is built of Delhi quartzite, relieved by red

sandstone, which is used to outline the corners and frame the arches, the

spandrels and bosses of the latter being additionally picked out with narrow

white marble bands. At first floor level on the N. and S. sides of the gate are

miniature courtyards some 20' square with dalans on the N., E. and W., two

storeys in height, save in the case of the sides nearest the centre of gate where

the place of the lower dalan is taken by an arched opening looking into the

central chamber of the gateway. The N. W. and S. W. corners of the gate are

furnished with small chattris, 5' 2" square, supported by sandstone pillars 7^"

square, this material being used till the top of the chajja is reached, after

which level white marble is used combined with the red sandstone. The east

front of the gate is similar to the west front, but without the splayed side hays,

and the corners of the roof on this side are also devoid of chattris. Stairs at

the N. E. and S. E. corners of the gate give access to its upper rooms and roof.

The southern gate was for many years used as a rest house for visitors.

This gateway was reached from the south by a flight of some five steps, the

old road level, which can still be easily traced, leading for some 27 yards due
south on the axis of the gate, some 10' below the level of the gate platform at

this point. The position of this gate, says Keene, facing as it does 'the

entrance to the mortuary and cenotaph chamber suggests that it was originally

the main entrance, and according to De Laet, there was in 1628, between the
shrine and the Bara Pula, a broad path shaded by lofty trees indications of

which are still apparent.

Tile garden is divided into four main parterres by causeways, some 41' 6"

in width, each causeway being furnished with a narrow central water channel
1' 3" in width and 3" in depth. The causeways appear to have been originally

provided with stone edging only, which still exists, and to have been unpaved.
They are at present some few inches only above the level of the parterres on the

we.st side of the garden, but, in former days, must have been considerably more
than this(‘). The garden was for many years let out to cultivators, which
probably accounts for this rise in the level of the ground. As usual in gardens
of this kind the four main parterres are each sub-divided by minor causeways,

here some 17' in width, into four smaller plots each some 166' 6" square, the

intersecting and arresting points of both the major and minor causeways being

emphasized by shallow tanks and chabutras. A tank 10' 7" square is also

found near the inside of the western gateway. A path runs round the inside

(‘) Steps have been recently taken (1918) to lay out the garden on broad formal lines anoronriato
to the symmetrical arrangement of the parterres, and the lower eastern terrace along the Aver front
is to be treated as a sunk garden; but the success of the scheme depends upon a satisfaet.orv
of suoet water to replace the present brackish supply, and httle can be hoped for^^if thk u
assured.

^ ^
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of the enclosure wall on all four sides, while betw^n the western gateway and

the S. W. corner of the enclosure wail is a red sandstone water chaddar or

chute, similar to the one found at the north pavilion, some 7' 6" in width and
4' in height, chiselled in a scolloped pattern. Water passing through the wall

from a well outside flowed down this into the area to the west and fed the

channels in the causeways. The central feature of the gardens consists of a

platform some 370' square, with its corners slightly cut off, paved with large

blocks of Delhi quartzite and standing some 4' above the level of the gardens.

In the centre of this again is a second terrace or platform 306' square, the

cprners being similarly cut off, and standing some 22' above the level of the

lower platform. This second platform serves as the base for the mausoleum

and is built, like the mausoleum above, of local rubble faced externally with red

sandstone and marble. In the centre of each of its four sides a flight of steps

gives access to the tomb above. The tomb chamber proper, which lies in the

heart of the last-named platform is entered from the south. The actual rest-

ing place of the Emperor lies in a small room, some 9' square, and is marked by

a plain plaster tawiz, devoid of all ornament. Each face of the platform con-

tains 17 arched recesses, 8 on each side of the central steps, while there is a

similar arched recess in each of the “ splayed ” comers of the platform. The

arches of these recesses measure some 16' in height, 12' in width and 9' 4" in

depth, the centres of their back walls being furnished with doorways leading

into cells behind, evidently also intended as miniature mausoleums. In these

crypts Bahadur Shah II and his sons took refuge after the storming of Delhi

in 1857. Above each of these doorways is an opening (Jali) for admittance

of light and air. The arches of these recesses above-mentioned stand on a

stone plinth some 7 " above the level of the lower platform, their piers,

spandrels, and the portion of the platform above their heads, some 3' 6" in

depth, being of red sandstone inlaid with marble. Marble bands, 2" in depth,

outline the form of the arch and piers, the latter being additionally adorned

with oblong panels with star-shaped ends outlined with marble bands, their

en^s -meeting in the centre of each pier. The tops of the piers and the

centres of the frieze above the arches are marked by star-shaped panels.

Above the frieze runs a moulded cornice 15" in depth and pierced at intervals

by the paraalas which drain off water from the top of the platform; while

above this is a balustrade of pierced red sandstone, 2' in height, the mutakhas

or uprights of the balustrade, following the disposition of the piers between

the arched recesses. A considerable portion of the balustrade has been

recently restoredr the portion on the eastern side having been destroyed

during the Mutiny (Carr Stephen). The top of this platform, paved with

red sandstone, contains a number of graves to which reference will be made
below.

The mausoleum, which stands on a low plinth in the centre of the upper

platform, is externally a square in plan, each side of which measures 165' over

all, the corners being cut off.(') The entrance bays on the four sides are some
45' in width and are set back 9' 6" from the main wall face, by means of

splayed reveals, each splay measuring about 12'. These bays m.easure some
58' in height and each contains an arched opening 44' 7* in height and 33' in

width set in a frame of red sandstone bordered by a marble band and crowned

with a red sandstone parapet inlaid with a pinjra design in white marble.

(*) The figure product is therefore an irregular octagon, with four long and four short sldrs.
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some 3' in depth. The entrance arches are outRned in hands of white

marble, (') the spandrels being of red sandstone with marble bosses. The

topmost external angles of the bay are emphasised by octagonal marbla

pinnacles, topped by the usual lotus bud terminal. Behind these pinnacles

stand red sandstone chattris, the domes of which are supported by four red

sandstone columns. These chattris measure 6' 4" square and are 10' 4" in

height from the roof to the top of the chajja. The parapet of the entrance

bay is no doubt raised above the general parapet level of the structure so as

partially to conceal the cylindrical drum of the dome behind it. The bays on

either side of the entrance arch are, like the splayed corners of the structure

and the splayed reveals giving into the entrance arches, of red sandstone

inlaid with marble. The central feature of these flanking bays which contain

two storyed rooms, consists of an arched recess some 30' 9" in height by 9' 5*

in depth, the arch being outlined in white marble as before, and the piers at

either side ornamented with niche-shaped panels outlined in whit< marble, the

interspaces between the latter each containing a panel entirely in 'v^hite marble

and 3' 8" in depth. In the back of the arched recess are the two arched

openings of the interior apartments at ground and first floor level. The
splayed faces of the bay each contain two arched recesses 14' 4" in

height and 12' 11" in depth, one at each floor level, their back walls being

provided with low doorways. A marble panel 2' 4" in depth runs, in the

manner of a frieze, along the top of the each flanking bay. The parapet

levels of the latter stand 45' 11" above the platform level. Above this frieze

is the pinjra cresting previously referred to, its external angles being marked
by pinnacles of the same design as those previously described. These

pinnacles are carried down the external angles of the bay to the level of the

platform in the manner of ‘ engaged ’ pilasters, being coupled to the main
wall faces by marble bands 1' 3" in depth at intervals of 3' 8". All the arches

of the bay previously described are outlined in strips of white marble, and
above each of the four flanking bays, on the roof level, stands an octagonal

chattri, diam. 15' 3" and 16' 9" in height to chajja level, crowned by a
masonry dome.

Within, the mausoleum consists of a central octagonal chamber, diam. 47',

its walls being some 15' in thickness and each of the eight sides being

provided with arched recesses. Three of these arched recesses, namely those

on the N., E. and W., contain openings filled with pierced marble screens, behind

which lie the recessed entrance bays previously referred to. The central

chamber is entered from the south side only. The remaining sides of the

central chamber possess as before stated, similar arched recesses filled with
pierced screens of red sandstone, J^ehind which are oblong apartments 42' 6"

by 8' 9" with an archway in each of their smaller sides. All but two of these

archways are closed with pierced marble screens, and these serve as entrances
to the apartments on the S. E. and S. W. of the central chamber. Behind
these oblong apartments are subsidiary octagonal cham])ers diam. 23', one at
each corner of the main square of the tomb. Stairways leading to the upper
rooms and roof are provided in the X. and S. entrance bays. The paving of
the central chamber is marble, and in the centre lies the cenotaph of the
emperor, standing on a marble platform inlaid with black stars some 6" above

(9 Keene states that the absence of texts from the Quran round the arches is worthy of notice.
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the floor level and consisting of a block of white marble 6' by 2' 9", devoid of

ornamentation. The walls, to a height of some six feet, are panelled in the

same material, the recesses in the centres of the eight sides of the octagon

being also marble paved and inlaid with black marble and red sandstone stars.

Romid the inside of the walls of this central chamber, at a height of some 22'

from the level of the floor is a gallery or, as it may be called, clerestor}'^ con-

sisting of a passage 3' in width. It is furnished with arched openings look-

ing on to the inside of the central chamber, and communicates with the corner

rooms at first floor level. The domed ceiling of the central chamber(') some
80' above the level of the floor, and said to have been adorned originally with

gilding and tile work, is now covered with whitewashed plaster only, as is the

greater portion of the interior walls of this chamber. Traces can still be

seen, in several places, of the original tile decoration. The marble out^ dome
diam. some 74', stands on a circular red sandstone drum 25' in height and
adorned with star-shaped patterns in yellow sandstone, the centre of these

ornamental figures being filled by black slate medallions. There are eight

arched passages within the drum each ending in a sandstone lattice over-

looking the tomb of Humayun. The top of the drum is furnished with a band
of white marble 4" in depth, bordered by narrow bands of black slate, and
crowned by a red sandstone cornice which takeT the form of stalactite cor-

belling. Above the latter the rubble-built dome springs, its external marble

facing being laid in alternate courses of 2' 4" and 7" in depth. A doorway

on the west side of the cylindrical drum gives access to the chamber between

the upper and lower domes. The finial, which was taken down and refixed in

1912, consists of a series of copper vessels of circular shapes threaded loosely

on a wooden upright and stands 18' above the crown of the dome, the top of the

finial being some 140" above the level of the platform. The top of the finial

bears the Muhammadan creed written in Naskh characters. The diameter

of the greatest and lowest portion of the finial is 4'. It will be noticed that

in the case of this building the finial does not spring from lotus cresting, as is

usually the case, but direct from the top of the dome. The apartments on the

roof and the small chambers in the upper storeys of the tomb are said to have

been "used as a college, at one time an institution of considerable importance.

It is interesting tomote that there is no mosque, usually an adjunct to a build-

ing of this size.

The tomb of Humayun has often been styled “ The dormitory of the house

of Timur,” and besides being the resting place of the emperor it contains two
other graves in the north-eastern octagonal chamber of marble, two in the

south-western and three in the south-eastern subsidiary chambers (all of

marble). The five tombs in the rooms on the south side are of undeclared

sex, while on the east side, there is one female tomb. These ‘ false tombs ’ have
corresponding graves in the cells of the platform, while there are further false

tombs on the top of the platform outside the building, 12 on the west side and
one on the east. In addition to these are graves proper in the cells below some
150 in number. Save two of these, one on the west side of the platform and
one on the east, none bears any record of historical value, it being in these

circumstances diflBcult to say with certainty to whom they belong, though local

tradition names an occupant of most of the more important ones.

(*) From its centre is said to have been suspended a tassel of gold lace which the Jats fired at and
destroyed. The marks of their bullets can still be seen in some places. Carr Stephen.
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1

The building was erected by Humayun’s wife, Hainida Banu Begam,

commonly called Nawab Haji Begam, in the year 973 A.H. (1565 A.D.), at a

cost of fifteen lakhs. She married the Emperor in 948 A.H. (1541-2 A.D.),

was the mother of Akbar, and died in 1012 A.H. (1603 A.D.) at Agrar. She

is said to have been buried with great ceremony at Delhi in the building she

had erected for her husband, one of the graves in the north-eastern chamber

being assigned to her by local tradition. After her death she was known as

Mariam Makani.(*) When Finch saw the building in 1611, it was in good

preservation and filled with the relics of the emperor. General Cunningham
in commenting on this building as one of the earliest specimens of Mughal
architecture states that it is an example of the first employment of towers

attached to the four angles of the main building. Chattris surrounding the

dome have, it is true, been found on the buildings of the Lodi period, but

General Cunningham adds that as here used they are an important innovation,

which was gradually improved and developed, until it culminated in the

minars at the Taj Mahal. “ The intervening links are 1st, the one storeyed

towers of Itrnaduddaulah’s tomb at Agra; 2nd the two storeyed minars seen at

the Sikandarah gateway and 3rd the minars at Jahangir’s tomb, Lahore. In
all these three cases the minars were attached to the main structure, but in

the Taj Mahal, they are placed at the four angles of the terrace of platform.
This was also an innovation in contrast to the low 3' plinth of the Afghan
builders, and was perhaps inspired by the design of the tomb of Sher Shah
at Sahsaram. Another innovation seen on this building is the treatment of
the dome standing on a high circular drum, a feature almost universally

adopted in later buildings. The section of the outer dome though still flat

and squat shows evidence of an attempt to strive after the new bulbous form,
introduced from Persia, and which became so popular in the reign of
Shahjahan. It is said that among the other graves, inside and outside the
building, are those of Muhammad Azam Shah, Jahandar Shah, Farrukhsiyar,
Bafiuddaulah Rafiuddarajat, Ahmad Shah and Alamgir II, while the headless
body of Data fehikoh is said to have been interred here also. Unfortunately
there are no records available regarding the identification of the various
graves.

The inscribed graves are worthy of special attention.- That on the west
side is of marble, and on three sides of its Tawiz (grave stone) has been
inscribed the throne verse, the fourth side, i.e., towards the south(^) bearing
the following inscription :

—

? ?

IvA ^'1

Translation.

The date of the defunct of happy memory, Muhammad
Sultan, son of Raushan Gauhar,^) 978 A.H. (1570-1 A.D.).”

It is difficult to identify the father of Muhammad Sultan whose name is
given in the inscription. There appears to have been only one Muhammad
Sultan, a member of the house of Timur, who died at about the time mentioned
in the inscription, and he was Muhammad Sultan Mirza (See No. 151), son of

() Distinguish from Mariam Zamani, ^ife orAkbar, b^i^at Agra^
(D The feet of the dead are always placed towards the south,
(*) The reading of the words bearing queries is not certain.
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Awais Mirza. Muhammad Sultan Mirza came to India with Babar, but

owing to the rebellious tendencies of his sons was imprisoned by Akbar in the

fort of Bayana about the year 974 A.H. (1567 A.D.). He died there some time

after, and the date of his death corresponds closely with that given in the

inscription. Instances of a body being taken from the place of death else-

where for burial are not uncommon. The other grave of red sandstone stands

alone on the east side of the terrace, and bears the following inscription at the

head of the Tawiz :

—

I f A I
jLiob a**-'* viiJij

j
Translation.

“ Sangi Begam, daughter of Muhammad Alamgir [II], the king champion

of faith, the year 1181 Hijra (1767-8 A.D.).”

No evidence has yet been forthcoming regarding this lady.

* (^) Asar, Chap. Ill, 55-6.
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Tour, 167.

Khulasatut Tawarikh, 33, 335.

{1) D. 470, 3507.

No. 161. (a) Tomb, commonly called the tomb of the “ Barber.”

(6) Within the enclosure of Humayun’s tomb, at the S. E. corner.

(c) Gorernment.

{d) Ila.

{e) C. 999 A.H. (1590-1 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stones, which are two in number, there are engraved extracts

from the Quran, and the Muhammadan creed. On the upper surface

of one, that of a female, are the figures 999, which seem to stand for

the date.

{g) Good.

(A) Protected.

{j) The tomb stands in the centre of a platform 8 feet high and 76 feet square,

built of D(ilhi_c[U^tzite picked out with red sandstone. The top of the

platform is reached~by^ steps on the south side constructed of the same
material. The tomb itself is built of red sandstone with recessed arches

on all its four sides, and measures 24' square within. The southern

arch contains the entrance to the tomb, corresponding openings in the

remaining arches being closed with red sandstone jali screens. Over
the doorway and over each of the three jali screens above mentioned
are arched windows also furnished with red sandstone screens. The
dome stands on a 16-sided drum, the comers of which are ornamented
with small pinnacles

; while the corners of the roof are emphasised by
square chattris the upper portions of which, above the chajjas, are

ornamented with blue, yellow and green tiling still in fair condition.

Inside the tomb are two marble graves referred to above, one of them
bearing the Qalamdan and the other the Takhti. The interior of the

building though simply treated is well worthy of notice, and serves as

an excellent example of domical construction, the ribbing of which can

easily be understood. The screen fitted to the opening on the west side

of the tomb chamber is furnished with a central solid panel carved in

the form of mihrab niche. The jali designs are also good specimens of

their kind. The red sandstone panelling of the internal walls is picked

out with buff sandstone, while traces of old blue painting in the form of

floral designs are still noticeable on the soffit of the dome. It is not

known how this building came to be known as the “ tomb of the barber.”

(k) Asar (edition 1847), Part I, p. 68.

Carr Stephen, p. 203.

Oriental Annual, (1838), 92 (plate).

(Z) 2179, 2180.

No. 162. {a) Chilla Nizamuddin.

(6) At the N. E. corner of the enclosure of Ilumayun’s tomb.
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(c) Pirzadahs of Shaikh Nizamuddin’s Dargah.

id) II.

{e) Pathan. '

(/) None.

(g) Euinous. '

{h) Should be- protected.

(;’) The dalan, which stands on a chabutra some 12 feet high above the bela,

consists of a rear chamber behind a vaulted verandah of three bays

facing east. It was formerly connected with the fabric of Humayun’s
tomb enclosure, but the connecting dalan has now fallen. The existing

dalan itself, which is not set square or symmetrically with the garden

enclosure wall, resembles the architecture of Firoz Shah Tughlaq

—

with its battered walls and heavy arched front—and it is possible that

it was erected here before the garden walls of Humayun’s tomb were

constructed. The opening of the rear chamber is closed with a modern
iron-barred door, the chamber being used, it is said, by the Pirzadahs

of Nizamuddin’s Dargah as a store. It is reported to have been used

by Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya who is said to have performed his

devotions there.

The whole structure is much ruined, and should be cleared of debris and

conserved along with the enclosure wall of Humayun’s tomb.

{1) 2342.

No. 163. {a) Gurdwara.

(6) Clo^e to No. 162 towards east.

(c) Rai Bahadur Sardar Buta Singh.

{d) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None. i
,

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;') It is said to have been built by a Sikh Sardar in memory of Guru Govind
Singh. It is of no interest at all architecturally.

No. 164. {a) Nila Gumbad, or tomb of Fahim Khan.

(6) 44 yards outside the eastern wall of the enclosure of Humayun’s tomb-

(c) Government.
,

|

{d) Ila.

(^e) 1034 A. H. (1624-5 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Good.

{h) Protected. *

s
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(j) The tomb is believed to have been built by Khani Khanan Abdurrahim
Khan in the year 1034. It stands on a platform 108' square and 5' high.

‘ The building itself is octagonal externally, with four narrow and four

wider faces, and is square within. The wider faces are broken by pointed

arched recesses enclosing a doorway, while slightly above is placed a

small arched window. The drum on which the dome stands is encircled

with a series of low arches. The dome exteriorly, as well as the facades,

was originally profusely ornamented with enamelled tiles, portions of

which are still preserved. The ceiling of the dome, and the walls inside,

are decora ted with painted and incised plaster. The dome construction

is interesting as it is unusual in this period for the dome, as viewed
from the interior, to rise through the high necking. In such cases there

is usually a separate inner and outer dome with a space left between
them. Here there is only the one dome shell. The tomb was originally

surrounded by a walled enclosure entered through a large gateway,

though both enclosure wall and gateway have now disappeared. A
further entrance giving access from Humayun’s tomb garden exists in

the adjacent wall, but the opening has recently been blocked up. The
whole structure is raised upon a high terrace above the bela, but the

sides of the terrace are now mostly in ruins.

Fahim Khan was a faithful attendant of Khan-i-Khanan Abdu-r-rahim
Khan. Before Mahahat Khan imprisoned Khan-i-Khanan he sought to buy
over Fahim Khan; but the latter would not betray his master. He fell fight-

ing against Mahabat Khan.

(^) A in, I, 338-9.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 61-2.

Carr Stephen, 213-4.

Cooper, 100.

Rodgers, 91.

Fanshawe, 233.
*

{1) 2174, 2175, 2734, 2773.

No. 165. (^0 Tomb (unknown).

{b) 110 yards to the south of the southern gateway of Humayun’s tomb.
(c) Government.

{d) III.

(c) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

{j) The tomb occupies the centre of a platform 4' high and 76' square, and is
reached by 7 steps. It consists of a chamber 17' square covered by a
dome. On each of its four sides externally is an arched recess contain-
ing a doorway, over which is inset a small brick-latticed window. The
ceiling of the dome is ornamented with coloured and incised plaster and
in the centre of the chamber is a grave, measuring 7' 10" by 3' 10" by

The building was originally contained in a walled enclosure now in ruins.
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No. 166. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) 112 yards south of No. 165.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

((gr) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb stands on a raised terrace. It measures 15' 6" square, and was

originally covered by a dome, most of which, together with the soutiiern

and eastern walls, is now fallen. The two remaining walls each contain

a deeply recessed arch enclosing a central doorway, over which is a

further arched opening. The tomb inside is filled with debris, and no

indication of the grave is traceable. To the west of the tomb on the

terrace there is a brick-built grave, but of no interest.

No, 167. (a) Gateway of a garden.

(b) 167 yards south of No. 166, 345 yards east of No. 169, and about 30 yards

north of the Delhi-Muttra Road.

(c) Government.

id) III.

(e) Mughal,

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Should be protected.

(;) The gateway was the principal entrance of a walled garden known after

one Fazil Khan. The building measures 48' 4" by 20' 7" and contains

five chambers, the larger central one being entered through an arched

recess faced with red stone. .

No. 168. («) Barah Pula.

(b) On the Delhi-Muttra road, between miles 4 and 5.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

{e) 1030 A.H. (1611-2 A.D.).

(/) There is said once to have been an inscription on the second northern arch

of the bridge, and that on this arch being damaged by heavy rains the

inscription fell out and was lost.

(g) Good.

(A) Protected.

(j) The bridge is a massive structure of stone consisting of 11 arches carried

on 12 piers and is 214 yards in length and 15 yards in width. A dis-

tinctive feature are the minars about 7' high which stand on each of the

12 piers projecting on either face of the bridge. The bridge rises in

the centre, the roadway ascending from the lower sides. The arch

spans beneath the bridge measure 20' 4"
. The inscription referred to

s 2
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above is said to have recorded the'erection of the bridge by one Mihrban

Agha, the chief eunuch of the court of Jahangir.

{k) Asar, Part III, p. 59.

Carr Stephen, p. 209-10.

A . S. /., I, 222 ;
IV, 75 ; XX, 159.

Cooper, 99.

Rodgers, 91.

Fanshawe, 233.

No. 169, {(i) Tomb of Khan-i-Khanan Abdu-r-rahim Khan.

{b) Some 50 yards to the south of the Delhi-Muttra Road at the 6th furlong

past the 3rd milestone, and some quarter of a mile from Humayun’s
tomb, towards S. W.

(c) Government.

(J) II«.

\e) 1036 A.H. (1626-7 A.D.).

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Protected.

(;) The tomb stands on open ground and is raised upon a chabutra 13' 6"

high and 166' square, on each front of which are 17 arches, two on the

northern and southern sides opening into dark narrow underground

rooms. The centre arch on the south forms an entrance into the central

underground chamber containing the grave of Khan-i-Khanan; while

on either side of this entrance is a staircase ascending to the top of the

terrace. The tomb proper, raised in the centre of the terrace, is 86' 6"

square externally
;
the central chamber measuring 31' 6" square. The

latter is covered by a dome, and previously contained a cenotaph now
indicate by a small heap of debris.

1 The mausoleum is built of red sandstone relieved with bands-aud dressings

|of grevjtona^n general design it resembles somewhat the tomb of Humayun.
Th^T^ades^fThe mausoleum on each front are broken in the centre by a great

arched recess, ceiled with a half dome of the usual pendentive construction,

and containing at the bottom the small entrance doorway into the interior.

Flanking this central bay occur smaller arched recesses on both upper and
lower storeys, enclosing square headed openings lighting the chambers at the

corners of the structure. Over the raised central bay stands the great dome
on its high necking, flanked at the four corners of the tomb by octagonal chat-

tries supported on columns, and raised on a high chabutra. The central bay
on each facade was originally crowned by a pair of smaller square chattries,

all of which, however, except one on the north front, have now disappeared.

The interior is pleasingly decorated with incised and painted plaster

work, some of it still in very fair preservation, notably that under the dome.
In the upper storey a continuous gallery of vaulted pavilions encloses the

central tomb chamber which rises through both storeys.

Upon the roof, the backs of the raised central bays of the fagades are made
to contain low vaulted dalans, a feature also to be found at Humayun’s tomb.
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A stair in the S. W. face of the dome-drum leads up into the lofty space

between an inner and outer dome, the entrance to which originally contained

a sliding stone door, the slot for which still remains—an unusual feature. The
mausoleum has been very badly treated. During the premiership of Asifud-

daulah, the tomb was despoiled of most of its marble and red stone facing.

Mirza Abdurrahim Khan Khani Khanan was the son of Bairam Khan,

the first prime minister or regent of Akbar. He was born on the 14th Safar

964 A.H. (17th December 1556), and was four years of age at the time of his

father’s assassination. He was, after this event, brought to Akbar’s court,

and the emperor took him under his charge and showed him considerable

favour. Abdurrahim Khan proved himself worthy of the emperor’s regard,

and greatly distinguished himself by his trustworthiness, intelligence and

valour. The title of Mirza Khan was first conferred upon him, and he was

then made a commander of Five Thousand with the title of Khani Eihanan.

He was also appointed tutor to Prince Salim, afterwards the emperor

Jahangir, and one of his daughters, named Jana Begam, was given in marriage

to Prince Danyal. After Akbar’s death he served under Jahangir for. 21

years, but was less successful, and the part he played in the intrigues for the

succession did him little credit. He died in 1036 A.H. (1626-7 A.D.). He
was a man of culture, like his father, and he translated the memoirs of Babar

into Persian. He wrote in Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Hindi with great

fluency, and was famous for his munificence.

{k) Ain, I, 334-8.

Maasir, 1, 693-712.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 62-3.

Miftah, 232.

Hoffmeister, 287.

Rodgers, 92.

Fanshawe, 233.

(0 3506.

No. 170. (a) Gateway.

{b) About 85 yards to the west of No. 167.

(c) Government.
j

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The building, which is in ruins, resembles No. 167 in appearance. It

appears to have been the gateway of a garden or tomb now no longer in

existence.

No, 171, {a) Tomb of Darab Khan, locally known as Chamariwala Gumbad.

(6) 34 yards to the east of the eastern gate of Arab Sarai, and 55 yards to the

south of the southern gateway of Humayun’s tomb.
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(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

{e) 1034 A.H. (1624-5 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;') The tomb stands on an elevated piece of ground and is built of stone.

It is an irregular octagon in plan, the broad sides containing

lofty arches, each provided with a doorway opening into the central

chamber. On each of the narrow sides there is a double storied octa-

gonal room furnished with arched openings. The central apartment

was originally covered by a dome, but this has now fallen filling

the building with its debris. It was originally surrounded by a walled

enclosure of which only the southern wall now remains.

Mirza Darab Khan, who is said to be buried here, was the second son of

Khani Khanan Mirza Abdurrahim Khan (see No. 169). He was given the

rank of Five Thousand by the Emperor Jahangir, and appointed governor of

Berar and Ahmednagar in the Deccan. He was also governor of Bengal for

some time. A man of considerable accomplishment, he assisted his father

in state business, but at last he fell into the hands of Mahabat Khan who

beheaded him with the connivance of Emperor Jahangir in the year 1034 A.H.

(1624-5 A.D.). It is recorded that Mahabat Khan wrapped his head in a

cloth and sent it as “ the present of a melon ” to his father Khani Khanan,

who was at the time in prison.

(A) A in, I, 339.

Maasir, I, 14-7.

(/) 2/53. t

No. 172.
{b) About 16 yards S. W. of Humayun’s tomb.

(f) Government.

{d) Ila.

(e) 968 A.H. (1560-1 A.D.>.

(/) On the eastern gateway.

*]JI All Jll Af J) - ,^^'1 dh|^

Translation.

“ In the name of God, who is merciful and clement. There is no God but
Allah, and Muhammad is his Prophet. Benevolence (Mihr) the old mistress

of Jahangir the King.”

There is a play on the words Mihr Banu
( ) which also indicate

the name of one who built the gate.

(g) Fair. The gate facing Parana Qila has been repaired recently, but the
walls and other gates require attention.

(A) The two gates in front of the west entrance to Humayun’s tomb are
Protected Monuments.

(i) The Arab Sarai is a walled enclosure with three imposing gateways. It
was founded by Hamida Banu Begam, the mother of Akbar, as a settle-

9
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ment for three hundred Arabs whom she had brought on return from

her pilgrimage to Mecca. For Hamida Banu Begam, see No. 160.

The gate facing north towards Purana Qila is some 40' in height, 25' in

width and 20' in depth. A rectangular framing encloses a recessed arch, the

spandrels of which are ornamented with bosses, while the faces of the piers

are relieved by small projecting balconies, supported on stone brackets. At
the head of the recessed arch is a small window, and under it an arched door-

way, 16' in height and 10' in width. The latter, like the large recessed arch,

is enclosed in rectangular framing, and the spandrels are relieved by bosses.

Glazed tiles are sparingly used in the ornamentation.

The gate of the sarai facing east, near the south-west corner of the tomb

of Humayun, is treated more simply, there being no projecting balconies

flanking the recessed arch. It is crowned by “ flame ” battlements. This

gateway was really an entrance to a mandi or a market added to the Arab

Sarai by Mihr. Banu, who is said to have been an eunuch, in the time of

Jahangir. The mandi consisting of a series of arched rooms measur.^ 366'

by 146', but it is now in a ruined condition. The real eastern gateway of the

Sarai stands opposite this gate some 118 yards due west, and is simple and

devoid of any ornamentation. The third gate, which is plain like that on

the east, pierces the west wall and lies some 100 yards to the east of the Delhi-

Muttra Road at the 4th furlong past the third mile stone.

(k) Miftah, 208.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 54.

Carr Stephen, 198-9.

Daniell, III, Plate XIX..

Rodgers, 91.

(0 D. 361, 2171, 2172, 2173.

No. 173. (a) Tomb of Sayyid Yasin.

(6) Arab Sarai, at its western gateway.

(c) Abdu-s-samad.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;’) The tomb measures 14' square I. M. It contains 12 stone pillars, 8 of

which, arranged as an octagon, support the dome with which the tomb

is roofed. A mud grave is to be found voider the dome.

No. 174. {fl) Tomb of Ahmad Shah.

(6) Arab Sarai, at its western gateway,

(c) Abdussamad.

(J) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.
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(gr) Ruinous.

(A) Unneces^ry.

(;) The tomb, measuring 16' 10" square, is built of rubble and mortar. It is

covered with a dome and contains a doorway in each of its four sides.

Traces of two graves are to be found inside the tomb which was latterly

used as a cattle shed.

No. 175. (a) Tomb Afsarwala.

(b) Some 100 yards to the S. W. of the western gate of Humayun’s tomb.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) C. 974 A.H. (1566-7 A.D.).

(/) On the marble grave-stone inside the tomb. Quran, Sura 2 verse 256, and

the date 974 A.H.

(ff) Good.

(A) Protected.

(j) The tomb stands on a plinth 1' 2" in height. It is an irregular octagon

in plan (diam. 25' 7" E.M.). The wider sides contain deeply recessed

arches, in each of which is a doorway opening into the tomb. The
narrow sides contain smaller arched recesses of | octagon in plan. It

is constructed of red sandstone sparingly inlaid with white marble

and black slate bands, with panels infilled with grey stone. The tomb

is roofed by a dome raised on a high drum, a lofty space occurring

between the outer and inner shells, access into which is obtained from

the roof. Inside the tomb are four graves
;
two of marble, the third

of red stone and the fourth of rubble masonry. On one of the marble
graves which contains a Takhti mark indicating it to be that of a

woman, there are inscribed quotations from the Quran and the figures

974, probably the date of demise of the deceased.

(A) Daniell, III, plate XIX.

(1) D. 357, 2738.

No. 176. («) Mosque Afsarwala.

(A) Adjacent to No. 175 to the north.

(c) Waqf.
(d) Ila.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Good.

(A) Protected.

(j) The mosque measuring 78' 6" by 34' 3" I.M., is a rubble masonry build-
ing. It consists of three compartments of which the roof of the
central one is formed by the main dome, the side compartments being
covered with shallow domes at a lower level. The entrance to these
compartments is through three lofty arches. Over the central arch,
larger than the other two, the facade is raised slightly and flanked by
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No. 177.

No. 178.

I

I

two small minarets, similar features occurring at the extreme ends

of the facades, though two of them are now missing. In front of the

mosque there is a spacious courtyard raised on a chabutra and contain-

ing a few dilapidated graves. Contiguous with the mosque to the

north is a small contemporary Hamman (bath).

(A:) Daniell, III, plate XIX.

(0 2740.

() Grave of Shamsuddin Ataullah.

() Some 70 yards to the N. W. of the western gate of Humayun’s tomb.

(c) Waqf, mutawalli Ahmad Ali Shah.

{d) III.

(e) 700 A.H. (1300-1 A.D.).

(/) None.

(ff) Good.

j(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave which measures 6' 6" by 2' 10" by 1' 10" stands on a platform

10' 4" by 9' 5" by 2' 3", and lies within a small enclosure in the N. E.

corner of a larger walled enclosure containing numerous other graves.

On the platform is another grave assigned by local tradition to a

n^fhew of Shamsuddin Ataullah.

The Saint Shamsuddin Ataullah, commonly known as Shamsuddin

Autadullah, was a contemporary of Sultanul Auliya Shaikh Nizamuddin and

was held in considerable reverence. He is said to have been wont to sit in the

ashes of a burning fire, while at night he slept in a hollow not unlike a grave

and covered himself with ashes. He died in 700 A.H. in the reign of Alaud-

din Khalji.

(i) Mazarat, Part II, 38-9.

(a) Garden of Bu Halima.

(b) Opposite to the western gate of Humayun’s tomb.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Mughal.

(/). None.
; i

(^) Good.

(A) Protected.

(j) The garden is enclosed on three sides by a wall, at the N. E. and N. W.
corners of which is a burj surmounted by a small domed chattri orna-

mented with enamelled tile work. The wall on the west side has

latterly been removed to open up the approach to Humayun’s tomb on

the east from the Subz burj at the junction of the Delhi-Muttra Hoad
with that leading to Safdar Jang.

Towards the north end of the garden enclosure is a dilapidated structure

containing a grave said to be that of Bu Halima
;
and on the east side is the

original entrance gateway of the garden—a simple square structure of rubble

T
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masonry pierced on both upper and lower storeys by an arched opening in the

centre of the facade.

The east (and originally outer) front of the gateway is of more interest.

The facade is splayed back at the angles and the centre portion treated with

a large arched recess which encloses the superimposed openings of the interior

storeys, from the upper one of which projects a small jali-railed balcony.

Portions of the original enamelled tilework decoration are still preserved on

this front, the circular paterae in the spandrils of the main arch being note-

worthy.

The garden until its reclamation by the Archaeological Department, in

1914: was occupied in its entirety by a squalid sweepers basti. E10,165 were

spent on its acquisition and the compensation of the ejected villagers, and a

sum of R19,190(') on its subsequent repair and layout.

(c) D. 360, 2735.

179 .
Tomb of Isa Khan.

(b) Kotla of Isa Khan, immediately to the south of Bu Halima’s garden.

(c) Government.

(d) I la.

(e) 9.54 A.H. (1547-8 A.D.).

(/) On a red sandstone slab fixed over the mihrab inside the tomb, towards

west.

Quotation from the Quran, Sura 2, verse 256, and after that

qo** ii*- • j’ jV? ;
jbj ^te

Translation.

“ This tomb, which is an asylum of paradise, was built during the reign

of Islam Shah, son of Sher Shah, may God perpetuate his kingdom and

sovereignty, by ^Nlasnad Ali Isa Khan, son of Niyaz Aghwan, the chief

chamberlain, in the year nine hundred and fifty-four from the flight (of the

Prophet). The year 954 (1547-8 A.D.).”

(a) Good. Compound wall requires repairs.

(//) Protected.

{']) The tomb of Isa Khan stands in the centre of an octagonal enclosure

surrounded by a wall crowned with plain battlements. The angles of

this enclosure wall are additionally' strengthened by bastions. The

enclosure is entered through a gateway from the north side, of which a

considerable portion has unfortunately disappeared. The tomb is not

unlike that of Sayyid Muhammad Shah and Sikandar Lodi (Nos. 43 and

49) in general treatment. It is octagonal in plan (diam. 33' 10"), domed,

and is entered through a single doorway on the south front. Encircling

the central chamber is a verandah following the same plan as the central

chamber and with three arches on each face of the octagon. These

arches are some 20' in height and 8' in width, their spandrels being

ornamented with medallions.

(‘)The cost of laving out the remainder of the approach to Humajum’s Tomb from the Suha
Bur] is also included in this amount.
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A feature of the verandah, which is shaded by a deep chajja carried by

heavy stone brackets, are the sloping buttresses at the eight corners which
give the whole a pleasing appearance of strength and solidity. Above the

chajja runs a parapet with battlements of the usual pinjra type, the

eight corners of the parapet being marked by dwarf pinnacles crowned by

conventional lotus cresting. Eight chattris supported by columns of red

sandstone occur at the roof level
; while the dome springs from a sixteen-sided

drum, crowned again by pinjra cresting, this on a larger scale than that at the

lower level, and with its sixteen angles marked by guldastas similar to those

on the parapet of the verandah. The dome is of the type seen on buildings

of this date, low and squat, and is crowned by lotus cresting which in turn

supports the stone finial.

Inside the central chamber are six graves, that of Isa Khan being

probably the central one of the three lying towards the north. It is of marble

and red sandstone and measures 8' 6^" by 4' 7^" by 4' 8". The one lying to

the west of that of Isa Khan is also of stone, and is equally imposing. The
remaining four are comparatively insignificant.

Isa Khan Niyazi was a noble of influence at the court of Sher Shah Sur.

On the death of the latter emperor he took service with the younger son Islam

Shah, and it was largely due to him that Islam Shah succeeded in holding the

throne of Delhi against his elder brother Adil Khan.

This tomb and its enclosure was crowded with village huts before it was

taken in hand and repaired by the Archaeological Department, in 1905, and

the garden laid out in the present manner. R3,900 were spent on its acquisi-

tion and the subsequent work of conservation.

{k) Farishta, Part I, 229-30.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 53.

Carr Stephen, 197-8.

Annual, (1903-4), 6, 23; (1905-6), 3; (1906-7), 6.

Cooper, 99.

Gardens, 96. .

Kodgers, 91.

Fanshawe, 234.

Hearn, 61.

180 ,
{o) Mosque of Isa Khan.

(6) Kotla of Isa Khan.

(c) Waqf, Government.

{d) lla.

(e) 954 A.H. (1547-8 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(h) Protected.

(j) The mosque which measures 76' 6" by 30' 6" is an interesting structure of

grey dressed stone, the central bay being of red sandstone, which is also

used for kanguras and other dressings.

Portions of the original tile decoration are still preserved on the east

facades, blue, yellow and green being prominent colours.
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The centre bay is emphasised by a large dome raised upon an octagonal

dressed stone drum, the angles being marked by small decorative minarets;

and its red stone facade is treated with a series of shallow small arched panels

enclosing the main centre opening, a similar entrance archway, also of red stone

being repeated in the flanking grey stone wings of the facade. Over these side

wings, on the roof, rises a small octagonal chattri supported on columns. A
small opening at the S. E. of the facade gives access to a stair leading up to

the roof.

The interior is divided into three bays, the central one of which rises to

the full height of the exterior dome, the side bays being covered with flat

domes at the lower roof level. The central bay merges from a square below

into an octagon at the drum level, thence into the circular outline of the dome.

The treatment of the pendentives between the square and the octagon with

their half domed recessing is of interest. In the west wall are three mihrabs

of red stone, the remainder of the interior being principally of grey dressed

stone. The centre mihrab is ornamented with carving and incised Quranic

quotations set in a plain square architrave and capped by a row of small

kanguras, the side mihrabs being treated in the same way, but less ornately.

At the north and south ends of the prayer chamber a small arched recess

contains a stair leading up to the roof from the interior, though that on the

south is now closed halfway up.

In front of the mosque projects a chabutra measuring 87' by 52' and

some 3' high, in the S. W. corner of which is a small well of contemporary

construction.

(k) Fanshawe, 234,

(0 D. 356.

181 . (a) Tomb called Sabz burj.

{b) On the Delhi-Muttra Road at the junction of the road from Humayun’s
tomb to Safdar Jang.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Protected.

(;) The tomb is octagonal externally with four wide and four narrow sides, the

wider faces containing large deeply recessed bays in which occurs a
doorway opening into the interior with a further arched opening imme-
diately above it. In the narrower faces are smaller arched recesses

of a half octagon in plan.

The high dome drum rising above the facades still retains some of its

original blue, green and yellow tile work, whence the structure obtains its

name
;
while certain of the circular tiled discs in the arch spandrels are still

preserved. Some painted plaster decoration also remains in the small arched
recesses on the narrower fronts. A stair in the south front bay leads up to
the roof and into the circular chamber between the outer and inner domes.
The tomb is raised on a chabutra some 5' high reached by a small stair at the
south and east fronts. In the interior chamber, which is 25' square, is a grave,
revered locally as that of a saint.
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Previous to its conservation by the Archaeological Department in
;

this building was in use as a Police Station. ;

(Z) D. 355. I

j

I

<*, 182. (a) Barah Khamba III.

(b) Some 15 yards to N. W. of the village of Nizamuddin, and 130 yards from

No. 181.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.
I

(g) Fair.

(A) Protected.

(j) The building constructed of rubble masonry with dressed stone column?,

chajja and brackets, consists of a central room some 30' square with a

13' verandah rimning around it. The central chamber is covered by

a dome, the side walls being formed of three arches containing in all 12

sets of pillars from which circumstance it has been given the name Barah

;^amba. Corresponding to the arches of the central room there are

arches in the verandah, a small domed apartment occurring at each of

the corners, and forming a solid bay at the end of each arcaded facade.

Over the four comers of the structure rise smaller domes. The Barah

Khamba seems to have been originally a tomb, for traces of a grave are

apparent in the central chamber.

(Z) D. 361.

O. 183. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(h) In the village of Nizamuddin to the east of No. 182.

(c) Sayyid Masud Nizami.

(d) II.
1

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Fair. Repairs required, and the inhabitants should be evicted.

(A) Should be protected.

{j) The tomb measuring 12' 11" square stands on the boundary wall of Kotla

Nizamuddin. It is built of dressed stone and is covered by a dome. It

is now inhabited, and contains no trace of any former grave.

O. 184. (a) Lai Mahal (Red palace).

(6) In the village of Nizammuddin some 50 yards to the S. E. of No. 182.

(c) Pir Ji Abdu-s Samad.

(d) II.

{e) Nasiruddin Mahmud Shah’s reign.

(J) None.

{g) Ruinous. Repairs required.

(A) Should be protected.
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(;) The Lai Mahal is said to be the Kushaki Lai built by Ghiyasuddin Balban

before he ascended the throne. The whole structure, which is raised

on a chabutra, is much dilapidated and at present in occupation by

villagers. It is constructed of red sandstone and consists of a central

domed apartment, with dalans forming a verandah on all four sides.

The latter have red sandstone pillars very simply ornamented and

lintels supporting a flat roof of the same material over which occur

chattris on the east, west and south, the northern chattri having dis-

appeared. Some 25 feet to the north-west of the dome on the same

chabutra is a double storeyed chattri which was connected originally

with the palace.

(k) Asar Chap. I, 14-5-

Carr Stephen, 215.

No. 185. ('/) House of Muhammad Ashraf.

(&) Some 17 yards from No. 106, towards north.

(c) Government.

(rf) III.

(e) 1231 A.H. (1815-6 A.D.).

(/) On a small marble slab set into the back wall of the house.

JUj IM o-£ j\ Uj
J'-. (f)

Translation.

(1) When Muhammad Ashraf built a house with sincerity before the doorway

of Mahbub Ilahi.

(2) The date of its erection was given by the invisible “ This is the most noble

building in the world.”

{y) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The house, which is composed of a three arched compartment and a court-

yard, is constructed of brick and measures 31' 6" by 16' 6" E.M.
The chamber is covered by a flat vaulted roof, and on the west within
the enclosure walls of the house there is a small masonry tomb which
appears to be ancient, though its origin is unknown. It does not contain

any grave. There are, however, some ruined graves in the chamber and
courtyard of the house, but the removal of these seems to have been
attempted to make the house more suitable for residential purposes. It

is occupied by a faqir (beggar) of the Dargah of Nizamuddin Auliya.

No. 186. («) Northern doorway of the outer enclosure of the tomb of Nizamuddin.
(6) Village of Nizamuddin.

(c) Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya
{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) On the doorway under the arch.

}j laf J
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Translation.

“ It is not strange that a king should confer favours upon a beggar.”

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(?) The doorway is small and of no architectural interest. It serves as a main

entrance to the outer enclosure of the tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

No. 187. («) Tomb (unknown).

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin at the N. E. corner of the baoli No. 198.

(c) Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.
(

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(/i) Unnecessary.

(?) The tomb measuring 15' 3" square I.M., is covered with a dome supported

on 12 stone pillars, the interspaces between which seem latterly to have

been closed by rubble and brick masonry walls. The ceiling of the dome

is ornamented with coloured decoration and incised plaster. There are

three graves inside the building, seemingly of later date.

No. 188. («) Tomb containing the graves of Fatima Bibi and Zuhra Agha.

(b) Opposite No. 187 at the N. W. corner of the Baoli.

(c) Karamullah.

(d) III.

(e) C. 971 A.H. (1563-4 A.D.).

(/) Inside the tomb there are two graves ; one of marble and the other of red

sandstone, both being adorned with Arabic and Persian inscriptions.

Those in the former language are, however, merely quotations from the

Quran, while the Persian inscriptions contain the dates and the names

of the deceased. The plinth and the upper edge of the red sandstone

monument are inscribed with several Persian verses, but they are too

fragmentary to convey any meaning.

On the marble grave.

otii*
J

a—^ ^

Translation.

“ Date of the death of the pitied and pardoned (named) Fatima Bibi, the

daughter of Mir Yusuf. The year 975 (1567-8 A.D.). The waiter of this is

Husain Naqshabi.”

On the red sandstone grave.

#

1
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' Translation.

“ Zuhra Agha, the daugther of Amir Tiighlaq, departed plaintively. The

year was 971 (1563-4 A.D.).”

(y) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb is similar to No. 187 in design and ornamentation. On the east

side it has recently been added to. The marble and red sandstone

graves measure 6' 6" by 2' 6" by V 6" and 5' 11" by 2' by 1' 4", respect-

ively.

Nothing is known of the persons referred to in the inscriptions. There

was a Mirza Yusuf Khan, a Sayyid and a native of Mashhad, at the court of

Akbar, who held the rank of 2,500. In both thesfe cases Yusuf is the real

name. Mir (chief) is a complimentary title prefixed to the names of all

Sayyids while Mirza and Khan are the common titles conferred by a king.

Perhaps the Yusuf of the inscription who was a Sayyid might have had the

title Mir before receiving the honours of Mirza and Khan.

189 . {a) Baoli of Nizamuddin.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin at the northern doorway of the enclosure of

the Saint’s tomb (No. 186).

(c) Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya.

{d) II.

. {e) Circa 721 A.H. (1321-2 A.D.).

1 •</)

{g) Fair. Repairs required.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The Baoli measures 123' by 53' internally and is enclosed by walls on the

S., E. and W., the descending steps being on the north. On the 30th

June 1914, there were 40 steps above the water level. Buildings have

been erected on the walls of the baoli at different times, and on its south-

ern and eastern sides is a narrow arcaded passage leading to the tomb of

Shaikh Nizamuddin. The southern arcade is the work of one Muham-
mad Maruf, son of Wahidu-d-Din Quraishi in 781 A.H. (1379-80 A.D.).

From the topmost of the buildings on the west side men and boys dive

for bakhshish in the water below, a drop of fully 60 feet.

The following anecdote concerning this baoli and testifying to the

miraculous powers of Nizamuddin, it may be remarked, has no historical con-

firmation. The baoli is said to have been the cause of contention between

Nizamuddin and Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq Shah. The saint was building the

well at the same time as the emperor was engaged in the construction of

Tughlaqabad, and the latter, anxious for its completion, did not wish any

Delhi workmen to be employed elsewhere. They were accordingly prohibited

from working on the baoli and compelled to work at Tughlaqabad. They then

worked for the saint at night. Ghiyasuddin thereupon prohibited the sale

of oil to Nizamuddin, but the workmen found the water of the baoli answer
the purpose equally well. Nizamuddin complained to Sayyid Muhammad
Behar who happened to be building a mud wall, and the latter, angered at-the

Emperor’s persecution of the saint, levelled his mud waU to the groundj
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exclaiming at the same time I have destroyed his empire.”

On the completion of the well the saint blessed the water which is still

supposed to be efficacious in curing diseases and expelling evil spirits.

(k) Asar, Chap. Ill, 28.

Carr Stephen, 112-3.

Daniel, III, Plate XVIII.
Heher, II, 293.

Impressions, 144.

Pennell, 150.

Rodgers, 87.

190 . (a) Mosque called Chini ka Burj (tiled tower).

(6) Village of Nizamuddin on the western wall of the baoli near No. 188.

(c) Amir Husain.

{d) III.

ie) Afghan.

(/) The following inscription in Persian poetry is incised in plaster on the

internal walls of the upper room. It is unfortunately incomplete, the

verses on the eastern wall and the greater part of those on the northern

wall having been recently obliterated.

i) is (')

(0
Li ti kP* J' (r)

^0 <j (1*)

^ jojo jl <L iS (®)

• • • • • • • 0)

• • • • • • • • • • (V)

• • • • • • • • • * (a)

• • • • • ^y-i ^^la. c_| U) (1)

Translation.

(1) “0! faithful, this was not faithfulness, nor was this the custom of

friendship with friends.

(2) You gave up all regard for me and went away, you threw me into dust and
blood and went away.

(3) What a wonderful thorn you have broken in my heart, that it does not

issue until I am reduced to dust.

(4) You have set fire to the straw of my person from which wreaths of smoke
ascend to heaven.

(5) None opened his eyes in my smoke, but from his eye dropped fire.

(6) He wept and every time !
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(9) Come! 0 object of my life and witness my bereavement

(10)

(y) Ruinous.

(h) Cnnecessary.

(;) The mosque oblong in plan and measuring 21' by 12' 9" consists of three

compartments each with an arched openin.g on the east. There is

also an arched entrance in the north wall. A domed chamber measur-

ing 9' 4" square internally stands on the rooi^ and there are still

remains on the dome of the tile decoration, which have given thebuilding

its name. The internal walls of this upper chamber are profusely

ornamented with coloured decoration and incised plaster ornament.

Tile work formerly covered the lower portion of the walls and was
bordered by Persian inscriptions nearly all of which has unfortun-

ately been removed during injudicious repairs. The few words of

the inscription still left are too fragmentary to convey any coherent

meaning. The words lyij j! (By the mourning of Zuhra

blood) are traceable and seem to point to the inscription having been

in poetry, and indicate that Zuhra, a lady, was referred to m the

inscription. What connection she may have had with the building

must be left to conjecture, but it may be surmised that the personage

whose death is lamented in the inscription quoted above is the same lady,

Zuhra, referred to in No. 188. The chamber has an opening on each of

its four sides; that towards the north serving as the entrance, the

remainder being closed by jali screens. In the southern opening the

jnli screen has been broken, its place being taken by an unsightly kacha

wall. The room is in the occupation of a water-carrier of the Dargah

of Nizamuddin.

No. 191. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Village of Nizammuddin, adjacent to No. 190 to the south.

(c) Sayyid Sharfuddin.

{d) III.

(r) Afghan.
:

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.
i

(b) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb contains two chambers entered through arched openings, and
measuring 19' 7" by 12' 8." It is filled with debris, and contains a red

stone tawiz of a grave which seems to have been brought from some-

where else and placed here. The tawiz is inscribed with extracts from

the Quran.

No. 192. («') Tomb of Bai Kodaldai.

{b) In the village of Nizamuddin, on the western wall of the Baoli near No. 191

to the south.

(c) Sayyid Sharfuddin.
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(d) 11.

(e) 948 A.H. (1541-2 A.D.).

(/) On a marble tablet 2' 9" by 1' 2" let into the floor.

^LXL*J jJb jl

cO;/* ^

J Ir*'?'

^aS 0*1 'j •l^l

t;*—

*

ala. (i)

' rv (f)

JW- (r

)

Translation.

“ In the name of him who is holy.

(1) This paradise-like building with excellent windows is a pleasant man-

sion and dwelling place like a palace in paradise.

(2) While this structure remains glorious in the sight of the people, spectators

from every direction shall behold it with pleasure.

(3) As it is a place of pleasure I revealed to the wise the date of its erection

[in the chronogram]. ‘ A place, and what a pleasant place !

’

Scribe of this, Husain Chishti.”

The grave-stone of Bai Kokaldai is inscribed with extracts from the

Quran, the ninety-nine names of God, and the following Persian in-

scription written in Naskh characters. The date in figures is not

clear, but the chronogram gives it as 1080 A.H. (1669-70 A.D.).

yji.-Xjm wjb* Jo jt (
I

)

t |4d'*A ob yS
^

^ 0^ .1 (r)

I •A[*]

Translation.

(1)
“ I enquired of the heart which is pure and of innocent disposition the

year of her death.

(2) It heaved a deep sigh, and told me to say ‘ May she be a companion of the

houris of paradise.’

Bai Kokaldai, daughter of Mulayam Khan. The year 108[0].”

(g) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

(;) The tomb is a marble pavilion measuring 13' 6" by 11' 5" externally.

On each of its four sides it has 3 arched entrances and is covered

by a vaulted roof. Within and slightly towards the west lies

the marble grave-stone measuring 5' 5" by 2' 5" by 1' 8." The inscrip-

tion on the marble tablet seems to show that the building was not

originally intended for a tomb, and it was after a lapse of more than a

century, as is testified by the inscription on the grave, that Bai

Kokaldai was interred there.

No information has been yet forthcoming regarding this lady or her

father Mulayam Khan, but from the fact that she was buried in a

building of some pretension and within the enclosure of Nizamuddin

it may be hazarded that she was a devotee at the shrine of the saint,

and a lady of some consequence.
V 2
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N (k) Asar (ed. 1847), €hap. I, 95-6.

Miftah, 274.

(/) D. 358.

No. 193. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin close to No. 192 towards west.

(c) Sayyid Alimuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan. ^

(/) None.

{g) Fair. !

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) This is an open octagonal pavilion, diam. 11' 7" covered with a masonry

dome supported on eight stone pillars. It is partly filled with earth,

under which a grave may possibly be buried.

No. 194. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, close to No. 192 towards S. W.
(c) Sayyid Alimuddin.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The structure is badly in ruin. The central room towards the front,

which measures 14' 6" by 12' 3", is a colonnaded structure built of red

stone, the remainder being of rubble. The building is entered through

a red stone doorway still extant. There are several graves in the

building, but none of any special interest.

No. 195. (a) Tomb (unknown) call Lai Chaubara.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, close to No. 192 towards south.

(c) Sayjdd Alimuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(/i) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb, which as its name indicates, is a red sandstone pavilion,

measures 11' 1'’ by 9' 3" with three openings on its eastern and north-

ern sides. The central one of these openings is arched, the two side

openings being smaller and rectangular. The western openings have

disappeared. On the south the building is closed by a wall of the room
at the S. W . corner of the baoli. The structure contaiii a small marble
grave measuring 2' 7" by 1' 7" by 1' 1" which, according to the Khadims
of the Dargah, is the grave of a child of the Royal family.
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196 (a) Arcaded building on the southern side of the baoli.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, adjacent to the passage along the south wall

of the baoli.

(c) Pirzadah’s or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) 781 A.H. (1379-80 A.D.).

(/) The inscription is written in Naskh characters on a red sandstone slab

fixed over the southern arch of the entrance leading from the baoli en-

closure to the tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

4»

4;-0^
a*

^
(•)

^IjS hji^ '
iLw (r)

j] (r)

^llaj M (>*)

ojIjI tj
'b

(o)

1

1 (5-*^ ; (**)

Isitj (a)

r* til’;**
^ (’)

,

('•)

*U|j Jlj) OmsIaA CJIj (!')

Translation.

“ In the name of God who is merciful and clement.

(1)
In the reign of the great king, the fortunate monarch and the descendant

of Adam,

(2) The support of the religion of Ahmad (the Prophet), Firoz Shah who is

a king, Lord of the happy constellation and the greatest of sovereigns,

(3) The slave Maruf was assisted by God, and he made firm the foundation

of this building,

(4) In the neighbourhood of the tomb of Shaikhul Mashayakh Nizamul Haq

Waddin, the pole star of the world,

(5) Wahiduddin Quraishi, my father, who was a companion of the devotees

(of Shaikh Nizamuddin),

(6) And who was a confident in the secrets of the friend of God (Nizamuddin)

of good faith and sincerity,

(7) When he brought me before the chief of the world (Nizamuddin), he (the

latter) took me in his arms and named me.

(8) And the Shaikh with the breath of Jesus named me Maruf(') in bis own

utterance, in this world.

(9) I hope through that auspicious utterance to attain to fame in the next

world also.

(*) There is a play on the word “ Maruf ” which besidee being a proper name conveys the mean,

ing “ famous.”
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(10) Read the date of the completion of this budding as a welcome when
you visit this place.

(11) It was seven hundred and eighty-one from Hij rat when this building

was erected. God knows best,”

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The building, rubble-built, and of no particular interest architecturally,

is located on the southern side of the Baoli. It is said to have been

added to at different periods.

(k) Asar, (ed. 1847), Chap. I, 96-7.
i

No. 197. («) Tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin.

(c) Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) I.

(e) 725 A.H. (1324-5 A.D.).

(/) I. Inscription on a marble slab let into the latticed screen on the north

side. It is written in gilded nastaliq characters.

*tl| A'l 111 aJi S

(ilii ^ ji (•CSl (i)

iwXi/* .u-. vV'* [; ^ jr^ (t)

u/*" -J*

l«U y 4y^ dp oj J (|*)

^Uj
j ^ j| aiti

vid'^P ^ ^ *~y

0>*^|

Translation. '

“ There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is his prophet.

(1) Thanks (be to God) that the Khan of the dignity of the sky resolved to

build the tomb of His Holiness the Ghaus(') of the world (Shaikh

Nizamuddin).

(2) He (the Khan) is the glory of the sun of (his) family and a star of the

height of honour, a Sayyid of high descent and a chief of the standing

of a king.

(3) Its (the tomb’s) founder was a Hashmi (a descendant of Hashim, the

ancestor of the Prophet Muhammad) and its builder was (also) a
Hashmi, men in whose time flourished poetry and prose.

(4) When I sought to discover its date, the pen of wisdom wrote ‘ Qiblagah(*)

of nobles and commoners’ {i.e., all) (970 A.H. = 1562-3 A.D.).

(5) O ! Faridun, turn your face with truth towards his tomb, perchance by
the favours of the saint your work may be accomplished.

Scribe of this, Husain Ahmad Chishti.”

Cl In the conventioMl language of my-=tics the name Ghaus or Qufb is applied to the hierarch of
the saints, who is supposed to be pre-eminently endowed with sanctity and with miraculous faculties.
At the death of such a saint his place is believed to be filled by another Ohaus.

(“) A place towards which Muhammadans look during prayer, hence the most satisfying place.
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II. Inscription on the wooden canopy over the grave of Shaikh Nizam-
uddin.

ij^ ‘V
Lj^I Oa a|a y (0

•»/ (r)

l*. 1 jiAa® jii AJlaq
J' (t*)

•»/
(j

jl ja
J V fV y. {°)

j ^ y Ujjy* ‘V (•’)

•»/ ljl»^ 4_ h ur' J » (v)

•>/ JLjl/*

y (a)

liuay*
« J * ^1 4X31

; (<»)
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Translation.

(1)
“ For the Shaikh of Delhi (named) Nizam (uddin), two Farids made ready

all (that is required) in this world and in the next.

(2) One Farid gave him a transitory building, the other raised him to the

position of everlasting life.

(3) Murtaza Khan over his grave erected a dome (lofty) as the sky.

(4) A blue cloud rose from the world, and a Pearl dropped into the oyster-

shell.

(5) On the earth his square tomb threw wide its four doors (for worship) in

all its four sides.

(6) The roof of his sacred tomb was as the high firmament to the earth.

(7) The sky on its four firm pillars repeated spontaneously the takbir four

times j(expressed wonder). «

(8) He who turned his face away from his place (grave) turned his back on

the great Kaba.

(9) And he who bowed the head to him made his face bright as a mirror.

(10) Should you serve as sweeper of his place (grave) you are capable of the

work of a hundred Messiahs.

(11) I searched for the date of this building, wisdom gave as inspiration.

‘ The dome of the Shaikh ’ (1017 A.H. = 1608-9 A.D.).

(12) May He Who built these seven green ceilings (heavens) increase the

honour of its builder.”

III. Inscription on the second and fourth southern arches of the verau^

dah.
I

c;?*
<JJ| oWI jJUl
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Translation.

“ In the reign of his Exalted Majesty Sahib Qirani Sani (the second

Lord of happy conjunction), the most humble of men (named) Khalil-uilah

Khan, son of Mir Miran Alhusaini Nimatullahi, who was the governor of

Shahjahanabad, erected this verandah round the blessed tomb in the year

1063 (1652-3 A.D.).”

IV. Inscription on a marble tablet let into the western wall at the S. W.
corner inside the tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin, and composed by Alamgir II

in Urdu.
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Translation.

(1)
“ He who becomes the slave of Nizamuddin with his heart receives the

royal crown of the whole world.

(2) Azizuddin (known as Alamgir II) performed the services of a slave with

true faith ; the kingly crown of Hind (India) has now been given me

(Azizuddin).

(3) Through him is healed my wounded heart without recourse to food,

prayer, medicine or physician.

(4) Much afflicted are the people now, O! beloved of God (Nizamuddin).

Confer favour on sinners, you who are a friend of God.

Under the supervision of Hoshiyar Ali Khan, the eunuch slave. The

year 1169 (1755-6 A.D.).”

V. Inscription written in Nastaliq characters on the marble balustrade

round the grave of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

iLm ,»Xj

Translation.

“ Offered by the slave of the slave and the devoted servant (named)

Muhaiyud Din Bahadur Shamsul Umara Amir Kabir Khurshid Jah, on the

21st of the victorious month of Safar, the year 1300 Hijra (1882-3 A.D.).”

{a) The condition of the principal buildings surrounding the tomb of Nizam-

uddin is good, but the smaller structures round the baoli at the entrance

are in need of attention, and a visit to the tomb would be rendered more

pleasant by the absence of the numerous touts and beggars who gene-

rally infest the place. The area between the Kotla and the road lead-

ing to the tomb of Safdar Jang is very unsightly and is in need of

improvement.

{h) Should be protected.
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(j) The tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya is one of the most sacred shrines

in India. Since his burial, the enclosure named Yaran Chabutra,
“ the platform of friends ” in the vicinity of his tomb has been regarded

with sueh sanctity that it has been selected by people of all classes for

their last resting place; hence the whole inierior of the enclosure is

now a graveyard.

The tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin has been considerably added to from

time to time, as the inscriptions show, and of the original building which was

repaired and decorated by Firoz Shah Tughlaq nothing now remains. In

the year 970 A.H. (1562-3 A.D.) Faridun Khan erected the present building

(Inscription I). The building measures 31' 9" square externally, the veran-

dah, which is 6' 9" in width and paved with marble, having five arched open-

ings on each side, the openings measuring alternately 5' 6" and 3' 3". The

columns of the verandah carry trefoil arches which in turn support a red

sandstone chajja. Above the latter is a pinjra parapet overtopped by a

series of dwarf domes, the corners of the parapet being emphasised by dwarf

marble chattris with gilt finials. The arches of the verandah are usually

hung with heavy cotton pardahs. The tomb chamber which measures 15' 8"

square internally and 18' externally, is entered through a single door on the

south side flanked by marble screen, and is lit by openings filled with marble

jali-screens set in sandstone frames, also usually kept screened by pardahs.

The flooring about the grave is of marble. The dome, which is of bulbous

type, springs from an octagonal drum, and is ornamented by vertical stripes of

black marble, and topped by the usual lotus-cresting which serves as a base for

the gilded flnial. At the head, and to the east of the grave, the wall contains

three screens of marble lattice work, the centre screen being larger than those

at either side, while in the centre of the western wall is a gilded mihrab. A
cotton canopy hangs over the grave and silvered glass balls are suspended

around it as ornaments, producing a very tawdry effect. The marble balus-

trade surrounding the grave is the gift of Khurshir Jah of Haidarabad. The

grave, which bears no inscription, is of marble, and measures 8' 3" by 4' 4"' by

1' 1" in height.

Firoz Shah’s building seems to have been a domed chamber of which the

walls were composed of pierced screens. These latter, like the doors, were

of sandal wood, and Firoz Shah repaired them. He also hung golden cups

on chains “ in the four recesses of the dome,” and erected a Jama’at Khana

(congregational chamber) which had not existed before.

In 970 A.H. (1562-3 A.D.) Faridun Khan (Sayyid Farid Khan) erected

the marble screens under the dome, as is testified by the inscription on the

marble slab at the head of the grave (Inscription No. I). The next addition

was the wooden canopy, inlaid with mother-of-pearl. This w^as erected in

1017 A.H. (1608-9 A.D.) by Farid Khan (Murtaza Khan), who held the rank

of 5000 in the reign of Jahangir (Inscription II). Khalilullah Khan, entitled

Hmdatul Mulk, governor of Delhi in 1063 A.H. (1652-3 A.D.), who was raised

in the first year of the reign of Aurangzeb to the rank of 6000, built the

verandah round the tomb, the material used being red sandstone and

marble (Inscription III).

In 1169 A.H. (1755-6 A.D.) Alamgir 11 erected the tablet bearing in-

scription IV, and possibly carried out other repairs and additions as well. In

1223 A.H. (1808-9 A.D.) Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh Khan of Firozpur replaced
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the red sandstone pillars of the verandah by pillars of marble, and the curious

parapet with its line of miniature domes is no doubt of the same date. In

1236 A.H. (1820-1 A.D.) Faizullah Khan Bangash added the copper ceiling,

ornamented with blue enamel, to the verandah. The dome as it now stands is

said to have been rebuilt .by Akbar II in 1239 A.H. (1823-4 A.D.), the old

masonry dome being removed.

Shaikh Nizamuddin, styled Sultanul Mashaikh is said to have been un-

equalled in the influence he exerted upon the varied classes of his co-religion-

ists. His real name was Muhammad, son of Ahmad, and he was born in the

month of Safar in the year 634 A.H. (1236 A.D.) at Budaun. He lost his

father when five years old, and thereafter was brought up by his mother, coming

to Delhi with her at the age of 25, and taking up his abode in the village of

Ghiyaspur, near the tomb of Humayun. His mother soon afterwards died,

and he became a disciple of Baba Farid Shakarganj who appointed him as his

successor, bestowing upon him the gift of divination, and sent him to reside

at Delhi. He combined the piety of a saint with the worldly wisdom of a

politician and, to quote from “Carr Stephen”, his kupwledge of human nature,

not derived from the study of books, but the result of experience of human

life, earned for him many a dubious compliment, from some of possessing a

knowledge of sorcery, from others of being a member of the secret society of

tlie Assassins of Khorasan; while according to Colonel Sleeman, at times a

somewhat precipitate thinker, he was the organiser of Thagism. He was the

friend of Alauddin Khalji and Muhammad Tughlaq, both of whom succeeded

to the throne in circumstances of considerable suspicion, the first after the

murder of his uncle, and the second after that of his father. He appears to

have learnt in one of his trances the exact time of the death of the former;

while his prophecy that Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq would never see Delhi again

was fulfilled by the emperor being crushed to death in a temporary palace some

four miles from his capital. In 1303 A.D. the Mughals, who were the cause

of considerable anxiety to Alauddin Khalji, were dispersed it is said through

the prayers of the saint or, as is more probable, were rendered ineffective by the

assassination of their leaders by Nizamuddin’s emissaries. His friends in-

cluded Sayyid Mahmud Behar, the renowned saint “ Chiragh Delhi ”, and the

poet Khusrau. He died at sunrise on the 18th Rabia II, 725 A.H. (April

3rd, 1325 A.D.). !

(A-) Farishta, pt. II, 391-8.

Safina, 97-8.

Khazina, 328-39.

Asar, Chap. HI, 30-1
;
(ed. 1847) chap. I, 80-6.

Carr Stephen, 102-7.

Mazurat, pt. I, 17-9.

Annual, (1904-5) 20.

Archer, I, 117.

As. Res. IV, 418.

Auckland, 8, 9.

Cole, 1st Report, XXVIII.

Cooper, 108, 117.

Crane, 156.

Heher, II, 293.

Impressions, 181.
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Mintura, 235.

Mundy, 49.

Oriental Annual, (1836), 208, et seq.

Orlich, II, 33.

Pennell, 149.

Rodgers, 87.

Sleeman, II, 267.

Wilson, 53.

Fanshaive, 235, et seq.

Hearn, 58—60, 114-5.

Khulasatut Tawarikh, 33-4.

No. 198. (a) Majlis Khana (Assembly house).

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, some 20 yards to the north of the tomb of

Shaikh Nizamuddin (No. 197).

(c) Pirdadahsor the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{j) The Majlis Khana measures 32' by 25' 2" and is two bays deep, with

three arched entrances. It is built of red sandstone and is of no
special interest.

No. 199. (a) Enclosure of Nawab Mustafa Khan.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin to the west of No. 198.

(c) Nawab Ishaq Khan.

(d) III.

{e) Late Mughal. '

. (/) Modem inscriptions only.

(g') Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

•(/) This enclosure is the family burial ground of Nawab Mustafa Khan,

Jagirdar of Jahangirabad, Meemt district. It contains a small pavi-

lion with arched entrances, and a large number of graves, of which a

few bear modern inscriptions.

No. 200. (a) Mosque known as Jamaat Khana (Congregation house).

(5) In the village of Nizamuddin, near the tomb of Shaikh Nizamuddin

(No. 197) to the west.

(c) Waqf
;
Mutawalli Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) I.

(e) Alauddin Khalji’s reign.
x2
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i^f) On the eastern facade to the south of the central arch, giving the date of

the death of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

gl;-
^
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Translation.

(1)
“ The administrator (Nizam) of two worlds, the king of water and earth

surely became a lamp for both the worlds.

(2) When I sought the date of his death from the invisible, the invisible

crier said ‘ the emperor of religion ’ (725 A.H. = 1325 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

(A) Should be protected.

{]) This mosque, known as the Jamaat Khana (house of assembly), is the oldest

monument found in the Nizamuddin group, and forms the western

side of the enclosure surrounding the tomb of the Shaikh. Red sand-

stone is used throughout, and the over-all measurements of the build-

ings are 95' 9" N. to S. and 56' 6" E. to W. ;
in height some 48,' 33'

to the top of the roof and 15' more to the top of the main dome. The

central compartment, measuring internally 38' 6" square, is roofed by

a low dome-diam. 37' 10" and was built during the life time of Shaikh

Nizamuddin by Khizr Khan, son of Alauddin Khalji and the hero of

Amir Khusro’s love poem, entitled Khizr Khani and Deval Devi Rani.

The side rooms, each roofed by twin domes and measuring 53' by

19' internally, are later additions, probably dating from the reign of

Muhammad Shah Tughlaq. The main entrance arch is framed in a

band of Quranic inscriptions which are also found around the internal

arches and mihrabs. The main dome springs from a polygonal drum,

the top of which is encircled by a band of ornament of an interlacing

pattern and capped by an elaborate pinjra cresting. The roof parapet

is crowned by a battlement of the spear head pattern.

From the centre of the main dome bangs an inverted cup said to be of

gold. The central room, built by Khizr Khan, is said not to have been origin-

ally intended for use as a mosque but as a tomb for the Shaikh Nizamuddin.

The saint, however, for some reason or other, expressed the wish when he was

about to die that his body should not be interred there. The building wa?
later converted into a mosque by the addition of the two side comp>artments.

The above-quoted inscription is comparatively modern, and does not throw

any light on the history of the mosque.

(A) Farishta, pt. II, 394.

Asar, (ed. 1847) Chap. I, 86-8.

Carr Stephen, 111-2.

Annual, (1904-5)^ 20.

A. S. /., IV, 89.

Cole, 1st Report, XXVIII.
Fanshawe, 238.

Hearn, 115.

Rodgers, 87.

(0 2349, 2740.
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No. 201. (a) Tomb of Jahanara.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, some 11 yeards to the south of the tomb of

Shaikh Nizamuddin (No. 197).

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) 1092 A.H. (1681 A. D.).

(/) On a marble slab at the head of the grave of Jahanara.

l.^l* jJu- *51*^ iJJljUf lUob Jyf. bH !;•

Translation.

“ He is living and self-subsisting.

Let naught cover my grave save the green grass; for grass well suflBces

as a covering for the grave of the lowly.

The humble and mortal Jahanara, the disciple of the Khwajas (pre-

ceptors) of Chisht, and the daughter of Shahjahan, the king and champion of

faith, May God illuminate his demonstrations. The year 1092 (1681 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

(A) Protected.

(;) The tomb of Jahanara, built by herself during her lifetime, consists of

an unroofed enclosure measuring 13" 9" by 11' 6" externally. The wall

of the enclosure, which measures some 8' in height, consists of screens of

pierced marble, standing on a plinth 1' 1" high, there being three bays

in each wall, the entrance occupying the central bay on the west side.

The four corners of the enclosure are marked by slender marble pinna-

cles, rising 4' 10" above the top of the enclosure, which is paved with

marble and contains four graves, the centremost and largest being

that of Jahanara. This is of marble and of peculiar design; and a

hoUow receptacle in the top is filled with grass ever kept green by the

attendants of the dargah. The grave on the west side is that of Mirza

Nili, son of the emperor Shah Alam, and that on the east side is of

Jamalunnisa, a daughter of Akbar II, the small grave at the foot of the

last being of that lady’s child.

Jahanara, the daughter of Shahj'ahan and Mumtaz Mahal, was born on

the 21st of Safar 1023 A.H. (2nd April 1614 A.D.). She was first given the

title of Begam Sahiba and then that of Padshah Begam, and for a long time

was the principal personage in the Royal Harem. She espoused the cause of

Dara Shikoh in the struggle between the brothers, and when Aurangzeb

deposed and imprisoned Shahjahan she voluntarily shared his imprisonment

in Agra Fort. She survived her father for a period of sixteen years, and

died on the 3rd of Ramzan 1092 A.H. (16th September 1681 A.D.). Beale

(Oriental biographical dictionary p. 190), relates how one night (27th

Muharram A.H. 1054, 26th March A.D. 1644) as she was returnng from her

father’s apartments to the harem her garments caught fire from a lamp and

she was severely burnt. For some time no hopes were entertained of her

recovery, but an English physician, Gabriel Boughton, then at Surat, was

called in and restored her to health. Boughton, in reward for his services,

. was granted a patent enabling his countrymen to trade free throughout Shah-
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jahan’s dominions. It should bo mentioned, however, that Boughton’s

connection with this incident is questioned by several authorities.

(A-) Maasir-i-Alamgiri, 213.

Miftah, 247-8.

Asar, chap. Ill, 73-4.

Carr Steyhen, 108-9.

A nnual, (1902-3) 27, (1904-5) 20.

Cities, 156.

Heber, II, 293.

Hoffnieister, 287.

Rodgers, 93.

Sleeman, II, 270, 280.

Fajishawe, 239.

Hearn, 59, 115-116.

No. 202. {a) Tomb of Muhammad Shah.

(&) In the village of Nizamuddin, near the tomb of Jahanara (No. 201) to the

east.

(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

(c) 1161 A.H. (1748 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(A) Protected.

(;) The grave of Muhammad Shah lies within an enclosure measuring 19' 2"

by 13' 8" internally. It is similar in appearance to that of Jahanara,

and is entered through a doorway on the east side. The walls of the

enclosure 7' 2" in height are composed of marble screens, of 5 bays on

the east and west sides and 3 on the north and south sides, and stands

on an ornamental plinth 1' 2" in height. The four corners of the en-

closure are ornamented with guldastas rising 4' 10" above the top of the

marble screens. The bay containing the doorway projects slightly in

front of the marble screens and is flanked by guldastas, the finials of

which have disappeared. The arch head is scolloped, the spandrels

being filled with a floral pattern in low relief. The door which is of

marble and consists of two leaves, is ornamented with a floral design

set in circular-ended oblong panels, three panels to each leaf of the door.

The enclosure which is marble paved, contains seven graves of the same

material, the largest, which measures 5' 9" by 1' 7" by 1' 3," being that of the

emperor. The one immediately to the west is that of his wife Nawab Sahiba

Mahall, while at the foot of the last is that of the wife of Nadir Shah’s(‘) son.

The grave to the west of this latter is that of that lady’s infant daughter, while

on its east lies Mirza Jigru, grandson of Muhammad Shah, and further to

the east of this Mirza Ashuri. The grave in the N. E. corner is unknown.
Muhammad Shah was born on the 23rd Rabia I, 1114 A.II. (17th August 1702
A.D.) and was placed on the throne of Delhi by the Sayyid king-makers on
the 15th Ziqada 1131 A.H. (September 30, 1719 A.D.). Delhi was ^sacked by
Nadir Shah in his reign. He died on the 27th Rabia II, 1161 A.H. (April

26, 1748 A.D.) and he was the last of the line of Timur to enjoy any sem-
blance of power.

(') Nadir Sliah, the Persian inv^er of India in the reign of Muhammad Shtdi.
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His tomb, insignificant in ' comparison with the resting places of the

earlier Mughal emperors, is an eloquent witness of the Veduced circumstances

of the rulers of Delhi in the middle of the 18th century, and from which they

never recovered. The character of the ornament, too weak and flamboyant to

enable it to be classed with the specimens of early Mughal work, shows the

decline in taste which not unnaturally accompanied the downfall of the

empire.

(k) Miftah, 305, 326.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 91-2.

Carr Stephen, 110-1.

Sleeman, II, 269.

Fanshawe, 240.

Hearn, 60.

No. 203. (a) Tomb of Mirza Jahangir.

(&) In the village of Nizamuddin, some six yards to the east of the tomb of

Muhammad Shah (No. 2021.

(c) Government.

(d) Ha.
(e) 1248 A.H. (1832-3 A.D.).

(f) None.

ig) Good.

(A) Protected.

(;) The enclosure, which measures 19' 6" by 14' internally and is paved with

marble, is raised 3' 3^ from the ground, and is reached by four marble

steps. It is entered on the E. and W. through a marble door, of two

leaves carved in floral patterns, "while there are marble guldastas at the

four corners of the enclosure and flanking the doorways. The grave of

Mirza Jahangir is of marble and measures 6' 7" by 2' 2" and 1' 6" in

height, and is profusely decorated with floral carvings. It will be

noticed that it bears the takhti (slate) the emblem of a woman’s
grave. It is said that the grave was originally that of a woman, but

was placed over the remains of the Prince on a dispensation being

granted for the purpose by Muhammadan lawryers.

Mirza Jahangir w’as the eldest son of the Emperor Akbar II, and was sent

as State Prisoner to, Allahabad in 1808 for having fired a pistol at Mr. Seton,

Resident at Delhi. He resided in the Khusro Bagh there, and on his death in

A.H. 1236 (1821 A.D.) his remains were first interred there, but subsequently

brought to Delhi.

The second grave lying to the west is also of marble measuring 6' by 1' 11*

by 1^ 4", and is that of Mirza Babar, the brother of Mirza Jahangir. It, like

the grave described above, was not intended for its present position. It bears
a Persian inscription referring to one Mir Muhammad, the date given in the

chronogram being 987 A.H. (1579-80 A.D.). The inscription runs as

follows :

—

(()

Jaj j] (r)
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Translation.

(1)
“ That Sayyid of high lineage, the mine of benificence, and that sea of

generosity from which the world gathered...,

(2) Is the descendant of Ali, having Mir Muhammad for his name. When
Mir Muhammad repaired from the world

(3) I asked wisdom the date of his death, it said, “ May the garden of Para-

dise be (his) place.”

The remaining two graves are insignificant, but it seems almost certain

that they are of members of the Royal family.

{k) Mijtah, 379.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 100.

Carr Stephen, 111.

Crane, 156.

HeUr, II, 293.

Hoffmeister, 287.

Rodgers, 95.

Sleeman, II, 269.

Fanshawe, 240.

Hearn, 60.

No. 204. {a) House of Mirza Jahangir.

(h) In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the east of the tomb of

Mirza Jahangir (No. 203).

(c) Government.

id) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{']) Immediately to the east of the tomb of Mirza Jahangir there is a building

supposed to have been his house. It consists of two arched halls on the

north and south of an open court. In the halls and courtyard are

several graves of which only one is inscribed (see below). It is not

certain for what this building was intended.

No. 205. (a) Grave of the wife of Mirza Babar.

(d) .In the Kotla Nizamuddin, in the northern hall of the house of Mirza
Jahangir (No. 204).

(c) Government.

(d) HI.

(e) 1244 A.H. (1828-9 A.D.).

(/) On the head stone of the grave.

Uj 4- tiJjO (|)

jO iS jlIa/ tib
j (r)

f fpr
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Translation.

(1)
“ Alas, the wife of Babar Bahadur, repaired suddenly from this faithless

world.

(2) By order of Sahib-i-Alam, regarding the date of her death, Baqa said
‘ She went to the everlasting world,’ The year 1244 A.H. (1828-9

A.D.).”

(gr) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(7) The grave is of marble and measures 5' by 1' 9" by 9".

No, 206. (a) Grave of Khwaja Abdurrahaman.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, in the courtyard of the house of Mirza
Jahangir (No. 203).

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) C. 1325 A.D.

(/) None.

(ff) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave is built of brick and plaster. The chief point of interest in

connection with it is that it is not aligned N. to S. as is usual. The
people of the Dargah say on account of the great respect of the deceased

for his spiritual guide Nizamuddin, his face lies in the direction of the

tomb of the latter.

Khwaja Abdurrahaman was a disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin. His

descendants live in the village of Nizamuddin and are styled Khadims.(‘)

They have a share in the offerings to the tombs of Nizamuddin and Amir
Khusro.

(A) Mazarat, pt. 1, 19.

No. 207. (a) Tomb of Mirza Muqim.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin some five yards to the east of the tomb of

Shaikh Nizamuddin (No, 197).

(c) Muhammad Sadiq.

(if) III.

{e) 967 A.H. (1559-60 A.D.).

(/) I. On the outer face of a marble slab fixed over a small doorway.

tXi) Le.W Jo oo| iliO V* (')

Jj| *iib Ujf ^Ua3 Jl ail diib Uo/ j
^|o ^^1 ((<)

Translation.

(1)
“ Those who have procured a place in the neighbourhood, have obtained

the object of their heart according to their wishes.

(') Khadim literally means a slave or a servant. The descendants of Khwaja Abdurrahman are

styled Khadims because the latter was a disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin, and through the respect he

felt for the Shaikh considered himself as his servant or slave.
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(2) Know you whence they have attained this position ? They have attained

it through (the proximity of) Shaikh Nizam Auliya’s grave.

Composed by Mir Nawaidi of Naisharpur.”

II. On the inner face of the same marble slab.

J ^ •y’ ^ r-*" O*"

r- y j b 3^ (f“)

t
^ ^ JL^I^ 4

Aljtj

Translation.

(1)
“ The son Muqim, the slave of the living and immortal, took to his couch

in this tomb which is full of grace and tranquillity.

(2) He will not have anxiety and fear on the day of resurrection, when he

will become a resident of the high Paradise.

Composed by Nawaidi and written by Husain Naqshabi.”

III. On the grave of Mirza Muqim.

aj
j }jj^ Jl

Translation.

“ When Mirza Muqim repaired from the world, the date was 967 (1559-60

A.D.).”

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) Beyond the eastern wall of the enclosure of Shaikh Nizamuddin, imme-
diately on the north of Mirza Jahangir’s house, is a piece of open ground,

the northern portion of which may be called the enclosure of Mirza
Muqim. The entrance to it is through a small doorway on which are

to be found the inscriptions written on a marble slab and quoted abova
The grave of Mirza Muqim is of marble, and measures 5' 8" by 2' 1'

by 1' 2".

No. 208. («) Grave of Abul Fazail, son of Sayyid Murad.

{h) In the village of Nizamuddin, near the grave of Mirza Muqim No. 207)

towards east.

(c) Muhammad Sadiq. ,

(d) III.

{e) 968 A.H. (1560-61 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

fj-^ (l)

»>- Jiib
J JV' (t)

(JJ o}y j j) a/«| jJ/ (f")

q*«A 4iu» jO lily a*— obj

Translation.

(1)
“ Alas, that the moon whose rising place was Kabul is concealed in the city

of Delhi.
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No. 209.

No. 210.

No. 211.

(2) That young plant of the garden of beauty and elegance left the world and
became mortal.

(3) The date of the death of that rose was known from the invisible; ‘ that

rose is destroyed from the garden of Murad.’

Death of Abul Fazail, son of Sayyid Murad, in the year 968 (1560-61

A.D.).”

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave is of marble and measures 2' 8" by 1' 5" by 1'.

() Tomb (unknown).

() In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the east of No. 208.

(c) Amir Husain.

id) III.

(«) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb measuring 11' 9* by 10' 1" is built of rubble masonry and is

domed. It is occupied by the people of the Dargah. No trace of any

grave is to be found inside it.

(a) Dalan or hall of Itqad Khan.

(&) In the village of Nizamuddin, close to the inner entrance of the tomb of

Shaikh Nizamuddin, towards east.

(c) Sayyid Zafar Ali.

{d) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

if) None.

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(f) The dalan measuring 9' 11" by 7' is built of local stone and is covered with

an arched roof. Up to the height of 2' 6" the inner walls are furnished

with a marble dado. It had three arched entrances originally, of which

those on the wings are now closed. Inside the hall there are two marble

graves said to be those of Itqad Khan and his brother who came from

Lucknow.

(a) Tomb of Khwaja Rafiuddin Harun.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the south of Mirza Jahan-

gir’s tomb (No. 203), and some four yards to the E. of the N. E. corner

of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No, 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) C. 725 A.H. (1325 A.D.).
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(/) None.

{g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

{j) A walled enclosure 13' 8" by 12' 19". Within are two masonry graves,

one of Khwaja Rafiuddin and the other of his father Muhammad
Sualih.

Khwaja Rafiuddin was the nephew of Shaikh Nizamuddin and was

brought up by him from childhood. The Shaikh treated him as his own child.

He was also given precedence over all the other relatives in the distribution of

the offerings which the Shaikh received.

{k) Mazarat, pt. I, 23.

Azkar, 110.

No. 212. («) Eastern entrance to the outer enclosure of Amir Khusro’s tomb.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin.

(c) Pirzadahs, or descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) III.

{e) The present gateway is modern, having been rebuilt. The original gate-

way was of the Afghan period.

(/) On a marble slab over the arch of the gate.

I riA

o!<> |jJ

'r>j (l)

j JL.^ (f

)

Translation.

(1)
“ At the tomb of the beloved of God who listens (to the prayers of the

faithful), this gate was built which has victory near to it,

(2) By the order of the Nizam, the King of the Deccan, by the efforts of

Muhammad Rashid, the prudent,

(3) By the assistance of Hashim, entitled Husaini, it was completed without
the intrusion or ill-will of a rival.

(4) When I sought the date of its erection from the invisible, the invisible

crier said ‘ Rare beyond measure ’ 1298 (1881 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The gate is of modern erection and of no special interest.

No. 213. Tomb of Amir Khusro.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, some 18 yards south of the tomb of Shaikh
Nizamuddin (No. 197).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin
(d) II.

(e) Babar’s reign.
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(/) I. Inscriptions on a marble tablet measuring 7' 9^" by 1' 7" and situated

outside the tomb on the north, between it and the pierced stone 'screens

of the inner enclosure.

il)|

*

U| SI jJ| S

Translation.

“ There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is his prophet. The earth

attained honour in the reign of Babar, the Emperor and champion of faith

through the presence of this tablet.”

JUf J J e;*** ^ (0

J» J vT jl jl
1 A •

jl y. (0

Jtl.. 4_ j J15. ^Ir* (r)

r- uy^ ji -t- jl (f)

JUU jl t-C JiJi
y.
Jx jJi (0

Translation.

(1)
“ Mir Khusro the king of the kingdom of words (poetry), the ocean of

accomplishment and sea of perfection

;

(2) His prose is more attractive than flowing water, his poetry is clearer than

pure water.

(3) (He is) a peerless singing nightingale and an incomparable sugar-tongued

parrot.

(4) For the date of his death, when I bowed my head above the knees of

thought.

(6) A chronogram gave ‘ peerless,’ and another ‘ Sugar-tongued parrot.’
”

(725 A.H. = 1325 A.D.).

ujb lOL* iA/«I aolw J

Translation.

“ The tablet of my dust is without even a word of hope of a meeting with

my beloved, my simplicity is the one (evident) sign of my true love.”

Jtl/. j 4. ^L.| aA JHa.
j

*4.^ ai-

Jl^ a5ay -.-U yiif (r)

• Translation.

(1)
“ Mehdi Khwaja, a Sajyid of rank and dignity, became the founder of

this matchless and incomparable building.

(2) I said ‘ the good efforts of Mehdi Khwaja ’ when asked the date of the

foundation of this building.

Written by Shihab, the enigmatist of Herat.
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II. Inscription written in one line on the north and west walls of the

inner enclosure, over the pierced stone screens.

'j '^)r*
^

ikflx 4^ tfjxjyj j

Vi;*"" V* (')

cr*^ '^jr^ (f)

iJJlj lajae-^ j Jkj<» v^iy ;l (r)

J JL.J (l*)

«jU c:-~i5tc

yie jl jO

IJfJ sLvwob cp-'—

^ c.*;
ay Jlra

U^* ^ J 4- _)! (J^ ii^lp
J

)o,*JI
J j/i

fXw ^ d-. (0)

/’ o" (v)

d/ £-b jJaJJ (a)

^
4JlmL> juwb b 0)

Translation.

(1)
“ Khusro, the king of the kingdom of words, and the head and chief of

saints, whose name is (engraved) on the tablet of world like a mark on

hard stone.

(2) He attained such elegance in poetry that the tablet of import was ad-

orned with its beauty.

(3) He dived into the sea of reflection, and by the grace (of God) brought out

the pearls of expression from that river.

(4) In the year five times five (25) and seven hundred from the flight of H5s

Holiness (Prophet) he departed from this world to the next.

May his end be good.

(5) By the divine decree sidra (a tree in paradise) became the residence of the

bird of his soul, when the call “ Irjai ” (turn to me) reached him from

the high world.

(6) Nine hundred and thirty-eight years had passed from the Hijrat (flight of

the prophet Muhammad) to the time of Humayun, the king and cham-

pion of faith, who is wise.

(7) An emperor, so worthy, that e’en angles might well ever pray for his pros-

perity to the great God.

(8) Of high rank, wealthy, and pure, like whom there has never been, nor ever

will be, one so peerless or matchless.

(9) 0 God ! as long as the world exists may he ever remain in prosperity, and

may the Lord of the world be his friend, helper and defender against

his enemies.”

III. Inscriptions engraved in one line on the walls, inside, over the

^yiL* yi ji liXL* txA (i*)

•‘iL (r)

latticed marble screens.

jI/V- \£/Tr
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Trctnslation.

(1)
“ O thou ! who hast the sweet drink of love in thy cup, and receivest mess-

ages constantly from the friend.

(2) The house of Farid is ordered by thee, hence is it that thou art entitled

Nizam.

(3) Immortal is the slave Khusro, for he with his thousand lives is thine own
slave.”

»t5 jO
J )•* J

S-Ip (*15 \y‘ ( I )

rv V y ^ e/j
y"

Translation.

(1)
“ My name is ‘ Nek ’ (righteous) and ‘ Great Khwaja [it contains] two

shins two lams, two gafs and two jims.{^)

(2) If you can evolve my name from these letters I shall know that you are a

wise man.

The scribe of the above is the grandson of Shaikh Farid Shakargunj,”

(0

lyj jiMe ir)

Jiii* (r)

cd* fi»-* e/-’

vyf 1*11* oL- ^
Translation.

(1)
“ O ! Khusro, peerless in the world, I am a supplicant at thy tomb.

(2) It has been built by Tahir; eternal blessing is always found here.

(3) Wisdom thus spake the Gate of its foundation, “ Say to the tomb that it

is a place of secrets.

The composer of these lines, and founder of this building, is Tahir

Muhammad Imaduddin Hasan, son of Sultan Ali of Sabzwar, in the year

1014 Hijra (1605-6 A.D.), may God forgive his sins and conceal his faults.

The scribe’ Abdu-n Nabi, son of Aiynb.
”

IV. Inscription on a stone tablet built into the northern wall, imme-

diately below the roof.

*d.- All JdA. •A**'* y’

tj) J
AlkU.

J

Translation.

“ In the reign of the emperor, the asylum of the world, the father of

victory, the just king (named) ‘ Nuru-d-Din Muhammad,* Jahangir, the

champion of faith, may God perpetuate his kingdom and reign, and extend

over all the worlds his beneficence and benevolence.”

(') 2 sAins= 2 X 300= 600= Sfce. »
’

2 l<ims=2x M= 60=S'i».

2 ga/s= 2 X 100= 200= Be.

2/iiJW=2x 3= 9=Wao.

^ (Khusro).

f -.-I jUj y< b
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V. Inscriptions on the doors of the tomb.

t*iaj

^ (0

(r)

jloUj sjjjj (r)

(3) (2)

(r)*Xt* amI
* o '

Translation.

“ Verses of a chronogram.

(1) Amir Khusro of Delhi is such that his door is as the door of Paradise.

(2) Why should not the supplicant at his tomb be favoured, he who is the

minister of the court of Nizamuddin!

(3) The^ poor and humble servant Miyan Jan, who is a faithful friend and

servant of the poor,

(4) Erected these bright doors in the year 1280 (1663-4 A.D.).”

^ yy^ y J*^ jo' ^ J** *’1/* (>*)

Translation.

(1)
“ What honour and dignity if you accept them (the doors) 0 ! Amir
Khusro, dear to God ! «

Miyanjan offers the pair of doors; may he achieve the heart’s wishes, and
may his heart be illuminated.”

VI. Inscription written in Nastaliq characters on the south east panel

of the marble balustrade round the grave of Amir Khusro.

ir»r

Translation.

“ Offered by the slave of the slave, the humble Muhaiyuddin Khan Sham-
sul Umara Amir Kabir Khurshid Jah, on the 20th of august Ramzan in the

year 1303 Hijra (22nd June 1886 A.D.).

{g) Good.

{h) Should be protected.

(j) Like the tomb of Nizamuddin this building has been added to periodically

by pious admirers. The enclosure round the tomb, measuring 103' by
56' was erected by Mehdi Khwaja. During the reign of the Emperor
Babar the inscribed marble tablet was set up at the head of the grave,

referring to the building of the enclosure by the Khwaja. Other verses

on the same tablet are in praise of the poet, and give the date of his

death. An inscription on the north and west walls of the inner

*nie words marked Nos. (1), (2), and (3) are written incorrectly, probably on account of

a want of knowledge on the part of the scribe or the engraver. They would be written correctly as

(1) (2) and (3) respectively.
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enclosure and dated 938 A.H. (1531-2 A.D.) seems to refer to its

erection. The present tomb was erected in 1014 A.H. (1605-6 A.D.)
during the reign of Jahangir by Tahir Muhammad Imadu-d Din
Hasan. It is constructed of marble and is covered with a vaulted roof

supported on twelve pillars and crowned externally by a pair of guld-
astas. The space between these pillars is filled in with latticed marble
screens, except the central bay on the south which is open and forms an
entrance to the tomb. The tomb measures internally 14' 4" by 10' 11".

One Miyanjan gave the pair of copper doors in 1280 A.H. (1863-4 A.D.) and
in 1303 A.H. (1885-6 A.D.) Muhaiyuddin Khan of Hyderabad erected the

pierced marble balustrade measuring 9' 7" by 5' 6^" and 1' 3" high, which now
surrounds the grave. The latter measures 8' 6^" by 4' 6" by 1' 6".

Amir Khusro was the chief disciple and friend of Shaikh Nizamuddin
Auliya. His real name was Abul Hasan, Khusro being his ‘ nom de guerre.’

The father of Amir Khusro, Amir Saifuddin, was of Turkish extraction, and
came to India from Balkh. He was given a place at court, and took up his

residence at Mominabad, now known as Patyali, where Amir Khusro was born

in the year 651 A.H. (1253-4 A.D.). Amir Khusro enjoyed the patronage of

several Emperors of Delhi, who favoured him without exception. He is

known as one of India’s most celebrated poets, and was the author of 92 different

works, most of which are well-known and admired. He felt the death of

Nizamuddin very deeply, and died, it is said, of grief, in the,year 725 A.H.
(1325 A.D.) six months afterwards.

In the outer enclosure on the south lies buried Shamsuddin Mahru, the son

of Amir ^^usro’s sister. His grave, which is uninscribed, measures 6' 10^" by

3' 11" and 1' 4" in height.

(yfc) Farishta, pt. II, 402-3.

Safina, 98-100.

Khazina, 339-42.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 58.

Carr. Stephen, 113-6.

Mazarat, pt. I, 25-7.

Auckland, 9.

Crane, 156.

Cole, 1st Report, XXVIII.
Fanshawe, 241.

Impressions, 182.

Pennell, 150.

Rodgers, 87.

Sleeman, II, 267.

WiUon, 52.

No. 214. (fi) Grave of Khwaja Abubakar Musalla Bardar.

(&) In the grave of Nizamuddin, immediately to the S. W. of No. 211, and some

three yards to the east of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) HI.

(e) C. 725 A.H. (1325 A.D.).

(/) None.
Z
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(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave, of plastered aasonry, has little to commend it to notice.

Khwaja Abubakr was a nephew and disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin

Auliya. He was wont to carry the saint’s prayer carpet (musalla) to the Jami

mosque at Kilokhri on Fridays, and hence became known by the name of

Musalla Bardar (carpet bearer). The Pirzadahs of the Dargah of Shaikh

Nizamuddin, who claim to be descendants of the saint, are really descended

from Khwaja Abubakr Musalla Bardar. Shaikh Nizamuddin never married

and died without any issue.

(A) Mazarat, pt. I, p. 21.

Azkar, 110.

No. 215. {a) Grave of Salima Sultan, daughter of Amir Shihab.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, the second grave at the N. E. corner of the

platform which is some 2 yards S.E. of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) HI.

{e) 968 A.H. (1560 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

jO oOj

<i,,i I Alfc
^ ^

Translation.

“ The death of Salima Sultan, the deceased of happy memory and the

daughter of Amir Shihab Hajji, occurred on the 5th of the sacred mtmth of

Muharram in the year nine hundred and sixty-eight. (26th September 1560

A.D.).”

(;) The grave of marble measures 4' 3" by 1' 11" by 1' 4". Nothing is known
of Salima Sultan, but her father Amir Shihab is perhaps the personage

mentioned as an scribe in the inscriptions on the marble tablet at the

tomb of Amir Khusro (No. 213).

No. 216. ('0 Grave of Makhdum Khan, son of Muhammad Khan.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, three feet to the south of No. 215.

(c) III.

(d) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{e) 1168 A.H. (1772 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

Makhdum Khan, who is buried here was a disciple of the house of

Translation.

“ Death of the martyr Makhdum Khan, son of Muhammad Edian, and a

resident of Ahmadnagar, on the 22nd of Ramzan of the year 1186 (17th Decem-
ber 1772).”
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{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave, • measuring 5' 8" by 2' 5^" by 10/' is of red sandstone.

Makhdum Khan, who is buried here was a disciple of the house of

Shaikh Nizamuddin. He is mentioned in the inscription as having

come from Ahmadnagar, and dying as a martyr; though in what
circumstances is not known.

> No. 217. (a) Grave of Hajji Anwar, son of Khan Malik.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, three feet to the west of No. 216.

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) 971 A.H. (1563-4 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

Translation.

“"irhis grave is that of Hajji Anwar, son of Khan Malik (built) in the

year 971 (1563-4 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave is of red sandstone measuring 5' 9" by 2' 3^ by 1' 1".

No. 218. Grave of Nawab Nazar Bahadur Khan.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, the second grave in the N. W. comer of the

platform some two yards S.E. of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) 982 A.H. (1574-5 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

Translation. >

“
It was on the tenth day of Muharram of the year nine hundred and

eighty-two that Nazar Bahadur Khan died as a martyr.”

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave is of marble measuring 6' 8" by 2' 3" by 1' 3". It is not known
in what circumstances Nazar Bahadur died as a martyr.

No. 219. (d) Grave of Darab Khan.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, some three yards to the south of Amir
Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.
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220

\

{d) III.

{e) 1122 A.H. (1710 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.
1

j ^ C^y* 't’IjI'*

(>* III'!' jt^

Translation.

“ Darab Khan Bahadur, son of Darab Khan, the defunct of happy

memory, son of Mukhtar Alhusaini, was received in the mercy of God on the

night of Friday the 27th day of the month of Shawwal of the year 1122 Hijra

(18th December 1710 A.D.).”

ig) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{]) The grave measuring 5' 5" by 2' by 11" is of red sandstone.

(a) Dalan of Mirdha Ikram.

(b) Village of Nizamuddin, some 5 yards to the south of Amir Khusro’s tomb

(No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) 1216 A.H. (1801-2 A.D ).

(/) On a piece of marble built into the south wall, inside the dalan.

y y, j
yi aImIo v_jtiaJ

j
^]jS\ (i) ^

<_Uj ^\ji\
y (l*)

I r 1 1 ‘i- 1*1* 4ju»

Translation.

(1)
“ Ikram shone in the favour of the king as a particle of sand reflects the

sun.

(2) He was buried at the feet of Khusro; and Sayyid said ‘ Ikram attained

rest (was interred) at the feet of Khusro.’ 44th year (of the reign of

Shah Alara II). The year 1216 A.H. (1801-2 A.D.).”

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The building consists of a dalan which measures 16' 6" by 9' 10" and
stands on a plinth 1' 3" in height. It is constructed of red sandstone,

paved with marble and having a dado 3' 3" high of the same material.

It is furnished with three arched entrances on the N. side and one on the

E. and W. sides, and contains four marble graves, all of them belonging

to the family of Ikram, after whom the building is known.

Ikram is locally given the surname of Mirdah (*) the rank which he seems

to have held during the reign of Shah Alam II.

The Khadims of the Dargah say that the grave of Ziyauddin Barni the

author of Tarikhi Firoz Shahi, and a disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya,

(') “ A man placed over ten. The rank of the Mirdahah appears to have been the only non-com-
missioned rank in the Mughal armies (.4in-i Akbari, English translation by Blochmann, Vol. I,

I16n).
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lies concealed under the red sandstone paving to the east of this building.

{k) Mazarat, Part I, 28-9. >

No. 221. (a) Grave of Khwaja Iqbal. '

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, some 4 yards to the west of No. 222.

(c) Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) III.

(e) C. 725 A.H. (1325 A.D.).

(/) None.

(g') Good. I

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave of Khwaja Iqbal stanas on a masonry platform some 3' in

height, and is surrounded by a stone screen. It measures 4' 6’ by 1' 6"

by 6.»

Khwaja Iqbal was a disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya, and enjoyed

the privilege of being his personal servant. Hence he was called his chief

Khadim.

His descendants, who are styled Khadims, live in the Kotla and enjoy a

share in the offerings to the tombs of Nizamuddin and Amir Khusro, in the

same way as do the descendants of Khwaja Abdurrahman (see No. 206),

{k) Mazarat, Part I, 25.

No. 222. {a) Grave of Khwaja AtauUah.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, some 2 yards to the west of the S. W. corner

of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) III.

(e) 967 A.H. (1560 A.D.).

(/) I. Inscription at the foot of the grave.

j q'ty ^ cdl

-vji-A*
j

Translation.

“ Death of Khwaja Ataullah, son of Khwaja Pir Ahmad of Yazd (a city

in Persia), in the month of Rabia II in the year 967 (January .1560 A.D.).’’

II. Inscription on the upper surface of the grave ;
it is not clearly legible

JLaA. ^ (i)

(0

. . .
(•“)....

Translation.

(1)
“ When Ataullah, a man of laudable disposition became disgusted with

this worldly paradise,
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(2) I sought from the inhabitants of the invisible the date of the death of this

man of angelic character,

(3) My invisible crier said was known paradise.”

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave is of marble and measures 6' 3" by 2' 1*' by V 2."

No. 223. (a) Grave of Khwaja Mubashshar.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, by the eastern wall of the small enclosureim-

mediately to the west of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) C. 725 A.H. (1325 A.D.).

(/) None.

(g) Good. '

(h) Unnecessary.

{j) The grave is of red sandstone, and measures 6' 9" by 2' 9." Khwaja

Mubashshar was a disciple and Khadim of Shaikh Nizamuddin. His

descendants also have a share in the offerings to the tombs of Shaikh

Nizamuddin and Amir Khusro.

No, 224. (<^) Tomb of Khwaja Muhibbi Ali.
'

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, by the western wall of the small enclosure

immediately to the west of Amir Khusro’s tomb (No. 213).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

{e) 1089 A.H. (1678-9 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone inside the tomb.

i
Translation.

“ Tomb of Khwaja Muhibbi Ali, son of Maulana Muhammad. The year

1089 (1678-9 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb is a small red sandstone pavilion measuring 12' by 8' internally,

and is covered by a flat roof supported on 12 pillars. It has three

arched entrances on the N. S. and E. facades, those on the west being

closed by the enclosure wall. Within lies the marble grave measuring.

8' by 4' by 2' and bearing the inscription given above.

No. 225. (a) Khani Dauran Khan’s mosque.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, 6 yards to the south of No. 200.

(c) Waqf ;
Mutawalli, Pirzadahs or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.
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{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque, measuring 16' 7" by 9' 11," is built of red sandstone. It is

roofed by three domes and has the same number of arched entrances.

The interior of the mosque is richly decorated in colour. The court-

yard is entered through a doorway in the southern wall and measures

19' 9" by 18' 2." In its centre is a stone platform 8' 2" by 7' 8" by 1' 3"

height, surroimded by a stone jali balustrade, nearly one foot high,

in which is placed the grave of Khan Dauran Khan, the founder of the

mosque. It measures 4' 6" by 2' 1" by 1' but contains no inscription.

There are two other graves in the courtyard of the mosque, but they

are of no importance.

There are some four Mughal nobles known to history by the title of

Khani Dauran Khan. The one under reference seems to be Samsamud Daula

Khani Dauran Khan Bahadur Mansur Jang, on whom this title, together with

the rank of 7000, was conferred by the emperor Farrukhsiyar. Muhammad
Shah further bestowed upon him the title of Amirul Umara. He died in 1151

A.H. (1739 A.D.) of wounds received in a skirmish against the Persian soldiers

during the invasion of Nadir Shah.

(k) Maasir, I, 819-22.

No. 226. {a) Grave of Mir Abdul Hai.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, at the entrance to the mosque of Khan

Dauran Khan (No. 225).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) III.

{e) 979 A.H. (1571-2 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

U-
y

jO ,>ijU ^ ^ J*
^ (0

ti» jii> V j
(r)

Translation.

(1)
“ Mir Abdul Hai, a Sayyid of high rank, who like Murtaza {i.e., Ali) was

matchless in munificence and generosity,

(2) Suddenly, by the will of God, in the year nine hundred and seventy-nine

in the month of Zilhijja, departed from this transitory world.”

{g). Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave is of red sandstone and measures 5' 9" by 2' 11" by 1' 1".

No. 227. (®) Grave of Mirza Jafar.

(&) In the village of Nizamuddin immediately to the west of No. 226.
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(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin,

Id) III.

(e) Unknown. '
'

(/) On the grave stone.

Translation.

“ The deceased and pardoned, Mirza Jafar, the martyr of Shamsabad.”

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave is of red sandstone and measures 6' 5" by 2' 4" by 1' 6". Noth-

ing is known of Mirza Jafar or of the circumstances attending his

death.

No. 228. {a) Grave of Alauddin.

(&) In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the west of No. 227.

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

Id) III.

(e) 982 A.H. (1574-5 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

•

UijIoJI ijij .UV* (l)

>***“>> ^ *** (*' )

Translation.

(1)
“ When Aladin Muhammad repaired from this transitory world, he has-

tened to paradise.

(2) All were seeking (a chronogram of) the date of his death
;
my wisdom

revealed ‘ Alau-d Din went to paradise.’
”

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary. '

; {j) The grave is of marble and measures 6' 6" by 2' 2'^ by 1' 5". It contains

some good ornamental carving.

No. 229. ip) Grave of Muhammad Amin Sultan.

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the west of No. 228.

^c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

,(</) III.

\e) 975 A.H. (1567-8 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

^ y )
oliaA «iw>y

Translation.

“ In the year nine hundred and seventy-five Muhammad Amin Sultan, the

defunct of happy memory, died as a martyr at Chittor.”

(y) Good.
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(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave measuring 5' 9" by 2' by 1' 2" is of red sandstone.

>

No. 230. (a) Grave of Muhammad Yusuf.

(b) In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the west of No. 229.

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.
(d) III.

(e) 980 A.H. (1572-3 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

«jaj| J iAUJ jxi
j]^ (0

C ^ 3 Jjj U .AjL* 1—Jli.
») (r)

Uif
J »| j J^'** (r)

Translation.

(1)
“ When Muhammad Yusuf departed in youth from this world, the form

of the old sky was bent with grief.

(2) Alas, that the moon of his face is concealed beneath the veil of dust, and
that there remains to us the desire to look upon it until the day of

judgment.

(3) I enquired from wisdom the date of his death
;
it said, ‘ Alas, a thousand

pities upon the second Joseph.’
”

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{j) The grave is of marble ornamented with carving. It measures 6' 4" by
2' by 1' 4". The inscription quoted above has been damaged.

No. 231, (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the west of Khan Dauran
Khan’s mosque (No. 225).

(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

Id) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

\g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary. ,

{j) The tomb is built of red sandstone and brick, and measures 11' by 7' 6".

It is covered by a vaulted roof supported on 12 red sandstone pillars,

and has three arched entrances on the S. and W., those on the N. and E.

being closed. In the centre of the buildmg lies a grave of red sandstone,

measuring 5' 11" by V 8" by 8". It bears no inscription and is of no

special interest. '

No. 232. (a) Langar Khana (alms house).

(6) In the village of Nizamuddin, close to No. 212 towards the south.
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(c) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) A solid-looking structure built of stone. It consists of a ball 38' by

28' with an arched roof supported on 20 pillars of local hard stcaie. It

has four arched entrances on the south, the opening on the east being

now closed.

No. 233. i^t) Tomb of the maternal great grand-father of Saadat Ali and Iradat Ali.

(b) Village of Nizamuddin, some 15 yards to the east of No. 212.

(f) Qamaruzzaman.

{d) III.

{e) 1271 A.H. (1854-5 A.D.).

(/) On a marble slab built into the outer western wall, over a window,

.u- iiul ^ .cujIjI
j ^ oo'.*-

I, ^
Uj I rVf jO ^ ^

jyiy

Translation.

This building of the tomb (literally tomb-house) of the grandfarther of

their grand-mother was re-erected in the year 1271 Hijra (1854-5 A.D.) by

Saadat Ali and Iradat Ali, the sons of Sayyid Baqar Ali, the pious deceased

and the daughters of the pious Shaikh Muhammad Musa Khan.

(y) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

.(;’) The building resembles more a house than a tomb, for which reason it is

called in the inscription a tomb-house. It consists of a double storeyed

room with a courtyard enclosed by walls, and is built of stone. In the

lower storey and the courtyard there are several graves, but the room

on the upper storey was probably intended for residence.

No. 234. {d) Bari ka Gumbad.

{b) Village of Nizamuddin, immediately to the east of Atga Khan’s tomb

(No. 235).

(r) Pirzadahs, or the descendants of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;’) It is roofed by a dome and measures 13' 6" square. Nothing is certain

about the origin of the name by which it is locally known. It seems

possibly to have been at some time the entrance gateway of a building

or enclosure now demolished.
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235. (fl) Tomb of Atgah Khan.

(6) Village of Nizamuddin.

(c) Government.

(d) leu

(e) 974 A.S. (1566-7 A.D.).

(/) On the southern doorway.

^15 Ijjk. uLjuJi
j j fJjl *1- sJujJJI

Translation.

“ This noble edifice was finished in the year 974 A.H.

the superintendence of Ustad Khuda Quli.”

Around the arches on all the four sides run Quranic inscriptions which

conclude with a reference to the name of Baqi Muhammad the scribe.

{g) Good.

(A) PTotected.

(;) The tomb stands within a walled enclosure. It consists of a cham-

ber 20' square covered by a dome. On all its four sides there are

deeply recessed arches containing doorways all of which, with the ex-

ception of that towards the south forming the entrance into the tomb,

are closed with latticed stone screens. The building is constructed of

red stone inlaid with marble and coloured tiles. The interior of the

tomb was once very effectively ornamented with painted plaster, but

this has now to a great extent peeled off, exposing the masonry of the

walls and dome. Inside the tomb there are three marble graves con-

taining interesting carving. The grave in the centre is that of Atgah

Khan; that on the visitor’s right is of his wife Ji Ji Angah, but the

grave on its left has not been identified.

The enclosure contains two dalans or vaulted halls of the late Mughal

period which were used as Khanqahs or convents. There are several other

graves in the enclosure, but they are of no importance.

Atgah Khan was the husband of Akbar’s wet-nurse Ji Ji Anagah. His

real name was Shamsuddin Muhammad, the title Atgah Khan being merely

the appellation which was given to the husband of a nurse, as the nurse her-

self was knoAvn as' Angah. He was the son of Mir Yar Muhammad of Ghazni

and first entered the service of Mirza Kamran, the brother of Humayun.

Atgah Khan was present with the Mughal army when Hmnayun was defeated

by Sher Shah Sur, and aided the emperor in his escape from the field of battle.

Hmnayun rewarded him by appointing his wife a wet-nurse of prince Akbar.

When Bairam Khan, having fallen into disfavour with the emperor Akbar,

raised a rebellion against him, Atgah Khan was appointed governor of the

Punjab and sent against Bairam Khan, whom he defeated. For this service

he was rewarded with the title Azam Khan. Shortly after, in the sixth year

of the reign of Akbar he was appointed as “ vakil ” gar chancellor of the empire.

This aroused the enmity of certain powerful personages of the court, such

as Mimim Khan and Maham Angah, and finally on the 12th Ramazan

969 A.H. (12th May 1562 A.D.) he was assassinated by Adham. Khan, the

youngest son of Maham Angah, another nurse of Akbar, when engaged with

Munim. Khan and other grandees upon state business at night in the palace at

Agra. Farishta gives an account which varies a little from this in certain

ijA

(1566-7 A.D.) under
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particulars. According to him, Atgah Elhan was killed in the year 970^ A.H.

(1562-3 A.D.) by Adham Khan, while reading the Quran. The body of Atgah

was removed to Delhi and buried near the tomb of Shaikh NizamuddinYuliya.

In the year 974 A.H. (1566-7 A.D.) Mirza Aziz Kokaltash, the second son of

Atagh Khan erected a tomb over his remains. —
(A) Farishta, pt. I, 249, 252;

Maasir, II, 531-5;

Miftah, 172;

chap. Ill, 57;

Carr Stephen, 116-8.

Annual (1903-4), 5, 23.

Hearn, 116.

(0 3508.

No. 236. -(a) Chaunsath Khamba.

(6) Village of Nizamuddin.

(c) Government.

\d) la. '

{e) 1033 A.H. X1623-4 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone there is inscribed the ‘ throne verse,” ending with the

year 1033.

(<7) Good.

(A) Protected.

(;) Chaunsath Khamba is the tomb of Mirza Aziz Kokaltash, and was built

by him during his lifetime. It is so-called on account of the sdxty-four

(Chaunsath) pillars (Khamba) which it contains. The tomb takes the

shape of a hall 67' square, built of marble and divided into 25 open

bays which are covered by domes. Each of the four sides is divided

into five baj’s by a range of double columns set depth-wise, from the

capitals of which spring pointed arches. The spaces between these

columns are filled with latticed marble screens some 10' high, and in

each of the central bays there is a doorway in the screens giving entrance

into the tomb. The arches above the screens are open. Close against

the western door of the tomb there is the marble grave of the wife of

Mirza Aziz Kokaltash. Adjoining this again there is his own tomb, a

grave built of marble and ornamented with fine carving. A Quranic

inscription encircles it concluding with the date 1033 A.H. The grave

is 6' 9" by 3' 3" by 2' 2" high and occupies the centre of a platform which

measures 10' 7" by 7' 8" by 1' 4". There are, however, eight other

graves inside the building. None of them is inscribed, but they are

said to belong to the Kokaltash family. Chaunsath Khamba stands in

the centre of a spacious enclosure having its main gateway, which is a

pretentious structure, on the north side. There is another entrance

towards the west, but it is too insignificant to deserve of notice.

Mirza Aziz Kokaltash was the son of Shamsuddin Atagh Khan and Ji Ji

Anagah, the nurse of Akbar. He was the foster-brother of Akbar, and was

known by the surname of Koka or Kokaltash which means a foster-brother.

In the Ifith year of bis reign Akbar conferred upon him the title of Azam
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Khan with the grant of Depalpur as his jagir. Having been absent for some

time he was recalled by Akbar to the court, but as it was represented to him

that he had fallen into disfavour with the emperor he went on a pilgrimage to

Mecca. In a short time, however, he returned to India, and made his submis-

sion to the emperor, who restored him at once to his former place in the im-

perial favour. He afterwards settled in Ahmadabad where he died in 1033

A.H. (1623-4 A.D.). His remains were brought to Delhi and buried near the

tomb of his father and Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya.

A broken slab of stone has been set up in the Chaunsath Khamba. It is

ornamented with very fine carving and contains the following fragmentary

inscription, written on three of its edges.

jU (i)

ii b* yLsJ (r)

(r)

* b* lljA. Ij (l*)

Translation.

(1)
“ Take us to the plain of the last judgment . .

. ^
.

(2) Open to us in every way you know ....
(3) The faith you yourself bestowed upon us ... .

(4) Make Muhammad our intercessor.”

It is not known whence the slab was brought.

{k) Miftah, 98-9;

Asar, Chap. Ill, 62;

Carr Stephen, 119-21.

A. S. /., IV. 75.

A uckland, 9.

Cities, 138.

Cole, 1st Eeport, XXVII.
Daniell, III and IV, Plate VJ-

Rodgers, 92.

Hearn, 60-61.

Fanshawe, 243.

237 . («) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Village of Nizamuddin, some 5 yards to S. W. of Chaunsath Khamba

(No. 236).

(c) Farrukh Mirza.

'{d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Fair.

(^) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb is 15' 9" square and is covered by a masonry dome supported on

eight stone pillars forming an octagon internally, four extra pillars

at each of the corners of the tomb bringing it to a square in plan

externally.
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No. 238. ip) Khanqah of Shah Rahim Bakhsh.

(b) Kotla Nizamuddin, some 26 paces to N. E, of No. 239.

(c) Sayyid Sharfuddin and Waziruddin.

(d) III.

(e) 1250 A.H. (1834 A.D.).

(/) On a marble tablet built into the northern wall.

^Le j (l)

^lSJ|
j

4»*.l ^ JL.«j JL. (r)

iro»

Translation.

(1)
“ When Shah Rahim Bakhsh set out for paradise from this transitory

world,

(2) The date of his death was Sunday, the 29th of Jumada II 1250 (2nd

November 1834 A.D.).”
^

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The Khanqah is in total ruins, and nothing but small heap of debris is to

'be found. It seems to have been an enclosure contained between brick

walls, which still remain in part. The only thing pf interest is the in-

scribed tablet. There is no trace of the grave of Rahim Bakhsh to

which the inscription refers.

No. 239. (^) Mosque (nameless).

(h) Village of Nizamuddin, some 9 paces to the north of the gateway of the

inner Kot (No. 241).

(r) Waqf; Mutawalli, Sayyid Aminuddin.

{d) III.

{e) Originally Pathan period perhaps, but restored features are all Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque, measuring 16' 9' by 9' 6" internally, is covered by a vaulted

roof and has three arched entrances. The courtyard, which is sur-

rounded by walls, measures 18' 8" by 13' 8". In a room towards the

south within the enclosure of the mosque there is a grave of a saint

named Baghdadi Shah.

No. 240. (a) Kali Masjid. '

[h) Village of Nizamuddin, some 16 yards to the east of inner Kot (No. 241).

(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

(c) 772 A.H. (1370-1 A.D.)
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(/) On the eastern doorway of the mosque.

J *^^*^'*“ (J-^ j

Wlj fcxii jy'Uj iJLi
j y| _J

jjX. jJJiaU. ^UsJLJl lU jj,^ ^itJIy ^yi
ijlii* a.<*lAA JL. jO »lfjJ

jLfci a*-"* yi iS jA s£.vfca.j »jjj ^J,i.
j

4j^ *U| jf ;*>

ujj jL ^t»j| «—Ia>
j

taaiUii
*J

tsXXi Jjlj/j

Ttanslatioti.

“ By the favour and grace of God, the most holy and omnipotent, in the

reign of the king of the kings of the age, strong hy the help of the merciful,

Abul Muzaffar Firoz Shah, the king—may God perpetuate his kingdom and
increase his command and dignity—this mosque was built by the son of the

slave of the threshold, which is as exalted in dignity as the heavens and is the

sanctuary of the world, (named) Junan Shah Maqbul, entitled Khani Jaban,
son of Khani Jahan in the year 772 from the flight of the Prophet, may God
bless him and give him peace, and may Tlod have compassion on that slave.

Anyone offering prayer in this mosque, should remember this slave with

Fatiha and prayers for bis faith.”

(y) Euinous.

(A) Should be protected.

ij) The Kali Masjid of the Kotla Nizamuddin is an extensive structure now
badly in ruins. It is built of stone covered with plaster which has

now become quite black with age. It had originally four inner courts

and numerous domes, many of which are now fallen.

The mosque was built by Junan Shah Khan Jahan the prime minister of

Firoz Tughlaq, who is said to have built some seven mosques of this style in

Delhi. The mosque is a monument of some antiquity, possessing consider-

able archaeological and historical interest, and deserving of conservation.

(For Firoz Shah and Junan Shah see under Kali Masjid of Shahjahanabad,

List, Vol. I, pp. 69-71, No, 138.)
'

(A) Asar, Chap. Ill, 36;

Carr Stephen, 149.

(0 2349.

241 . (a) Inner Kot. '

(&) Occupies S. W. corner of village of Nizamuddin.

(c) Pirzadahs of the Dargah of Nizamuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Tughlaq.

(/) None.

(g) Euinous, <

(A) Should be protected,

(j) The court forms a quadrangle bounded by parapetted walls with a bastion

at each of the four comers. It is entered through a massive gateway,

and contains the houses of the Pirzadahs of the Dargah.
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No. 242. (a) Tomb of Khani Jahan Khan Tilangani.

(b) Village of Nizamuddin, at N. W. corner of the inner Kot (No. 241).

(c) Pirzadahs of the Dargah of Shaikh Nizamuddin.

(d) III :

(e) Tughlaq.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(A) Should be protected.

(;) The tomb consists of a central chamber covered by a dome and enclosed by

a verandah. It is a massive building of some pretention, and is con-

structed of stone. It is in occupation by a few families of the Pirza-

dah of the Dargah of Shaikh Nizamuddin, and is said to contain the

grave of the Tilangani.

Khani Jahan Khan Tilangani is traditionally related to have been a

disciple of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya, and a general of Firoz Shah Tughlaq.

Apparently the deceased was no other than Khani Jahan Maqbul, the well

known prime minister of Firoz Shah and the father of Khani Jahan Junan

Shah, who was a Hindu convert of Tilang or Tilangana. He. was really a

disciple of Shaikh Nasiruddin Chiragh Delhi and not of Shaikh Nizamuddin
Auliya, but we learn from Shams Siraj Afif that he was buried near the tomb
of the latter saint.

(A) Shams Siraj Afif, 394 et seq.

Elliot, III, 367, et seq.

No. 243. {a) Bridge.

{b) Some 50 yards from the wall of the village of Nizamuddin and against

the tomb of Khan Jahan Tilangani (No. 242)), towards north-west.

(c) Government.

\d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Fair.

(A) Should be protected.

(;) The bridge measuring 70' by 39' is constructed of rubble masonry. It

consists of 3 arches, and was flanked by two bastions at each end, which

are now broken.

No. 244. («) Dome Sanjarwala (Sanjar’s dome).

{b) Some 500 yards to the west of Khan Khanan’s tomb (No. 169) and 400

yards to the south of Kotla Nizamuddin.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.
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{j) The building consists of a domed chamber 17' square I.M. and is perhaps

the tomb of the individual after whom it is known. The dome has a

red sandstone finial, and on each side of the chamber is a deeply re-

^ cessed arch with a central doorway. The roof, the corners of which

are emphasised by small minarets, is reached by a staircase near the

southern arch. The building has been recently repaired, whitewashed

and furnished with doors, and the floor has been paved with bricks.

There appears to be no grave. There was apparently an enclosure

around the building formerly, of which the foundations can still be

marked.

I

No. 245, Tomb (unknown).

{h) Some 150 yards to N. W. of Khan Khanan’s tomb (No. 169).

(c) Government.
* HI-

(e) Mughal period.

(/) None.

(g) Euinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) Of this building there remains only two walls supporting a small portion

of the dome.
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#

SIKANDARPUR.

No. 246. (rt) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 300 yards off the S&fdar Jang-Humayun’s Tomb road, to the south.

(0) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(//) Unnecessary.

(1) The tomb measiuring 9' 6" by 7' 11" is built of rubble. It is covered with

a vaulted roof and has an arched opening in each of its four aides. No
evidence of a grave is apparent inside the tomb.

No. 247. (a) Mosque (nameless).

{b) Some 25 paces to the west of No. 246.

{(') Waqf.

(d) III.

(^) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(b) Unnecessary.

()) It is only a walled mosque open to the sky, built as an adjunct to the

graves, four in number, which are contained in its courtyard. There

is also in the courtyard a small pavilion 10' 3" by 7' 8" with a vaulted

roof supported on two parallel rows of four stone pillars. The mosque

contains 3 mihrab recesses in the western wall, and an opening in each

of its side walls which are only some 6 feet in length. The whole plat-

form measures 29' 3" by 15' 4."

No. 248. (ti) Mosque (nameless).

{b) By the Great Indian Peninsula Railway line. Some 300 yards to the

south of No. 246.

(c) 'VVaqf.

(d) III,

(c) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(b) L'nnecessary.

(;) The mosque which measures 27' by 14' 3" I.M. is built both of brick and
tubble. It consists of 3 compartments entered through as many arched

openings. The central compartment is covered by a dome, while those
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on the wings have vaulted roofs. The courtyard of the mosque, w'hich

measures 31' by 22' 6" is crossed diagonally by the railway fence which
microach^ upon the mosque boundaries.

No. 24S. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Close to No. 248.

(c) Government.

(d) III. I

I (e) Mughal.

(/) The following inscription is written in running handwriting on the left

side of the northern arch of the tomb. It has, however, no bearing on

its construction, nor is it of any great consequence. But it is interest-

ing as a record indicating that the tomb was standing in the year 1788

when it was visited, and the inscription written.

‘
?

j J
jii yt iijjj

txiji
j

ob j\\. >Lc.'i aJlji. sS jjb lijL
(*L)I fF'’)

’
'j

Translation.

The slave Abdul Baqi and Muhammad, mutual friends, in company

with Muhammad Siddiq and Bika, on the last Wednesday, the 28th of the

month of Safar of the 20th year of tlfe reign of Muhammad Shah (1151

A.H. 17th June 1738 A.D.) at noon, when the heat was at its greatest, rested

in this pleasant building and then repaired to their abodes. Whoever may
read this writing should remember them with benediction and not remove it.

(g) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb is built of rubble, plastered, and is 9' 5" square. It has an

arched entrance in each of its four sides, and is covered by a flat domed

ceiling surmounted externally by a bulbous dome. There is a small

grave immediately outside the tomb to the west, but none inside.

No. 250. (®) Mosque (nameless).

(5) By the Great Indian Peninsula Railway line. Some 150 yards to the

south of No. 249.

(c) Waqf.

id) III.

(e) Mughal,

if) None.

ig) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque measuring 34' 5" by 15' I.M. contains 3 compartments, each

of which is covered by a low domed roof surmounted externally by a,

2b2
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bulbous dome, and entered through ah arched doorway. Half of the

northern dome is now in ruins. The mosque is built of brick and has

an extensive courtyard 75' by 54' with a tank in the centre. There were

previously rubble walls enclosing the courtyard, but these have now

practically disappeared; while the tank is filled with earth. The

Great Indian Peninsula Railway fence passes through the courtyard

of this mosque also.
;

No. 251, («) Mosque (nameless).

(h) Some 150 paces south-west of No. 247.

(c) Waqf.

(cl) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Dilapidated.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque is open to the sky, and consists of a western wall with shorter

walls forming the sides. It seems to have been built as an adjunct to

the few graves contained in its courtyard, which measures 31' 7" by 30'

10" and occupies the upper storey of the structure. The enclosing wall

of the lower storey is treated with arches on all its four sides. There

were 5 mihrab recesses in the western wall, but the two southern ones

are now in ruins.

No. 252. (^) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 500 yards S. W. of No. 251.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(y) The tomb measuring 22' 2" by 12' 9" I.M. is built of rubble, and was ori-

ginally coated with plaster. It is entered through an arched doorway

towards the east, and there are two small arched openings in the

northern and southern walls. Inside the tomb is a masonry grave

6' by 2' 10" by 1' high. On the roof, which is reached by a staircase in

the southern wall, there is a small octagonal pavilion surmounted by a

dome and having an arched opening in each of the sides of the octagon.

No. 253. («) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Some 100 yards to the north of No. 252.

(c) Government.

(d) III.
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(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb 14' 2" square I.M. is constructed of brick. It is roofed with

a dome, and has a doorway in each of its four sides. No grave is to be

found under the dome.

No. 254. [a) An unknown building (probably a bath).

(6) Some 100 yards north of No. 253.

(c) Government'.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(f) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(k) Unnecessary.

(j) The building seems to have been a hammam (bath). It consists of a num-

ber of small rooms and covered passages with vaulted roofs, but is now

much ruined. In the north-west corner there is a well built of brick, of

which material the kamman is also constructed.

No. 255. («) A bastion.

(b) Some 200 yards to the south of No. 254.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The bastion stands quite alone, but it seems originally to have been

situated at the S. E. corner of a walled enclosure which is now demo-

lished. It is of octagonal shape in plan and is of two storeys, each

storey containing an octagonal room while the upper one is sur-

mounted by a dome. The lower storey is built of rubble, the upper of

brick. In the upper storey, which is 9' 6" between the opposite sides,

an arched opening occurs in each of the sides of the octagon
;
while in

the lower there is but one opening which forms the entrance.
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JOR BAQH.

No. 256. (''O Mosque (nameless).

{h) On the south side of the road between Humayun’s tomb and Safdar Jang;

and due S. E. of Muhammad Shah Sayyid’s tomb (No. 43).

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None. '

(g) Ruinous.

(//) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque which measures 25' 6" by 10' 2" I.M. contains 3 compartments

entered through as many arched doorways, and is roofed by low domes

internally. It is built of brick and possesses no special interest.

No. 257. (u) Tomb (unknown).

(ft) Some 100 yards S. W. of No. 256.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Dilapidated.

(ft) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb which is constructed of brick is 10' 8" square I.M. It is cover-

ed by a vaulted roof and has an arched doorway in each of its four

sides. No grave is to be found in the tomb.

No. 258. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(ft) Some 50 paces to the east of No. 257.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(ft) Unnecessary.

(;) A stone mosque covered by a flat vaulted roof and containing 3 arched

openings in the east wall and one in each of the shorter end walls. It

measures 20' 5" by 12' 9" I.M. and has no special interest.

No. 259. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(ft) Opposite the northern gateway of Aliganj and some 300 yards south of
No. 258.
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(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque which measures 21' 4" by 12' 11" I.M. is constructed of brick.

It has 3 compartments entered through three arched doorways, and

covered by vaulted roofs which are each surmounted externally by a

dome. The courtyard of the mosque measures 26' 10" by 21'.

No. 260. (<*) ^ building.

{h) Immediately north of No. 259.

(c) Government.

{d) III. i

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) This building which lies practically in ruins consists of an enclosure

which was entered through a gateway facing east. The southern wall

of the encldsure has disappeared, but on the side to the east of it there

are arcaded chambers. The building is constructed of brick and rubble.

In the centre of the enclosure there is a masonry grave on a stone plat-

form.

The building seems to have belonged to the garden by the name of which

the village is known. It was occupied by villagers who used its arcaded cham-

bers as dwellings and built mud houses in the enclosure.

No. 261. {d) Ruins of some buildings situated in a garden.

(6) 150 yards east of Aliganj.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) These are but the remains of pavilions said to have been constructed in

the garden by some members of the Mughal Royal family. The garden

was enclosed by walls, traces of which are to be found here and there.

It is however now no longer in existence, and these remains are too

insignificant to deserve of any notice.

No. 262. ('^) Mosque (nameless).

(&) 150 yards to the north of the northern gate of Aliganj.
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(c) Waqf.

id) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{(f) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque consists of a terrace measuring 42'.by 41' 3" with a western

wall flanked by small side walls on the north and south. The ground

surrounding the mosque is now raised almost to the level of the terrace,

and so the chambers which are under it are closed with earth. There

are five mihrabs in the western wall and an arched opening in the side

ones. Two masonry graves are to be found on the terrace, but they are

of no special interest.

No. 263. («) Grave (unknown).

(b) Some 200 yards to the north of No. 264.

(c) Government.

(d) III. ^

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(J) The grave stands on a brick platform 24' 2" square, within a brick walled

enclosure 15' 9" square E.M. The latter has arched windows on all

its four sides provided with latticed screens of stone jali, most of which

are now broken.

No. 264. (^0 Karbala.

(b) Immediately to N. W. of Aliganj.

(r) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Fair.

(A) F'nnecessary.

(J) The Karbala is a large enclosure surrounded by a w'all built of rubble.

It contains a large number of graves. Annually on the 10th of Muhar-
ram there is a large gathering here, when Taziyas from Delhi and sur-

rounding villages are brought here to be buried. The enclosing wall

of the Karbala was constructed by Kaptan (captain) Ashraf Beg who
was an employ^ of Scindhia stationed at Delhi during the time of Shah
Alam II.

No. 265. («) Grave of Najaf Ali Khan.

(b) Inside the Karbala, 15 yards from East Entrance.
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(c) Governmenti.

{d) III.

{e) 1270 A.H. (1853-4 A.D.).

(/) On the head stone.

}'^ (ri^ {z/" vi»^ (l*)

j J^l Ij ^ ji (r)

^ [j^ 1^1 ^ t>^ (t*)

I «*-*

Translation.

“ He is glorious.

(1) Mirza Muhammad came from the holy Mashhad in the company of Sayyid
Saadat Khan of high rank.

(2) My great grandfather was his youngest grandson and one of the nobles

in the city of Banaras.

(3) The angel of death took the soul of his grandson from Delhi to Paradise

in melancholy mien. •

(4) I myself spoke the excellent year (of his death) without the head of
‘ Kafalat,’ ‘ 0, Alas ! my father Mirza Najaf Ali Khan.’ The year 1270

A.H. (1853-4 A.D.).”

The value of the letters of the last hemistich., i.e., chronogram, is 1290
;
if

we take out 20, the value of ‘ kaf,’ the head or first letter of ‘ kafalat ’ of this

number, the result is 1270 which corresponds with the date given in figures.

Kg) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(7) This is a masonry grave measuring 8' 2" by 4' 2" by 8" in height.

No, 266. (a) Tomb of Mah Eihanam.

(5)

In the centre of the Karbala.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) 1139 A.H. (1726-7 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone towards south.
'

fjwki Ji> v^T ( I

)

j}}* ji JL. o^ai (r)

Translation.

(1)
“ Mah Khanam, the sun of the zodiac of chastity, by Heaven’s decree hid

her face under the cloud of compassion, and turned her heart towards

God.

(2) The pen of providence wrote the date of this (event) on the tablet of the

grave :
‘ The Mary if the age joined God.’

”

The chronogram gives the date 1139 (1726-7 A.D.).

2 c
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({/) Fair.

^

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) In the centre of the Karbala there is a masonry apartment covered by a

vaulted roof, and over that apartment is a platform a few feet high.

F'^nder the platform there is an underground chamber which has a

vaulted ceiling and a marble floor, and is approached from the apart-

ment by descending W steps. It is in tho vaulted chamber that the

grave of Mah Khanam, which is a marble monument, is to be found.

The grave measures 6' 4" by V 4," and the apartment and vaulted

chandler 18' by 11' 4" and 13' 4" square I.M. respectively.

No. 267. ( 0 Safdar Jang’s tomb.

(&) Opposite the junction of the road from Safdar Jang’s tomb to Humayun’s
tomb with the Delhi-Qutab road, at the 6th mile stone from Delhi.

(c) Government.

(d) la.

(c) 1167 A.H. (1753-4 A.D.).

(/) On a marble slab fixed over the eastern entrance to the mausoleunl.

Ml h

Uijio j <0

^ l-'h tf JU (r)

I I IV

Translation.

" O God.

(1) "When that hero of the plain of bravery departed from transitory

world,

(2) The following date of it (his departure) was written ‘ May he be a resi-

dent of the highest paradise.’ 1167.”

(y) Good, but the garden could be laid out to better advantage.

(A) Protected.

(j) The mausoleum was built by Nawab Shujauddaula, the son of Safdar
Jang, under the supervision of Bilal Muhammad Khan, at the cost of
three lacs of rupees. It stands in the centre of an extensive garden
some three hundred yards square and enclosed by a wall some 18 feet

in height, the corners of which are strengthened with octagonal towers.
The inner face of this wall is, as at Humayun’s tomb, broken np by a
series of arched recesses. The only entrance to the enclosure is by the
large gateway, which contains a number of apartments and rooms,
in the centre of the east wall of the enclosure. In the centre of the
wall on the remaining three sides there are arcaded pavilions intended
for the accommodation of visitors and known formerly by the fol-

lowing names :

—

(1) Jangli Mahal (Forest palace) on the West side.

(2) Moti Mahal (Pearl palace) on the North side.

(3) Badshah Pasand (King’s favourite) on the South*side.(’)

(') These continued to be used as rest-houses for tourists for some time. .
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The mausolemn stands on a lofty platform containing a series of arched

recesses fO feet above the level of the garden and some 110 feet square, the

vault containing the grave of Sagdar Jang being in its centre. The vault con-

tains two earthen mounds, one over the grave of Safdar Jang, and the other

being said to mark the resting place of his wife Khujista Banu Begam. The
structure, built in red and fawn coloured sandstone over the grave, measures

some 60' square externally and consists of a central chamber 20' square with

eight apartments surrounding it, four of which are square and four octagonal.

The design of the building has evidently been inspired by that of the tomb

of Humayun, though the contrast between the virile appearance of the latter

and this building is very marked. All the four facades of the tomb are treated

similarly, their central feature being an engrailed arch framed in marble and

red sandstone and with marble spandrels, the entrances to the tomb chamber

being set in the back of the arches. The facade above the entrance arches rises

slightly higher than elsewhere, while above the pwjra cresting, the effect of

which is greatly marred by a horizontal bar of red sandstone, rises a series c f

grouped chaitris, each provided with a miniature marble dome, and flanked at

each side by a tapering minaret picked out with marble.

The bays on either side of the entrance arch measure some 52' from the

level of the platform to the horizontal har above the cresting, and are furnish-

ed with arched recesses at the levels of the upper and lower floors. The

arches, also engrailed, are framed first in red sandstone and then in white

marble. Above the framing of the upper arch is a marble band 6 inches in

depth which continues round the buttresses at the four corners of the nuilding

and across the top of the entrance bays. These buttresses are polygonal in

plan and provided at the upper floor and roof levels with corbelled balconies

furnished with low red sandstone balustrades. The doorways leading on to

these balconies are framed in marble while the facets of each buttress are orna-

mented by a series of geometrical red sandstone panels, set in white n.arble

framing. Octagonal chattris crown the tops of the buttresses, all of red sand-

stone with the exception of the finials which are of marble.

The dome rising from a sixteen sided red sandstone drum some 16' 5"' in

height is of the bulbous Persian type, and is topped by a deep finial base of the

usual lotus pattern supporting a marble pinnacle. The contrast between the

method of coursing employed for the marble facing of the dome of Humayun’s

tomb and the haphazard arrangement of the marble slabs on the dome of this

building is worthy of remark. Indeed the building, which has been aptly

termed “ the last flicker in the lamp of Mughal architecture at Delhi, shows

only too unmistakable signs of the decay in architecture which set in with the

decline of the empire. The detail is florid and poor, and there is a lack of that

restraint and virility apparent in the earlier buildings. It has been said that

tfiis building shows an absence of “ Industrial handiwork and that it fol-

lows, rather, the bad principle of “ Constructing ornament ” rather than that

of “ Ornamenting construction.” Also there is too free a use of plaster. The

chattris of the buttresses are ill-designed, their chajjas being too small, while

the corbelling supporting the balconies is clumsy in appearance. The numer-

ous small panels on the faces of the buttresses give the latter a restless appear-

ance, while the form of the engrailed arches is distinctly weak. In the recesses

of the arched entrances will be noticed the innovation of the ‘ whaleback
’

roofing introduced from Bengal, and so popular with the architects of the later
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empire. The blending of fawn coloured and red sandstone on the external

wall produces an unhappy effect, likened by Bishop Heber to ‘ potted meat/

and there is no doubt that for a building designed on the formal principles of

Mughal architecture such haphazard employment of different kinds of stone

is not satisfactory. Indeed, were it not for the effect produced by its mass,

and for its historic interest, the structure would have little claim to notice.

The central chamber containing the simple marble sarcophagus is some
27' 4" square and surrounded by eight apartments, four oblong and four octa-

gonal. The ceiling of this chamber is some 40' above the marble-paved floor

and is formed by a dome of flattish section. The apartments in the upper

floor correspond with those below. The central chamber is provided with a

marble dado the remainder of the internal wall surfaces being adorned with

florid plaster ornament.

The eastern gateway which forms the only entrance to the enclosure

is a structure of which the best that can be said is that it is a fitting adjunct

to the mausoleum. It is finished in plaster externally, the raised central

bay being of red sandstone ornamented with the characteristic Late Mughal

architectural features, and surmounted by an open loggia of 3 bays. This

central bay, marking the gateway proper leads into a domed chamber

surrounded by smaller chambers on both upper and lower storeys. An arch-

way on the south side forms an additional entrance, and another on the north,

leads through an open court into a vaulted pavilion, the central octagonal bay

of which encloses a water tank and fountain, and supports upon its piers the

vaulted superstructure of the roof above. A gateway on the east side of

this pavilion opens on to the road front, where it is flanked on either side

externally by a narrow stairway ascending to the mosque at the upper level,

which is situated centrally behind the pavilion above mentioned. A short

flight of steps in the corners of the pavilion connects with the exterior flights

half-way up, and thus provides direct access from the pavilion to the mosque

abeve.

North of the pavilion again is another open courtyard corresponding with

that on the south, though the Late Mughal decorative features appearing in

this latter are not repeated here, the enclosing dalan bays being pierced by

simple arched openings.

The mosque, raised on the upper storey above the level of the garden wall,

is a red stone building relieved with bands of yellow sandstone and promiscu-

ous patches of white marble, its features characterizing its late Mughal origin.

The facade is (livided into 3 bays, the centre one raised slightly above the

sides, each bay being surmounted by a dome of bulbous shape crowned by a

finial, and pierced by an entrance opening in an engrailed arched recess. On
either side of the facade rise square-sided minarets capped with a small domed
chattri.

The internal measurements of the mosque are 54' by 22.' The mosque in

its relation to the mausoleum is unusual, and seems almost to have been an after-

thought, such mosques almost invariably being placed centrally in the west

wall of the enclosure, a position, in this case, occupied by the “ Jangli Mahal
”

pavilion, as remarked above.

The garden front of t!ie east gateway, with its plastered facade and
slightly projecting “ Bengali-roofed ’ oriels, presents little of interest. A
stair in the end openings in this facade leads to the upper chambers and roof.
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The marble used in the mausoleum is said to have been taken from the

tomb of Khan Khanan (No. 153) and the other material was probably obtained

from older buildings also.

The view from the roof of the tomb is distinctly fine, the plain to the

south (now occupied by the brick fields of the New Capital) being considered

by many authorities to be that on which Timur crushed the army of the Delhi

Emperor in 1398 A.D.

The centre of the garden is formed by a square of some 214' while from the

centre of each of its four sides runs a broad causeway 66' in width, the central

features of the causeways being water tanks, some 320' in length and 32' 9" in

width. The remainder of the garden is divided up into the usual parterres.

The gardens are at present rather bare and call for considerable improvement.

The flower beds and cypress trees flanking the sides of the main causeways

have recently been laid out by the Superintendent of Horticulture.

Mirza Muqim Abulmansur Khan, entitled Safdar Jang, was the son of

Sayadat Khan, and the nephew and son-in-law of Saadat Khan Burhanul

Mulk, the viceroy of Oudh on whose death he was appointed as his succes-

sor by the emperor Muhamniad Shah. After the period of chaos caused by

the invasion of Ahmad Shah Abdali had to some extent been reduced to

order, he was raised to the post of Wazir (Prime-minister) by the emperor

Ahmad Shah. But the court intrigues subsequently compelled him to aban-

don this post of honour, and he retired to the province of Oudh which had

been assigned to him. He died on the 17th Zilhijjah 1167 A.H. (25th Sep-

tember 1754 A.D.) at Faizabad, whence his body was brought to Delhi and

buried.

Within the last fifteen years the gardens have been laid out on the old

lines but the paths seem to have been arranged wdth but little accuracy and

require considerable remodelling.
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No. 268.

ALIGANJ.

{a) The enclosing wall and gateways.

(6) Half a mile to S. E. of Safdar Jang.

(c) Government.

{d) lla. \

[e) 1164 A.H. (1750-1 A.D ).

(/) On a marble slab set over the arch of the northern gateway.

Li| 4iJ|
J'j

d tUu>4)h aL!u a.6.&| i_J^ty* jj

j

( I *1
1* “

-r^f* j** j ^

Translation.

“ Muhammad the friend of God said ‘ I am a city of learning, and Ali is

its gateway.’

In the auspicious reign of Ahmad Shah Bahadur, the king and champion

of faith, the building of the fort, the Majliskhana (the cohgregation house),

the mosque and the tank, was completed in one year, according to the orders of

Her Highness Nawab Qudsiya Sahiba Zamaniya, under the supervision of

Nawab Bahadur Jawid Khan Sahib, and under the control of the humble Lutf

Ali Khan. 1164 (1750—1 A.D.).”

{g) Dilapidated.

(A) Should be protected.

(/) The enclosure of Aliganj was founded by Qudsiya Begam, the mother cJ

Ahmad Shah, in the year 1164. She professed the Shia faith. During

the reign of her son when her influence was at its greatest she con-

structed a few religious buildings here, and enclosed them all with a

massive parapetted wall. The enclosure had a bastion at each of its

four angles and was furnished with four gateways and two posterns.

The wall and all its bastions and gateways are now in a dilapidated

condition. The northern gateway, however, is the best preserved of all

and deserves special notice. It still retains the old wooden doors and

has over its arch an inscription which refers to the buildings erected

by Qudsiya Begam, and alludes to the enclosure as a " fort.” Sayyid

Ahmad Khan reads the date of the inscription 1162. For Qudsiya

Begam and Nawab Bahadur Jawid Khan see List, Vol. I, No. 33.

{k) Asar, Chap. Ill, 87-8. '

No. 269. (a) Naqqar Khana (music gallery or, literally, a drum house).

{h) Outer entrance to the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(c) KJiadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.
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^ (0

jjU & ^i ju, (r)

Translation.

(1)
“ When Sadiq Ali built a high edifice at the'threshold of Haidar (a title

of Ali, but literally a lion).

(2) For the date of the foundation of that edifice Sadiq said ‘ The drum house

of Haidar.’

The year 1230.”

(y) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

{]) The Naqqar Khana is the outer entrance to the enclosure called the

Dargah of Shahi Mardan. It is a brick building two storeys high,

and was erected by one Sadiq Ali. The roof of the upper storey has

been lately restored. The date obtained by the chronogram is 1229

one year less than that given in numerals. Sayyid Ahmad Elhan gives

the date of its erection as 1237 which is not correct.

(Jc) Asar, Chap. Ill, 88.

{d) III.

{e) 1230 A.H. (1815 A.D.).

(/) On the northern arch.

jiS dita. jUij

I rr*

270. {a) Grave of Ishrat.

{h) 15 yards N. E. of Naqqar Khana (No. 169).

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

(c) 1078 A.H. (1668 A.D.).

(/) On the head stone.

Pious ejaculations and after that the following :

—

j (J/ j)} ari 0* ^ (
I

)

• G Iwlta.j} (l*)

I -VA •

Translation.

(1)
“ Alas ! that without us for a long time the rose will blossom and spring

will smile.

(2) Those of the future yet unborn will come and pass over our dust.

On the 21st Zihijjah the forgiven and pardoned Miyan Ishrat Sahib was
absorbed in Divine mercy. 1078 (2nd June 1668).”

(y) Good. I

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) It is a red stone monument measuring 5' 4" by 2' 7'' by 1' 6".
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No. 271. (^) Mosque of Zinat Begam.

(b) Some 80 yards North of No. 270.

(e) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Fair.

(h) Should be protected.
;

(;) The mosque measuring 25' 3" by 13' I.M. is built of brick. It has 3 com-

partments which are roofed with domes and entered through arched

doorways. The courtyard of the mosque which measures 45' by 38' is

in a ruined state and contains a few masonry graves.

At the south of the mosque there is a baoli, said to have been built by one

Zinat Begam, together with the mosque. It is also in a ruined state and con-

tains no water.

No. 272. (®) Gateway.

(b) Near Naqqar Khana No. 269 to the east.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(f) None.

{g) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The gateway forms an entrance to a small enclosure which contained

some graves now mostly in ruins. It is built of red stone and is two

storeys high, the upper storey being a pavilion with arched openings

and with the roof now fallen. The gateway was used to afford

accommodation to persons of respectability who visited the Dargah of

Shahi Mardan. It is now in occupation.

N’o. 273. (d) Lai Masjid (Red mosque).

(b) Immediately east of Naqqar Khana No. 269.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) II.

(e) Late Mughal,

(/) None.

(y) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

{j) The mosque measuring 28' 4" by 14' 3" I.M. is called Lai masjid on ac-

count of its being built of red stone. It has 3 compartments entered

through as many arched doorways and covered by low domes interna ily,

surmounted externally by three bulbous domes. At either side of tl'.e

central arch and at each of the four corners of the roof of the mosque

there is a small minaret. The courtyard, which is paved with red

stone slabs, measures 21' 2" by 13' 6".

^ (1) 2749.
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No. 274. («) Gateway of the old Karbala called Baghichi.

(b) About 50 yards S. E. of Lai Masjid (No. 273).

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(a) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(y) The gateway is built of brick and forms an entrance to an enclosed garden

called Baghichi (small garden). The enclosure was originally a Kar-

bala. The gateway is now in occupation by the Khadims of the Dar-

gah of Shahi Mardan.

No. 275. (") Tomb (unknown).

(b) About 4 yards N. E. of No. 276.

(c) Government.

(,'/) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

(//) Unnecessary.

{]) The tomb which is built of brick measures 13' 6" by 12' 10" E.M. Itds in

occupation and does not contain any grave.

No. 276. ( ') Tomb said to be of Mahabat Khan.

{b) Some 30 yards S. E. of No. 273.

(c) Government.

(d) lla.

(c) C. 1044 A.H. (1634 A.D.)

(/> None.'

(y) Ruinous.

(//) Should be protected.

(j) The tomb is of rubble and measures 12' 8" square I.M. It is roofed

by a dome. In each of its four sides there is a doorway, but, now all

are closed, with the exception of that towards the south, and the tomb
is occupied by the villagers.

Mahabat Khan, whose real name was Zamana Beg, was the son of Ghor
Beg of Kabul. He attained to the highest rank in the reign of Jahangir, but
in later years he revolted against the emperor and in the year 1035 .\.H.

(1625 6 A.D.) seized him under the pretext that he was too much unde*}’ the
influence of Nur Jahan and her brother Asif Khan, who were inimicallv dis-

posed towards him. The emperor was, however, soon released through the
efforts of Nur Jahan. In the second year of Shah Jahan's reign the govern-
ment of Delhi was conferred upon Mahabat Khan. He died in 1044 A.H.
(1634-5 A.D.) in the Deccan, but as in the latter part of his life he had
embraced the Shia faith he expressed a desire that his corpse might be -.‘ar-

ried to Delhi and buried close to the footprint of Shahi Mardan (Ali).
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This, if true, would seem to disclose an interesting point in connection
with the Qadam Sharif, or the sacred footprint of Ali, and the Dargah of
Shahi Mardan. It indicates that they must have been of much longer stand-
ing here, and that the buildings constructed by Qudsiya Begam were only
additions to the latter. The year 11 <3 A.H. (1759-60 A. 13.) inscribed on the
edge of the marble tank coataining the Qadim Sharif may be the date of the
construction of the tank or of the installation of the Qadam Sharif in its

present position. (See Nos. 267 and 279; for Mahabat Khan see also

No. 122.)

[Note.—There is no internal eridenee that this small structure is the tomb of the MahahntKhan, noble of the courts of Jahangir and Sliah Jalian.]

(k) Maasir, III, 385—4:09.

•lo. 277. («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) 5 yards to the east of Mahabat Khan’s tomb (No. 276).

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque measuring 19' 6" by 14' is built of brick. It is occupied by

the villagers, and no longer serves its intended purpose.

’’o. 278. (a) Tomb of Arif Ali Shah.

(b) Some five yards to the south of No. 273.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

if) None.

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb 14' 3" square I.M. is covered by a dome and has two doorways

facing east and south. On the west is a mihrab recess, characteristic

of a mosque, and on the north is a masonry Chiragh dan. In the centre

is a masonry grave on a marble platform furnished with a railing 1' 3"

high. The platform measures 7' 5" by 5' 1" by 4V' and the grave 5' 5"

by 3' by 1". The tomb is built of brick and is enclosed by four walls

the enclosure being entered through 3 doorways on N., S. and E. At

the north-west corner of the enclosure is a small mosque said to be the

Chillagah (worshiping place) of Arif Ali Shah.

Arif Ali Shah was a saint who is believed to have been imbued with sanc-

tity in his very childhood. He is said to have died when only some 12 years

old.

Beyond the southern doorway of the tomb of Arif Ali Shah, but within

the enclosure, is the grave of his uncle Zahir Ali Shah, who is also esteemed as

a saint. The Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan claim to be the des-

cendants of Zahir Ali Shah. The grave measures 8' 11" by 5' 6" by 2.'
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No. 279. (a) Gateway.

{h) Inner entrance to the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(r) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

{e) Mughal.
’

'

(/) None.

{rj) Good.

(li) Unnecessary.

(y) The gateway forms the inner entrance to the enclosure called the Dargah

of Shahi Mardan. The religious buildings referred to in No. 248, with

a few additions, are to be found in this enclosure which is also used as

a cemetery by the local Shia sect. The gateway is of no special interest.

No. 280. {") Qadam Sharif (a sacred footprint).

(h) In the centre of the enclosure of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(r) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

(c) 1173 A.H. (1759-60 A.D.).

(/) On the northern edge of the tank.

Cji lykw jyy «_tj («_iC ,li.i tS y
I ivr

Translaiion.

“ On the piece of ground where there is a mark of your foot, for years

there will be prostrations by men of insight. The year 1173 Hijra 1759-

60 A.D.).”

(f/) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The most important of all the structures in the Dargah of Shahi Mardan
is considered to be a small marble enclosure measuring 35' by 25' I.M.

It contains a footprint believed to be of Ali. and is held to be very

sacred by the Shia community. The name Dargah of Shahi Mardan is

also derived from this same footmark; ‘Dargah’ means a court and
‘ Shahi Mardan ’ (the king of heroes) is a title of Ali, ‘ Dargah of Shahi
Mardan ’ meaning the court of the king of heroes, i.e., Ali.

The Qadam Sharif is a small piece of stone 1' 1" by 7^" impressed, or

rather carved, with a footmark, ft is set in the centre of the bottom of a
marble tank measuring 4' 1" by 2' 10" by 1' 3" deep which is fixed in the middle
of a marble platform 7' 11" by 5' 4" by 2' 6" high. The tank is filled with
water which is also considered sacred, and in order to keep it from becoming
dirty the tank has been furnished with a cwering of zinc.

Sayvid Ahmad Khan under ‘ Shahi Mardan ’ writes “ In the year 1137
A.H. (1724-25 A.D.), there came into the possession of Nawab Qudsiya a stone

on which there was a footprint. It was said that the mark was of the foot of
Ali. She had it set up here in a tank, constructed a marble flooring under
that tank, and inscribed this distich on its edge.” The verse, is the same as is
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given above, but the learned author makes a mistake in the date. He reads

it 1137. The inscription has very clearly 1173, leaving no room for doubt.

In these circumstances the story of Qadam Sharif, how it was obtained and

set up here, as given by Sayyid Ahmad Khan cannot be accepted as true.

Nawab Qudsiya Begam lost all her influence and was cast into prison and

blinded with her son as early as 1167 A.H. (1753-4 A.D.).

The marble enclosure of Qadam Sharif is entered through two doorways

facing east and west^ The western, doorway contains two inscribed pieces of

stone, one on either side of it. They originally belonged to some graves but

have been lately preserved here. The one on the left side is of no great inter-

est, and contains a pious ejaculation and a date only. The other, however, has

the following inscription which, beginning with the usual formula,, first con-

tains the names of God, the Prophet and a few other religious preceptors of

the Shia faith.

Ijj--* sL-tj i.'l .

—

( r 1 1 I hy*

Translation.

“ The date of the death of Sharfun Nisa Begam alias Haji Begam the

deceased, the daughter of Mirza Sayyid Muhammad Gulsitana alias Mirza

Jani, deceased, Sunday the 12th of the month of Rabia II of the year 1216,

22nd August 1801, A.D.).”

(k) Asar, Chap. Ill, 87.

281. (a) Imarabara.

(b) Shahi Mardan, 10 yards south of Xo. 280.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) II.

- (e) 1223 A.H. (1808-9 A.D.).

(/) On a piece of marble built into the wall on the left side of the arch at

S. E. corner of the Imambara.

J) (l)

(r)

Uj j\o\j 0|j oj JG JiG j.
>- Oi- j (r)

1 rrr

Translation.

1)
“ At the court of the emperor of both the worlds, Ali, the kiiig ot heroes

and the friend of God,

(2) By order of the renowned king Akbar, when Ishrat Ali Khan adorned the

place,

(3) I enquired of the Sayyid the year of its foundation and he wrote ‘ Nazir

built it.’ 1223 (1808-9 A.D.).”

There is another inscription on the right ‘hand side of the same arch,

referring to the repair of the Imambara by one SavA’id Wazir Nawab. It is
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in modern and very indifferent Urdu verse and is dated 1302 A.H. (1884-5

A.D.). It is therefore not recorded here.

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary,

(;) The Imambara is a masonry building containing three halls in the centre

divided by columnar arcades, and with a set of three rooms on either

wing. It is covered with a flat roof and measures 54' by 43' I.M. A
large number of graves mostly with inscribed tablets set in the arches

or pillars of the halls or side rooms is to be found inside, but nearly

all of them are modern.

No. 282. [a) Grave of Ishrat Ali.

(A) In the central hall of the Imambara (No. 281).

{c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) II.

(c) 1227 A.H. (1812 A.D.).

(/) On the middle arch of the central hall of the Imambara.

aU) olo ^ Ml
~

^ *,^^**‘ (j*)

I i-rv n-

Translation.

(1)
“ When Ishrat, who is one of the slaves of the emperor Ali, succeeded in

kissing the foot of Ali,

(2) Sayyid indulged in reflection, and he wrote the year, ‘ God gave Ishrat

(the honour of) kissing the foot of Ali.’ The year 1227 (1812 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{j) This is the only grave in the Imambara which deserves some notice with

regard to its age. It consists of two marble slabs ornamented with the

mihrab form inlaid in black marble and set level with the ground.

Ishrat Ali was the founder of the Imambara, and was buried in it four

years after it was built.

No. 283. {") Majlis Khana (a meeting house) known as Jahaz.

(A) Immediately west of Qadarn Sharif (No. 280).

(r) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan,

i^l) 11 .

(e) 1164 A.H. (1750-1 A.D.).

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

{}) The Majlis Khana is a masonry building with a fiat wooden roof and
arched openings. It consists of a rectangular hall 74' 6" by 16' 4" and
a room towards the south 21' 6" by 19' 4" I.M. The room was intended
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as a repository for the processional relics such as the Taziya(') and
Alams.(^) It is on a higher level than the hall which, as the name im-

plies, was intended for meetings held on the 20th of every lunar month
in honour of Ali

;
the chief meeting being held in the month of Rama-

zan in which Ali was slain. The practice of holding meetings is still

continued, but now they take place in the Imambara of Ishrat Ali.

The Majlis Khana has fallen into disuse on account of its being ruined.

It wms built by Nawab Qudsiya Begam and is referred to in the in-

scription on the gateway of the enclosure of Aliganj (No. 26S).

(k) Asar, Chap. Ill, 83.

No. 284. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Immediately north of Majlis Khana (No. 283).

(c) Waqf
;
Mutawalli, Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

id) II.

(e) 1164 A.H. (1750-1 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

(;) It is a brick building coated with white plaster. It contains three com-

partments each entered by an arched doorway and covered, by a dome.

The prayer chamber measures 40' by 11' I.M. and the courtyard of the

mosque 44' 8" by 34' 9", Before the courtyard towards the east there

is a tank 31' 9" by 14' 3" with a stone fountain jet in the centre, but it

is filled now with earth and refuse which needs cleaning out. The

mosque and the tank were built by Nawab Qudsiya Begam, and are

referred to in the inscription on the gateway of the enclosure of Ali-

ganj {vide No. 268).

No, 285. (a) Bibi ka Rauza.

(b) Immediately north of Qadam Sharif (No. 280).

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The Rauza is a masonry building situated in a walled enclosure and

roofed by a dome. It is said to contain a cup set upon a small masonry-

platform. Bibi is a title of Fatima, the daughter of the Prophet and

the wife of Ali. The building which has been given the name of a

(‘)A bamboo stick structure covere:! with cnlourcU paper, etc., representing the mausoleum of

Husain. The Taziyas are made during Muharram and carried to the Karbala where they are buried

on the 10th of that month, the anniversary of the martyrdom of Husain. In some cases a Taziya is

kept in an Imambara which is also called a Majlis Khana.

(P Mimic ensigns in representation of those of Husain the grandson of the prophet and the hero

of Karbala.
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Rauza (a mausoleum) was built in her honour to contain the cup which

has been dedicated to her and which is thus located in appropriate

proximity to a relic of her husband (the Qadam Sharif). As a sign of

the greatest respect to Bibi Fatima, pardah is strictly observed in the

case of this relic sacred to her. No man is permitted to enter the Rauza

and defile the cup by his sight.

No. 286. (^) Grave of Biba Jan.

(ff) Outside the southern wall of the enclosure of Qadam Sharif (No. 280).

(r) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

(e) 1268 A.H. (18ol-2 A.D.).

(/) On the head stone.

IbUj ilyi" |jj oAj <u (l)

Jsli-j
/-J} y J |jj (r)

I nA

Translation.

(1)
“ By order of God, Biba Jan repaired to paradise; she set out from the

frail house of the ancient inn (world).

(2) A call descended from the invisible crier for its date :
‘ Alas ! she dark-

ened the assembly of joy.’ 1268 (1851-2).”

(y) Good.

(/<) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave is indicated by a marble slab on a level with the ground. It

contains the niihrab emblem and measures 5' 6" by 2' 6". Biba Jan is

said to have been a dancing girl. This is also to be inferred from the

inscription.

No. 287. (^0 Grave of Wilayati Khanara.

{h) West to No. 286.

(r) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

(e) 1268 A.H. (1851-2 A.D.).

(/) On the head stone.

irfA

^
Translation.

.“'The year 1268 (1851-2 A.D.).

On the 15th of Eaniazm Wilayati Khanam Sahiba departed.”

(y) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave is a stone monument measuring 5' by V 11" by 7."
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No. 288. (a) Grave of Sadrunnisa. *
'

(6) Before the eastern door of the Qadam Sharif (No. 280).

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

(e) 1223 A.H. (1808-9 A.D.). '

(/) On a piece of marble at the head of the grave.

L«.5

• rrr

Translation. '

“He

May Sadri Nisa sit in the highest place in paradise. 1223 (1808-9 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave which measures 5' 5" by 2' 8" is similar to No. 286.

No. 289. («) Grave of Jahanara.

(6) West to No. 288.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

{e) 1259 A.H. (1843-4 A.D.).

(/) On a piece of marble at the head of the grave.

iro«

Translation.

“ 1259 (1843-4 A.D.).

The last resting place of Jahanara.”

{g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(y) The grave which measures 5' 7" by 2' 10'' resembles No. 286.

No. 290. (®) Grave of Husamuddin.

(6) West to 289.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

{e) 1262 A.H. (1846 A.D.).

(/) On the head stone.
'

I rir

'

r*--*

Translation. '

“ The bright grave of Sayyid Husamuddin Haidar Musa 1262 (1846 7

A.D.).”

{g) Good.
2 E
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(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave which measures 5' 3" by 2' 10" is similar to No. 286.

No. 291. {a) Grave of Mahaldar Begam.

(h) East of No. 290.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

(e) 1219 A.H. (1804-5 A.D.).

(/) On a piece of marble in the middle of the grave.

^i)0 (Jia| jO (l)

^ xiji tl iih ts-JLa^ ijl«. «4A^ lijSL. (r)

I n <>

Translation.

(1)
“ Mahaldar Begam, who said that her mission in the world was to bow at

the door of the family (of the Prophet).

(2) The grief for her (death) dried the blood of the hearts of friends; through

mourning for her the eyes of the faithful were wet.

(3) To Sayyid, that Sayyidah herself gave the year of her death :
‘ I am the

keeper of the high paradise!’

The year 1219 (1804-5 A.D.).”

{a) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

{']) The grave is similar to No. 286, but it is of red stone edged with marble,

and measures o' 6" by 2' 6."

No. 292. («) Grave of Nawab Musa Khan.

{b) Immediately east of No. 291.

{c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

(c) 1184 A.H. (1770-1 A.D.).

(/) On a slab of marble at the head of the grave.

^ (')

o’ 75- (t)

I I Al*

Trauslation.

(1)
“ The lamp of the chamber of the 7th Imam(*) (leader) slept at the foot

of Ali, the king of heroes.

(2) When I asked the invisible crier the date (of his death), he said ‘ Iram(*)

is the dwelling of Muswi(-') Khan.’ The year 1184 (1770-1 A.D.).”

O') The name of the 7th Imam was also Musa and that is why he has been referred to here.

(’) Iram is the name of tlie fabulous gardens said to have been devised hy Shaddad son of Ad in

emulation of the gardens of paradise.

(’)The name is really Musa Khan. It has been written Muswi Khan in the chronogram in order

to make up the deficiency of 6 in the date.
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{g) Good.

(A.) Unnecessary.

{j) The grave stands in the centre of a marble platform which has a marble

railing of jali work 1' 4" high. The platform is 13' square. The
grave which is also of marble measures 6' 9" by 2' 10" and is raised 2"

above the platform.

.To. 293. («) Grave of Ahmad Husain Khan.

{h) West of No. 292.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

(e) 1262 A.H. (1846 A.D.).

(/) On a slab of marble placed at the head of the grave.

*V*
^ (f)

J'~ (t)

I rir

Translation.

(1)
“ Ahmad Husain Khan who died in the prime of youth with excellence,

virtue, beauty and elegance;

(2) The date of his death, 0 discerning man, read in two ways, ‘ Alas one

thousand two hundred and sixty-two.’

(3) 1262 (1846 A.D.).”

\g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary,

(;) The grave is similar to No. 286, but measures 5' 10" by 3' 2".

No. 294. (®) Grave of Sadat Khan.

{h) 5 yards south of No. 292.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

{d) III.

'{e) 1219 A.H. (1805 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

Ji ^ —u —i-'iy- (i)

(0

I

I r I ^ J|^.i

Translation.

(1)
“ The renowned Sadat Khan, that slave of Kazim,(') who departed in the

name of Kazim.

(>)’ Musi Kazim was the serenth Imam according to the faith of the Shias.

2 E 2
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(2) Sayyid gave the chronogram through his tongue (on his behalf) ‘ Our pro-

tector against sins is Imam Kazim.’ The year 1219.

In the afternoon of Monday in the month of Shawwal of the year 1219.

(January 1805).”

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(y) The grave is of marble and measures 5' 10" by 2' 3" by 2".

No. 295. (a) Grave of Shah Nimat Ilahi.

(b) Near No. 278 towards the west.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(d) III.

(e) 1097 A.H. (1685-6 A.D.).

(/) On the grave stone.

Pious ejaculations and the following.

Translation.

“ Shah Nimat Ilahi, on the 14th of Shaban the year 1097 (1685-6 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary,

(y) The grave is situated within a small open marble enclosure measuring 13'

5" by 13' 1" I.M. The walls of the enclosure contain latticed windows.

The grave which is also of marble measures 5' 1" by 2' 9" by 4". There

is one other grave within the enclosure.

Outside the enclosure of Shah Nimat Ilahi towards the north, there is to

be found, at the head of a very small grave, a piece of stone containing a frag-

mentary inscription. It is dated in the time of Alamgir (probably Aurang-

zeb) and seems to refer to the erection of a building. '

(
I

)

VaAiLk
J|

lilJ! (r)

Translation.

(1)
“ In the reign of the king Alamgir, the champion of faith and the shadow

of God.

(2) When Abdullah enquired of the invisible crier the date of its beginning.”

No. 296. (^) Grave of Mihrunnisa Begam.

(fe) About 10 yards east of No. 292.

(c) Khadims of the Dargah of Shahi Mardan.

(J) III.

(e) 1228 A.H. (1813 A.D.).
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(/) On a marble slab built into the enclosure wall at the head of the grave.

Pious ejaculations, then the following.

jr^ cfyS-

^

oIaj» (’)

U—iij jj \^‘r^ ^
jl (r)

Ur
j

>>yi
y

a-aJ oU^ Jl- —i-o^ j (t)

l«jJlj^ Cl^-Aio
J

l^U| 4- >iy( KJ

irrA 4*-

Translation.

(1)
“ When Mihrunnisa Begam of good qualities, whose countenance was of

the brightness of the sun,

(2) Departed from the world, it became dark and she radiated light in the

everlasting regions.

(3) I ei\quired of Mamnun the year of her death
;
he in great trouble, pain,

grief and affliction,

(4) Lamented deeply and said, ‘ Ah ! Alas Mihrun Nisa.’

The year 1228 A.H. (1813 A.D.).”

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary, except under III.

{j) The grave of Mihrunnisa is inside an enclosure which contains a few other

graves and measures 14' 9" by 11' 2" I.M. The enclosure is paved with

marble and is entered through a doorway in the back wall of a dalan

towards the west. This dalan is built of stone and covered by a flat

roof. It has 3 arched entrances. A similar dalan exists on the west.

The grave of Mihrunnisa measures 6' 4" by 3' by 6."

No. 297 (®) Glrave of Nawab Bahadur Jawid Khan.

’
(6) Some 150 yards to the south of No. 281.

(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

(e) 1165 A.H. (1752 A.D.).

(/) None.

(^) Ruinous.

{h) Protected.

{j) The grave of Nawab Bahadur Jawid Khan is a marble monument measur-

ing 7' by 2' 3" by 2." It stands on a double platform, of which the

lower is of red stone 30' 9" square and 3' 6" high. The upper platform

which is of marble is 13' 10" square and 1' 6" high. There are indica-

tions that each of these platforms once had a railing; but the villagers

living in the neighbourhood have stripped them of both the railing and

the stone pavings.
, , i

Jawid Khan was a eunuch and a great favourite of the emperor Ahmad

Shah and his mother, who raised him to the rank of an Amir with the title of

Nawab Bahadur. Nawab Safdar Jang who was greatly incensed at the in-

Buence he had obtained over the emperor, invited him to an entertainment,

and murdered him during the banquet. This event took place in toe year
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1165 A.H. some two years before the downfall of the emperor Ahmad Shah

and his mother Qudsiya Begam. (For a further account of Jawid Khan see

List, Vol. I, No. 33.)

(k) Elliot, VIII, 133, 317.

No. 298. (^0 Tomb (unknown).

(h) About 50 yards to N. W. of No. 297.

(r) Government.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb measuring 15' 6" by 14' is built of rubble and covered by a

vaulted roof. It has a doorway in each of its four sides, but does not

contain any grave.
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BIBIPUR.

No. 299. (a)

(b)

(c)

id)

(e)

if)

Tomb of Najaf Khan.

Within an extensive enclosure 15 yards to S. E. of Aliganj.

Government.

Ila.

1196 A.H. (1782 A.D.).

On a marble slab over the grave.

t- iafc ojL.0 ottjK
|*t'**’ ^

j
jl (J.-J

»-_A^ J di'tlj jiA J Jy
_^

^ ffl.ft A i

b'* (J^

I Ml

C^-" /i ki/il (
I

)

d^ df Ij old’-. diLi-i ^ dj (r)

^
iji.< *1^A^ (r)

jlfiiJljd) d:..«.d A (o)

(J*-; ^l)

y ^1 y Oj (v)

/
/

Translation.

“ He is living who will never die.

(1) This sky of crooked nature, with its back (bent) like a bow, and full of

arrows, which with the arrow of misfortune does not miss the mark,

(2) Shot at the most noble of Sayjuds, through whom there was honour to the

lineage of Safvi Sayyids,

(3) (Who was) a w'orthy fruit of the tree of the garden of eight and four {i.e.,

twelve Imams of the Shias), a pure splendour of two pearls (Hasan

and Husain), and a gem of nine shells (skies),

(4) (Named) Bakhshiul Mulk Amir Najaf Khan, the lion-hearted and the

conqueror of the countries of India with the help of (the command) Be

not afraid.’ -

*t\ - v
(5) A hero, if he held Zulfiqar (the name of the two-edged sword of All) m his

hand, the king ‘ La fata ’(') would exclaim A worthy son.”

(6) May he be a companion of the Last of the Prophets (Muhammad) with

his ancestor, the revealer of the secrets " If it can be revealed.

(7) The pen of Ali which is like (literally a twin brother of) the Divine reve-

lation, wrote the date of his death on his ashes (grave) “ This is the

grave of Najaf.”

1196 (1781-2 A.D.).

(a) Fair. ^
"
OThi. refer, to. h.„i..ichm"pr.iK of AU o»d hi. .word Zolfi<,.r •There i. oo e.o.h bul Ali

and no sword but Zulfiqar.’
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(h) Should be protected.

(7) The tomb of Najaf Khan is in a large, but ruined, enclosure which is

entered through a gateway towards east. The roof of the building is 90'

square with a bastion at each of its four comers. In the centre of the

roof there is a platform 22' 4" square and 2' 10" high. It is enclosed

by a broken wall of plastered brick 1' 11" high, and contains the ceno-

taph of Najaf Khan which has been stripped of its marble. Near this

platform there is another, measuring 21' 10" by 19' 5" by 2' 10" and

containing a masonry cenotaph. The roof terrace of the tomb is flat,

but the rooms below, which are two in number, have vaulted ceilings.

The room towards east contains the graves of Najaf Khan and his

daughter and measures 15' 6" square I.M. The second room which is

towards west is 16' 6" square I.M. It contains three uninscribed

graves which seem to belong to the family of Najaf Khan; but they

are not deserving of any special notice.

Najaf Khan was related to the Safvi sovereigns of Persia, and with many

of his relatives was imprisoned by Nadir Shah. At the request of Mirza

Muhsin, the elder brother of Safdar Jang, who was sent on an embassy to

Nadir Shah by Muhammad Shah the emperor, he was released with his sister.

The latter married Mirza Muhsin, and Najaf Khan who was then only thir-

teen years old came to IndiS. with his sister and her husband. After the

death of Mirza Muhsin and the murder of his son Nawab Muhammad Quli

by Nawab Shujauddaula, Najaf Khan entered the service of the emperor

Shah Alam, who for his admirable deeds made him Amirul Umara with the

title of Zulfiqarudaula. Najaf Khan died on the 8th of Jumada II the

year 1196, corresponding to 22nd of April 1782, at the age of forty-nine.

Miftah, 358-9.

Carr Stephen, 280 seq.

Rodgers, 95.

Hearn, 247.

{a) Grave of Fatima, daughter of Najaf Khan.

(h) Near the grave of Najaf Khan, on the same platform.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

(e) 1236 A.H. (1820-1 A.D.).

(/) On a marhle slab over the grave.

4))j J»*
ljU

C^i dJfj
^

o’.*o c—V Jji/«

I rn

if Jii ( 1 )

^ AJ (0

^ (r)

ajoJ 4/ (t*)

4

*T (8)
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Translation.

“ He is living who will never die.

(1) Alas ! that the virtuous woman of angelic nature and auspicious birth

repaired from this abode of ashes whose foundation is grief.

(2) What a friend and namesake of the daughter of the Prophet (Muham-

mad) ! May she be forgiven for the sake of the soul of Fatimah Zahra

!

(3) She was devoted of heart to the kindred of Ali who is of high rank,

and was enamoured of the names of the venerated Imams.

(4) She was the daughter of Najaf Khan, the Mir Bakhshi of India; may
God grant her a place in the abode of the pure

!

(5) I breathed a sigh, and the chronogram was known :
‘ May Ali and Fatima

be her intercessors on the day of judgment!’ 1236 (1820-1 A.D.).”

The value of the letters of the last hemistich given as chronogram is 1242,

but if we deduct 6, the value of the letters of ‘ Ah ’ which is to be inferred

from the meaning of the first hemistich, the result is 1236 which corresponds

with the date given in figures.

{g) Good.

{h) Should be protected.

(;) The grave is a marble monument, measuring 4' 9" by 2' by 3|". Fatima

was the daughter of Najaf Khan, as is apparent from the inscription.

Nothing further is known about her.

2 F1
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LIPU.

No. 301. [d) Bhaironji ka Mandar.

{h) Half a mile west of Safdar Jang.

{c) Gopal, etc.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) The temple which is dedicated to Bhaironji is built of brick and is

covered with plaster. It is octagonal in design diam. 12' 10" and is

roofed with an octagonal dome. The building by its appearance seems

to be modern, but tradition assigns it a time prior to the mutiny.

It has, however, been repaired, if not rebuilt of late years. There are

a few Shiwalas and Dharamshalas near the temple of the same period.
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ARAKPUR BAQH MOCHl.

No. 302. (®) Bagh Mochi (Garden of Mochi).

(b) In the village.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) Jahangir’s reign.

(/) None.

(g) Dilapidated.

(h) Protected. '
'

(;) The Bagh is an extensive enclosure surrounded by a masonry wall with a

bastion at each of the four corners and a big gateway towards east.

In the centre of the enclosure there is a tank about 120' square with a

circular bastion which has a pavilion of three compartments on its

northern bank. It was originally a bagh (garden) built by one Ramdas

entitled Mochi, and it is after his title that the garden is known. It

is now occupied by villagers who have built mud houses within

the enclosure.

(1) 2791.

2 F 2
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303 (a) Well.

(b) Under the back wall of the pavilion (baradari) on the northern bank of

the tank in the centre of the garden.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

{e) Jahangir’s reign.

(/) On a small piece of stone fixed in the well.

, . . ClT']

Translation.

This well (was built) by Ramdas, son of Maluk Chand of Rohtak, (and)

entitled Mochi, in the reign of the king Jahangir. The year

{g) Good.

{h) Protected.

0) It is a masonry well, 7' 6" diam. The inscription states that it was

built by one Ramdas, called Mochi.

(0 2792, 2793.
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MUHAMMADPUR.

No. 304. (a) Tomb (unknown). Called locally ‘ Tin Burji.’

{b) On the east side of the village.

(c) Villagers living in Muhammadpur.
(d) II.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good, has been recently repaired.

(h) Protected.

(;) It is a large and imposing building constructed of large blocks of stone

and finished in plaster. It consists of three compartments, the central

of which is covered with a hemispherical dome, and is the biggest of

the three. The chamber on either side is roofed with a flatter dome
which is fluted. There is a big archway on the west of each of the side

rooms, but on the eastern side there are three doorways one to each of

the three rooms. They are small as compared to the archways. On
the western side of the central room a mihrab takes the place of the

archway. The building was occupied by vilfagers who built small mud
. houses in it and used it as a cattle shed, but it has now been evacuated.

It measures some 185' by 59^ E.M. and is flanked outside on the north

and south by two heavy octagonal bastions some 28' diam. In the

central room there were two or three masonry graves in a ruined state.

It seems probable fhatjhere were other graves in the building but that

they were removed by the villagers occupying it. In the southern wall

of the building outside there is a winding staircase leading up to the

roof.

No. 3D6. (®) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Adjoining the south wall and bastion of No. 304.

(c) Dule Bam.
(d) III.

(e) Afghan. '

(/) None. ;

ig) Fair.

{h) Should be protected (if not already protected along with No. 304).

(;) The tomb is octagonal, diam. 18', and constructed of rubble. Its roof has

disappeared. In the centre there is a ruined masonry grave measur-

ing 8' 9" by 5' 6" by 1' 6". The tomb is used as a cattle shed.

-0. 306. («) Tomb (unknown).

{bl Some 100 yards from No. 304 towards S.-W.
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(c) Debi Singh.

{d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary. v

(;) The tomb 23' square I.M. is built of rubble and mortar and covered with

a hemispherical fluted dome. It has doorways towards N., S. and E.,

and is coated with plaster. On the west side there is a mihrab recess.

The building is used as a godown. In the centre there are two ruined

masonry graves each measuring some 6' 8" by 4' 5" by 3' 8".

No. 307. («) Mosque (nameless). '

{h) About 10 yards towards west of No. 305.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruined.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque measuring 107' by 40' 6" E.M. is built of rul^ble and mortar

and coated with plaster. The prayer chamber has five compartments,

each entered through an arched doorway. In front of each of the

extreme north and south compartments there is a room covered with a

dome. The extreme southern side room has now fallen and the remain-

ing portion of the building is used as a store bouse by villagers.

No. 308. («) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 15 yards to S.-E. of No. 306.

(c) Puran Chamar.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Poor.
: I

(A) Unnecessary.

(J) The tomb measuring 19' square I.M. is constructed of rubble and coated

with plaster. It is covered with a dome and has doorways towards

north, south and east, of which those towards south and east are now
closed ;

on the west side there is a mihrab. There are two plastered

graves in the building each measuring 6' 10" by 4' 3" by 3' 8".

No. 309. («) Tomb of Musa Khan.

(A) Some 200 yards to south of No. 307.
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{c) Ram Sarup.

{d) III.

[e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

{h) Unnecessary.

{j) The building measuring some 14' 6" square I.M. is built of rubble and

mortar and coated with plaster. It is covered with a dome and has a

doorway on north, south and east, and on the west side a mihrab.

Inside the building there is a ruined masonry grave measuring 7' 5"

by 5' by 2'.
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MUNIRKA.

No. 310. (a) Mosque called Malik Munirka.

(b) In the middle of the village.

(c) Waqf; occupied by (1) Shankar, (2) Shamiya, a woman, Johara, (4)

Gulzari, (5) Naimu, (6) Manbhar.

(d) II.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(f/) Ruined.

(A) Should be protected.

(J) The mosque is built of rubble and coated with plaster. It consists of a

central compartment flanked by three others on either side. The cen-

tral chamber measures 24' square E.M., and is covered with a dome.

The wings on either side measure 37' by 15' E.M. In the central com-

partment is a grave of rubble in mud
;
probably a later addition. The

building is now occupied by villagers.

To the south of the mosque is an apartment 33' by 14' 6" E.M., probably

intended for the Mulla or priest. In front of this apartment and facing

south there are traces of an entrance to' the mosque.

No. 311. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) N.-W. corner of the village.

(c) Shamilat Deh.

(d) II.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(ff)
Fair.

(A) Should be protected.

(;') The monument is raised on a high level and is approached from below by

a stair on the south side. The tomb which is enclosed by a high wall

measures 39' square E.M., and stands on a plinth some 6' high. It is

an imposing structure built of rubble and finished in plaster, and sur-

mounted by a dome. The four facades each contain an arched open-

ing in a central projecting bay, the northern opening being fitted with

a stone lattice screen, while that on the west contains the mihrab

embellished with Quranic inscriptions and floral designs incised in

plaster—a treatment also adopted in the interior. A stair-way in the

northern opening leads to the roof, from which rises a minaret at each

of the four corners and on either side of the central projecting bays of

the fa9ades.

In the interior is a stone grave measuring 7' 4" by 4' 9" and 1' 6" in

height, placed centrally under the dome, another existing immediately to the

south-east of it. Neither, however, contains any feature of interest. The
monument, which is at present occupied by villagers, deserves to be conserved.
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^0. 312. («) Tomb called Wazirpur ka Gumbad, or dome of Wazirpur.

(b) About I mile due north of No. 311.

(c) Shamilat Deh.

(d) II.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The tomb standing on a plinth some 4' 6" high is a domed structure

measuring 54' square E.M. It is constructed of rubble masonry and

was originally coated with plaster. On three of its sides are triple

arched openings, while towards the west the central archway is occu-

pied by the mihrab recess. In the western opening of the south facade

is a winding staircase ascending to the roof. Under the dome is a

stone grave measuring 8' 4" by 4' 10" by 1' 9".

^0. 313. (®) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Eight yards towards west of No. 312, in the same enclosure.

(c) Shamilat Deh.

(d) II.

• {e) Afghan.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

(h) Should be protected along with No. 312.

(_/) The tomb measuring 19' square stands on a plinth 3' 6" high. It is a

domed building constructed of rubble masonry, and contains an arched

opening on each of its four sides. There is no indication of a gra^e

inside the building.

No. 314. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some seven yards from No. 313 towards west, and forming the western

wall of the ruined enclosure in which is contained Nos. 312—316.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Should be protected along with No. 312.

ij) The mosque consists of a western wall 149' 6" I.M. -long, flanked by side

walls on the north and south 21' 7" in length. It is constructed of

rubble masonry and contains 9 mihrab recesses

No. 315. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Close to the south of No. 312.

2 G
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(c) Shainilat Deh.

(d) II.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Should be protected along with No. 312.

(y) The tomb measuring 14' 6" square is built of rubble masonry finished in

plaster. It is roofed with a dome and is pierced by a doorway on all

four sides.

No. 316. {(i) Tomb (unknown).

{h) Some 2 yards east of No. 312.

(c) Shamilat Deh.

{d) II.

{e} Afghan.

(/) None.

ig) Fair.

(A) Should be protected along with No. 312.

(y) The tomb, constructed of rubble masonry and coated with plaster, mea-

sures 25' square E.M. It is roofed by a dome and contains a doorway

in each of its four sides, except on the west where there is a mihrab.

In the southern doorway is a narrow winding staircase leading up to

the roof. No indication of any grave exists in the interior.

No. 317. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(A) Some 6 yards from No. 316 towards east, adjoining the enclosure wall.
'

(c) Shamilat Deh.

{d) II.

(c) Afghan.

(/) None.

ig) Good.

(A) Should be protected along with No. 312.

(y) The tomb measures 25' square E.M. and stands on a plinth 7' high. It

is a domed structure of rubble masonry containing an arched opening

on three sides and a mihrab on the west. In the centre of the building

is a dilapidated rubble masonry grave measuring 8' 4" by 5' 3" by 2'.

No. 318. (^) Baoli.

(A) Some 18 yards from No. 312 tp the south,

(c) Shamilat Deh.

id) II.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.
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(h) Should be protected along with No. 312.

(j) The baoli which measures some 100' by 38' is built of rubble

masonry. At its southern end there is a circular well (diani. 14'). The

latter is flanked by domed turrets containing a narrow winding stair-

case leading down to the bottom of the well. Both well and baoli are

in a ruined state and now contain no water.

No. 319. Mosque (nameless).

{b) Some 10 yards from No. 31S to the south.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) iVfghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque measuring 25' by 7" I.M. consists of a western wall contain-

ing five mihrabs and flanked by small bastions and side walls. It is

constructed of rubble masonry and coated with plaster. On either side

of the mihrabs and at each of the four corners of the mosque were

originally small minarets, but the southern wall has now fallen down

together with its minaret.

In front of the courtyard to the east is a masonry grave, but of no interest.

No. 320. (a) Munda Gumbad (roofless dome).

(b) Some 400 yards from No. 312 towards east.

(c) Shamilat Deb.

(d) II.

(<?) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(b) Should be protected.

(;) The tomb is known locally as Munda Gumbad by reason of its having

no dome. It is constructed of rubble and contains an archway on

three sides, the west being occupied by a mihrab. On either side of

the mihrab, and, again, of the eastern and northern archways is an

arched opening, the southern archway containing a staircase leading

to the roof. The square interior of the tomb chamber is reduced to an

octagon by ‘ half-dome ’ recesses in the corners, and is again reduced to

16 a-sided figure before finally assuming a circular shape at the dome

base. The tomb measures 52' 9" square E.M., and stands on a plinth

7' high. Inside the building there are ruined masonry graves measur-

ing 7' 6" by 4' 6" by 1' 9" and 5' 3" by 3' by 10" respectively.' They

are of no interest.

No. 321. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 150 yards from No. 312 towards south.
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(c) Waqf. '

{d) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The mosque which is built of rubble masonry comprises a courtyard

with a western wall containing 7 mihrabs and flanked by small bastions

and side walls on the north and south. The east wall of the courtyard

is flanked by attached wings the other corners being marked by two

low bastions. The enclosure which measures 32' square I.M. contains

several masonry graves, of no interest however.

No. 322. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 160 yards from No. 321 to N. W.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(h) Should be protected.

(;') The mosque standing on a platform 8' high is built of rubble masonry.

It consists of a prayer chamber and a spacious courtyard containing

several masonry graves. The prayer chamber comprises three compart-

ments covered with a flat roof and entered through three arched door-

ways. It measures 36' 10" by 13' 10" I.M. and is coated with plaster,

in which, around the central mihrab, are incised quotations from the

Quran. The courtyard measures 90' by OS'..**

No. 323. («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some 175 yards from No- 322 towards west.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(c) Afghan.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) It is similar in design to the mosque No. 321 being raised upon a court-

yard 7' 6" high and 47' square I.M. Like No. 321, some masonry
graves are also to be found in its courtyard.

No. 324. («) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 175 yards from No. 323 to N.-W.

(c) Waqf.
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(d) III.

(e) Afghan

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary. *

(j) It is similar in design to No. 321, but its courtyard measures 40' by 29' 4"

and is 5' 6" high. Like No. 321 it has also some masonry graves in X
its courtyard.

0. 325 . (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

if)

iff)

(h)

ii)

Mosque (nameless).

Some 80 yards from No. 324. -

Waqf.

III.

Afghan.

None.

Fair.

Unnecessary.

It is similar in design to No. 321, but its side walls have each an arched

opening and the courtyard measures 70' square I.M. and is 4' high.

Like No. 321 there are also several masonry graves in its courtyard.

0. 326 * («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) Some half a mile east of the village.

(c) Waqf.

id) III.

{e) Afghan.

if) None.

ig) Fair.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) It is similar in design to No. 321, with a raised courtyard measuring 60'

by 55' and 5' 6" high. Like No. 321 its courtyard also contains several

masonry graves.
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KUSIiAK.

327 . («) A building:' probably a Shikargah.

{b) About a mile and a half due N.-W. of Safdar Jang (No. 267), and 200

yards off the new road from Safdar Jang to Malcha.

(c) Government.

(d) lla.

(^) Firoz Shah's reign.

(/) None.

(./) Dilapidated.

[h) Should be protected.

{']) The building, constructed of rubble, stands on a terrace 16 feet high. It

has three open bays containing arches supported upon tj'pical square

stone shafts, and each bay is divided in depth into three compartments.

The roof of the building is flat but it has a vaulted ceiling. The build-

ing proper measures 43' 9" by 43' E.M. It is in line with an embank-

ment (band) which was built to retain water flowing from the neigh-

bouring hilly mounds during the rainy season and seems to have been

a pleasure house or Shikargah. The line of the embankment has now
disappeared except for a very small portion in the front of the Kushak
to the north.
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MALCHA.

328 . («)

(b)

id)

(e)

if)

ig)

(h)

(j)

(^)

(0

Mahal (Palace).

About two miles N. W. of No. 327.

Government.

Ila.

Firoz Shah’s reign.

None.

Dilapidated.

Should be protected.

The palace measuring 100' by 91' 9" E.M. is built of rubble. It consists

of three main bays, each bay containing three rooms. Each of the

rooms in its turn, is divided by arches which are supported on stone

pillars of characteristic style. The central bay is a little larger than

the others. The roof of the building above is flat, and is reached by

means of five staircases, while the ceiling of every apartment is vaulted.

Some 50 yards to the south of the palace there is the bund of a large

tank into which, says Shams Siraj, the emperor Firoz Shah threw a

quantity of the water of Zamzam(‘). The palace seems to have been a

pleasure house or Shikargah on the bank of the tank.

Shams Siraj Afif, 230.

Elliot, III, 354.

A.S.I., IV, 66.

2770.

(') Zamzam is a famous well at Mecca, the water of which is held to be sacred be Muhammadans.
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TAL KATORA.

329 . (a) Tal Katora garden.

(b) Some 3 miles out of Shahjahanabad, due south-west of the Jami Masjid.

(c) Government.

(d) 11a.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Should be protected.

(;’) The Tal Katora garden is so called on account of a tank (Tal) at its west

end which is enclosed by hilly ground, hence the allusion to a cup

(Katora). It was originally surrounded by walls which are now ruined

and almost wholly disappeared. The garden measures about 470

yards E. to W. and about 210 N. to S. excluding the width of the top

terrace. In the centre of the garden there appears to have been a

baradari which is now no better than a heap of ruins. Opposite the

baradari, towards the north, stands a gateway which was probably an

entrance to the garden. At the northern end of the garden overlook-

ing the tank there is a high terrace measuring 631' 6" by 62' 6", flanked

at each end by double-storeyed octagonal pavilions surmounted by

domes. A gateway which seems to have been an entrance to the plat-

form is also to be found just by the side of these towers. In the

middle of the terrace was a building of which only the remains of a

few arches are now to be found. The terrace is 17' 6" above the garden

on the east side but only 7' 6" above the tank on the west. Thus it was

really intended as an embankment (bund) to hold back rain water

flowing from the higher level of the hilly ground to the west, and form

a tank at the head of the garden. A similar arrangement to this is to

be found at the Malcha and Kushak bands of Firoz Shah Tughlaq.

At a distance of some 4.5 yards from the N.-E. corner of the Tal Katora

garden there stands a solitary tower, but apparently it had no connection with

this garden. It is probably an angle tower of another smaller garden at the

eastern border of the Tal Katora. This smaller garden probably also had en-

closure walls furnished with towers, but with the exception of the solitary

tower all have disappeared.

All the buildings at Tal Katora are constructed of brick masonry. It is

said that the enclosure was a Shikargah of Muhammad Shah, and from its

position this does not seem at all improbable. Locally the Tal Katora garden

is famous for its rangtras (oranges). It also contains many fine amaltas

trees which render it most attractive.

{k) Gardens, 114.

(0 D. 117, D. 118, D. 119, D. 120, 121.
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RIKABGANJ.

•Jo. 330, Gurduwara of Tegh Bahadur.

(b) About a mile due east of Tal Katora (No. 329)

(c) Guru Bakhsh Singh.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

{j) The Gurduwara is a brick walled enclosure containing the Samadh or tomb

of Guru Tegh Bahadur, a rest house for mendicants, and a garden.

The enclosure is entered through a gateway, and had formerly a bas-

tion at each of its four corners. The north-east corner of the original

large enclosure wall has fallen for a considerable length. In the

centre of this enclosure there is a smaller enclosure surrounded with

open dalans, and in the centre court stands the Samadh, the whole

being raised upon high ground. The Samadh or tomb of Guru Tegh

Bahadur is a chamber 16' 10" E.M. square surmounted by dome, and

/ containing a small raised platform 3' 2" square which is said to be the

Samadh proper (grave) of the Guru. This last is covered by a velvet

chadar on which a large number of iron rings, knives, arrows, etc., are

laid.

The dalans which are used to accommodate mendicants were first erected

by one Baghel Singh, a Sikh chief of Haryana, who applied to the emperor

Shah Alam for a grant of 100 bighas of land in the village of Raisina 1o

build a house for mendicants and plant a garden at the Gurduwara of Rakab-

ganj. The land applied for was accordingly granted by a Farman dated the

first of the month of Muharram of the 29th year of that emperor (13th Octo-

ber 1787) and bearing the seal of the heir apparent prince Akbar II. The

Farman has been printed and published by the cusjtodians of the Gurduwara

and a copy of it can be had from them. The actual Samadh of Guru Tegh

Bahadur is thus of an earlier date than the house and the garden surround-

ing it. The dalans again have subsequently been rebuilt by the Sikh chiefs

of Patiala, Nabah, Jhind and Kapurthala States. The northern dalan con-

tains the Girant Sahib.

(For Guru Tegh Bahadur see List Vol. I, No. 276.)

^0. 331, (a) Samadhs of Bir Singh and Jit Singh.

(6) In the garden within the enclosure of the Gurduwara (No. 330).

(c) Guru Bakhsh Singh.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Good.
2 H
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(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The Samadhs of Bir Singh and Jit Singh are two small masonry mounds

contained in a room 9' 8" square E.M. which stands on a chabutra 17'

2" by 16' 10" and 2' 8" high, the whole being constructed of brick.

Bir Singh was the first Pujari (priest) of the Gurduwara No. 330 ap-

pointed by Baghel Singh its founder, and Jit Singh was the son of Bir Singh,

installed in the office of priest after the death of his jfather. The office has

become a hereditary right and the present priest Guru Bakhsh Singh who
is a minor some 7 or 8 years old is a descendant of Bir Singh. During the

minority of Guru Bakhsh Singh the functions of the priest are performed

by a manager or Kamdar.
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BANSKOLI.

332 . (a) Dargah (tomb) of Sayjdd Hasan Rasul Numa.
(b) About one and a half miles from Ajmeri gate, Shahjahanabad, towards

west.

(c) Descendants of Sayjdd Hasan Rasul Numa.
(d) III.

(e) 1103 A.H. (1691-2 A.D.).

(/) (1) On a piece of marble over the central arch of the southern verandah.

Jj-";
Ij t»j

1 1
*1*" tu*ji ipL/

Translation.

“ Rasul Numa remained firm with the Pro]shet.

Written by the sinning slave Yaqut Raqam Khan alias IbaduHah 1103

(1691-2 A.D.).”

The first line which is the main part of the inscription contains a chrono-

gram giving the date 1103.

(2) On a piece of marble set in the west wall of the inner enclosure.

(IT

Translation.

“ Hasan Rasul Numa, the most glorious of the descendants of Husain, the

second Owais Qarani and the third Hasnain(') 1103 (1691-2 A.D.).”

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The Dargah of Hasan Rasul Numa is a large enclosure surrounded by

rubble masonry walls which are ruined in some places. It is now
really a Muhammadan cemetery, with a few houses of the descendants

of the saint inside it. The enclosure is entered by a large arched door-

way towards the north, and has a bastion at each of its four c-orners.

The tomb of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa is in the centre of the enclo-

sure, standing on a plinth 1' 7" high and measuring some 70' by 69'

E.M. It consists of a walled enclosure 47' 2" by 45' 10'

I.M., having a door in each of its four sides and a verandah 10' wide

around the outside of the enclosure walls. In the centre of this inner

enclosure there is a chabutra furnished with an iron railing, and con-

taining the graves of Hasan Rasul Numa, his son Hashim Ali, and two

o:^ his grandsons. The graves are of interest; that of Rasul Numa
which is the largest of the four measures 14' by 10' 6".

Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa was the son and disciple of Shah Muhammad,
Muqim of Hujra, district Montgomery. He flourished during the reign of

Aurangzeb and was one of the most popular saints of his time. He received

(’) Hasiiain refers to Hasan and Husain the two grandsons of the prophet.
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the title of Rasul Numa (revealer of the Prophet) because upon each of his

disciples was bestowed the honour of having the Prophet revealed to him on

the very first night of his becoming a disciple. The situation of his tomb was

formerly known as Gulabi Bagh, where he lived, and died in the year 1103

A.H. (1691-2 A.D.).

(k) Khazina, I, 180 n.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 74-5.

Mazarat, pt. II, 15-17.

No. 333. {a) Grave of Shah Muhammad Said.

{b) Some 15 yards to the south of the tomb of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa, in

the same Dargah.

(c) Descendants of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None. '

{g) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary. '

(;) The grave lies within an enclosure 33' 2" square I.M., where a few other

graves of no significance are to be found. It stands on a platTorm

some 16 feet square and 1' 3" high. The grave itself measures 8' by

5' 1" by 7'. Shah Muhammad Said was a Khalifa or successor of

Sa}yid Hasan Rasul Numa.

No. 334. (a) Grave of Ghulam Ahmad Khan.

{b) Some six yards from No. 333 to S.-W., in the Dargah of Sayyid Hasan

Rasul Numa.

{c) Descendants of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa.

{d) III.

[e) 1239 A.H. (1823-4 A.D.).

(/) On the head-stone of the grave.

^c'i] d'l^
>3ji iXfcikl |,lLc ( I

)

^ j) (r)

irri

Translation. I

“ Ali ! He is the great God.

(1) Suddenly, when Ghulam Ahmad Khan repaired to the high paradise,

(2) My invisible crier said with bitterness :
‘ Alas ! the bright sim is con-

cealed under the ground.’

1239 (1823-4 A.D.).”

(a) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(_/)
The grave is of stone, and measures 6' 8" by 3' 2" by 10". Nothing is

known of Ghulam Ahmad Khan.
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No. 335. (®) Mosque (nameless).

(b) In the Dargah of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa, at the north corner.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, descendants of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa.
{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None,

(0 Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque which is built of brick masonry is two bays in depth and
three in width. It is covered with a flat roof, and possesses nothing

of special interest. The prayer chamber measures 55' 6" by 33' 10"

I.M. The courtyard which contains a tank measures 57' by 35' 6".

No. 336. (a) Grave of Aziman (a woman).

(b) In the enclosure of the mosque No. 335.

(c) Descendants of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa.
(d) III.

(^) 1240 A.H. (1825 A.D.).

(/) On the grave sfbne, which has also the throne verse engraved on its sides.

oUj
I

Translation.

“ Aziman, resident of Rewari, died on the 14th of Zihijjah of 1240 (30th

July 1825 A.D.).”

ig) Fair.

Qi) Unnecessary.

{j) The grave measuring 8' 3" by 4' 8" by 1' 5" is of red stone, and is furnish-

ed with a railing of the same material. The grave stone is of marble

and measures 4' 4" by V 5" by 1' 1". Nothing is known of the interred.

No. 337. (a) Boli Bhatyari ka Mahall.

{b) On the ridge, about a mile to the west of the Dargah of Hasan Rasul

Numa No. 332.

(c) Government.

id) Ha.

(e) Firoz Tughlaq’s time, probably 755 A.H. (1354 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Should be protected.

(;) The palace seems to have been a Shikargah built by Firoz Shah Tughlaq

along with a bund, which is some 500' long, 17' broad at its widest part

and 24' high. The top of the bund is reached by staircases on either

side of a sluice channel enclosed between walls running east and west.

The width of the bund tapers and is narrowest at the north end where

the ground is highest.
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The palace stands at the southern end of the bund and is entered through

double doorways at its north-east corner. The structure is in the form of a

rectangle on the east and south, and the walls on those sides are strengthened

with bastions. But on the north and west it is roughly semi-circular from

the gateway as far as its south-west corner. The measurements of the palace

are some 150^ north to south and 141^ east to west I.M. The principal

portions of it seem to have laid towards the west where the ruins covering an

area some 70' in width stand on a plinth 6' 6" high. Nothing of this edifice

except the doorways and the south and east walls now exists. The construc-

tion is generally of rubhle, but the local hard stone is used sparingly for

dressings.

Sayyid Ahmad is of opinion that the bund and the palace were built by

Firoz Shah Tughlaq about the year 755 A.H. (1354 A.D.). He says that the

palace is known to have been occupied by one Bu Ali Bhatti, after whom it

was called Bu Ali Bhatti ka Mahall, i.e., Bu Ali Bhatti’s palace; whence it

has been corrupted locally to Boli Bhatyari ka Mahall. This is a very inter-

esting structure and well deserves to be conserved,

(A-) Asar, Chap. Ill, 35-6.

Carr Stephen, 122.

(Z) 2816.

No. 338. («) Grave of Khuda Numa.

{b) Some 200 yards from Boli Bhatyari ka Mahall (No. 337), towards the

north.

(c) Ibrahim Shah.

{d) III.

{e) 1106 A.H. (1694-5 A.D.).

(/) On a piece of red stone built into the wall at the head of the grave.

j ^
^^1^ dJLil yt!'*

^
t.*'

.

^
C Xi

A ( I
• *1

*-

** y j 1

Translation.

“ Mir Muhammad Afzal Khuda Numa, may God have compassion on

him, was a perfect God-knowing ajian, the chief of the saints of the time, a

recluse, trusting in God, innocent of hypocrisy and unequalled in love and

devotion. By his beneficent mien and direction hundreds of people attained

to the state of holiness. To see him is to be shown God, and to hear him is to

know God. When the time arrived he departed in the year 1106 A.FI. (1694-5

A.D.).”

(y) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave lies within a double masonry-walled enclosure. The outer

enclosure is 54' 3" square I.M.
;
the inner enclosure has three arched

openings on each of its four sides except the west, where there is a
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mihrab. The central opening on the north has been lately closed to

accommodate the inscription quoted above which has been recently
affixed. The grave measures 8' S" by 5' 7" by 2'. The anniversary of
Khuda Numa is held on the 29th of the month of Safar.

Adjoining the southern wall of the outer enclosure there is one more
grave on a platform, but it is not of any importance.

(k) Mazarat, pt. II, 14-15.

No. 339. (a) Mosque, Multani Dhanda.

(b) Some 600 yards to N.-E. of the Dargah of Savyid Hasan Rasul Numa
(No. 332).

(c) Waqf, Mutawalli Hajji Ilahi Bakhsh.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque is constructed of brick masonry and coated with plaster. It

consists of three compartments surmounted by bulbous domes, and

entered through three arched openings. The prayer chamber measures

32' 6" by 14' 4" I.M., and the courtyard containing it, which is enclosed

by walls, 37' 9" by 42' 9". Adjoining the mosque towards east and

north there are the remains of a ruined building and a few graves, of

which nothing is known with any certainty.

No. 340. (®) Kali Masjid.

(ft) Some 200 yards from the Dargah of Sayyid Hasan Rasul Numa (No. 332)

towards north.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

{e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque which measures 25' by 12' E.M. stands on a terrace 8' 7" high.

It is a brick masonry building. Only its prayer chamber now remain-

ing, the courtyard having fallen. The mosque consists of three cham-

bers which are surmounted by bulbous domes and are entered by arched

openings. At each of the four corners of the roof there is a small

minaret. With the disappearance of the courtyard it has lost the only

means of access tQ it, and at present there are no steps by which it can

be entered.

No. 341. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Some 200 yards from No. 340 towards west.

(c) Waqf.
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{d) TII.

{e) Late MughaL

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque, measuring 17' 3" by 12' 6" I.M. and constructed of brick

masonry, is covered by a vaulted roof, and entered by three arched

doorways. On the south, adjoining it, there was a domed chamber

which has now fallen. At the north-east corner of the mosque is

a well. It is of no interest, however.

Grave of Nur Numa.

Some 200 yards from No. 339 towards west.

III.

On a small piece of marble built into the northern wall of the enclosure

at the head of the grave.

i(U| Ui jjj djJxA.

Translation.

“ His holiness Nur Numa may God have compassion on him.”

Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

{]) The grave stands on a masonry platform 9' 8" by 6' 9" by 7" in the centre

of, a rubble masonry enclosure which is 23' 3" by 22' 11," The grave

measures 5' 7" by 2' 7" by 1' 3." Both the grave and enclosure wall are

whitewashed. Nothing is forthcoming about Nur Numa, who is vene-

rated as a saint. Nur Numa seems to have been a title meaning “ Light

revealing.”

No. 343. (“) Grave of Jahan Numa,

(fe) In the Chameli wala garden, some 150 yards to north of 342.

{d) III.

{e)

(/) On a small piece of stone built into a pillar at the head of the grave.

Translation.

“ His holiness Jahan Numa, may God have compassion on him.”

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave of Jahan Numa lies on a masonry platform where a few other

graves are to be found. It measures 4' 8" by V 11" by 1' 2". Nothing

is known of Jahan Numa who is revered as a saint. Jahan Numa
appears to be a title meaning “ World revealing.”

No. 342. (a)

(b)

io)

(d)

(e)

if)
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KHWAJA BAQl BILLAH.

No. 344. (a) Grave of Khwaja Baqi Billah.

(6) Some ^ mile N,-E. of the enclosure of Qadam Sharif (No. 348).

(c) Muzaffar Ali.

(d) III.

{e) 1012 A.H. (1603 A.D.).

(/) On a marble slab fixed in the centre of the mihrab in the middle of the

northern wall.

u^i’ vbjl <db» (l)

^ JT Jy ^L.) J.AI yla. (f-)

y^Spb ^5b Alb o|j vjy^ '-1*1; jlfi^ ;l;-“l '-i.ils' (r«)

ot^^l v_^kS ^ykjUJl vj j "j;/ ,**“1 (r)

^y}\ JKi Jv.fe' (o)

^JUJ
I Vj ^ j} j

(i)

liT*;; jy (v)

i^
^ ^|0 (^)

jl (wll/«
j ‘y b *1*1 (q)

^0 jl^«l
j

*>•? vy‘> (l*)

fir
y.1 V.,-^ J ‘V (-^‘^ (

I I

)

•!? o'-ijjl »o^y.i..£ tij| *-_a'| J*j o^^aj ^lo (if)

j
Ujo ju-aibc ^ Ijj jjjf

;
3'^/“ jl (ii*)

ot^ y jJaj <Ajbu U 0**)

^LJjl j y Srj JjU ob ( i o)

^yjJi yf y-iy J**

d> iri

q

Translation.

“ He (God) is immortal.

(1) The Qibla of spiritual persons and the Kaba of religious people, the

object of Divine grace and the master of true knowledge,

(2) The defender of the religion of the Prophet, the most perfect leader of

the pious, the recipient of the revered grace, and the descendant of the

last of the prophets (Muhammad),

(3) The revealer of the supreme secrets, having knowledge of the truth ascer-

tained by evidence, absorbed in the sacred person and faithfully fina

with God,̂
ri _
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(4) Gliausi Azam, having firm faith in the Lord of the universe, a Qutb (a

pole star) showing the right way to the world and the signification of

the true faith in God,

(5) Perfect, of excellent manner, the guide to the firm path (religion)^ a sea of

the knowledge of God and the chief of the wise.

(6) The will and the pleasure of God is manifested through his person and

disposition; this dignity is from the beloved of the Lord of the uni-

verse (the Prophet).

(7) The light of God shone on his forehead through true faith, and the hearts

of the true believers were brightened by the felicity of his attention.

(8) How can I praise him, the best of the saints ? The person of Khwaja
Baqi is a blessing for the worlds.

(9) Baqi was a gift of God and verily he continued to be a refuge to men
and angels by the grace of God.

(10) Khwajgi Amkana was the spiritual guide of that king of religion, but

he belonged to the sect of Owais, and knew the secrets of religion.

(11) As his perfection was ever to have communion with (God) and its mean-

ing was stamped on his heart, he was absorbed at last into the in-

visible(’) at the age of forty.

(12) Know, the year of the death of the pole star of the age and the support

of Muslims was 1012 after the flight.

(13) Whoever comes to his shrine with sincerity and belief, his desires will

be fulfilled, as well as his secular and religious objects.

(14) The helpless and sinning rubs his forehead at his threshold, so that

there may descend the regard of compassion, as well as salvation on the

day of judgment.

(15) May the blessing of the Lord of the universe descend upon Muhammad
Khwaja Baqi, who is one of the favoured saints.

Copy of the original verses, executed by the pen of the sinner Abul Muaz-
zam Sirojuddin Ahmad during the time of the Sajjada Nashini of Mir Amir
Ali Sahib, 1319 A.H.”

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The grave which measures 6' 2" by 2' 3" by 1' 7" and stands on a platform
10' 9" by 6' 10" by 1' 3" is built of stone. It lies in the centre of a
masonry enclosure surrounded by perforated stone screens. The en-

closure measures 23' 7" by 19' IP' I.M,, and in the middle of the north-

ern wall there is a mihrab containing niches for lamps. In the centre

of the mihrab is the inscription referred to, which purports to be a
copy of the original one. Attached to the grave to N.-W. is a mosque
which was rebuilt in the year when this inscription was set up. It is

said that the original mosque was built in the time of Aurangzeb.

Khwaja Muhammad Baqi Billah was born at Kabul in 972 A.H. His
real name was Sayyid Raziuddin Ahmad. The name Khwaja Baqi Billah
w CiS merel\ the title given to him by his spiritual guide. He was educated at
iiis oirth place and tlien went lO IVIedina, where he became a disciple of
Kliv. aja Amkanki. He came to India by the order of his spiritual guide and
settled in Delhi. He is supposed to have been the introducer of the Naqsh-

(')The Persian word for ‘invisible’ is
when Khwaja Baqi Billah died.

T-i- which has its numerical value 1012, the Hijra year
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bandiya sect in India. He was one of the greatest saints of the age, and is
said to have been in the habit of reciting the whole of the Quran twice every
night. He died on the 25th Jumada II A.H. 1012 (20th October 1603 A.D.)
at the age of forty years in the reign of the emperor Akbar.
(k) Safina, 85.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 58.

Beale, 261.
~

Yadgar, 177-9.

Mazarat, pt. II, 1-3.

Azkar, 477-80.

Khazina, 605-7.

345 . (a) Grave of Nizamuddin Ahmad.

(6) In the courtyard of the mosque, attached to the grave of Khwaja Baqi
Billah.

(c) Waqf, Mutawalli Muzafiar Ali.

(d) III.

(e) 1222 A.H. (1807-8 A.D.).

(/) On a marble slab fixed into the wall of the saqaya (water store) about

yards to the north' of the grave

|.b a&a.) 1*145 aCj) •-'jj (i)

ciAf oti jl ^^1^ j (r)

* irrr

Translation.

“ He (God) is the Clement and the Forgiver of sins.

(1) He to whom God has given the name of Nizamuddin Ahmad is the best

of learned men, a perfect pole stafl- and a great saint of his time.

(2) He arrived in the high Paradise and Sayyid gave the year by the divine

revelation ‘ His place became the high Paradise.’ 1222 A.H.”

ig) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The grave is built of stone and measures 7' 3" by 4' 5" by 2' 10". Nizam-

uddin was the governor of Delhi during its occupation by the

Mahrattas.

346 . (a) Tomb of Shah Bahauddin.

(&) Outside Khirki Farrash Khana, within the enclosure of the railway line,

(c) Asghar Ali Khan alias Achchan Khan.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.
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(/) The inscription which is written in ink on the northern arch, inside, is

partly obliterated, and the date as well as the chronogram is not read-

able.

lie- j)) j)

tvj

Translation.

(1)
“ 0 intercessor of the day of resurrection ! O chosen prophet! who is a

protector of sinners by intercession on the day of retribution,

(2) In the gardens (country) of India he made a tomb his resting place, so

that he may remain in the heart of it (India) hidden, like the secrets

of holy persons,

(3) He who is known in the world as [Ibrahim] Ali Khan of Ghazni and is thy

follower, 0 chief of the two worlds and the selected king.

(4) The invisible crier gave its date with inspiration, the tomb

built.

The year . ,
99.”

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

()) The tomb which is a masonry building measures 19' 3" square E. M. It is

covered by a dome and has an arched opening on the four sides, but

those on the north and west are now closed. Uqder the dome there are

to be found two masonry graves, each 4' 1" by 1' 2" by 3" standing on a

small platform which measures 5' by 4' 8" and is 6" high. The grave

to the west is believed to be that of Shah Bahauddin, and the other of

Ibrahim Ali Khan who is said to have been his disciple. The tomb is

known after the name of Shah Bahauddin, but he is not mentioned

in the inscription found on its northern arch. The name of Ibrahim

Ali Khan which is given above within brackets is- not clear in

the inscription and it has been put down here on the authority of

the owner, who says that it has reached him by tradition through his

ancestors.

On the north of the tomb there is a mosque latterly rebuilt which is

connected with it.

Jl-; ( I

)

iK-ljl liji (l*)

Uilb yA) (1*)
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QADAM SHARIF.

347 . (a) Mosque Qabrustan wali (pertaining to burial ground).

(b) Burial ground some 500 yards from the enclosure of Qadam Sharif

(No. 348) towards south.

(c) Waqf, Mutawalli Muhammad Ali.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is a masonry building consisting of three compartments roofed

with domes, of which the central one is slightly larger than the side

ones. It is coated with plaster and measures 21' by 13'. The court-

yard, which is enclosed by walls and entered through a doorway to-

wards east, measures 26' 10" by 9' 2".

348 , (a) Enclosure of Qadam Sharif.

(b) About a mile and a half to the south of Lahore Gate.

(c) Ishrat Ali and others.

(d) 11.

(e) 776 A. H. (1376 A. D.).

(/) None.

(^) Dilapidated.

(h) Walls and gateways. Protected. '

(j) The enclosure of Qadam Sharif resembles a small stronghold in appear-

ance consisting as it does of a heavily parapetted wall furnished with

bastions, which are crowned with chhatris. The wall is constructed

of rubble masonry, but the chhatris are of red sandstone. The enclosure

has two gateways on the east and north, and two posterns on the south

and west, respectively. Of these, only one which faces the east and is

known as Darwazai Kalan (big gate) is open and serves its original

purpose, the remainder being either closed or occupied. The southern

postern is locally considered of most importance as the Qadam Sharif

(sacred footprint of the Prophet) is said to have been brought into the

enclosure through it.

The enclosure was built by Firoz Shah round the tomb which he had

constructed for himself. But when Path Khan, his favourite son, died during

his life-time, he interred the prince there. It contained also a mosque, a school

and a number of houses for the accommodation of students and teachers, etc.

The last are, however, no longer in existence, the greater part of the space

within the enclosure being occupied by tombs, graves and private houses, most

of them recently built.

(k) Farishta, II, 148.

(0 Asar, Chap. Ill, 37-8.
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No. 349. {a) Qadara Sharif shrine.

(h) At the south-^yestern extremity of the enclosure No. 348.

(c) Irshad Ali and others.

{d) II.

(e) 776 A. H. (1374 A. D.).

(/) I. On a piece of marble over the eastern doorway of the domed gateway

at the north-east corner of the shrine.

aI'I JUl *'! ^

Translation.

“ There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is his prophet. Muhammad
Mir,' custodian of the China ware of the king Alamgir.”

II. On a marble slab over the eastern entrance to the inner enclosure of the

shrine.

>j4A<A UAHlIUA

itu ii

i!/

/ J
J'

. A

(r)

ly Jj LL^s::. (r)

b yj (f)

j} M

jijSOj
J|>

lytvl
I »At'

Translation,

(1) The guide of those who have lost their way (is) Muhammad ;
the director

of directors is Muhammad.

(2) Glorious are the school, the pulpit and the court where there is read the

praise of Muhammad.

(3) For the broken-hearted he is a balm, for the hearts of the afflicted he is a

medicine.

(4) The sky becomes secure under the feet of him who has become the dust of

the foot of Muhammad.

(5) I am one of the dogs of his lane, and Shirwan has become a beggar of

Muhammad,
Alias Shirwan Khan, the son of Raihan Khan, the Abysinnian...wrote

these lines on the 23rd of Rabia II of the year 1082 (29th August

1671 A. D.).

III. On the walls of the tank which contains the footprint of the Prophet.

liy oy y i_a/ y. ( l)

Ij jii <, (r)

W yiAiJS ^LJ| Jj (r)

Translation.

(1)
“ The piece of land, which bears the print of the sole of thy foot, will

continue for years to be worshipped by sagacious persons.

(2) When Yusuf, at the footprint of Muhammad, built this enclosure by the

help of God,
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(3) For the date of the completion of its erection I heard the invisible crier

say ‘Well done!’ (1067 A.H. = 1656-7 A.D.).”

(g) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

{]) The shrine of Qadam Sharif is, in fact, the tomb of the Prince Path Khan,
the son of Firoz Shah Tughlaq. In the year 760 A. H. (1358-9 A. D.) the

ensigns of royalty were conferred upon him while the Khutba was read

and coins were struck in his name. On the 12th of Safar of the year

776 A. H. (23rd June 1374 A. D.) the prince died, and the king who
was sorely afflicted by his death interred him in the tomb, which he

(Firoz Shah) had constructed for himself.

The shrine is approached by a late Mughal gateway on the north-east.

It stands on a masonry platform 5' 3" high and on plan forms a square

measuring 72' I. M. Along the north and south sides there are colonnades

with masonry domes at each end. The north-eastern dome is painted inter-

nally (late work) and forms the principal entrance of the shrine. On the

east there is a hall (a late Mughal addition) measuring 36' by 25' 6" which is

called the Majlis Khana. It is five bays in width and two deep. Beyond
the Majlis Khana to the east there are the ruins of a building of the time of

Firoz Shah which is said to have been the Langar Khana or charity house,

attached to the shrine. In the centre of the enclosure is the principal build-

ing of the shrine which measures 30' 7" by 17' 4" and is covered by a flat roof

supported on 16 stone pillars. It contains several additions of the late

Mughal period which contrast badly with the original Pathan architecture.

A small square chhatri of the original Pathan work occurs over the facades

facing the cardinal points. The interior is paved with marble slabs and is

enclosed by a modern wall 4' 5" high leaving openings for doors at the porti-

coes, except on the west. Inside the chamber to the west is the marble grave

of Path Khan measuring 9' by 4' 5" by 1' 2" and a marble tank 3' 5" by 2' 2"

by 8". The piece of marble with the footprint of the Prophet measuring 1' 3"

by 8" is fixed in the middle of the tank and is supposed to rest over the breast

of the deceased prince.

A controversy has long been current among the Muhammadan citizens of

Delhi as to the genuineness of the footprint relic, and one Maulvi Muhammad
Umar has published a pamphlet under the title of “ Asarus Salihin

”

(Khadimul Islam Press, Delhi, 1329 A. II.) in support of it. The author has

given a history of the relic stone and has taken great pains in quoting refer-

ences from books which have, however, little value from a historical point of

view. The history as given in Asarus Salihin (pp. 57-60) quoted from Saiv

naviai Ahmad Barni, not a well known book, will not be altogether devoid of

interest and a short extract from it is here given. Ahmad Barni, the author

of the Sair nama, after recording the praises of Firoz Shah, relates that the

emperor sent his spiritual guide Makhdum Jahanian Jahan Gasht, a well-

known saint, to Egypt to bring the robe of Khilafat from the then Caliph.

The saint who was a Sayyid and of great spiritual capabilities was received

with great honour and returned with the robe of Khilafat after performing

his fifth pilgrimage to the Kaba. On the occasion of his last pilgrimage he

was shown by the Caliph the footprint in question, and the saint on his return

mentioned the fact to the emperor Firoz Shah. The emperor on hearing this,

greatly desired to possess the sacred relic, and persuaded the saint to under-
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take a journey to obtain it. The saint in accordance with the wishes of the

emperor, went to Mecca taking with him a number of presents amounting in

value to 11,300,000 tankas(’) (a silver coin, approximately equal in value to a

rupee) for the Caliph. The latter was so pleased with the presents that he not

only delivered the relic stone but also allowed Hajji Muhammad and Hajji

Shamsuddin, the keepers of the footprint, to go with it. It was received with

great honour and reverence by the emperor, who went out with his nobles and

dignitaries as far as 20 miles to receive it, and having brought it to Firozabad

he distributed a large sum of money in thanks-giving, and expressed the desire

that after his death the relic might be fixed on the grave over his breast. On
one occasion when the emperor was particularly pleased with Fath Khan he

told him to take from the treasury whatever he liked. (The author is in error

here in supposing Fath Khan to be the grandson of Firoz Shah. He was

really the son.) The prince, accordingly, went into the treasury, and to the

emperor’s dismay selected the relic. Eventually it was decided that which-

ever should die first the relic would be placed on his grave. Fath Khan dying

before the emperor the relic stone was placed on his grave by the emperor, who

also erected a mosque, a school, a well and a stronghold about his tomb.

The Khadims of the Qadam Sharif shrine state that Firoz Shah married

his sister Firoz Jahan to Hajji Muhammad, one of the two keepers of the relic

stone, who came to India with it, and that they are their descendants. Hajji

Shamsuddin did not marry and passed his life as a bachelor. They also point

out their graves which are on a masonry platform under the south-western

dome. The grave to the east is said to be of Firoz Jahan, and that to the west

of Hajji Shamsuddin, the central one being of Hajji Muhammad.
There is, however, a large number of graves within the enclosure, of

which some are said to be of the members of the family of Firoz Shah Tughlaq,

while others are of ordinary inhabitants of Delhi by whom to be buried there

is deemed a means of grace.

(k) Shams Siraz Afif,

Farishta, pt. I, 147.

Muntakhahut Tawarikh, I, 246.

Fatuhati Firozshahi, 23.

Asar, Chap. Ill, 37-8.

Carr Stephen, 147-8.

Fanshawe, 57-63.

No. 350. (^) Firoz Shah’s mosque.

{h) Sor»^15 yards from the Qadam Sharif shrine, within the enclosure

No. 348.

(c) Waqf, Mutawalli Shaikh Irshad Ali

{d) II.

(c) 776 A. H. (1374 A. D.).

(/) None. I •

(a) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

(J) The mosque, which is a rubble masonry building, is divided into three bays
on the facade and is two bays deep, the compartments being covered by

(') For tanka see Thomas chronicles, page 49n.
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vaulted roofs. To the north of the central mihrab there is a pulpit

(mimbar), and adjoining it a small space about one yard square is set

apart and enclosed by walls 4' high. This little enclosure is revered

through its association with the saint Makhdum Jahanian Jahan Gasht

who is said to have brought the sacred footprint from Mecca. It is

related that the saint performed his religious devotions on this spot.

Over the roof of the mosque in the centre there has been constructed a

chattri of red stone. Probably it is a mazina whence worshippers are

called to prayers. The prayer chamber of the mosque measures 23' 10"

by 20' 8" I. M., and the courtyard 31' 9" by 23' 2". In the courtyard

towards the north there are a few masonry graves, and beyond these

a stone walled enclosure perforated with jali work. It measures

11' 4" by 10' 10" and contains three graves, of which that in the middle

is of marble and bears an extract from the Quran upon it. To the west

of this enclosure, there is a tank connected with the mosque for the

purpose of ablution before prayer.

No. 351. {a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) At the gateway of the Qadam Sharif shrine, within the enclosure No. 348.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Shaikh Irshad Ali.

(d) III.

{e) Akbar’s reign.

. (/) On a piece of red stone in the central mihrab about a yard high from

the floor. The inscription which is written in three lines is badly

damaged and obliterated.

. . . ‘H*’! • • • .... ft-'

Translation.

“ By the efforts of the Mujawirs of the footprint of the asylum

of the Prophet Akbar the slave Husain.”

(gr) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque measuring 20' 11" by 15' 2" I.M. consists of three comparf-

ments. The central one is covered with a dome, but the other two have

vaulted roofs. It is built of rubble masonry and is coated with plaster.

The courtyard which has been recently paved with red stone slabs

measures 21' 7" by 17' 2".

No. 352, (“) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Some 5 yards from No. 351 towards west,

(c) Hamidullah.
^

{d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

> {g) Ruinous.
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(/t) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb, which is built of brick, measures 13' 9" by 13' E. M. It is

roofed with a dome and is entered through an arched entrance towards

the south. No trace of any grave is to be found in the building.

No. 353. (a) Kunwari Begam ka Burj (a tomb).

(b) Some 50 yards to the north of Qadam Sharif shrine, within the enclosure

No. 348.

(c) Amir Hasan.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None. i

(y) Euinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The so-called Burj is really a tomb, which consists of two chambers. The

western one is covered with a dome, while the other has a vaulted roof.

It measures 31' by 15' E. M., and is built of rubble masonry. No trace

of a grave is to be found inside the building which is now occupied as

a dwelling by villagers.

The origin of the name of the building is not certain
;

“ Kunwari Begam

ka Burj ” meaning only “ A maid’s dome.” Probably it is the tomb of some

unmarried lady of high rank, whose name, from considerations of respect, was

not made public by giving it to the building, which was alluded to under the

general term of maidenhood.

No. 354. (a) Baoli.

(b) Some 20 yards from No. 351 towards east, wuthin the enclosure No. 348.

(c) Abdul Majid.

id) II.

(e) Timeof Fiioz Shah.

(/) On a red stone slab built into the eastern wall of the well. The inscrip-

tion is hopelessly obliterated, and only a few words of it can be made

out, which do not help to give the sense of the inscription.

(cj) Good.

(A) Should be protected.

(;') The Baoli is built of local dressed stone and rubble. It consists of a well

towards the east and an underground double-storeyed colonnade

towards the west, each storey containing two rooms of three arched

bays. The upper storey of the colonnade is 12' square and the lower

one 13' 9" by 10' I. M. The well measures 9' by 7' 7" at its mouth.

No. 355. {«) Kali Masjid.

{b) About a furlough to the north of Qadam Sharif enclosure (No. 348).

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Muhanamad Husain.
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(d) III.

(e) Mughal.
*

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque containing three compartments roofed with domes is built of

rubble and brick, and has three arched entrances. The prayer chamber

and courtyard measure 23' 9" by 12' 10" and 23' 4" by 21' I. M.,

respectively.

Ic, 356. (a) Tomb of Husain Khan.

(b) Takya Rasul Shahi.

(c) Abdur Rahman Khan.

(d) III.

(e) 967 A. H. (1559-60 A. D.).

(/) On the tomb stone.

jl

u..Ajk Jw
j

*.20

j (
I
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ti ji *ftj (><)

aiii/ (r)

Translation.

(1)
“ 0 heart ! that youth, wl»o was valour itself in mien and disposi-

tion, departed from this place to that world with happiness.

(2) See, the sword of death suddenly descended upon his head and he tasted

sherbet from the cup of martyrdom.

(3) Alas ! they killed him mercilessly, and at his murder people mourned him

with waiting and lamentation.

(4) I asked wisdom the date of his departure, it said, calculate and say

‘ Alas ! Husain Khan a youth.’
”

{g) Good.

{h) Should be protected.

{j) The tomb is octagonal diam. 16' 10". It is covered by a masonry dome

which is supported on 8 hardstone pillars and contains an ornamented

frieze of red stone above the chajja. The grave which is of red sand-

stone measures 7' by 2' 6" by 10".

On the west of the tomb there is an attached mosque of rubble masonry

measuring 45' 3" by 10'. It consists of a western wall containing 7 inihrabs

and is flanked by two domes. Small side walls enclose the ends, and on either

side of the central mihrab stand small minarets.

^0. 357. {a) Mani Shah’s mosque.

(&) About a furlong to the north of Qadam Sharif enclosure (No. 348).

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Shah Abdurrahman.

' ni.
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(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque is a rubble masonry building consisting of three compartments

which are entered through archways. The central chamber is covered

by a dome, while the side ones have vaulted roofs. The prayer chamber

measures 46' 5" by 19' 7" and the courtyard 53' by 16' 7" I. M. It is

known after the name of one Mani Shah, a saint, whose tomb is to be

found within its enclosure walls. The mosque has been recently

repaired, and an inscription relating to the repair has been fixed over

the central mihrab.

No. 858. {a) Mani Shah’s tomb.

(b) Within the enclosure walls of No. 357.

(c) Shah Abdurrahman.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None,

ig) Fair.

(h) Unnecessa'ry.

(;) The tomb, of rubble masonry, is a square chamber, measuring 24' E. M.
It is covered by a dome and has an arched opening on each of its four

sides, those on the east and west being closed by stone jail screens.

No. 359. (a) Tomb of Din AH Shah.

(b) Takya Din Ali Shah.

(c) Ballam Shah.

(d) IIL

(e) 1264 A. H. (1847-8 A. D.).

(/) Ori a marble slab built into the eastern wall of the tomb, externally.

4^15 ijo 4^lj tjj ^1

j
44Xj"

Jj (,)

tK jO oj (r)

ooIjI j| 4yUtijo
^

a*--* ^Lio ^**5 jy" (f)

41*^ y *r,o Jl (r)

I Ml*
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360 .

Translation. '

“ The founder of this building and the compiler of these chronograms

(is) Raja Dina Nath Bahadur, the Raja of Kalanaur, the privy coun-

cillor, the minister and attendant of the government of Lahore metro-

polis.

First chronogram.

(1) To give precedence to the order of Din Ali Shah, a monastery, a mosque,

a tomb and a well

(2) Were erected by Raja Dina Nath—may his services be acceptable to that

saint

!

(3) Wisdom wrote the chronogram of its erection ‘ May the tomb be accepted

by the grace of God.’ 1264 Hijra.

Second chronogram.

(1) To give precedence to the order of the master of the universe, i. e., the

saint whose name is Din Ali Shah,

(2) Raja Dina Nath with the sincerity of his devotedness constructed a

mosque, a well and a tomb.

(3) The public crier called out without hesitation the year of its erection,

‘ From its court all the people of the age are successful.’ 1264 Hijra.”

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb which is contained in an underground chamber occupies the

north-west corner of an enclosure known as Takja Din Ali Shah. It

measures 31' 3" by 30' I. M., and is divided into nine compartments by

intersecting arcades and pillars of brick. The central apartment

contains the grave of Din Ali Shah covered by a marble slab measuring

5' by 2' 8" by 1' 9". The tomb is entered through a small doorway, by

descending six steps. On the upper floor over the central underground

compartment, and raised some 10" above the floor level of the building

is a chabutra containing a cenotaph wLich measures 5' 9" by 2' by 1' 4",

and at the head is placed a masonry lamp pillar. The -western wall of

the tomb contains three mibrabs.

(a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) Takya Din Ali Shah, some ten yards from No. 353 towards south.

(c) Ballam Shah.

(d) III.

{e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb which is a rubble masonry building measuring 24' 5" square

E. M. is covered by a dome, and entered through an arched opening on

the east. It had previously an opening in each of the remaining three

sides, but these are now closed. No grave is to be found in the build-

ing which is occupied by villagers as a dwelling.
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9
No. 361. (a) A building which is variously designated an Imambara and a school. At

present it is used as a Municipal Infectious Hospital.

(6) Opposite Khirki Farrash Khana and No. 346 on the western side of the

road.

(c) Municipality.

id) III.

(e) Afghan.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

(^) Unnecessary.

{]) The building, which is constructed of rubble masonry, contained origin-

ally open arcades on all its sides, but these have latterly been filled in to

form rooms. Five bays of the roof are covered with domes and the

remainder are vaulted internally and flat on top. The building

measures some 60' by 40' over all.

The building has been used to accommodate patients suffering from

infectious diseases. It has been white-washed and the floor is paved with red

stone-slabs.

No. 362. (a) Tomb (unknown).

(6) Inside the enclosure walls of No. 361, some 10 yards from it towards the

east.

(c) Municipality.

(d) III.

(ej Pathan.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb consists of a chamber 26' square E. M. It is covered by a dome

and is built of rubble masonry. It is now" used as a dispensary in con-

nection with the hospital. There is no grave inside the chamber which

is paved with stone slabs.

No. 363. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Inside the enclosure wmlls of No. 361, some 15 yards from it to N.-W.

(c) Municipality.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(/i) Unnecessary.

()) The mosque measuring 33' 8" by 15' 7" E. M. is built of brick masonry

and consists of three compartments covered by domes. It has be-m

repaired, and is now occupied by the menial staff of the hospital. On
the north of the mosque is a well which was connected with it.
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PURANl IDQAH.

364 . (a) Purani (old) Idgah.

(6) In the muhalla Purani Idgah.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Khalilur Rahman.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) I. On a red stone slab in the outer central mihrab. The inscrip-

tion is quite modern and refers to repairs only.

irrr

Translation.

(1) “He (God) named me Khalilur Rahman and made me worthy of thia

name.

(2) 0 God, I repair Thy houso! Let me be sacrificed at Thy favour, 0 God!

1323 A.H. (1905-6 A.D.).”

II. On a small piece of red stone about a yard below the above.

.^4 «yj

Translation.

“ The mosque is of Hanafis.”

(g) Ruinous.

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The prayer chamber of the mosque measures 155' by 34' 4" I. M. and has

a large arched entrance in the centre -with three smaller ones on each

side to north and south. It is divided into three compartments having

vaulted roofs of red stone slabs. The western wall contains seven

mihrabs of which the central one is the largest. In the middle of the

prayer chamber a wall has been built for its full length in order to

provide intermediate support to the flat roof of stone slabs which is

not in a well preserved condition. It has now ceased to serve its original

purpose as an Idgah, the central apartment of its prayer chamber being

used as an ordinary mosque, while the side rooms which are in a very

neglected condition are occupied.
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JAT KI PAHARI.

No. 365. {a) New Idgah.

{h) About 200 yards from the Muhalla Jat ki Pahari, towards west.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Khalilur Rahman.

{d) III.

{e) Reputed to be of Aurangzeb’s time.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary,

{j) The Idgah measures 539' by 533' I. M. and its enclosure walls are built of

rubble masonry. It consists only of an enclosure of parapetted walls

with a chhatri on each of the four corner burjs. There is a gateway
in the centre of all the walls except the west which contains a large

mihrab in its place flanked by a series of smaller mihrabs from one end

to the other. Close by to the north of the central mihrab is the mimbar.
Flanking the eastern gateway are two smaller ones which seem to be

later additions. Rather more than half of the concrete paving of the

enclosure court remains, the remainder being of earth. The Idgah
contains a tank measuring 52' by 38' 6* in which is a low fountain jet.
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SHIDIPURA.

'^

0 . 366 . («) Shidion ki Masjid.

(b) In the village.

(c) Waqf; Mutawalli, Qadar Bakhsh.

(d) III.

(e) 24th year of Muhammad Shah (A. D. 1743-4).

(/) On a marble slab fixed over the central arch of the prayer chamber.

(l)
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Translation.

“ In the name of God who is merciful and clement. There is no God but

Allah, and Muhammad is His Prophet. Muhammad Shah, the king,

the year 24 (of his accession). For the purpose of bestowing a reward

upon Nawab Muizzuddaulah Bahadur, Bibi Arjamaud Khanam and

Nawab Kazim Khan, the deceased of happy memory. Whoever should

offer his prayers should invoke blessings upon the souls of these three.

Whoever should accept the service of this place, there is a condition,

that out of the income obtained from this place during the year, he

should first of all celebrate the anniversary of the death of Nawab

Muizzuddaulah on the 14th of the sacred month of Ramzan, of Bibi

Arjamand Khanam on the 7th of the month of Safar and of the .late

Nawab Kazim Khan on the 7fh of the month of Rajab. Should he

accept the service on this condition and not act upon it, may a curse

be upon him. Not for a single day must the lamp be wanting, and

every Friday night he should offer prayers (for the above mentioned

deceased) with sweets and roses. The owners of this mosque and well

(are) Mirza Mehdi Ali Khan Bahadur, son of Nawab Kazim Khan

Bahadur, son of Muizzuddaulah Bahadur, and Bibi Diyanat Nisa

Khanam, mother of Mirza Mehdi Ali Khan, and the whole settlements

(of the mosque) are at their disposal.”

{g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

C) The word * written with is incorrect, it should be written with
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(j) The mosque is built of stone and brick and is entered through two small

doorways on the east. Its prayer chamber, which has a small minaret

at each of the four corners of the roof, consists of three compartments

each roofed with a fluted dome. The central dome is the largest and

has its soffit ornamented with incised plaster which, owing to constant

white-washing, has now become obliterated. A dalan has lately been

constructed before the prayer chamber which together with this modern

addition measures some 28' by 24;' I. M. The court measures 30' by 18'.

(Z) 2812.

No. 367. Well.

{b) About 200 yards to N.-W. of No. 366.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

{e) 1081 A. H. (1670-1 A. D.).

{/) On a red stone slab fixed into the well about a yard below the mouth. The
inscription is obliterated.

.... 1

1

*

Translation

“ The founder of the well Muhammad Aurangzeb . . . the

twelfth year of accession .... prosperous, corresponding to the year

.... on the 9th day of the honoured month of Rajab.”

(g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The well is built of rubble masonry, diam. 7' at the mouth.

No. S38. {a) Mosque (nameless).

{h) About 50 yards to the north of No. 367.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(<?) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Ruinous.

(/() Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque is huilt of brick with stone dressings, and has a vaulted roof.

It is entered through three archways. The prayer chamber and the

court measure 18' by 14' and 37' by 21' 8" I.M., respectively.
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SADR BAZAR.

'''o. 369, (a) Sarhindi Masjid. f

(b) Lahori Darwaza of Shahjahanabad city.
'

(c) Waqf; mutawalli, Qamruddin.

(d) 11.

{e) 1060 A. H. (1650 A. D.).

(/) None.

(g) Good. ’

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The mosque contains three compartments entered through three-

arched openings. It is a pretentious structure of red stone and is

roofed with three domes surmounted by pinnacles. The interior of the

building is plastered. There are three deeply recessed mihrabs in the

western wall, and an archway in the northern and southern walls. The

mihrabs are unusually deep and have been transformed into small

cells by putting doors to them. The prayer chamber measures 61' 5"

by 23' I. M. A great part of the court has been cut off.

The mosque was built by Sarhindi Begam, one of the wives of the emperor

Shahjahan, in 1060 A.H.

(k) Asar, chap. Ill, 71.

Beale, 353.

Carr Stephen, 259.

Rodgers, 93.

Fanshawe, 63.

Hearn, 44.

2 L 2
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HINDU RAO KA BARA.

No. 370. {«) Bari Masj id.

(6) In the Muhalla.

(c) Waqf
;
mutawalli, Shaikh Nabi Ullah,

(d) 11 .

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(ff) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque which is built of stone and brick masonry is entered through

two doorways on the east and south. The prayer chamber measuring

48' by 24' I.M. contains 3 apartments with as many arched entrances.

The central compartment is roofed with a dome and contains some

painted decoration on the ceiling. The northern and southern com-

partments are roofed with vaults. The mihrabs in the western wall

are also decorated with painted ornamentation. In the court which

measures 56' by 50' 6" there is a tank 23' 6" square. Additional rooms

have latterly been erected on the north, south and east of the court and

are used as a maktab (school) and also for the accommodation of the

mullas of the mosque.
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KISHANQANJ.

No. 371, {a) Tomb of Asad Khan.

(6) About 300 yards to N. W. of Kishan Ganj Railway Station.

(c) Abdul Ahad,

{d) 11.

{e) Mughal.
,

(/) None . 1

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The tomb measuring 27' square I.M. is constructed of rubble masonry. It

is roofed with a dome and is surrounded by a verandah. The' ceiling

of the dome is ornamented with incised plaster. It has been converted

into a kothi and has lost all semblance of the original structure. The

garden in which the tomb lies was the family cemetery of Asad Khan.

Muhammad Ibrahim, entitled Asifuddaulah Jumlatul Mulk Asad Khan,

was the son of Zulfiqar Khan Qarmanlu, the grandson (on his mother’s side)

of Sadiq Khan Mir Bakhshi and the son-in-law of Yaminuddaulah Asif Khan.

His father, who fled from the oppressions of Shah Abbas of Persia into

Hindustan, was raised to high rank by the emperor Jahangir, with the

title of Zulfiqar Khan. Asad Khan was early noticed and favoured on

account ©f his attractive personality by the emperor Shahjahan who promoted

him to the office of second Bakhshi. In the reign of Aurangzeb he was first

raised to the rank of four thousand, then to the office of Prime Minister, and

the mansab of seven thousand, and finally the title of Amirul Umara was

conferred upon him. In the reign of Bahadur Shah I, he rose to the highest

rank and honour, having been appointed Wakili Mutlaq (an officer superior

to Wazir). As he was now advanced in age he was allowed to retire to Delhi

and end his days in peace and comfort, his son, who was entitled Zulfiqar Khan

officiating in his post. Jahandar Shah in the short period of his reign

further advanced his honour, and addressed him by the familiar appellation

“ uncle.” It was at the house of Asad Khan that Jahandar Shah took refuge

after his defeat at Agra, but the ungrateful noble not only refused to help

his sovereign, but imprisoned and delivered him over to his opponents to be

murdered. Farrukhsiyar entertained suspicions of Asad Khan, and on his

accession contrived to bring about his downfall. He presented himself to the

emperor at Barah Pula (No. 168) near Humayun’s tomb, before the latter had

entered his capital, and was given a robe of honour and dismissed with res-

pect ; but his son Zulfiqar Khan, who was held under restraint at the court

as a hostage, was on the same day put to death, and on the morrow Asad Khan

himself was imprisoned and his esjates seized. He was, however, afterwards

granted a pension of Rs. 100 a day from the Imperial Treasury for his sub-

sistence. Asad Khan died in 1129 A.H. (1717 A.D.) at the age of 94, and was

buried in a mausoleum erected by his father for the family.

(A) Maasir, I, 310-21.

Beale, 79-80.
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No. 372. (a) Mosque (nameless).

{b) About 200 yards to the west of Asad Khan^s tomb (No. 371).

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque which measures 48' by 13' E.M. is built of rubble masonry.

It is now practically a heap of debris from which its three small domes

project.
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RUHULLAH SARAI.

No. 373. {a) Mosque of Nazir Daulat.

(6)

Some 100 yards to N. E. of No. 376.

(c) Waqf.

{d) II.

{e) 1068 A.H. (1657-8 A.D.).

(/) On three^Stone slabs fixed over the central arch of the prayer chamber.
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Translation.

(1) In the time of Alamgir, the champion of faith, who is exalted above other

kings,

(2) By his justice India became a rose garden, and Khalil Ullah Khan became

his disciple. •

(3) One of the chief friends of the Nawab, whose name is Daulat and surname

Nazir,

(4) Built at this place a mosque and a garden
;
he erected a building for

himself as well as for God.

(5) When Nazir Daulat erected this mosque he built it for God, not for

himself.

(6) He found means for its upkeep during both day and night through a

grant of hundred bighas of land obtained from the king.

(7) O God, as long as this mosque is frequented, may the dedication of these

hundred bighas to it ever continue

!

(8) This mosque was built for worship in the year one thousand and sixty-

eight Hijra.

(9) To one who sees with sincerity, the date of the foundation o'f the mosque,

when sought, (is given) in the word “ Khujista ” (auspicious).

(10) One and a half bighas of land from the garden and katra (an enclosed

market place) and the whole of its produce, and income
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(11) Have been dedicated to the mosque and tomb; and towards their upkeep

the whole of the rent of the katra is dedicated.

(12) Should any one deviate from this, may a curse be upon him and his seven

generations

!

{g) Dilapidated.

(h) Should be protected.

(;) The mosque which measures 25' 6" by 19' 4" I.M. is constructed of stone

and brick masonry and is covered by a vaulted roof. The court which

is ruinous and overgrown with vegetation measures 46' by 37'. On
the north of the courtyard there is a ruined masonry tomb which seems

to be that of Nazir Daulat, the founder of the mosque. It measures

14' 4" by 10' I.M., while the marble grave which is built in the centre

of the tomb measures 5' 6" by 2' 6" by 1'. On the south of the prayer

chamber there is a ruined room probably intended to accommodate the

mulla of the mosque.

Hhalil Uliah Khan was the younger brother of Asalat Khan Mir Bakhshi

and the husband of Hamida Banu Begam who was a niece of Mumtaz Mahal,

the lady of the Taj. He rose to the rank of 5,000 during the reign of Shah-

jahan, and in the 24th year of the reign of that emperor was made governor

of the Delhi province. In the fratricidal war between Dara Shikoh and

Aurangzeb, be was sent by the former with a large army from Agra to Dhol-

pur. But Khalil LTlah Khan had a secret understanding with Aurangzeb,

and did not take any part in the action. When Aurangzeb was victorious,

he was raised to the rank of 6,000, appointed to the command of an army and

despatched in pursuit of Dara Shikoh. About the same time, in the year

1069 A.H., he was appointed governor of the Punjab. In the fcmrth year of

the reign of Aurangzeb he fell ill and returned to Delhi where he died on the

2nd Rajab 1072 A.H. (11th February 1662 A.D.). Next day the emperor

went to his house to condole with his sons and relations. He presented khilats

(robes of honour) to Mir Khan, Ruhullah Khan and Aziz Uliah Khan, the

sons of the deceased, and granted an annual allowance of fifty thousand rupees

to his wife, Hamida Banu. It is from this Ruhullah Khan, the second son of

Khalil Uliah Khan, that the village Sarai Ruhullah Khan lying in the suburb

of Delhi and containing the mosque is named.

Nothing is known of Nazir Daulat who is responsible for the ea'ection of

the mosque. Probably he was in the service of Nawab Khalil Uliah Khan and

held the post of Nazir, as we gather from the inscription.

{k) Maasir, I, 775-8.

Maasiri Alamgiri, 38, 127, 347.

Beale, 212.

A. ,8. /., IV, 71.

{1) 2815.

No. 374, (^) Lai Takya Masjid.

(&) Lai Takya.

(c) Haji Muhammad Ishaq.

{d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.
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(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque, measuring 29' 9" by 20' I.M., is built of rubble masonry and

is coated with red paint. It consists of 3 compartments and is entered

through as many archways. The central compartment is roofed with

a dome and the side ones with vaults. The court measures 32' 9" by

9' 3".

(1) 2811.

Ifo. 375. {«)

(&)

(c)

(d)

ie)

if)

ig)

{h)

(7)

Mosque (nameless).

About 500 yards to the north of No. 372.

Waqf
;
Mutawalli, Hakim Badrudin Khan’s wife.

III.

Mughal.

None.

Good.

Unnecessary.

The mosque measures 34' by 18' I.M. and is built of rubble masonry. It

consists of three compartments which are roofed with domes, and

finished with plaster. The court measures 36' 10" by 15' 7".

No. 376. {a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) On the road to the east of the village.

(c) Waqf; mutawalli, Haji Muhammad Ishaq.

(d) III.

(«) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(A) Unnecessary.

(?) The mosque measuring 29' 3" by 16' 8" I.M. is built of rubble masonry

and coated externally with red paint. It contains 3 compartments

with vaulted roofs, the northern of which is used as a residence by the

mulla. The court measures 32' by 13" 10".

No. 377. (a)

(&)

(c)

{d)

(^)

(/)

(g)

(h)

ii)

Tomb (unknowm).

Garden of Bhagwan Das.

Bhagwan Das.

III.

Late Mughal.

!^one.

Ruinous.

Unnecessary. j

rhe tomb measuring 11 ' 6" square I.M. is built of brick masonry and

roofed with a dome. It is in a very ruinous condition and contains

no trace of any grave inside. The ceiling still retains some indicatioas

of carving. o ^
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No. 73?. {a) Tomb (unknown).

{b) About 300 yards to the south of the village, on the further side of the

R. M. Railway.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) The inscription is incised in plaster on the northern wall of the tomb. It

was written by a visitor with some pointed instrument.

>iji *0.-*! ^ oU«J! t_Juu0|

Translation.

“ The most humble of the worshippers of God (named) Muhammad
Mansur came to recite the Quran on the 20th Shawwal of the 7th year

of Farrukh Siyar (1719 A.D.).”

(g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb measuring 8' 11" by 8' 2" I.M. is constructed of brick masonry.

It is coated with plaster and roofed with a dome, the ceiling of which

is only about 9' high from the floor. On all its four sides there are

entrances which are very small being only 4' 8" high and 2' 10" wide.

There is no grave inside the tomb. The ceiling of the dome seems to

have been ornamented with painting, traces of which are still to be

seen.

No. 379. {a) Tomb (unknown).

{h) About 30 yards to the south of No. 378.

(d) III.

{e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(;) This is a domed building constructed of brick masonry. It measures 7' 10*

square I.M. and contains an entrance towards the south. The archways

on the remaining three sides are closed with latticed screens. The

interior is finished with plaster and contains some painting on the

ceiling of the dome. No indications of any grave are to be found in

the building.

No. 3£0. («) Mosque (nameless).

{h) About 500 yards from the village towards the west.

{c) Waqf.

{d) III.

(c) Late Mughal.

(/) On a marble slab over the central entrance of the prayer chamber.

h <3^ **7^ (
I
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Translation

(1)
“ Shaikh Gamu praised and thanked God when he built the mosque anew.

(2) For the year of its erection the pen wrote ‘ The mosque of auspicious

foundation ’ 1297 A.H.”

{g) Ruinous.
^

(A) Unnecessary.

(;) The mosque which is built of rubble masonry is entered through three

archways. It measures 13' 9" by 12' 3" I.M. and is covered by a flat

roof. The inscription refers only to its repair which was done by one

Shaikh Gamu in the year 1297 A.H. (1880 A.D.). The court of the

mosque measures 13' 3" by 11'.

No. 3S1. {o) Bhul Bhulayyan.

(6) About 3 furlongs towards north of the village.

(c) Raya Kanhaiya.

{d) II.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Dilapidated.

(A) Should be protected.

(;) The Bhul Bhulayyan which may be translated as a '* labyrinth ” is really

an unknown tomb. It is a brick building measuring 88' square E.M.

and consists of a large central hall surrounded by a number of small

chambers which occur in two storeys on ail its four sides. The rooms

are all very much alike, and thus tending to be somewhat confusing,

the villagers have given the building the name of Bhul Bhulayyan.

The central hall measures 24' square I.M. and contains interesting

traces of incised plaster decoration and painting. A marble grave

measuring 5' 9" by 2' 10" by 2' is located in this hall. A feature of

the building externally are the dwarf minarets which appear at the

four corners of the roof.

(A) A.S. IV, 71.

2 M 2
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i lAUKRl MUBARAKABAD.

382 . (a) Pul Chaddar.

(b) About ^ mile to the south of the village.

(c) Government

{d) Ila.

(e) Late Mughal. Repaired by Government, with slight modifications, in

1820.

(/) None.

(y) Good.

(A) 'Protected.

(j) The acqueduct measuring 162' by 24' 3" is constructed of brick masonry

and bridges the nalla which carries surplus water from the jhil of

Najafgarh. It is carried on five arches, one of which at the extreme

north serves as a passage-way for vehicular traffic. A retaining wall

of rubble supports the bank of the nalla to east and west for a length

of 76^ and 69' respectively. The west waU is now partly broken.

The passage is paved with local hard stone and is connected with the

kachcha road from Najafgarh to Phus ki Sarai, Delhi. During the

rainy season this passage is covered by the water which finds its way

from the nalla through the breaks in the wall on the west, or accu-

mulates here from the higher levels of the neighbouring ground, and

consequently the road has been diverted a little to clear the end of the

bridge, the northern extremity of which has been dismantled for the

purpose. Originally the old canal of Delhi called the Nahr-i-Faiz

crossed the nalla by means of this bridge, and probably there was an

outlet here forming a waterfall which gave it its name (pulchaddar).

To the, east of the Pul Chaddar is another bridge of a single arch, and

the retaining wall on the east of the Pul Chaddar extends up to it. This

latter bridge is contemporary with the Pul Chaddar and over it now runs a

kachcha road loading to Sarai Ruhalla Khan.
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PHUS KI SARAI.

No. 383. («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) In the Muhalla.

(c) Waqf ;
under the supervision of the people of the Muhalla.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal, ‘

1

(/) None.

(g) Good. ’

(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque measuring 34' 8" by 20' 2" I.M. is constructed of rubble

masonry and is finished with plaster. It has three entrances and

is divided into as many compartments which are roofed with domes

surmounted by masonry pinnacles. The north and south compartments

have vaulted roofs. Locally it is said that the mosque is of the time

of the Pathan kings, but from its style it appears to be of the late

Mughal period. The court adjoining measures 36' by 12' 3".
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•#

SABZI MANDI.

No. 384. («) Tomb of Eaushan Ara.

(b) Eaushan Ara Bagh.

(c) Government.

(d) lla.

\e) 1060 A.H. (1650 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Good.

{h) Protected.

{}) The tomb, which is constructed of plastered brick masonry and is covered

by a flat roof, stands on a masonry platform about 160' square and 3'

high, which is reached by a flight of four steps on each side. The tomb,

which closely resembles a Baradari in appearance is comprised by a

central hall enclosed by open arcaded dalans on its four sides, the four

external angles being occupied by small two-storied chambers bringing

the whole plan to the form of a simple square. These corner chambers

contain stair-cases leading to the roof, the four corners of which are

emphasized by stone chattris. In the middle of the central hall there

is a small roofless chamber 12' 3" square I.M. containing the grave of

Eaushan Ara. It is paved with marble, and the arches on the four

sides are filled with jali, the lower portion of the screen being solid,

except on the south where an opening is left for the entrance. At the

four corners of the opening in the roof above this open chamber there

are four small holes which were intended to receive the four posts of

an awning
;
and the iron rings in the marble floor of this room at the

corners are an indication of a canopy previously being hung beneath

the awning. The grave which is of marble partakes of the shape of a

casket, and the top is filled with earth in which grass is growing. The

grave measures 6' 9" by 2' 9" by 10" and is furnished with a small stone

lamp pillar at the head. The garden of Eaushan Ara is said origin-

ally to have contained some other buildings, but with thejexception of

the eastern gateway and a tank between the latter and the Baradari

nothing now remains.

Eaushan Ara Begam, a daughter of Shahjahan, laid out this garden and

some buildings in it in the year 1060 A.H. (1650 A.D.), when her father built

modern Delhi (Shahjahanabad) and conferred grants of land upon his

relatives and certain of his courtiers.

Eaushan Ara Begam (also known as Dahr Ara Begam) was born at

Burhanpur on the 17th Ziqada of the year 1040 A.H. (1631 A.D.). She is

said to have begun to cry and weep while she was still in her mother’s v^femb,

and this so frightened her mother that she died in child-bed a few hours after

the birth of her child. She was not so attractive in appearance as her sister

Jahan Ara Begam, nor so remarkable for intelligence. She took very little

part in public affairs, but managed to convey valuable intelligence by means
of spies to her brother Aurangzeb whom she greatly favoured. She is said
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to have been a bitter enemy of Dara Shikoh, at whose murder she evinced her

gratification by giving a great feast. She is also said to have treated Jani

Begam, daughter of Dara Shikoh, very cruelly. Raushan Ara Begam died

on Thursday, the 17th Jumada I, 1082 A.H. (1671 A.D.).

(/;) Badshah Namah, I, 385. ’

Maasiri Alamgiri, 110.

Bernier, fin^, 14, 100.

Manned, I, 359, 360.

Miftah, 239.

Asar, chap. Ill, 72.

Carr Stephen, 260.

Gardens, 108.

Rodgers, 93.

Fanshawe, 61.
’

Hearn, 30, 169.

. 385 . {a) Mosque of Shah Wajid.

(&) Close to the garden of Raushan Ara to N.-E.

(c) Waqf.

{d) III.

.(e) Mughal

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque which measures 70' by 19' 4" I.M. is constructed of brick

masonry. It contains five compartments which are roofed by domes

and contain very small and low entrances. The northern apartment

is occupied by the mulla. The court measures 41' by 31', a portion

being occupied by graves. On the east of the court there is a brick

masonry tank 28' square.

386 . (a) Bari Masjid.

(b) Muhalla Rhyan.

(c) Waqf; mutawallis, Hafiz Fajjan and Malik Yaqub.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal. x

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is entered through a doorway towards the south. It is divi-

ded into three compartments. The south and central compartments

are covered with domes, while that over the northern one, having fallen,

has been replaced by a vaulted roof. The whole mosque has under-

gone considerable repair and is now coated with plaster. The prayer

chamber and the court measure 50' by 22' 4" and 45' by 42' 8" I.M.,

respectively. Outside the court there is a masonry tank measuring

21' 6" square. It is said locally that the mosque was built by a maid-
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servant of Raushan Ara Begam, daughter of the emperor Shahjahan,

at the same time when the princess laid the foundation of her garden,

which is not far away (see No. 383).

No. 387. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) Sangam Lai’s garden.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(^) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

{j) The mosque is a brick masonry building measuring 27' 4" by 15' 9" E.il.

It contains three compartments, the central one being roofed with a

dome and the side ones with vaults. The courtyard which measures

27' 4" is in a ruined condition.

No. 388. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(b) James Skinner’s Garden.

(c) Waqf; mutawalli, Mrs. James Skinner.

{d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) On a piece of marble over the central entrance of the prayer chamber.

Translation.

“ Hakim Ghulam Najaf Khan repaired (this mosque) in the year 1270

A.H. (1853-4 A. D.).”

(g) Fair.

(A) Unnecessary.

{j) The mosque which measures 33' by 15' 5" I.M. contains three entrances

and is divided into as many compartments, covered with'vaulted roofs.

It is built of brick masonry, the face of the western wall being faced

with red stone which is now badly decayed. The mosque is now in a

very neglected condition. The inscription seems only to refer to its

repair by one Ghulam Najaf Khan.

No. 389. («) Pavilion.

(b) Farrashwala Bagh.

(c) Unknown.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(jr) Ruinous.
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(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The pavilion is a brick masonry building with red stone dressings. It

stands on a red stone plinth some 2' 9" high and seems to have consisted

originally of 3 compartments, the central one of which is covered by a

dome. It measures 45' 10" by 22' 10" but is now altogether ruined.
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QUR K1 SARAI.

No. 390. {a) Mosque Hijre Wali.

(b) In the village, just on the eastern side of the Karnal Road.

(c) Waqf; mutawalli, Muhammad Ishaq.

{d) III.

{e) 1201 A.H. (1786-7 A.D.).

(/) On a red stone slab over the central arch of the prayer chamber.

dUI jJUl iJ) J

A (r«l

Translation.

“ There is no God but Allah and Muhammad is his prophet. 1201 A.H.

(1786-7 A.D.)

ig) Fair.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is a brick building and measures 25' 3" by 15' 2" I.M. It is

entered through three arched openings and contains as many compart-

ments covered with vaulted roofs. It has recently been repaired. The

court measures 30' 21'.

No, 391, (*^0 Gateway of Mahaldar Khan’s garden.

{b) Between the Tripolia gates (No. 392) on the Karnal Road.
(c) Janki Das.

{d) III.

(c) 1122 A.H. (1710-11 A.D.). »

(/) On a piece of marble over the archway.

dill^
e/d ty jC yjji uloloA. (i)

4- (•*)

yili ijLi. jOJ 4J (r)

nrr

Translation.

“ In the name of God, who is merciful and clement. He is God, the rich.

(1) God has fulfilled hundreds of desires in this world, and this house, was
built by the grace of the true God.

(2) For the chronogram of the garden I said clearly ‘ The devoted (slave)

Muhammad Mahaldar Khan.’

(3) Ghulami Nabi (slave of the Prophet) Nazir Mahaldar Khan dedicated
the garden of paradise to God.”

{g) Fair.
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(A) Unnecessary.

(j) The gateway is built of red stone and brick masonry. It is double-

storeyed, but the upper storey has been lately rebuilt. Inside the

garden just against the doorway, there is a pavilion which is said to be

old and of the same date as the garden, but it has been much altered by

repairs. Further to the west beyond the pavilion in about the centre

of the garden there is a masonry tank. There is another gateway

similar to this at a distance of some 200 yards towards the south-east.

None of the buildings except this gateway contains any inscription

or is of any interest.

Mahaldar Khan who built this garden and the Tripoliya (No. 391) held

the post of Nazir during the reign of Muhammad Shah. The real name of

this noble seems to have been Ghulam Nabi, and Mahaldar Khan only the title.

(A;) Asar, chap. Ill, 89.

Carr Stephen, 272.

Fanshawe, 61.

Hearn, 169.

. 392 . (®) Tripolia (triple gateways).

(&) In the village on the Dellii-Karnal Road.

(c) Government.

{d) lla.

(e) 1141 A.H. (1728-29 A.D.).

(/) On two marble slabs over the central entrances of the south-east and north-

west gateways.

jGbr'* yoU i3j< Lu
j (')

(f*)

I
If*!

Translation,

(1)
“ By the grace of God and the Prophet of the age (Muhammad) Mahaldar

Khan Nazir built

(2) Such a road, bazar (market) and tripolia (triple gateways) that the event

may be marked in the revolutions of the world.

(3) There came a voice from the invisible crier ‘ May this house be ever-last-

ing! ’1141.”

(^/) Fair.

{h) Protected.

(;) Tripolia is the name given to the two large gateways which face one

another and probably originally formed the entrances to a large en-

closed bazar. They are built of plastered brick with red stone dress-

ings. Each of the gateways is entered through three great archways

which are roofed internally with flat domes of brick. The Delhi-

Karnal Road passes under the central archway of the north-western

gate, while the south-eastern gate lies just off the road to the east.

The duplicate inscription on the central archway of each of the two
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gateways refers to the erection of these gateways, a bazar (market)

and a road, by Nazir Mahaldar Khan. The two last are said to have

been located between the two gateways.

(k) Asar, chap. Ill, 89.

Carr Stephen, 272.

Fanshawe, 61.

Hearn, 169.
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RAJPUR CHHAWNl.

393 . (a) Tomb (unknown).

(b) On the western side of the Delhi-Karnal Road about 300 ^rds from

No. 392,

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal. ' .

'

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

{j) The tomb which is roofed with a dome measures 14' square I.M. and is

built of brick masonry. It had originally four entrances, but the

western one is now blocked by the wall of a garden, and the eastern and

southern ones have fallen. There is no grave inside the building.

394. (<2) Mosque (nameless).

(b) On the western side of the Delhi-Karnal Road, near the third mile stone,

(c) Waqf; mutawalli, Azizuddin.

(d) III.

(e) Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair. ‘

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is a brick building and measures 35' by 30' I.M. It is

divided into three bays laterally and two in depth. The front portion

which is in the form of a verandah is covered with a vaulted roof, while

the rear compartments are roofed with three domes. The whole build-

ing is coated with plaster and coloured red inside. The court measures

o5' by 15',
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Ik

MALAKPUR CHHAWNI.

No. 395. (“) Mosque Pahari wali.

{b) About 300 yards N. W. of Government House.

(c) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

(h) L'nnecessary.

(j) The mosque, as is indicated by its name, stands on a piece of hilly ground.

It is enclosed by a wall about 5' high and is entered through an arched

opening towards the east. The prayer chamber measuring 27' 9" by

16' I.M. is constructed of brick masonry and coated with plaster. It

is of three bays in width, and each compartment is connected by arched

openings in the dividing walls. All the three compartments are

vaulted, their ceilings being ten feet high from the floor. The central

apartment contains a recessed mihrab with a small mimbar close by.

To the north and south of the mosque within the enclosure there are

two chambers, the southern one of which is in ruins, while the northern

one is occupied by the mulla. The court measures 29' 10" by 21'.

No. 396. («) Kos Minar.

(b) About 3 furlongs to the north of No. 393, on the Delhi-Karnal road (3

miles 4 furlongs from Delhi).

(c) Government.

(d) Ha.

(d) Jahangir’s time.

(/) None.

(g) Fair.

{h) Should be protected.

(j) The Kos Minar stands on the Delhi-Karnal road. (For further refer-

ence to these remains see No. 133.)

No. 397. ('0 Tomb (unknown).

(b) About 30 yards to N. E. of No. 396.

(c) Faizul Husain.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{g) Fair.
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(h) Unnecessary.

(;) The tomb which measures 13' square E.M. is a brick masonry building

covered by a dome. It stands on a platform 23' square and 1' 8" high.

Originally it contained three entrances towards N., S. and W., respect-

ively, but they have all now been blocked up and a small new door has

been opened towards the east. The tomb contains a ruined masonry

grave, but is at present used as- a godown. J
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WAZIRPUR.

No. 398. (a) Burjs (towers) of Mansur.

(b) Mansur ki Mandaiyan, about half a mile N, W. of Tirpoliya (No. 392).

(c) Chaudhri Shammu,

id) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(y) Euinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) These burjs (towers) which are four in number were built at the four

corners of a rectangular garden. They are octagonal in shape, covered

by vaulted roofs, and are all similar in style and size. Traces of the

connecting wall between them are still to be seen here and there. The
burjs are locally named after one Mansur, but nothing is known of him.

It is possible that this Mansur was Abul Mansur Safdar Jang, who
was a very important personage during the reigns of Muhammad Shah
and his son Ahmad Shah.
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RIDGE.

^
0 . 399 . («) The Flagstaff Tower, locally known as ‘ Baota.’

(b) Some 400 yards to the north of Chauburji Mosque.
(c) Government.

(d) 11a.

(e) Erected by the British.

(J) None.

(a) Good.

(h) Should be protected.

(j) The tower constructed of plastered brick is circular in plan, circumfer-
ence 140'. Above it rises a higher tower which contains a winding
stair leading to battlemented roofs; the higher tower being topped by
an open wooden canopy surmounted by a tall flag staff which has given
the tower its name. The building contains three arched openings on
the north, east, and west; those on the north and west are closed by

iron gratings, while the eastern one is used as an entrance and is fur-

nished with an iron barred door. The Flagstaff Tower was the spot

where the ladies of the cantonment gathered with their children and
servants on the 11th May 1857, and from which they finally fled to

Karnal after they had given up all hope of succour from Meerut. It

was also here that the mutineers made their last stand on 8th June,

before falling back behind the shelter of the city walls.

(k) Fanshawe, 77-8.

Hearn, 77-8.

Keene, 29-30.

^0. 400 . Chauburji.

{h) At a little distance to the north of Pirghaib (No. 401).

(c) Government.

{d) 11a.

(e) Firoz Shah’s reign.

(/) None.

(g) Good.

(h) Protected. •

(j) The building which measures 65' by 40' E.M. is double-storeyed, with

walls of stone and domes and vaults of brick. The structure has suffer-

ed considerable dilapidation in the past, but as it now stands it consists

of a central chamber surrounded by five smaller chambers on the north,

west and south sides. The west chamber containing a mihrab in tiie

west wall is entered on the south through a smaller doorway, on Cither

side of which there is a staircase leading to the upper storey. Tiie

staircase on the east is now blocked up. Entrance openings also appear
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along the east wall. On the south-west corner of the upper stopey there

is a small domed chamber; but the corresponding chamber on the north-

west corner is said to have been demolished by lightning and only the

eastern wall with its arched opening now exists. According to the

account given by Carr Stephen, the building vvi.s originally three bays

in depth and had four domes at the corners of the upper storey. The

four domes probably gave to the building the name of ‘ Chauburji ’ (a

four-donled building), so that apparently the whole eastern side of the

structure with its two domes has disappeared. Between the western

domes, and corresponding with the room containing the mihrab below,

thei'e was previously a connecting apartment of which only the eastern

vcall with its three arches now remains. On the roof of the central

room of the first bay there is a masonry cenotaph 4' 9" by 1' 11" by 8"

standing on a masonry platform 11' square and 1' 1" high. In a posi-

tion corresponding with the cenotaph on the ground-floor there prob-

ably was once a grave, since removed. The building, which may ori-

ginally have been of the time of Firoz Shah, was evidently a mausoleum,

and in some way or other may have been connected with the Kushaki

Shikar or Jahan. Numa, near the supposed site of which it lies. The

present structure, however, contains many characteristic features of

the late IMughal period, which points towards its subsequent altera-

tion and repair.

(^) Carr Stephen, 144-5.

Fanshawe, 58-9.

A.S. /., IV, 70-71.

Auckland, 100.

Hearn, 27.

No. 401. {') Pirghaib.

(o) On the Ridge.

(c) Government.

(d) lla..

(e) Firoz Shah’s reign.

(/) Xone.

(f/) Ruinous.

(h) Protected.

(j) The building, which is of the time of Firoz Shah, is believed to be the

remains of the Kushaki Shikar or Jahan Numa erected by that emperor.

It is a massive structure of two storeys, constructed of rubble masonry

and measuring some 40' by 40'. Two narrow chambers in the centre

of the building form a passage through it from east to west. This

passage is flanked by two rooms on the south and one on the north which

are in a ruined condition. On the south there are two steep flights of

steps some 9' apart which lead to the roof of the building, breaking

into a small landing at the first storey level. On the north to the west

of the ruined apartment, there is a winding staircase of 25 steps lead-

ing to the second storey which contains two rooms. These rooms have

arched openings towards the east, and mihrabs appear in the western
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wall^ Above the mihrabs is an incised plaster inscription containing

pious ejaculations, which indicates that the upper floor of the building

was used as a mosque. These rooms were connected by an arched

opening which has been blocked up. The northern apartment, which

is reached by the staircase last-mentioned, contains a cenotaph or

grave which is placed, contrary to Muhammadan practice, west to

east. This cenotaph or grave measures 6' 8" by 3' 1" by 1' 4" and is

obviously a later addition. Tradition avers that this room was the

chillagah or the worshipping place of a saint who suddenly vanished

from the midst of the community. The cenotaph was constructed in

his memory and the whole building is known after him as ‘ Pirghaib
’

or ‘ vanished saint.’ As the body of the saint was not buried in the

grave no heed was taken of its direction and it was placed west to

east as there is not suflicient room for it north to south. The floor of

, the southern room is pierced by a circular hole in the centre, and

directly above this hole there is another in its roof, ever which is placed

i a hollow masonry cylinder 3' 2" high and 4' diam. The cylinder has

a segmental opening on the north and south, and is covered by a red

•' stone slab with a circular hole 4" diam. cut in the centre. Through

these holes the sky can be seen right from the ground-floor. It is not

certain whether these holes were intended for astronomical purposes

;

but the building is variously mentioned as an ‘ Observatory’ by Fan-

shawe {Delhi Past and Present) as a Kushaki Shikar (hunting place)

,by Shams Siraj Afif in Tarikh Firoz Shah, and as the Kushaki Jahan

Numa (world showing palace) by Sharfuddin Ali of Yazd in the Zafar

Namah, and in the Malfuzati Timuri.

The following quotations from the abovementioned histories of Timur

referring to this building will not be without interest.

‘ After capturing Panipat and marching therefrom, Timur gave orders

for a force to proceed on a plundering excursion to Jahan Numa, a building

erected by Firoz Shah on a hill two Farsakhs (4 miles) from Delhi. The river

Jumna runs at the foot of this hill.

‘ On the 2nd Rabia II, 801 (12th December 1398), after he had taken the

Fort of Luni by storm, Timur set out with 700 men to visit the palace of Jahan

Numa. After inspecting it he reconnoitred in the vicinity with a view' to

noting the most advantageous ground for a battle. Just at this time Mallu

Khan, Mahmud Tughlaq’s minister, was descried with 4,000 horse, 5,000

infantry and 27 elephants, drawing near the Jahan Numa from the giwe.s.

Timur returned across the river to get to his camp, and a severe conflict took

place between his advanced guard and the army of Mallu Khan in which the

latter was defeated.’

{k) Shams Siraj Afif, 305, 330.

Zafar Namah, II, 85-6, 88-9.

Ain, II, 279.

Elliot, III, 432, 434-5, 495, 496-7.

Asar, chap. II, 25.

Carr Stephen, 140-2.

Fanshawe, 56, 58, 81.

A.S. I, 168, 219; IV, 3, 70.

As. Res., \MI, 175.
2 o 2
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Auckland, 100.

Cooyer, 47, 49.

Rodgers, 88.

Hearn, 22, 27.

(/) 2221.

No. 402. {n) Baoli.

{b) Some 50 yards from the Pirghaib to S. W.

{c) Government.

[d) Ila.

{c) Firoz Shah’s reign.

(/) None.

{g) Ruinous.

{h) Protected.

O') The Baoli is a massive structure of rubble masonry. It originally was

encircled by a series of chambers after the manner of the baolis of

Firoz Siiah, but these chambers have now practically disappeared. At

the top of the well to the south-east there are resenoirs for water and

the remains of drains, and it is supposed that they were intended for

supplying water to the Kushaki Shikar or Jahan Numa palace of Firoz

Shah, an important building of that emperor which is believed to have

been located in the vicinity of the Pirghaib (No. 400).

Lately a tunnel was discovered leading from the north wall of the baoli,

and the discovery fostered the belief that the tunnel might be the subterranean

passage which Abul Fazl says {Ain, Vol. II, p. 279) "was made by Firoz Shah

from Firozabad towards Jahan Numa. But examination disclosed it to be

too low and narrow to answer the description of the subterranean passage of

Abul Fazl, which, he says, was wide enough to admit of Firoz Shah’s passing

along in mounted procession with the ladies of the harem. The tunnel which

has now been cleared extends for a distance of 633' to the north, terminating

with a small doorway of local hard stone 3' by 1' 9". It seems to have con-

tinued further north beyond this doorway, but here it has no roof and is

marked only by walls which are very low and dilapidated and ultimately, at

the distance of some 96', disappear among the rocks of the ridge. Some 25'

from the terminating doorway, inside, is another doorway of hardstone 4' 8"

by 2' 5", and the portion of the tunnel between these two doorways is covered

by a flat roof of stone slabs, the remainder of the tunnel having a vaulted roof.

The tunnel originally contained 8 light or ventilation shafts, but of these only

six are opened up, the remaining two being still closed. At the entrance it

is only 2' wide and 7' 2" high, but the height is not uniform throughout the

}:)a.ssage, which in some places is too low to admit of a man standing erect in

it.

At the further end where it has a flat roof the tunnel is only 4' 10" high.

The purpose of the tunnel is unknown. It can hardly have been a drain;

since in that case it is difficult to account for the existence of the light shafts

and the two doorways at the ends.

4

t
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No. 403. («) Hindu Rao's House.

(ft) Immediately to the south of the Baoli (No. 402).
(c) Government.

{d) lla.

(e) 1830 A.D.

(/) None.

(a) Good.

(/i) Protected.

(;) The house is a double-storeyed building of modern style constructed of
rubble masonry and finished with plaster. It has been repaired and
added to, and is now used as a hospital for Europeans.

The house was built by Mr. William Fraser, Agent to the Governor
General at Delhi, as his residence. After the murder of Mr. Fraser by
Shams-ud-Din Khan, Nawab of Ferozpur, it was purchased from the executors
of Mr. Fraser’s estate by Hindu Rao. It formed a commanding position for
the besieging force in 1857, and was strongly garrisoned. It was often
attacked by the mutineers, and on the 17th June, a round shot from one of
their batteries passed through the house killing some ten men.

Hindu Rao was a Maratha nobleman and the brother of Bija Bai, the

wife of Maharaja Daulat Rao Schindia of Gwalior. He was fond of the

society of Englishmen in India, among whom he was very popular. He died

in 1855 A.D.

(4-) Fanshawe, 81-2.

Hearn, l7p-2.

Beale, 160.

Keene, 31.

No. 404. ('0 Asoka pillar.

(5) Between Hindu Rao’s house and Mutiny Memorial.

(c) Government.

{d) Ila.

(e) III century B. C.

I. Pali inscription.

Delhi-Meerut Pillar ;

‘

The inscription comprises the following of the pillar edicts of Asoka :

—

Edict I (Small fragment).

Edict II (practically whole).

Edict III (practically whole).

Edict IV (very fragmentary).

Edict V (very fragmentary).

Edict VI (missing).

(For a translation of these edicts, mde No. 117, Asokan pillar and

pyramid in Firozshah Kotla, and foot-note thereto),

pyramid in Firozshah Katla, and foot-note thereto.)

pillar was originally erected at Meerut in the third century B.C. by

King Asoka. It was removed thence and set up in the Koshak Shikar

Palace near this, by the Emperor Firoz Shah, A.D. 1356. Thrown

down and broken into five pieces by the explosion of a powder
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magazine, A.D. 1713-1719, it was restored and set up in this place by
the British Government, A.D. 1867.”

(g) Good.

(A) Protected.

(j) This pillar, originally a monolith, is of great antiquity. It measures
about 33' in length (according to General Cunningham) and 3' 2" diam.
at the base. It is believed that a portion of about 2' in length was
broken off the top through the fall of the pillar as a result of an
explosion in a powder magazine in the time of Farrukhsiyar. In
1838 A.D. it came into the possession of Hindu Rao, who presented
it to the Asiatic Society, Bengal. The Executive Engineer, Delhi,
sawed off the inscribed portion and sent it to the Asiatic Society,

Bengal, at its request. In 1866 A.D., the inscribed portion was
returned and a year later all the broken pieces were joined together
and erected on a double-stepped platform in the present position.

This pillar which possesses considerable antiquarian interest is

inscribed with the letters of the earliest known archaic Pali characters,
embodying the edicts of king Asoka (the celebrated propagator of
Buddhism) promulgated by him in the 27th year of his reign (about
246 B.C.). It was with considerable labour and much ingenuity that
this pillar was brought from Meerut by Firoz Shah in 1356 A.D. and
set upright in the Kushaki Shikar palace. The day the monolith was
erected was observed as a feast day with great public rejoicings, and
all were offered a drink of sherbet to celebrate the occasion.

(k) Shams Siraj Afif, 313-4.

Thomas chronicles, 292.

Carr Stephen, 142-3.

A. S. I., 167 ;
IV, 1 et seq.

As. Res., VII, 175.

Auckland, 100.

Cooper, 47, 50, et seq.

No. 405. (") The Mutiny Memorial, locally known as ‘ Fathgarh.’

(b) Some 150 yards to the south of the Asoka pillar (No. 404).

(c) Government.

(d) Ila.

(e) 1863.

(/) I* On a marble slab in an arched recess to the south of the entrance to the
tower.

“ In memory of the officers and soldiers, British and Native, of the Delhi
Field Force who were killed in action or died of wounds or disease
between 30th May and 20th September 1857. This memorial has been
erected by the comrades who lament their loss and by the Government
they served so well.”

At the foot of this are the namies of :

“ Brigadier General J. Nicholson, Commanding 4th Infantry Brigade.
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Colonel C. Chester, Adjutant-General of the Army.
• Captain C. W. Russel, 54th N. I. Orderly Officer.

Captain J. W. Delamain, 56th N. I. Orderly Officer.”

II. On a marble slab in an arched recess next to the foregoing :

“ List of Regiments present at the siege of Delhi between 30th May and

20th September 1857.

Head-Quarters 1st Brigade Horse Artillery.

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th troops 1st Brigade Horse Artillery.

Head-Quarters 3rd Brigade Horse Artillery.

2nd and 3rd troops 3rd Brigade Horse Artillery.

3rd Company 1st Battalion Foot Artillery.

3rd Company 3rd Battalion Foot Artillery.

1st, 2nd and 4th Companies 4th Battalion Foot Artillery,

Head-Quarters 6th Battalion Foot Artillery.

4th Company, 6th Battalion Foot Artillery.

1st, 2nd and 3rd Companies Sikh Artillery,

Detachment of Artillery Recruits.

Engineers.

6th Dragoon Guards.

9th Lancers.

4th Irregular Cavalry.

1st Punjab Cavalry.

2nd Punjab Cavalry.

5th Punjab Cavalry.

Hodsons Horse.

H. M. 8th Foot.

H. M. 52nd Light Infantry.

H. M. 60th Rifles.

H. M. 61st Foot.

H. M. 75th Foot.

1st Bengal Fusiliers.

2nd Bengal Fusiliers.

Sirmoor Battalion.

Kumaon Battalion.

Guide Corps.

4th Sikh Infantry.

1st Punjab Infantry.

2nd Punjab Infantry.

4th Punjab Infantry.

Belooch Battalion.

Pioneers unarmed.”

the foot of this are the names of

Captain R. C. Fagon, Arty,

mtenant E. H. Hilderbrand, Arty,

mtenant H. ^ Perkins, Arty,

nitenant T. E. Dickens, Arty,

mtenant F. S. Tandy, Engineers,

mtenant R. Salkield, Engineers.

mtenant E. Jones, Engineers.
. -n- . . t •

ptain T. M. Greensill, H. M. 24tb Foot, Assistant Field Engineer.
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III. On a marble slab in an arched recess next to the foregoing

“ List of actions fought at or near Delhi by the Delhi Field Force from

30th May to 20th September 1857.

Battle of Hindun, May 30th.

Battle of Ghazeeoodeenugar, May 31st.

Battle of Badlee Serai, June 8th.

Affairs at Hindu Eao’s, June 9th.

Affairs at Hindu Rao’s, June 10th.

Affairs at Hindu Rao's, June 11th,

Attacks on Flagstaff Tower and Subzee Mundee, June 12th.

Attacks on Metcalfe Picquet, June 13th.

Action of Kissengunge, June 17th.

Attacks on British camp, June 19th and 20th.

Action of the Subzee Mundi, June 23rd.

Attack on the Subzee Mundi, June 27th.

Attack on the Subzee Mundi, June 30th.

Action of Alipore, July 4th.

Attack on British camp, July 9th.

Actions of the Subzee Mundi, July 14th and 18th.

Affairs of Trevelyan Gunge, July 20th.

Action of Metcalfe House, July 23rd.

Action of Kissengunge, August 1st.

Action of Koodsea Bagh, August 12th.

Battle of Nujafgurh, August 25th.

The Siege.

No. 1 Battery made and armed, September 7th.

No. 2 Breaching Battery made and armed, September Sth, 9th and 10th.

No. 3 Breaching Battery made and armed, September 10th and 11th.

No. 4 Mortar Battery made and armed, September 10th and 11th,

No. 5 Mortar Battery made and armed, September 10th and 11th.

Breaching and bombardment, September 11th, 12th and 13th.

Storming of Delhi, September 14th.

Capture of the Magazine, September 16th.

Capture of the palace, September 19th.

City finally evacuated by the enemy, September 20th.”

At the foot of this are the names of :
—

“ Assistant Surgeon S. Moore, Gth'Dragoon Guards.

Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Yule, 9th Lancers.

Lieutenants W. W. Pogson and W. R. Webb, H. M. 8th, the King’s Regi-

ment.

Lieutenant W. H. Mountsteven, H. M. Sth, the King’s Regiment.

Lieutenant J. H. Bradshaw, H. M. 52nd Lt. Infantry.

Captain F. Andrews and Ensign W. H. Napier, H. M. 60th Royal Rifles.
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IV. On a marble slab in the arched recess next to the foregoing

“ Return of casualties in the Delhi Field Force from the 30th May to the

20th September 1857.

"3 .

KILLED. WOUNDED MISSING.

Corps. trongth

of

th

September

Offiobbs.

Non-Com-
missioned
Officers
AND

SOLDIERS.

Officbes.

Non-Com-
missioned
Officers
AND

SOLDIERS.

Non-Com-
missioned
Officers

AND
soldiers. Total

OiHceis

Effective

s

ranks

on

1

Europeans.

Natives.

Europeans.

Natives.

Europeans.

Natives.

a>

d
O

u
d
W

Natives.

x
d
d
o

o'

d
W

Natives.

and
soldiers.

Sta£E 4 .... ... 9
' 1

...
1

1

13

Artillery 1,350 4 1 43 26 23 1
1

216 49 2 365

Engineers 722 3 2 4 34 19 1
1

1

6 00 9 158

6th Dragoon Guards 123 1 18 ... 2 ...
'

9 30

9th Lancers . 391 1 26 ... 2 64 03

4t'-i Ir. Cavalry 78 ... ... ... 3 3

Ist Punjab Cavalry 147 ... 1 1 ... 5 7

2nd Punjab Cavalry 114 ... ... ... 3 ... 3

5th Punjab Cavalry 107 ... ... ... ... 1 ... 3 4

Hodsons Horse 462 ... ... 1 6 5 11

H. M.’a 8th Foot . 322 3

!

- 41 ... 7 ... 129 ISO

H. M.’s52ndLt In-

fantry.

H. M.’s COth Rifles .

302 1 i

}

***

1

18 ... 4 ... 73 5 101

390 4 109 ... 10 206 ... 389

H. M.’8 eist Foot . 402 2 ... 30 ... 7 112 5 156

H. M.’s 7i5th Foot . 459 5 ... 79 ... 14 ... 184 3 ... 283

1st Bengal Fusiliers. 427 3 ... 95
1

11 ... 210 i

!

! 319

2nd Bengal Fusiliers 370 4 79 ... 6 156
!

...

1

213

Sirmoor Battalion . 212 1 85 0 8
'

219 ... 319

Kumaon Battalion . 312 1 20 2 3 33 5 1)4

Guide Corps . 585 2 5 65 6 10 215 i

(

1

4th Sikh Infantry . 414 1 2 43 3 7
(

U>6 1

!

162

1st Punjabi Infantry 664 3 3 71 5 5 141
i

223

2nd Punjabi Infantr' 650 1 1 41 2 4 103
i

,

1,52

4th Punjabi Infantry 541 1 9 ... 2 59 71

Beloooh Battalion . 322 1 ... 7 1 43
1

-’I

Pioneers unarmed .
24 ... 1 I

' 128
1

1 15.:

Total 9,8l6 46 14
!

543
1

426 110 49 1,126 i 1,180
1

13 17 3,854

At the foot of this are the names of :

—

“ Lieutenant M. A. Humphrys, 20th N. I. Attd. to 60th Rifles.

Ensign E. A. L. Phillipps, V. C., 11th N. I. Attd. to 60th Rifles.

Lieutenant T. Gabbett and Ensign S. B. Elkington, II. M. 61st Regiment,

Captain E. \V. Knox, H. M. 75th Regiment.

Lieutenants J. R. S. Fitzgerald, A. Harrison, E. V. Briscoe, H. M. 75th

Regiment.”

2 F
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V. On a marble slab in the arched recess next to the foregoing

A hstract.

Officers.
Nos-Commissiosed
OmCEKS AND STM/OraBS.

British. 1 Native.
1

1

British. Native.

Killed 46
i

14 643 426

AA'ounded ......... 140 49 1,426 1,180

Missing ......... 1

1 13 17

Total 186
i

1

63 1,982
1

1,623

At the foot of this are the names of :

—

“ Lieutenant W. Crozier, H. M. 75th Regiment.

Major G. O. Jacob, 1st Bengal Fusiliers.

Captain G. G. Me. Barnett, 55th N. I. attached to 1st Bengal Fusiliers.

Lieutenant E. Speke, 65th N. I. attached to 1st Bengal Fusiliers.

Lieutenant S. H. Jackson and 2nd-Lieutenant D. F. Sheriff, 2nd Bengal

Fusiliers.

Lieutenant C. F. Gambier, 38th N. I. attached to 2nd Bengal Fusiliers.”

VI. The marble slab in the next arched recess contains the Urdu version,

of the inscription No. I and below it the following names :

—

“ Ensn. 0. C. Walter, 45th N. I. attached to 2nd Bengal Fusiliers.

Ensn. E. C. Wheatley, 54th N. I. attached to Sirmoor Battalion.

Lieutenant J. H. Brown, 33rd N. I. attached to Kumaon Battalion.

Lieutenant J. Yorke, 3rd N. I. attached to 4th Sikh Infantry.

Capn. W. G. Law, 10th N. I. attached to 1st Punjab Infantry.

Lieutenant E. J. Travers, 2nd in Command, 1st Punjab Infantry.”

VII. The marble slab in the arched recess next to the foregoing contains

a Hindi inscription and the following names below it :
—

“ Lieutenant W. H. Lumsden, Adjutant, 1st Punjab Infantry.

Ensn. J. S. Davidson, 26th N. I. attached to 2nd Punjab Infantry.

Lieutenant R. P. Horafray, 4th Punjab Infantry.

Lieutenant Q. Battye, Commandant of Cavalry Guide Corps.

Lieutenant A. W. Murray, 42nd N. I. attached to Guide Corps.

Lieutenant C. B. Bannerman, Belooch Battalion.”

(y) Good.

(//) Protected.

{']) The memorial consists of a tapering tower of indifferent Gothic design

raised on a high base of local hard.stone paved with red sandstone.

The base is of two stages wLich are 80' 7" and 64' 8" square and 11' 4"

and 5' 11" hfgh, respectively. The.?e lower stages are enclosed by iron

railings and are approached by flights of steps in the centre of each of

the four sides. The toAver itself is octagonal surrounded by steps

2' 6" in height. Internally the tower is circular (diam. 7' 6|") and
110' in height (Keene). It is entered through an arched opening on

the Avest, and a flight of Avinding stairs leads up to the top which

is crowned by a red sandstone spire surmounted by a marble cross.

The tower Avas erected in 1863 in memorj- of the soldiers of the Delhi

field Force Avho Avere killed in action or died of wounds or disease between
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30th May and 20th September 1857. It stands on the site occupied by Taylor’s

Battery during the siege of Delhi in 1857.

(k) Keene, 32.

Hearn, 22, 28.

Fergusson, I, 56-59
; II, 82.

J. A. S. D. (1850), 73.

Rodgers, 88.

Fanshawe, 57, 84-5.

Khvlasatut Tawarikh, 28.
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FATHGARH.

406 . (a) Eisale wali mosque (mosque of the cavalry).

(b) About -too yards east of the Mutiny Memorial.

(r) Waqf.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

{h) Unnecessary.

{]) The mosque which measures 22' 6" by 15' 11" E.M. is of little interest.

It has lately been rebuilt upon the site of an earlier mosque which seems
to have been of some importance. The court which is dilapidated

measures 21' 6" by 17'. It is known as Risale wali mosque from the

circumstance of a body of Indian cavalry once being stationed in the

vicinity ot the mosque which soldiers used to attend for praver.
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WAZIRABAD.

No. 407. («) Tomb of Shahi Alam.

(b) At the south end of the old bridge of Wazirabad.
(c) Waqf.

((?) II.

(e) Firoz Shah’s reign.

(/) Oil 3' piece of red sandstone built into a brick plastered pillar at the head
of the grave : both the pillar and the inscription being modern.

Translation.

“ The lord Shah Alam, may the blessing of God be upon him.”

(g) Good.

(A) Protected,

(j) The tomb of Shahi Alam lies in the centre of the enclosed court of a

mosque. The main entrance pavilion of the enclosure which is situated

towards the east is surmounted by a dome and contains an arched

opening in each of the four sides. The tomb is constructed of masonry

and stands on a masonry platform 48' 3" by 30' and 1' 3" high. It

measures 12' 3" square I.M. and is roofed by a dome which is supported

on 12 stone pillars. Between the pillars are stone jali screens now for

the most part broken; while the entrance to the tomb is on the south.

Beneath the dome there is a masonry grave measuring 5' 9" by 2' 11"

bv 1'.

Nothing is known of this saint, but he should not be confounded with

either of the Mughal emperors of this name, both of whom lie buried near the

Moti Masjid of the dargah of Qutb Sahib at Mehrauli.

Timur on his return march from Delhi after its indiscriminate plunder

and the wholesale slaughter of its inhabitants encamped near Wazirabad on

the 22xid Rabia II, 801 (1st January 1399) and crossed the Jumna on the next

day.

(A) Zafar Namah, II, 127-8.

Elliot, III, 505.

Fanshawe, 59.

{1} D. 205, 2818, 2822.

No. 408. («) Mosque (nameless).

(&) To the west of No. 407 in th<j same enclosure.

(c) Waqf.

(d) II.

(e) Firoz Shah’s reign.

(/) None.

(^) Good.

(A) Protected.
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290

(;) The mosque, which is built of rubble masonry and dressed stone, is two

bays deep and five bays in width along the front. Three compart-

ments towards the rear, viz., the central one and those at the extreme

north and south ends, are covered by domes, the remaining compart-

ments having vaulted roofs.. The north-western corner bay is occupied

by a gallery consisting of a stone platform supported below by 16 short

stone pillars and enclosed with latticed stone screens on the east and

south sides. The gallery seems to have b^n intended for the use of

pardahnashin ladies. There are no stone stairs by which access to it

may be gained, nor any trace of such having previously existed;

but it w'as probably reached by a moveable ladder placed beneath the

existing hole in the floor. To the north of the central mihrab there is

a stone mimbar. The prayer chamber measures 60' 10" by 27' 6" I.M.

and the court 61' by 14'.

{k) Fanshawe, 59.

(1) 2819.

(a) Bridge.
'

(b) At the north-west corner of No. 408.

(c) Government.

{d) 11a,

(e) Firoz Shah’s reign.

(/) None.

{g) Good. '

{h) Protected.

(j) The bridge is constructed of rubble masonry with features of dressed

stone and is of nine arched bays in length. It measures 156' from
north to south and 16' 8" east to west. The bridge continues further

northwards as a solid band for some 113' 9" and at this end occur three

small arched bays containing a sluice chamber* measuring 22' 6" by 8'

8" I.M. The eastern and western walls of the chamber are furnished

with sluice screens pierced with circular and oblong holes, and access

to the chamber is gained by staircases in its northern and southern

walls. The original paved causeway between breast walls some 5 or

6 feet high runs over the bridge for its full length, and is raised in a

series of steps towards the centre where the height is greatest.

(1) 2821.

*This chamber has been variously described as a bathing place, and a place for the catching of

fish, but it seems probable that it was simply intended (as was the heavy superstructure of the bridge

itself) to regulate or restrict the excessive back-flow of the water from the Jamna when in flood; and

that access to it was provided merely to permit of the clearance of silt, etc., that would be left in it

after subsidence of the water. Similar sluices exist in the band at the “ Boli Bhatyari ka Mahall ”

(No. 337), at Banskoli.
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CHANDRAWAL.

No. 410. (a) Metcalfe House.

(5) Some 250 jmrds to S. E. of Civil Secretariat Buildings.

(c) Government.

(d) III.

{e) Circa 1835 A.D.

(/) None.

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) The folloAving is extracted from an account of Metcalfe House written

by Captain C. M. Enriquez, I.A., a member of the Metcalfe family.******
Metcalfe House has a long and distinguished historjq which has hither-

to never been published, and is now produced from private family records.

The exact date at which Sir Thomas Metcalfe (4th Bart.) built the house is

not known. He went to Delhi in an official capacity at an early age, and

remained there forty years until his death. For many years he was Resident

at the Court of the Emperor Bahadur Shah, and it was probably in about

1835 that he built his magnificent residence. His son and successor, Sir

Theophilus Metcalfe, of Mutiny fame, was born at Delhi in 1828.

The circumstances -under which Sir Thomas died in 1853 are rather

curious. As Resident at the Mughal Court, he was appointed a member of

a deputation of four officers, who were sent by Government to inform the

Empero^n 1852 that no one would succeed him after his death. The other

three members were Lord Dalhousie, the Viceroy, Sir Henry Elliot, the

Foreign Secretary, and Mr. Thomason, the Lieutenant-Governor. Of course,

the Emperor and his sons were exasperated, and no doubt these events bore

fruit in the Mutiny which followed. Lord Dalhousie was the only one of the

four to escape vengeance. The other three all died of poison within a year.

Later, when the British columns reoccupied Bareilly after the Mutiny, the

tomb of Mr. Thomason was found broken open and the bones scattered over

the ground. It is supposed that the natives imagined that something valu-

able would certainly be buried with the body of a Lieutenant-Governor. Sir

Thomas Metcalfe died at Metcalfe House under suspicious circumstances on

the 3rd of November 1853, aged 58. He lies buried under a white marble

tomb outside Skinner’s Church. In the Church, near the organ, is a tablet

to the memory of his wife Eelisite Anne, who for many years was a gracious

hostess of Metcalfe House.

The following memoir of Lady Clive Bayley has been preserved, and is

here published for the first time. She was the daughter of Sir Thomas Met-

calfe, and lived at Metcalfe House until her marriage in 1850. With the

help of her description, it is possible to trace the names of all the rooms and

to know how they were qjij^nally used. She writes :

—

“ The rooms of Metcalfe House were large and lofty. All were twenty-

four feet high. The study, library and Napoleon Gallery were in one line.
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facing the north portico. {Note .—These are now respectively the small card

room, library and big card room.) Then behind them were the drawing room

and banquetting room, facing east and west. {Note .—These are now again

similarly used.) Then came the big bay drawing room (now the great recep-

tion room), and a small dining room, drawing room, and serving room (now

quarters). These opened into the oratory and lobby (now called the Palm
Court) off which opened the large square bedroom and dressing room. Then

again facing the south verandah were the bedroom of Sir Thomas, the sitting

room of Lady Metcalfe (now a hall and letter-rack rodm), and my own bed-

room.”

“ Round all four sides of the house there was a splendid verandah,

twenty to thirty feet wide, very lofty, and supported by fine stone pillars. It

was a glorious house, and everything in it really beautiful though some of the

furniture struck ne\v comers to India as heavy and old fashioned. It was
hardly possible to avoid this, as of course it was the style of those days to use

mahogany, rosewood, and marble. Many of the tables were entirely of

marble. The books in the different rooms were all well bound, those in my
father’s study being bound in Russian leather. He got out a box of books

from England twice a year and during his forty years’ residence in India he

had gathered together a very valuable library of twenty-five thousand

volumes, all of which were burnt with the house in the Mutiny. He was also

a lover of engravings and had a good collection.”

“ The room called the Napoleon Gallery (now the big card room), which
\vas in the north-east corner of the house, was entirely devoted to the memory
of Napoleon Bonaparte, of whom my father was a devoted admirer. He had
collected the best works, on Napoleon, and the walls were covered with fine

engravings of the Emperor and his generals. In one corner of the room
stood Canova s marble bust of Napoleon, a beautiful work of art, of which
I gathered up the broken pieces out of the ruins of the house two y^rs after

the Mutiny. The centre and side tables of the Napoleon Gallery were cover-

ed V ith bronzes and statuettes. One particularly beautiful bronze depicted
the fight at the Bridge at Lodi, but this, like everything else, was destroyed
or carried off on the day the house was looted in May 1857. Sir Thomas also

possessed some gems, Napoleon’s diamond ring, and the Cross of the Legion
of Honour, which the Emperor had originally sent to Mr. Fraser, the Com-
missioner of Delhi, who had generously sent his own library to St. Helena
for Napoleon’s use.”

Below the terrace overlooking the Jumna, several rooms had been ex-

cavated out of the river bank. These taikhana rooms have now been roofed
in again, in order to restore the terrace, but no use is now made of them.
They are in perfect condition, and could be again fitted up as light, cool

billiard rooms, at a very small cost.

Sir Theophilus Metcalfe (5th Bart.) took up his residence at Metcalfe
House shortly after his father’s tragic death in 1853. Like his predecessor
he entertained on a lavish scale. I lora Annie Steel gives a description of
one of Theophilus’ garden parties in her novel “ On the Face of the Waters.”
Referring to Metcalfe House she says :

—
“ The park-like grounds were kept

liKG an English garden, the house was crammed from floor to ceiling with
works of art, the broad verandahs were full of rare plants, and really valu-
able statuary.
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That towards the river, on the brink of which Metcalfe House stood, gave

on a balustraded terrace which was in reality the roof of a lower storey ex-

cavated for the sake of coolness, in the bank itself. Here, amongst others,

was the billiard room, from the balcony of which you could see along the

curved stone embankment of the river to the Koodsia garde», which lay

between Metcalfe Park and the rose red wall of the city. It was an old

pleasure garden of the Moghuls, and a ruined palace, half hidden in creepers,

half lost in sheer luxuriance of blossom, still stood in its wilderness of forest

trees and scented shrubs. It was a very different style of garden from that

(of Metcalfe House) which undulated away in lawns and drives, betw^n the

Ridge and the river.”

Sir Theophilus occupied Metcalfe House until the 11th of June 1857,

the day on which the Mutiny broke out in Delhi. He was at the time Joint

Commissioner. He left the house in his buggy in the morning to go to office,

and never returned to it again. At office he heard of the mutiny at Meerut.

He drove to the Calcutta Gate and closed it just in time to prevent the mutin-

eers entering. They were, however, admitted into the Palace. Sir Theo-

philus was knocked senseless by a stone, and eventually, after a day of mirac-

ulous escapes, was befriended by the City Kotwal, who disguised him, and

passed him out to friends by the Lahore Gate. Sir Theophilus was subse-

quently hidden in a cave, where his own orderlies came to arrest him. He
killed and routed his assailants, and escaped on one of their horses to Hansi,

where Mr. Alec Skinner clothed him, and gave him the means of joining the

army collecting before Delhi. In the meanwhile Metcalfe House had been

destroyed. Originally the property had belonged to the Gujar inhabitants

of a neighbouring village called Chundrowli. These Gujars appear to have

had some grievance against Sir Theophilus. The exact nature of the griev-

ance is not known, but the explanation given by Flora Annie Steel (in ‘ On

the Face of the Waters ’) that the Gujars had been very unwilling to sell the

property, is probably correct. At any rate they took their revenge as soon

as the mutiny was in full flood. The servants at IMetcalfe House desmihed

afterwards how little by little the Gujars gained courage to enter the house.

For two days they dared not touch anything. Then one man bolder than the

rest took something, and instantly a wholesale loot began. Before noon the

treasures of Metcalfe House were gone, and the house itself, with its costly

furniture, pictures and statuary, and its library of twenty-five thousand

books was in flames. Scarcely anything was ever recovered. A miniature

of Lady Ashbrook was found round the neck of a dead sepoy in the garden.

Lady Bayley picked up the fragments of Canova’s Napoleon two years later.

Two pieces of statuary were afterwards found in a Hindu temple, and were

restored to the family.

Mr. Charles Metcalfe (a brother of Sir Theophilus) in his book ' T^yo

Native Narratives of the Mutiny ” describes how his father. Sir Thomas,

having elected to make Delhi his home, had stripped his family seat in Eng-

land of all its treasures, little apprehending the fate in store for them. All

were destroyed in one morning by the villagers of Chundrowli.

“ The house,” “ he says,” stood in a large garden of about one thousand

acres, planted with orange trees, which were all cut dowm during the siege.

Besides the injury caused by fire, the house was considerably knocked about

by shot and shell so that little remained but its walls.” Moin-odin, a native
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of Delhi, who kept a journal of what occurred inside the city during the

siege, makes the following entry :

—
“ The Gujars (a tribe of robbers) had

quickly appeared. Metcalfe House was plundered by the zamindars of

Chandraul, and then burnt. After seeing the condition of Metcalfe House

and the cantonment, I returned to the city.” The manuscript of this journal

eventually fell into the hands of Mr. Metcalfe, who translated it.

Metcalfe House did not yet sink into obscurity. Its smoked ruins be-

came an important piquet in the siege operations. Such of its rafters as had

not been burnt, were used by the British for repairing their damaged gun

carriages. Frequent mention is made of the house by many Mutiny writers.

Fitchett says that the rebel sepoys planted a battery of guns in front of Lud-

low Castle, and maintained from it a constant fire on the British picquet in

Metcalfe House. Major-General Sir T. Seaton describes an attack by the

rebels on the house, which was beaten off by a flank attack. Trotter, in his

Life of John Nicholson,” mentions that on the 8th August 1858, the rebels^-

poured in a hot fire from Ludlow Castle into Metcalfe House, and that Wil-

son undertook to clear away the rebel battery at Nicholson’s request. Simi-

lar references to the estate are to be found in almost every description of the

siege of Delhi.

Sir Theophilus retired at the end of the Mutiny. Before the outbreak

he had concluded negotiations for the sale of Metcalfe House to the Begum
of Delhi for three lakhs of rupees. Unfortunately the money had not been

actually paid over. The estate and the gutted and battered ruin were subse-

quently sold a few years later, for about Rs. 30,000, Government declined

to pay any compensation. Metcalfe House then passed into the hands of

bunias, who used it to raise loans. References to it have appeared from

time to time in the papers in connection with law suits. At one time the

estate was purchased by one Ram Chand, for Rs. 35,000, He mortgaged it

for Rs. 100,000 to R. B. Madan Gopal. The inevitable law suit was for

Rs. 140,000; Rs. 100,000 the principal sum, and Rs. 40,000 interest. We
need not follow these sordid passages in detail. Metcalfe House has been

restored now to its former magnificence, and the Government of India are to

be congratulated not only upon having secured for themselves a noble Recep-

tion house, but also upon having restored to posterity a historic ruin.”(')

(’) Xew wings have been built to right and left, in which officials are quartered. The main build-

ing has been made into a mess and a Government Reception house.
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QUDSIA GARDEN.

411 . («) Mosque (nameless).

(b) In the garden.

(c) Government.

(d) Ila..

(e) Late Mughal, 1748 A.D. (Asar).

(/) On a marble slab set in the northern wall of the prayer chamber.

j
yh ^,^5 JUj JL-

I rt“l

Translation.

“ He is full oL desires.

0, Zafar, the year of the repair of this ol-d edifice (is given in the chrono-

gram), ‘ Try for a great reward.’ 1249 Hijra.”

{g) Dilapidated.

(A) Protected.

{j) The mosque stands on a chabutra 3' high, and is constructed of brick

masonry finished with plaster. It consists of three compartments

roofed with domes terminating in red stone finials. The eastern wall

of the mosque is crowned with a parapet with two small minars flank-

ing the central arched bay. The central compartment of the mosque

contains the mihrab and a dilapidated mimbar. The floor of the prayer

chamber which measures 68' by 33' 10" I.M. is paved with brick and

contains traces of musallahs here and there. The interior is decorated

with floral designs cut in plaster and the walls are ornamented with

niches. Adjoining the mosque to the north are the ruins of some

chambers which were probably intended for the accommodation of the

mulla
;
while on the west side there seems to have been another vaulted

chamber which has now fallen altogether. The court on the east which

measures 86' by 28' is paved with concrete and contains a plastered

brick tank measuring 31' 8" by 27' 10". The mosque was repaired in

1249 A.H. (1833-4 A. D.), by the titular king Bahadur Shah II, and

the repair has been recorded in an inscription containing his non de

guerre Zafar.”

The mosque was built by Qudsia Begam in her garden, named after her

Qudsia Bagh, w'hich was enclosed by a wall and contained a palace, two

baradaris and certain other buildings within it. The baradaris have been

much altered and are now in occupation as residences (For Qudsia Bega:-i

see List, Vol. I, No. 33).

The palace of Qudsia Begam which was a do-uble-storeyed building of

considerable pretention was situated on the bank of the Jumna. This

palatial building has long since disappeared, but it is clearly shown in a draw-

ing by Daniel made in the year 1795, a reproduction of which is exhibited in
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the Delhi Museum of Archasology. The river Jumna, which once flowed

under the garden wall, on the east side, has now receded far away from it,

and there are now kachha bathing ghats with straw huts opposite the mosque.

In the mutiny of 1857 during the seige of the city Shahjahanabad by the

British troops, two seige batteries No. Ill and No. IV were located in the

Qudsia garden and their site is marked by inscribed miniature batteries.

The miniature battery No. Ill lies some 75 yards to the south of the mosque

and contains the following inscriptions :

—

“ Left A ttack—Lieutenant W. H. Greathed, R.E., Directing Engineer.

Ko. Ill Battery. Armament, six 18-pounders; to breach tli^curtain of

the Water Bastion.

Major William Scott, R.A., Commanding.**

The inscription on the miniature battery No. TV which lies some 100

yards to N. W. of the gateway (No. 412) runs as follows :

—

“ Left A ttack—Lieutenant W. H. Greathed, Bengal Engineers, Direct-

ing Engineer.

No. IV Battery. Armament 10 mortars.

Captain and Brevet Major H. Tombs, Bengal Artillery, Commanding.
To shell Kashmir Gate and Kashmir and Water Bastions.”

(k) Asar, chap. Ill, 92.

Carr Stephen, 274.

Hearn, 25.

Fanshaive, 54, 88.

Auckland, 16.

Catalogue, j. 49.

Daniell, I and II, Plate 1. ,

Fall of Mughal Empire, 28.

Rodgers, 94,

No. 412. {a) Gateway.

(&) In the Gardens, about 300 yards to the west of No. 411.

(c) Government.

{d) 11a.

{e) 1748 A.D. (Asar).

(/) None.

(g) Dilapidated.

(k) Protected.

(j) The gateway which measures 68' from north to south and 43' 6" east to

west was originally the main entrance to the Qudsia Gardens. It is

a pretentious structure of stone and plastered brick, with large arched
openings in the east and west facades through which runs the roadway.
This central passage measures 16' 6" in width and is two bays deep,
while on either side to north and south are flanking chambers ceiled
with low brick domes similar to those above the passage way. The
western fagade which was originally the outer face is covered with
ornamental kanguras, and is flanked by a minar at the outer corners.

(k) Carr Stephen, 274.
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NIQAMBODH QHAT.

No. 413. («) Nigambodh Ghat.

(b) In front of the Nigambodh gate, between Kela ghat gate and the Calcutta

gate of Shahjahanabad.

(c) Hindu community.

(d) III.

(e) 1737 (Carr Stephen).

(/) None.

(g) Ruinous.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The ghat contains several chambers built with no regard to symmetry

either as to their dimensions or their position in relation to the river

front or the city wall. Most of them are in a ruined state and some

i are quite modern. The ghat is a popular bathing place of the Hindus

who gather here every morning and on occasions of festival to perform

their ablutions.

Nigambodh Ghat pretends to very great antiquity, tradition assigning

it to the period of Indraprastha. It is possible that the site was originally

occupied by a ghat of this name contemporary with Indraprastha, but the

buildings which now stand here are not earlier than the late Mughal period.

The name Nigambodh, which consists of two words, Nigam, signifying

‘ the Veda,’ and Bodh, ‘ knowledge,’ alludes to a story in Hindu mythology

which runs as follows : In the beginning of the Duvaparyoga, which according

to the computation of the Hindus ended 4953 years ago, Brahma lost all

memory of the vedas ;
but on his coming to this place God taught and explained

them all to him, whence the Ghat received the name Nigambodh (Veda-

knowledge).

{k) Asar, chap. Ill, 89-90.

Carr Stephen, 6-7.

Fanshawe, 69.

Hearn, 141.

1, 136;IV,3e«5eg'.

No. 414. Mosque (nameless).

(6) About two hundred yards to N. W. of Calcutta gate.

(c) Waqf.

((f) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/)
None.

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

:
?) The mosque compound is entered through a doorway facing the east. The

. prayer chamber contains only one compartment measuring 15' 5" by

12' 4" I.M. The mosque which is constructed of rubble masonry coated
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with plaster is covered with a vaulted roof and contains three entrances.

The court measures 17' 3" by 8' 7" and is enclosed by a brick wall about

6 feet high.

No. 415. («) Nili Chhatri.

{b) About 20 yards to the north of Salimgarh (No. 416).

(c) Lachhu Missar.

(d) III.

(e) Late Mughal.

(/) None.

{(j) Good.

(h) Unnecessary.

(j) The Nili Chhatri is a temple and probably owes its name to the circum-

stance of its roof being covered with enamelled tiles of various colours,

but principally blue. Some of these enamelled tiles are ornamented

with flowers, birds or animals, but they are laid in a promiscuous

manner with no regard to pattern and are probably quite modern
;
while

others are quite plain and may be considered older. The building is

constructed of stone and is coated with plaster. It consists of a

chamber 12' from north to south and 11' east to west E.M., which is

used as a temple, and a small side room for the accommodation of the

priest. It has two entrances on the north and is approached by

descending 11 steps from the road.

The Nili Chhatri is believed to have been erected originally by Humayun
iji the year 939 A.H. (1532-3 A.D.), to enable him to enjoy a view of the Jumna
from this pavilion. Subsequently it is said to have been repaired or rebuilt

by the Mahrattas during their occupation of Delhi, since when it has remained

in the possession of the Hindus. Tradition, however, attaches great import-

ance to the monument. It is believed by the Hindus to indicate the site of the

temple which was erected by the great Raja Yudishthira after he had per-

formed the ceremony of Aswamedah (Horse sacrifice).

A reference in Jahangir's memoirs (Rogers and Beveridge, p. 136-7) given

below, which seems to refer to this building, is of interest :

—

“ On Thursday, the 18th, I halted at Delhi and alighted at the residence

which Salim Khan, the Afghan, had made in the days of his rule in the middle

of the river Jamna and called Salimgadh. My revered father had given the

place to Murtaza Khan, who was originally an inhabitant of Delhi. The
aforesaid Khan had built on the margin of the river a terrace of stone exces-

sively pleasant and bright. Below that building near the water there was
made a scpiare ckaukkandi with glazed tiles by the order of His Majesty
Humayun, and there are few places with such air. In the days when the late

king Humayun honoured Delhi with his presence, he often sat there with his

intimates, and associated with the members of his assemblies. I passed four

days in that place, and with my courtiers and intimates enjoyed myself with

wine parties.’’
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Jahangir on his journeys to and from Kashmir set up inscriptions on

the Nili Chhatri. These however no longer exist, but may be quoted as below

from Asarussanadid :

—

b

j] »Liob */

jj^l Jyjaj flyJI ^bj ^ |j

Ui) jt? ji

I •('A (J-’ly* It*

Translation.

“ 0 ! Eevealer. God is great.

At the time when the king of the seven climes, hiur-ud-Din Jahangir, the

king champion of faith, started from his capital Agra for paradise-like

Kashmir, this verse came to his inspired tongue. The impromptu verse of

Jahangir Shah Akbar :

—

What a graceful and happy place, the seat of Jannat Ashyani(*) (Dweller

in paradise).

The 14th year of the reign of Jahangir corresponding to 1028 (1618-19

A.D.).”

yiaJJI b

Jit’ J
aiOj-J j'l •b'i

ol)U.5 (jiajjii
)j flk* 1^1

»/

jt J^I yb »bi

Translation.

“ 0 ! Protector. God is great.

When that emperor, the protector of the world, returned from the delight-

ful country of Kashmir and honoured this place of grace with his presence,

he ordered that this verse should also be engraved :

—

‘ Humayun Shah ’ son of Shah Babar, whose pure blood is (drawn) from

Sahibiqiran (Timur).

The 16th year of the propitious reign of Jahangir, corresponding to 1030

(1620-21 A.D.).’
”

{k) A. S. /., IV, 3.

Asar, chap. Ill, 48.

Carr Ste'phen, 7-9.

Fanshawe, 69.

(') A title bestowed on the Emperor Humayun after hia demise.
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416 . (a) Salimgarh fort.

(b) At the north end of the Delhi Fort (Lai Qila).

(c) Government.

{d) la.

{e) 953 A.FI. (1546 A.D.).

(/) None.

{g) Good.

{h) Unnecessary.

(;) Salimgarh is a fort of polygonal shape enclosed by solid rubble masonry

walls and containing several bastions. The N. W. Railway now runs

across it into Delhi.

The fort was built by Islam Shah, also known as Salim Shah, after whom
it is named Salimgarh, in the year 9.53 A.H. The walls only were completed

by the time of his death, when the work of construction was abandoned. Later

on possession of the fort was granted by the emperor Akbar to Farid Murtaza

Khan Bukhari, who flourished during the reigns of Akbar and Jahangir,

and held extensive possessions along the banks of the Jumna. Jahangir in

1031 A.H. (1622 A.D.) built a bridge in front of its south gate, when the fort

was named Nurgarh after him; though this did not suffice to oust the old

name of Salimgarh. The bridge, the marble inscription from which is now

in the Museum (Catalogue No. C. 18), was removed to make way for the new

railway bridge. During the reign of Aurangzeb, Salimgarh served the pur-

pose of a State prison. It was here that the princes Murad Bakhsh and

Sulaiman Shikoh were incarcerated, preliminary to their confinement in the

fort of Gwalior. In 1788 Ghulam Qadir Khan Rohila, after perpetrating

his atrocious cruelties upon the person of the emperor Shah Alam II and the

Royal family, escaped through Salimgarh with his followers and crossed the

bridge referred to. Akbar II used Salimgarh as a place of retirement, where

he could remain undisturbed by the public.

{k) Ain, I, 415.

Bernier, 69, 105.

Tuzak, 65.

Farishta, pt. I, 230.

Elliot, IV, 498 nl
;
VII, 85; VIII, 11.

Asar, chap. II, 27-8.

Carr Stephen, 195-6.

Fanshavie, 40.

Hearn, 141-2, 216.

Annual (1905-6), 31.

Archer, I, 104.

^.S. I., I, 223; IV, 72.

As. Res, IV, 429.

Auckland, 11.

j. 9, j. 10, j. 29, j. 30.
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Cooper, 7, 46.

Tall of Mughal Empire, 11.

Oriental Annual, 160 (plate).

Rodgers, 90.

Khulasatut Tawarikh, 29.

No. 417. {a) Gateway.

(6) In the northern wall of Salimgarh, facing the river.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

^{e) 1271 A.H. (1854-5 A.D.).

(/) On a marble slab fixed over the arch of the entrance.

]y j
*J| (i)

lio
j

(.SjJj (jb jaIo JL. (f)

Translation.

(1)
“ When, by the grace of God, this gate, which is beautiful and augmenta-

tive of happiness, was built,

(2) Knowledge spake the year of its erection ; 0 Zafar, ‘ The door magni-

ficent as heaven and of auspicious foundation.’
”

{g) Fair.

{h) Unnecessary.

. (;') The gateway, which is now closed, is built of brick masonry, with red

sandstone dressings sparingly used in the arch and jambs. It was

originally coated with plaster which has fallen off in places. The

gateway is of relatively small dimensions, and was built by Bahadur

Shah, the last Mughal emperor.

No. 418. (a) Mosque (nameless).

(6) At the north-west corner of Salimgarh fort.

(c) Government.

{d) III.

{e) Salim Shah’s reign.

'\ (/) None.

{g) Dilapidated.

{h) Unnecessary.

(j) The mosque is constructed of rubble masonry and contains three compart-

ments, entered through three arched doorways. The central apart-

ment is covered by a late Pathan dome while the remaining ones have

vaulted roofs. The southern compartment is in military occupation.

It pleasures 60' 6" by 28' E.M.
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INDEX.

Page.

!

Abdul Aziz Sbakarbar 64

„ Baqi . 183

Abdun Nabi . 83

Abdurrahini Khan Khani Khanan . 129

„ Kbuwaja - 157 i

1

Abu Bakr Musalla Bardar 166 !

„ „ Tusi 108
j

Adham Kban . . . o3j 1(0

Aggar Sain 30

Ahmad Bakhsh Khan 149

Aliganj . 195 :

Alipur 214 !

Amir Khusro . 165
j

Anglo-Arabic High School 1

Arab Sarai 130

Arakpur Bagh Mochi 215

Arif Ali Shah . 99

Arjmand Khanam . 253

Asad Khan 257 :

Asalat Khan . 2G0 !

1

Asiraf Beg 188
;

Asoka pillar . . 74, 281

Atgah Khan . 175

Athpula .
38

Athwans garden 49

Azimganj 106
j

Aziz Kok^ltash 108, 1761

1

B
!

i

Baba Agha 53

Babarpur 142

Badal Beg Khan 7

Badruddin Samarqandi 81

Baghel Siagh . 229, 230

Baghichi 48,

Bairam Khan . . 53, 175

Bakhsh Singh 230

Banskoli 231

Baoli 222, 246, 280

„ of Aggar Sain 30

of Nizamuddin 140

Baota {see Flagstaff Tower).

Bara Gate of Parana Qila 96

„ Gumbad 33

Barah Khambah . . 12, 47, 137

„ Pula . . 127

Bari ka Gumbad . 174

Pagu

Batashewala Mahal bara {see Tomb
of Mirza Muzaffar Husain).

Batashewala Mahal Chhota Hi
i

Bcgam Jan .... 1^-'

j

Bhul Bhulaiyan 2(53

! Bibi ka Rauza 2(13

i
Bibipur ..... 211

' Bika ..... It 3

1

Bila! Muhammad Khan . 190

Bir Singh .... 230

;

Boli Bhatyari ka Mahal . 23.3

Boughton, Gabriel . 15,3

: Bridge ..... 200

Bu Ali Bhatti 234
1

„ Halima’s garden 133

,
Burhanul Mulk {see Saadat Khan).

c

; C'hamariwala Gumbad (see Tomb of

1
Darab Khan).

Chandi'awal .... 291

C'hauburji .... 277

Chaunsath Khamba 170

;

Chilla N zamuddiu . 124

1)

Dalan of Itqad Khan 159

„ Mirdha Ikram . 108

Darab Khan .... 130

Dargah of Shahi Mardan 2o0

Delhi Sher Shahi 54, 59, G9

Dina Xath .... 249

Din Paiiah {see Purana Qila).

' Diyanat Nisa .... 253

Do Sirhiya Gumbad 56

Fahim Khan .... 126

Faizi ..... 83

Farid Khan (.see Murtaza Khan).

Fathgarh {see Mutiny Memorial).

Fath Khan .... 243, 244

Fatima Sam .... 51

Fazli Ilahi Khan 1

Flagstaff Tower 277

Firozabad 59
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Firoz Jatan .

,, Shah

Fraser, William

Page.
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of Muhammad Sultan .

„ Yusuf

Najaf Ali Khan

Nawab Badal Beg Khan .

,, Bahadur Jawid

Page.

122

173

188

7

G

Garden of Kamlapati, 31

,, Mochi . . • • 215

Gateway .... 296, 301

,, of Mahaldar Khan’s Garden 270

Ghaziuddin Khan .... 1, 3. 4

Ghazi Khan Lohani 98

Ghulam Naqshhand 45

„ Qadir Khan 25, 300

Gol Gumbad ... 67

Grave of Abul Fazail 158

„ Ahmad Husain Khan 207

,,
Alauddin . . . • 172

„ Aziman .... 233

,,
Biba Jan.... 204

„ Bibi Fatima Sam 50

„ Darab Khan 167

,, Fatima Bibi

,, „ daughter of Najaf

139

Khan .... 212

,, Ghulam Ahmad Khan 232

,,
Hajji Anwar 167

,,
Husamuddin 205

„ Ishrat .... 196

»! I)
202

,,
Jahanara .... 205

,,
Jahan Numa 236

,,
Khuda Numa . 231

Khwaja Abdurrahim

„ Abu Bakr Musalla

157

Bardar .... 165

,,
Khwaja Ataullah 169

„ Baqi Billah 237

iq'>ai . • 169

,, ,,
M'f A.r 66

„ „ Dard . 66

,,
Muh.ammad Nasir . 66

,,
Mubashshar . 170

,,
Maha’dar Begam 206

,,
Makhdum Khan 166

,,
Mihrunnisa Begam . 208

., Mir Abdu! Hai 171

,, ,,
Mannu 3

„ Mirza Babar 155

„ „ Babar’s wife . 156

,, ,, Jafar 171

„ Muhammad Amin Sultan . 172

Khan .... 209

„ Nawab Isa Beg Khan 7

„ „ Musa Beg Khan 7

„ „ Musa Khan . 206

„ „ Nazar Bahadur

Khan .... 167

„ Nizamuddin Ahmad . 239

„ Nut Numa 236

„ Saadat Khan . 207

„ Sadrunnisa 205

„ Sahma Sultan . 166

„ Sangi Begam . 123

„ Sayyid Badruddin Samar-

qandi .... 89

„ Shah Abdul Aziz 65

„ ,, Abdurrahim 65

„ „ Muhammad Said 232

„ „ Nimat Hahi 208

„ ,,
Waliullah 65

„ Shamsuddin Ataullah 133

„ „ Mahru . 165

„ Shaikh Abdul Aziz Shakar-

bar .... 63

„ Shaikh Abubakr Tusi 108

„ „ Nuruddin Malik Yar

Parran .... 109

„ Wilayati Khanam 204

„ Zi^auddin Earni 168

„ Zuhra Agha 139

Grave (unknown) .... 115,188

Gnlrukh Begam .... 114

Gur Duwara, Bangla Sahib 10

„ „ Tegh Bahadur’s . 229

Gur Duwara ..... 61, 125

Gur ki Sarai 270

H

Hafiz SaduHah .... 3

Hajji Begam (see Sharfunnisa Begam).

„ Muhammad .... 244

Shamsuddin .... 244

Hamida Eanu Begam 260

Hari Kai Guru .... 11

Har Kishan Guru .... 11

Hasan Tahir 64

Hijre ka Gumbad .... 42
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Page. Page.

Hindu Rao . . . . • 281 Khwaia Mubashshar 170

„ „ ka Bara 256 Kishanganj . . . . . 257

„ Rao’s house . 281 Kos Minar .... 106, 274

Humayun Gate of Purana Qila 97 Kotla Firoz Shah . . . . 69

Kunwari Begam ka Burj 246

T
Kushak .... 226

X
Kushaki Jahan Numa (see Pirghaib).

Ibrahim Ali Khan . 240 „ Shikar (see Pirghaib).

„ Husain Mirza 114

Imambaia .... 201 k

T

Indrapat .... 85
Jj

Iradatmand Khan . 58 Lai Bangla ..... 45

Isa Beg Khan 7 „ Darwaza (see also Kabuli Dar-

„ Khan .... 135 waza) . . . . . 53

Ishiat Ali Khan 201, 202
„ Kunwar . , 46

Ishri Singh .... • 22 „ Mahal . . . . . 137

J

Langar Khana .... 173

Jahanara .... 1.53
Iff

Jahanian Jahan. Gasht . 243
jji

Jai Singh .... • 13 Madhoganj 13

„ „ Pura • 8 Madho Singh . ... . 22

Jantar Mantar . 13, 14 Mahabat Khan .... 84, 198

Jat ki Pahari.... . 252 „ Khan’s house . 8

Jawid Khan .... 195, 209 Mahal ...... 22

Jiji Anagah ..... • 175 Mahaldar Khan . . . . 271

Jit Singh .... • 230 Maham Anagah .... 53, 175

Jor Bagh .... • 186 Mah Banu Khanam 29

Junan Shah Khani Jahan 179, 180 Majlis Khana.... 151, 202

ir
Malakpur Chhawni .... 274

JX
Malcha ...... 227

Kabuli Darwaza 68 Malik Yar Parran (see Shaikh Nurud

Kamal Shah
.j

• • • 30 din).

Kamlapati .... 31 Maluk Chand ..... 216

Karbala . . . • • 188 Maqbul, Khani Jahan 180

Katra Iradatmand Khan 68 i Maruf ...... 145

Kazim Khan . . . • 253 Mehdi Ali Khan .... 253

Khairpur . . • 32 ,, Khuwaja 161, 164

Khairpur ka Pul (see Athpula). Mehndiyan ..... 64

Khalilullah Khan 147, 149, 260 Metcalfe House .... 291

Khalilur Rahman 251 „ Theophilus . 291, 292, 293, 294

Khanqah of Rahim Bakhsh 178 „ Thomas . . . . 29i

Khani Dauran Khan 171 Mir Ali Muhammadi (see Mir Dard),

, Jahan Tilangani (see Maqbul „ Asr...... 68

Khani Jahan). Mirdha Ikram .... 168

Khass Mahall . . • • • 107 Mir Dard . i . . . 68

KhudaNuma . . . •
•

• 234 „ Mannu . . . . . 3

Khwaja Abid (see Qalij Khan). „ Muhanunad Sakht Kaman 28

„ Amkanki .
• 238 „ Nasir ..... 68

„ Iqbal • 169 „ Taqi 43, 44

„ Baqi Billah . 238 Mirza Anwar ..... 108

„ Maqsud • 108 „ Babar 155
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Page. Page.

Mirza Jahangir .... 155 183, 184, 186, 187, 199, 203, 218,

n Jahangir's house 156 221, 223, 224, 225, 233, 235, 245,

>) Jani (see Muhammad Gulsitana). 250, 254. 2.58, 261, 262, 265, 268,

5> Kamran .... 114 273, 289, 295, 297, 301.

J? Muqim Abul Masnsur Khan Mubarak Khan ka Gumbad (see Tomb
{see Safdar Jang). of Muhammad Shah, Sayyid king).

M yan Jan ..... 164 ' Muhammad Afzal (see Khuda Numa).

Mochi (see Eamdas). „ Ali . . . . 28

Mosque, Abdun Nabi’s 82 „ Ashraf's House 138

77 Afghan's .... 63 „ Gulsitana 201

77 Afsarwala .... 132 ,, Ibrahim (see Asad Khan).

77 Babbi Rangrez’s (see Sahib- „ Mir .... 242

zadi’s mosque). Muhammadpur .... 217

77 Bagh wali.... 44 Muhammad Shah (Mughal Emperor). 157

77 Bandarya wall . 6 „ „ (Sayyid king) 34

77 Bari .... 5, 256, 267 „ Siddiq .... 183

77 Chaunsath Khamba . 61 „ Yusuf .... 45

7 Chini ka Burj 141 Muizzuddaulah .... 253

77 Chunewalan 5 Mujaddid Alaf Sard 4

97 Piroz Shah’s 244 Munda Gumbad .... 223

79 Gharib Shah’s . 4 Munim Khan ..... 175

97 Ghosiyan .... 6 Munirka...... 220

97 Hakim Ji’s garden 23 Murtaza Khan . . 60, 146, 149, 300

99 Hijre wali.... 270 Musa Beg Khan .... 7

97 Idgah (new) 252 Mustafa Khan’s enclosure 151

99 „ (old) 251 Mutiny Memorial .... 282

97
Isa Khan’s 135 MuzaSar Husain Mirza . 114

97 Jamaat Khana . 151

77 Malik Munirka . 220

99
Jami Masjid Firozabad 72 N

99
KaU Masjid . .178, 235, 246

79 Khairul Manazil 51 Nadim Khan Kokaltash . 53

77 Khani Dauran Khan’s 170 Najaf Khan ..... 212

99 Khwaja Mir Dard’s 66 Najibuddaula ..... 25

77 Lai Masjid 197 Naciqar Khana .... 195

77 „ Takya 260 Narhaula ..... 27

99
Mani Shah’s 247 Naubat Khana .... 56

77
Multani Dhanda 235 Nazir Daulat . . . . • 260

77
Nazir Daulat’s . 259 Nigambodh Ghat .... 297

7 7
Pahari wali 274 Nila Gumbad (see Tomb of Fahim

77 Qbrustan wali 241 Khan).

77
Qilai Kohna 98 Nili Chhatri . . • • .55, 298

7 7
Eisale wali 288 „ Gumti ..... 48

7 7
Sahibzadi’s 4 Nizamul Mulk Asafjah Chin Qalij

Sarhindi Masjid . 255 Khan (see Qamruddin).

Shah 'VVajid’s 267 Nizampur ..... 111

9
Shidion ki Masjid 253 Nizamuddin ..... 150

. 7
Stone-cutters’ 6 Nurgarh (see'Salimgarh).

7 7
Zinat Begam’s . 197

?J
(nameless) . 8, 10, 12, 25, 27, 29. 30,

31, 33, 39, 40, 41. 42, 43, 47, 49 , 51, 0
54, 57, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 82, 107,

109, 111, 112, 113, 116, 178, 182, Old Fort (see Purana Qila).
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Paharganj

Partap Singh

Pavilion .

Phus ki Sara’

Picha Jan

Pirghaib

Pirthi Singh

Pul Ciiaddar

Purana Qila

Page.

1

22

2G8

265

108

278

22

264
'

85

Saj’yid ki Dargah (see Tomb of Mir

Muhammad Ali).

„ Mirza .....
„ Eaziuddin Ahmad (see Khwaja

Baqi Billah).

Page.

28, 29

Q

Qadam Sharif 200, 242 Sani).

Qalij Khan . . . . . 2 „ Nuruddin 109

Qamruddin . . . . . 2, 3
Shamsuddin Ataullah 133

Qilai Kohna (see Purana Qila). „ Khan . 281

Qudsiya Begum . 195, 199, 200, 201, 203. Sharfun Nisa Begam 201

295 Sher Garh (see Purana Qila).

„ Garden . . . . 295 „ Mandal .
102

Shidipura 253

Shihab, the enigmatist 164

p Shihabuddin Ahmad Khan 53

Shikargah 226

Eahima Banu . . . . 28, 29 Shirwan Khan 242

Eahim Khan 242 Shish Gumbad .
. ^

36

Eaisina 23 Shujauddaula . . .
^ 190

Fiaja ka Bazar . . . .
8 Sikandar Shah Lodi 34, 38

jEajpur Chhawni . . . . 273 Sikandarpur . 182, 183, GO

pamdas....•• 216 Sultan Mirza . 114, 122

Pam Eai . . . . • 11 Sundarwala Burj • 112

Paushan Ara Begam 266 „ Mahal . • 112

i ,. Ara’s Garden 266

{Ridge 277 T
(Eikabganj ..... 229

1

Ruliullah Sarai . . . • 259 Tahir Muhammad Imaduddin Hasan 163, 165

Talaqi Gate 92

C Tal Katora garden . 228

# Tank of Shahji 4

Saadat Khan . . . • • iirt Temple. Aggarwal’s 9

Snbzi Mandi . . • . • 266 „ Hanumanji’s 8

Sabz Burj . . • • 131 „ Nasyan 10

j^adiq Ali . . • • • 196 ,, (nameless) . 104

^adr Bazar ..... 255 Tin Burj 217

iafdar Jang . . . . • 193- Tomb, Abdurrahim Khan Khani

kilimgarh . .
3C0 Khanan's . 128

iiamadhs of Bir Singh ami Jit Singh 229 ,, Afsarwala 132

lanjar's dome .... 180 ,, Ahmad Shah’s 131

inrban Sarai ..... 31 „ Amir Khusro’s 169

jarhindi Begam .... 225 „ Arif Ali Shah's 199

?>ayadat Khan .... 193 „ Asad Khan's 257

Sayyid Abid ..... 46 „ Atgah Khan's 175

„ Hasan Easul Numa 231 „ Bai Kokaldi’s 192

of Shaikh Farid Khan . 59

Abdul Aziz 66

Abdurrahim .
66

Ali .... 29

Muhammad Said 232

Waliullah 66

4

Shaikh Ahmad (see Mujaddid Alaf
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Tomb,

Page. Page.

Barber’s .... 124 Tomb, Safdar Jang’s • 190

Darab Khan’s 129
1 )

Sayyid Abid’s • 46

Din Ali Shah’s 248 fy „ Hasan Rasul Numa’s 331

Fahim Khan’s 125 fy ,,
Yasin’s • 131

Ghaziuddin Khan’s 1 >t Shahi Alam’s 289

Humayun’s .... 117 yy Shah Bahauddin’s. • 239

Husain Khan’s 247 yy Shaikh Muhammad Sahib’s 81

Isa Khan’s .... 134 yy ,, Nizamuddin’s • 146

Jahanara’s .

'
. 153 yy Sikandar Lodi’s . 37

Khwaja Rafiuddin Harun’s . 159 yy (unknown) . 5, 23, 25, 40, 4.3, 46.

Mahabat Khan’s . 198 47, 48, 49, 50, 54> 55, 58, 104, 105,

Mah Khanam’s 189 110, 111, 115, 116, 126, 127, 137,

Mani Shah’s 248 139, 142, 144, 159, 173, 177, 181,

Saadat Ah and Iradat Ah’s 186, 198, 210, 217, 218, 220, 221,

great grandfather 174 222, 245, 249, 250, 261, 262, 273,

Mir Muhammad Ah’s . 27 274.

,, Taqi’s .... 43 Towers of Mansur . • . 27t

Mirza Aziz Kokaltash’s (see Tripolia .... • . 27|

Chaunsath Khamba). Tunnel . • . 286

Mirza Jahangir’s
. 155

,, Muzaffar Husain’s
. 113

w
Muhammad Shah’s (Mughal Wazirabad • • 289

Emperor).... 154 Wazirpur • • 276
Muhammad Shah’s (Sayyid WeU • • 254

King) .... 32
Mirza Muqim’s 157

Musa Khan’s 218
z

Najaf Khan’s 211 Zabitaganj • 25
Raushan Ara’s 266 Zabita Khan . • 25
Naubat Khan’s (see Nih Zain Khan Koka • 108

Chhatri). Zinat Begam . • 197

CALCUTTA: FEINTED BY SUFDT, GOVT. FEINTING, INDIA, 8, HASTINGS STXBBt.
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